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The Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE 1 spacecrafthas
provided one of the largest and most varied sets of data on Earth's energetic plasma
environment, covering both the solar wind, well beyond the bow shock, and the near-
equatorial magnetosphere to a distance of almost 23 earth radii. This report is an
overview of the last four years of data analysis and archiving.
The archiving for NSSDC includes most data obtained during the inidal 28-month
of instrument operation, from early November 1977 through the end of February 1980
("prime period"). The data products are a combination of spectra (mass and energy-
angle) and velocity moments. A copy of the Data User's Guide and examples of the data
products are attached (Appendix A).
The data analysis covers three major areas: (1) solar wind ions upstream and
downstream of the dayside bowshock, especially He ++ ions, (2) terrestrial ions flowing
upward from the auroral regions, especially H +, O + and He + ions, and (3) ions of both
solar and terrestrial origins in the tail plasma sheet and lobe regions. Copies of
publications are attached (Appendix B).
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PREFACE
This report is an overview of science and data archiving results obtained with the Lockheed
Plasma Composition Experiment on the International Sun-Earth Explorer One (ISEE 1) spacecraft
since January of 1990. The experiment measures the differential flux of positive ions in the energy
range from near 0 eV to approximately 18 keV per unit charge. In contrast to the more
conventional electrostatic particle analyzers flown on many spacecraft, this experiment has the
capability to select the ions to be measured by selecting their mass per unit charge. Relatively few
experiments of this type have been flown to date, and no other such experiment has provided the
same variety of data in vastly different regions of space.
The science studies reported here have utilized data from both sources of magnetospheric
plasmas, namely the solar wind near Earth's bow shock and the high-latitude region of ion outflow
from Earth's ionosphere, as well as very extensive data from the confluence region of solar and
terrestrial plasmas in Earth's magnetic tail, almost as far out as 23 RE.
A major effort has been devoted to the preservation and dissemination of data from this
experiment by converting more than two years of measurements into various physical quantities
and depositing those in the National Space Science Data Center.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is the final report by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc., Research and
Development Division, to the National Aeronautics & Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight
Center, under a contract to process, analyze and interpret data from the Lockheed Plasma
Composition Experiment on the International Sun-Earth Explorer One (ISEE 1) spacecraft. The
purpose of this report is to review the principal results obtained since 1 January 1990, the starting
date of this contract, and to provide a bibliography of scientific papers based on data from this
instrument. In addition to the bibliography, which is limited to papers published under this
contract, the report also has a more general list of relevant papers from the scientific literature,
numbered according to the order of referencing in the text.
1.1 Data Archiving
A major portion of Lockheed's efforts under this contract has been devoted to the archiving
of data at the NSSDC under the guidelines of the Preservation and Archiving of Explorer Satellite
Data, originally proposed by NSSDC and NASA/GOddard Space Flight Center in December of
1986. The necessary computer code was developed in 1990, and the actual production and
delivery of data took place in 1991. Because of unexpected reductions in NASA's funding of this
contract in 1991, the scientific efforts had to be essentially abandoned that year in order to complete
this archiving for the minimum data period ending 1 March 1980 (end of "Prime" period; see
below). These funding reductions also made it necessary to choose magnetic tapes as the archival
medium, instead of an optical disc, as had been planned.
12 Guest Investigator Support
Although the original work statement for this contract did not specifically require support
for ISEE Guest Investigations, such a requirement was implicitly created with the issuance by
NASA Headquarters of a Research Announcement under its Space Physics Guest Investigator
Program in March of 1990 (NRA-90-OSSA-9). In fact, two of the winning proposals were
prepared under the assumption that this contract would provide basic data processing support
during the three-year duration of the proposed research, beginning in the Spring of 1991. Despite
a small ($15,000) augmentation made available for this purpose by the Headquarters' Operating
Satellites Office in January 1992, the unexpected ending of ISEE Project support in 1991, even
before fully funding this contract for that same year, made it necessary to revise the spending
profile and request no-cost extensions. The problem was greately alleviated by the fact that one of
the Guest Investigations could successfully rely in large part on the newly completed archival data
set, thereby avoiding a severe conflict.
2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
The ISEE 1 spacecraft (along with the ISEE 2) was launched on October 22, 1977, into an
orbit with apogee at almost 23 RE (geocentric), perigee at about 300 km altitude, an inclination of
29 °, and an orbital period of 57 hours. It was placed in a spinning mode with the axis nearly
perpendicular to the solar ecliptic plane and with a period of approximately 3 seconds.
The Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE 1 is one of a family of
instruments using the same type of ion optics and covering nearly the same range of energies (0
ewe to about 17 keV/e) which have also been flown on GEOS 1 and 2, DE 1 and AMIrlT./CCE
[1]. The ISEE 1 instrument consists of two nearly identical mass spectrometers with the respective
fields of view centered 5 ° above and 5" below the spin plane, that is about 5 ° above and below the
solar ecliptic plane. Most of the results reported here, including all of the latest data archiving
products, have been derived from one and the same of these, the one looking below the spin plane
(seeing ions moving upward). The other spectrometer was often operated in a special low-energy
mode for continuous monitoring of the "cold" component of the magnetospheric plasmas, and it
failed much earlier in the mission (mid 1978).
The field of view of each spectrometer is about I0 ° wide along the spin plane, and some
I0 ° to 50 ° wide transverse to this plane, being the widest at the low energy end (due to
preacceleration) and gradually decreasing toward I0 ° with increasing energy. Information on the
instantaneous pitch angles (at center of field of view) is provided by the ISEE 1 Fluxgate
Magnetometer [2].
Each spectrometer consists of an electrostatic analyzer to select energy per charge, followed
by a combined electrostatic and magnetic analyzer to select mass per charge. Both analyzer
sections have particle detectors, so at each energy setting the experiment provides both the total ion
flux and the partial flux at a selected mass per charge. On ISEE I each combination of energy and
mass is maintained for at least 1/16 sec in high telemetry bit rate and I/4 sec in low (normal) bit
rate. Different combinations are stepped through in a cyclic fashion according to patterns
controlled by a random access memory which is programmable from the ground. The various
ISEE I patterns, or "modes", require anywhere from I to 20 minutes to complete, depending on
the predicted location of the spacecraft. Modes used inside the magnetosphere usually take the
longesL
The mass selections almost always include one that blocks all ions from reaching the
second detector, allowing intermittent measurements during each cycle of the noise associated with
penetrating radiation. These measurements are later used to correct the count rates of mass
analyzed ions. The total count rate in the fh'st detector is not corrected this way, but this detector is
much less susceptible to penetrating radiation because of its small size (spiraltron).
The maximum energy range of the ISEE I instrument is 0 ewe (or spacecraft potential) to
17.9 keV/e, divided into 32 contiguous channels, although only a subset of these may be used in a
given mode. In data used here, the lowest channel, from 0 eV/e to about I00 eV/e, is limited to
energies above I0 eV/e by an RPA (retarding potential analyzer) in the entrance. That same RPA is
otherwise used to provide "cold plasma" data from 0 to 100 eV/e (retarding within the lowest
channel), a function that was originally reserved for one of the two spectrometers, but later was
made part of many standard scan cycles, in order to accommodate such measurements with a single
spectrometer. Because of measurement uncertainties associated with spacecraft charging and
plasma convection, the lowest energy channel is treated separately when calculating velocity
moments. Data from the highest energy channel (above 16 keV/e) are normally excluded altogether
from moment calculations, because of a slight variation over time of the mass response of the ISEE
1 instrument in that channel. The numerical procedures used for weighting and summing counts
from the various energy channels are such that the velocity moments correspond to an energy range
of either 100 ewe to 16 keV/e (standard tool in most studies) or 10 ewe to 100 ewe (used in a few
studies), the latter assuming no spacecraft charging.
3. ARCHIVAL DATA FOR THE NSSDC
Data from the Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE 1 have been
archived at the NSSDC in several different formats at different times, most recently in 1991.
These last data have the NSSDC index numbers 77-102A-12I (ASCII magnetic tape f'des) and 77-
102A- 12/(hardcopy plots). Only a brief description is provided in this section; a complete data
user's guide is attached to this report, along with copies of "user-friendly" command files for
magnetic tape reading and copying (VAX/VMS) provided for the convenience of the NSSDC and
its customers (Appendix A).
The archived data cover the first 28 months of the mission, up through 3/1/80, that is the so
called "prime period" of ISEE- I and -2 investigations (while most experiments were still working).
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The format and (variable) time resolution are based on the energy-mass cycle time of the
instrument, which varies between about 1 minute and 20 minutes, depending on mode of operation
and on the telemetry rate (high or low). The format is specifically designed to answer the most
common types of question asked by other ISEE investigators over the years, such as:
What is the local ion composition during tirne interval T1 - "1"2?
Is this plasma rich in solar He ++ ions or terrestrial O + ions?
Ion beams are observed by our experiment. Do they contain O + ions?
To interpret our flow measurements we need to know the average ion mass.
We observe this plasma wave feature. Can it be due to heavy ions?
In addition, the compact size and extensive time and space coverage (see figure) make the data well
suited for large-scale statistical studies. The format may be described briefly as follows:
Each calendar day has five separate ASCII files, named according to date and content, as
for example MD78142.DAT, MC78142.DAT, etc. Three of these contain mass-resolved data,
with a time resolution defined by the complete instrument cycle (at most 20 minutes), and one
contains data from a "total ion" counter (assuming all protons), with a time resolution defined by
the energy-spin-angle cycle (usually about 2 minutes long). All these files have their own set of
spacecraft ephemeris and contain magnetic field data derived from the ISEE- 1 magnetometer [2].
The fifth file is a small auxiliary file ("EX-file") with only ephemeris data to facilitate the labeling
of plots. Each file can be viewed on a video screen set at a width of 132 characters, or output on a
standard line printer.
One of the mass-resolved files contains velocity moments up to second order for H +,
He ++, He +, and O + ions, calculated two different ways, as described below, and covering the
energy ranges 10 ewe - 100 ewe (density only) and 100 ewe - 16 keV/e. Each moment has a
statistical uncertainty (standard deviation) associated with it, calculated with standard formulas for
the propagation of counting statistics (see [3], pp. 56-64), including the uncertainty in background
subtraction [4]. This is the principal f'de providing relative ion composition ("MD-file").
The second file ("MC") contains spin-averaged energy spectra of the same four ions plus
O ++ ions, covering the energy range 10 ewe - 17.9 keV/e in 32 energy channels, as well as
information about the peak count rate in each channel during each energy-mass scan cycle. This
information includes the time (in seconds) and spin angle of the peak, the maximum rate, and the
angular range of count rates greater than 1/3 of the maximum rate ("full peak width at 1/3 of
maximum"). This is the best file to use for studying the composition and probable origin of ion
beams or flows, for example.
The third f'de ("MS") contains mass spectra in four energy ranges, whenever the instrument
cycle included complete scans of the mass-per-charge range (from less than 1 amu/e to about 150
amu/e). Most cycles did include at least a few such scans.
The "total ion" file ("ED") contains velocity moments up to second order as well, assuming
that the counts are due entirely to H + ions, but only for the 100 eV to 16 keV range. Since H +
ions usually dominate the count rate (proportional to the square root of charge/mass at given
energy), this file typically provides an approximate and nearly continuous measure of the H + at
higher time resolution.
These ASCII files with numbers are complemented with hardcopy plots (current NSSDC
index number 77-102A-12J) showing selected moments as a function of time, including the total
ion pressure perpendicular to the local magnetic field, as well as the magnetic pressure and field
direction angles.
This 28-month data set occupies 545 megabytes and resides on six 6250 bpi magnetic tapes
produced with the VAX/VMS backup procedure. The NSSDC has been furnished with
VAX/VMS command procedures for easy transfer of any number of days of data to disk and
subsequent transfer to new tapes using the more universal COPY procedure. The NSSDC has the
complete User's Guide for these data, both on tape and in hardcopy format (see Appendix A).
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of this document).
3.1 Velocity Moment Calculations
To calculate full three-dimensional velocity moments from the raw ISEE 1 data, the ion
fluxes measured within the near-ecliptic field of view have been extrapolated to other angles using
either of two sets of approximating assumptions:
1. The principal ion flow is parallel to the solar ecliptic plane and the ion fluxes have
rotational symmetry around the flow vector, regardless of the magnetic field orientation. The
direction of the flow vector within this plane is determined by the measured flow within the
instrument field of view. The single angular variable in this case is divided among twelve 30 ° spin-
angle bins, roughly approximating the inherent angular resolution of the ISEE 1 instrument in
normal low-bit-rate operation.
2. Fluxes are gyrotropic (independent of gyration angle) over the sampled range of pitch
angles, and isotropic outside of this range, maintaining the values measured at the smallest and
largest pitch angles, respectively. The pitch angles are divided among nine 20 ° bins. This
assumption is only applied to number densities, mean energies, parallel and perpendicular to the
magnetic field, and energy densities. It ignores any net bulk flow perpendicular to the magnetic
field.
The two sets of assumptions usually provide about the same densities and total mean
energies, within statistical uncertainties, but the numbers obtained with 1 are believed to be at least
marginally more accurate in most cases, except when it is necessary to separate components
parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. Although the drift direction in 1 is determined
from average fluxes in 30 ° wide bins, the weighting involved in the integrations usually provides
an accuracy much better than 30 ° . In either case, whenever the energy scans have left some
channels unsampled, sometimes every other channel, an interpolation procedure has been
employed, essentially assuming a linear variation of the differential flux.
4. BRIEF REVIEW OF SCIENCE EFFORTS
The versatility of the Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment, including its exceptional
sensitivity and flexible operating modes [ 1], and the extremely large and eccentric orbit of the ISEE
1 spacecraft have combined to create what is arguably the most varied set of space plasma data in
existence, and one of the largest as well. This great resource has continued to yield many new and
very significant scientific results in the last four years. The varied nature of the data is well
represented by the diverse nature of the three main topics of study under this contract: solar wind
alpha particles (He ++ ) at Earth's bow shock, plasma waves and ions on auroral magnetic field
lines, and plasma sheet and tail lobe ion populations.
4.1 Solar Wind Alpha Particles (He ++) at Earth's Bow Shock
The ISEE 1 orbit had its apogee sufficiently high (at nearly 23 RE geocentric distance) to
allow measurements at the interface between the solar wind and Earth's magnetosphere, including
the magnetosheath and the bow shock, during virtually all normal solar wind conditions and over a
very broad local-time sector. This is in contrast to other spacecraft with similar instruments which
have had lower orbits and only encountered this region during times of extremely large solar wind
pressure, if at all. In spite of this, data obtained beyond the magnetopause by the Lockheed
experiment have not yet been explored very extensively, due primarily to shortage of funds.
During the brief (less than two years) period of ISEE Project funding for science under this
contract, work in this area was limited to the study of He ++ ions upstream and downstream of the
dayside bowshock. This work was led by Dr. S.A. Fuselier, who had extensive experience with
data from the Fast Plasma Experiments (for total ion counts) on ISEE 1 and 2 from his previous
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research at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. The research conducted under this contract was a
cooperative effort between Lockheed and the LANL.
The He c+ ions, or alpha particles, are a much smaller component of the solar wind than are
the protons (H + ions), typically only 3% to 5% of the total ion density, but they are expected to
provide important clues in regard to the various plasma processes taking place at the bow shock.
O.ne.p.rocess investigated with the Lockheed data involves the partial reflection of incoming solar
wma ions at the bow shock. There were some outstanding questions as to the relative importance
of electric and magnetic fields in this reflection process at the quasi-parallel shock, that is a shock
configuration where the solar wind magnetic field (the IMF3 is nearly parallel to the shock normal
(nearly perpendicular to the shock surface). The solar wind He ++ ions, which have an
energy/charge about twice that of protons (about the same bulk velocity) would be far less affected
than the protons by the retarding electric field believed present at the shock. They were found to
be reflected to about the same extent as the protons, implying that magnetic forces play a large roll
also at the quasi-parallel shock, at least when the solar wind Math number is high. These results
are presented in Ref. [5].
A second process studied involves beam-plasma interactions between the reflected protons
and the upstream solar wind. The question of main interest here was whether these interactions, in
the case of the quasi-parallel shock, were of resonant (resonating with protons) or non-resonant
nature. Only non-resonant interactions would affect the He ++ ions, by heating them. The
Lockheed data showed that the He ++ ions were indeed heated in a manner consistent with non-
resonant interactions under certain circumstances, as described in Refs. [6] and [7].
4 2 Plasma Waves and Ions on Auroral Magnetic FieM Lines
Although the ISEE 1 and 2 spacecraft were launched into a near-equatorial orbit, the
subsequent precession caused the outbound leg of the orbit to traverse the near-earth, high-latitude
auroral regions, between about 2 and 7 RE, after a couple of years. This had not been foreseen
during the original planning of the experiment, but was fairly easy to take advantage of by devising
special operating modes for the proper orbit segment, beginning in 1980. The resulting data set is
in some regards superior to any obtained by polar orbiting spacecraft, since the ISEE orbit was
often nearly parallel to the geomagnetic field over distances of several RE, offering a unique
opportunity to study the altitude dependence of the acceleration of outflowing ionospheric ions.
Studies in this area have been a cooperative effort between Lockheed and the University of
California at Berkeley, comparing the ion data with electric field data from the UCB Double Probe
Experiment on ISEE 1.
In one study, led by Dr. C.A. Cattell of the UCB, the objective has been to establish the
detailed relationship between upflowing H + and O + beams and the various possible plasma wave
modes during a specific but probably typical event. During this event, which took place while the
ISEE 1 was at a geocentric distance of 2.5 to 4.5 RE, the ion beams were observed associated with
large localized quasi-static electric fields (a type often called "shocks"), directed essentially
perpendicular to the magnetic field, and with plasma waves identified as current-driven oblique
electrostatic cyclotron waves near the H +, He +, and O + cyclotron frequencies. In addition, the H +
and O + velocity distributions showed evidence of H + -O + two-stream instability at lower altitudes.
The data do not by themselves reveal the exact physical process involved, but the popular
interpretation would suggest that the ion acceleration is due to some combination of a net upward
component of the quasi-static electric field, the mirroring force of the magnetic field, and the
plasma waves. The results are presented and discussed in Ref. [8].
In another study, also led by Dr. Cattell, the objective has been to establish the main long-
term, solar-cycle related variations in the auroral acceleration processes, by comparing many events
observed both by the ISEE 1 and by the polar orbiting $3-3 spacecraft. As described in Ref. [9],
the principal long-term effects, going from solar minimum to solar maximum, have been found to
be: (1) a general increase in altitudinal location of regions of magnetic field-aligned electric field,
(2) a possibleweakeningof this field, (3) an increasein therate of transverseion acceleration
(transverseto themagneticfield), and(4)anincreasein therateof outflow of O+ ions.
43 Plasma Sheet and Tail Lobe Ion Populations
Since about the mid 1980's the ISEE data analysis at Lockheed has placed the greatest
emphasis on Earth's magnetic tail region, for a number of masons. One is that the ISEE 1 was in
that region a very large portion of the time, and the Lockheed experiment was the first ion mass
spectrometer to fly there. Actually, the Lockheed ISEE 1 data are still the only extensive ion
composition data from the tail, covering the crucial energy range from near 0 eV/e to about 18
keV/e. This is in contrast to the inner magnetosphere, inside of about 9 RE, where several
spacecraft have carried ion mass spectrometers, both before and after. Another mason is that the
energy range of the Lockheed experiment appears, most of the time, to cover the bulk of the ions in
the tail region, beyond 9 or 10 RE, as opposed to the relative coverage in the inner magnetosphere,
where more energetic (of the order 100 keV) ring current ions have a strong influence on the bulk
ion properties. A third reason is that the tail region is probably where some of the most important
solar-terrestrial processes are initiated, including the entry of solar wind plasma into the
magnetosphere and the generation of auroras and magnetic storms.
This philosophy has continued under this contract, as far as internal Lockheed efforts are
concerned. Studies in this area have attempted to make the most complete use possible of the large
quantity of data acquired, by making large-scale statistical comparisons between the ion data and
widely available geomagnetic and solar indices, especially the auroral electrojet (AE) indices (see
Ref. [10] and subsequent data books in that series) and the Ottawa daily index for solar radio flux,
the so called F10.7 index. Large-scale comparisons have also been made between the tail ion data
and concurrent data on the solar wind plasma and the solar wind magnetic field, the IMF, as made
available through the NSSDC OMNI file (see Ref. [11]). These studies have been led by Dr.
O.W. Lennartsson.
In one such study the objective has been to try to determine what solar wind parameter, or
combination of parameters, has the strongest influence on the concentration of energetic (keV) O +
ions in the plasma sheet. Preliminary results, reported in Ref. [12], indicate that one of the most
important parameters, if not the most imprtant, is the solar wind electric field, that is the field
associated with the solar wind flow accross the IMF, defined by the negative cross product
between the flow velocity and magnetic field vectors, -v x B. The peculiar aspect of this result is
that the O + concentration is very strongly positively correlated with the average magnitude of this
field during a couple of hours preceding the plasma sheet measurements, but it does not appear to
depend very strongly on the direction of the field. Stated differently, the plasma sheet O + density
does not seem to depend strongly on the sign of the GSM Z-component of the IMF, which is
strange in view of the well-known strong dependence of the AE and other geomagnetic indices on
this IMF component. This "paradox" is currently being studied under a NASA/Lockheed SR&T
contracL
In a second study the objective has been to try to identify the principal means and route of
solar plasma entry into the tail. The results of this study, reported in Ref. [13], indicate that the
solar wind enters along slots between the plasma sheet and the tail lobes, convected inward by the
electric fringe field of the low latitude magnetopause boundary layer (LLBL) on the tail flanks.
This entry appears to take place at all times, and contrary to popular belief, there is no evidence in
the combined plasma-sheet-solar-wind data that the entry is generated or even facilitated by the
IMF.
In a third study, which has taken advantage of the high sensitivity of the Lockheed
instrument, the objective has been to investigate the variation of the ion bulk properties across the
boundary between the plasma sheet and the tail lobes. One of the most interesting results, as
reported in Ref. [14], is that the density gradient of the H + ions is significantly steeper than that of
the heavier ions, especially when compared with the O + gradient. An attempt has been made to
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modelthis in simpletermsof thedifferentcharacteristicgyroradiiof thedifferent ions,andsome
agreementis achievedthat way, althoughonly partially. This feature,along with someother
resultsin [14], lendsfurther supportto the argumentsin [13] that solarions enterfrom thetail
flanks.
In a fourth study, the large set of ISEE 1 plasma sheet ion composition data has been
utilized to determine whether the 0 + ions may have a feedback effect on auroral substorms, as has
been suggested in the literature. According to this idea, which has becon'_ increasingly popular in
recent years, the O + ions, because of their very large mass/charge, may have a destabilizing effect
on the tail etm'ent sheet (center plane of plasma sheet), where the magnetic field is weak, causing
tearing-mode perturbations that may trigger or enhance the substorms. To address this issue, the
ion data have been compared very thoroughly with both geomagnetic and solar indices. The
statistical correlations between the ion data and these indices, and between the different indices, all
point in the same direction: there is probably no feedback specific to the O + ions, in spite of the
fact that they often contribute most of the ion mass density in the tail current sheet. This result,
perhaps somewhat disappointing to many, but nevertheless very important, is reprted in
Ref. [ 15].
The last three studies have been supported for the most part under the NASA Guest
Investigator Program, but this contract has provided important support for computer programming
and basic data processing. The last two studies have been based entirely on the archival data
produced under this contract, with some additional support from this contract to produce the
required analysis programs.
5. NEW TECHNOLOGY
The analysis of data from the Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE 1
spacecraft has been carried out with conventional tools and methods and has not led to the
development of new technology. The data from the instrument, although refined in the final
archival formats, have the same basic form that has been utilized with spaceborne electrostatic
particle analyzers for decades. The only fundamental difference between these and most earlier
data lies in the selection of ions by mass per charge. Our knowledge about the ion mass has so far
been utilized for scientific purposes only, and no technological application has yet been discovered.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Twelve years after the end of data collection by the Lockheed Plasma Composition
Experiment on the ISEE 1, the data continue to yield new results of fundamental importance to
solar-terrestrial physics. This is in part an attestation to the scientific importance of the ISEE
Mission as a whole, but it certainly aff'trms the significance of this particular experiment, and the
significance of ion composition data.
fa . Of all the unexpected results obtained with spaceborne ion mass spectrometers, the mere
ct mat Earth contributes significantly to the energetic plasmas (first reported in [16]) has probably
had the greatest mental impact. Especially the results obtained from near-earth polar orbiting
spacecraft have encouraged some to postulate that the earth is even the principal source [17]. The
Lockheed ISEE 1 data have indeed conf'n'med the omnipresent nature of energetic terrestrial ions,
in particular the O + ions, but they have also helped to paint a more balanced picture, one in which
the ions of solar origin still have a prominent position. Data obtained in the tail, beyond 10 RE,
imply that the solar source may supply the larger part of the vast plasma sheet most of the time, ff
not all the time [14], and therefore act as the more important source of magnetospheric plasma by
sheer volume.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS
During its approximately 4 1/2 years of operation (until March 20, 1982) the Lockheed
Plasma Composition Experiment on ISEE 1 gathered a very large and in many respects entirely
umque set of data on the ion populations with energies in the 0-18 keV/e range. Due to the orbital
characteristics of the ISEE 1 spacecraft, data have been obtained in regions of space where no ion
mass spectrometer had been flown before, and the few such instruments that have since been
flown in the san_ general regions, especially the geomagnetic tail beyond 10 RE, have either been
designed for much more energetic ions or have failed to provide useful data.
Barely more than half (2 1/3 years) of these Lockheed data were art:hived at the NSSDC by
the end of the three-spacecraft ISEE mission, both because of the emphasis on the f'trst two years
of data by the ISEE Project and because of rapidly dwindling funding towards the end of the
mission. In light of the very uncertain future of new NASA missions, including the GGS/Polar, it
would seem to be prudent on the part of NASA to make some additional funding available to
Lockheed to complete this archiving, funding that would have to be very modest by the standards
that apply to new missions. It is therefore recommended by this author that such funding be made
available, and that NASA acts on this matter very soon, before the Lockheed magnetic tape records
of the raw ISEE 1 data risk disposal as obsolete in these times of cost savings in the aerospace
industry, or otherwise become illegible.
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Data User's Guide and VAX/VMS Command Files

ISEE-I ION COMPOSITION DATA (10 eV/e to 16 keV/e);
A GUIDE TO READING THE ED-, MD-, MC-, MS-, AND EX-FILES
By O. W. Lennartsson
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.
Research and Development
Palo Alto, California
PREFACE
The data and data formats described herein have been produced in cooperation
with several people at the Lockheed Research and Development Division, in par-
ticular with R. D. Sharp, E. G. Shelley, W. K. Peterson, D. L. Cart, and
W. E. Francis
The magnetic fields included here are based on ISEE-I magnetometer data made
available by C. T. Russell of the Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics
at the University of California, Los Angeles, California. The processing and
editing of the magnetometer data are the sole responsibility of the author.
Any questions regarding these data files should be directed to:
Dr. O. W. Lennartsson
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.
Research and Development
Dept. 91-20, Bldg. 255
3251 Hanover St.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Telephone: (415) 424-3259
Telefax: (415) 424-3333
SPAN: LOCKHD::LENN
i. INTRODUCTION
The ISEE-I spacecraft (along with the ISEE-2) was launched on October 22, 1977,
into an orbit with apogee at almost 23 RE (geocentric), perigee at about 300 kln
altitude, an inclination of 29 deg, and an orbital period of 57 hours. It was
placed in a spinning mode with the axis nearly perpendicular to the solar eclip-
tic plane and with a period of approximately 3 seconds. It reentered almost i0
years later, on September 26, 1987.
The Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment flown on ISEE-I is one of a family
of instruments using the same type of ion optics and covering nearly the same
range of energies (0 eV/e to about 17 keY/e) which have also been flown on GEOS
1 and 2, Dynamics Explorer One, and AMPTE CCE [Shelley et al., IEEE Trans.
Geosci. Electron., GE-16, 266, 1978]. The Principal Investigator of the ISEE-I
experiment during its development and during its several years of operation in
orbit was R. D. Sharp. In the later phase of data analysis this role was trans-
ferred to O. W. Lennartsson. For a review of the first few years of data anal-
ysis see Sharp et al. in Energetic Ion Composition in the Earth's Magnetosphere,
edited by R. G. Johnson, TERKAPUB, Tokyo, 231, 1983.
The ISEE-I instrument consists of two nearly identical mass spectrometers with
the respective fields of view centered 5 deg above and 5 deg below the spin
plane, that is about 5 deg above and below the solar ecliptic plane. Each field
of view is I0 deg wide along the spin plane, and I0 to 50 deg wide transverse to
this plane, being the widest at the low energy end and gradually decreasing to
I0 deg with increasing energy. All data used for this archiving were obtained
with one spectrometer, the one viewing below the spin plane. Information on the
instantaneous pitch angles is provided by the ISEE-I Fluxgate Magnetometer
[Russell, IEEE Trans. Geosci. Electron., GE-16, 239, 1978].
Each spectrometer consists of an electrostatic analyzer to select energy per
charge, followed by a combined electrostatic and magnetic analyzer to select
mass per charge. Both analyzer sections have particle detectors, so at each
energy setting the experiment provides both the total ion flux and the partial
flux at a selected mass per charge. The detector in the energy analyzer is off-
set from the center path of ions and corresponds to a view direction that is
slightly different from the nominal mass spectrometer field of view, being more
nearly within the spin plane. To be more specific, the two detectors have about
the same size fields of view at all energies, but the "energy detector" central
view direction varies, being some 15 deg away from the spin plane on the oppo-
site side of the "mass detector" view direction at near-zero energies, and grad-
ually approaching the spin plane with increasing energy.
Each combination of energy and mass is maintained for at least 1/16 sec in high
telemetry bit rate and 1/4 sec in low (normal) bit rate. Different combinations
are stepped through in a cyclic fashion according to various patterns controlled
by a random access memory which is programmable from the ground. Some patterns,
or "modes", may require only a couple of minutes per cycle, others may take 15
to 20 minutes.
The mass selections usually include one that blocks all ions from reaching the
second detector, which is a modified Johnston electron multiplier, allowing
intermittent measuremaents of the noise associated with penetrating radiation
(mostly MeV electrons and associated bremsstrahlung). These measurements are
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later used to correct the count rates of mass analyzed ions. The background
count rate in the first detector, which is a so called spiraltron, is generally
negligible and is not corrected for.
The maximum energy range is 0 eV/e (or spacecraft potential) to 17.9 keV/e,
divided into 32 contiguous channels, but the lowest channel, from 0 eV/e to
about i00 eV/e, is normally limited to energies above I0 eV/e by an RPA (re-
tarding potential analyzer) in the entrance. That same RPA is used to provide
"cold plasma" data from 0 to i00 eV/e (retarding within the lowest channel)
during part of some measurement cycles. Because of measurement uncertainties
associated with spacecraft charging and plasma convection, the "cold plasma"
data have not been included here. The lowest "hot plasma" channel, the one
covering i0 eV/e to i00 eV/e, has been used only sparingly for those same rea-
sons.
All velocity moments, with one exception (see below), use i00 eV/e as the lower
energy limit. As far as moments are concerned, the highest energy channel
(above 16 keV/e) has not been used either, because of a slight variation over
time of the mass peak locations in that channel. The energy range of moments
is therefore generally I00 eV/e to (about) 16 keV/e, unless further limited by
a particular instrument energy/mass scan mode (see below).
The mass range is from below 1 amu/e to about 150 amu/e, divided into 64 chan-
nels, but the most common scan cycles only sample 4 to 5 channels, corresponding
to the principal ions, plus a background channel (below 1 amu/e) .
2. ARCHIVAL DATA FORMAT
These archival data are a combination of ion data, magnetic field data, and s/c
ephemeris, generally sorted by instrument energy/mass scan cycle and placed in
five kinds of ASCII files, called the ED-, MD-, MC-, MS-, and EX-files, respec-
tively. There is one set of these files for each day of data, and the date is
part of the file names, represented by the last two digits of the year, followed
by three digits for the day of the year, as for example ED78057.DAT, etc. The
format and content of each kind of file are described in detail in following
sections.
The ion data are a combination of velocity moments, calculated two different
ways (using two different sets of assumptions about sy_unetry in velocity space),
and energy and mass spectra. The velocity moments are calculated both from the
total ion count rates in the energy analyzer, assuming that all counts are due
to H+ ions (and using one set of syn_netry assumptions), and from the partial
count rates at M/Q - i, 2, 4, and 16 in the mass analyzer, assuming those counts
to be due to the four principal magnetospheric ions H+, He++, He+, and O+, re-
spectively (and using both sets of symmetry assumptions). The "total ion" mo-
ments are listed in the ED-file, the partial (mass analyzed) moments are listed
in the MD-file.
The energy spectra are based on mass analyzed counts only, and are listed in the
MC-file for the same four principal ions (same four M/Q values), plus a fifth
ion, namely the 0++ (M/Q- 8). The five energy spectra are a compacted represen-
tation of the raw count rates at each energy (spin-averaged and maximum).
The mass spectra (when produced) show the accumulated raw counts (and number of
samples) in each of the 64 mass channels in four energy ranges. These are list-
ed in the MS-file.
The magnetic field data (time averaged) are listed in all of the ED-, MD-, MC-,
and MS-files. In addition, the magnetic field measurements have been used in
conjunction with the ion data to determine pitch angles and ion plasma beta.
The s/c ephemeris is also listed with the ion data in the ED-, MD-, MC-, and MS-
files, but an extra set of half-hour interval parameters are listed in the EX-
file. That file contains only ephemeris, and has been used to label certain
data plots. These plots are available in hardcopy (see end of this document for
description).
3. TIME COVERAGE
These data have been produced to cover the PRIME archival period for the ISEE-I
and ISEE-2, from launch (October 22, 1977) through February of 1980. The cover-
age is continuous with the following exceptions:
a.
The initial two weeks were devoted to extensive in-flight testing and
calibration of the experiment. The resulting data have not been used
for this archiving, so the beginning date is day 312 of 1977.
b.
The instrument was normally turned off for 1.5 to 2 hours at perigee,
occasionally longer (primarily to avoid the inner radiation belts).
C. Extended periods of "cold plasma" measurements (a few tens of hours
all together). No such measurements are included here, but they were
normally carried out as brief (few minutes) interruptions of longer
energy/mass scan cycles and do not normally show up as data gaps.
d. Solar wind measurements in the so called "sun-synchr0nous" mode.
In this mode data were taken at an increased rate in a narrow spin
angle sector around the sun direction, and no data were taken at
other angles, in order to maintain the same average data rate per
spin. These data have been judged too cumbersome to treat within
the particular format of this archiving. The resulting data gaps
are numerous and extensive, sometimes leaving an entire day blank.
e. Gaps in the data transmission/reception or poor quality reception.
These are usually of modest duration (few hours) but fairly common.
4. NUMERICAL ACCURACY
The absolute calibration of the instrument is believed to have been accurate to
better than 30% in the early phase of in-flight operations. This estimate is
based mostly on pre-flight tests in the laboratory, but also on extensive early
in-flight confirmation of the location and shape of major peaks in M/Q spectra.
As discussed below (in connection with the MC-file), the mass analyzed portion
of these archival data have been derived from counts acquired at the higher of
two detector triggering levels, in order to minimize the effect of background.
This triggering level has becomeprogressively less sensitive over the years,
but it has been monitored, and the count rates have been adjusted accordingly,
before being used in the momentcalculations. These adjustments are believed to
have maintained the absolute calibration accuracy to within about 30%to 35%
during high (normal) sensitivity operations.
4.1 Normal High Sensitivity Mode
These estimates assumeideal conditions, however, which meansthat the differen-
tial flux of any ion species is isotropic within the field of view of each sam-
pling, constant in energy over the width of each energy channel, and constant in
time during each sampling. Any or all of these conditions may be violated in a
real situation, and the resulting error may be significantly greater than 35%.
To take an extreme example: if a phase space density is inferred from the count
rate in the lowest energy channel, from between i0 eV/e and slightly beyond I00
eV/e, that count rate is divided by 40 eV/e (the weighted center energy). If in
fact the ions all have energies near the lower or upper edges of this channel,
then the phase space density will be eithe; four times too small or almost three
times too large. Errors of a similar magnitude may occur when the ion flux has
an extremely narrow angular distribution, or when it varies rapidly in time.
The energy distribution is of less concern at higher energies (smaller delta-E
over E), but the potential error in phase space density due to narrow angular
distributions can be large at any energy, especially in low (normal) bit rate,
where the instrument sweeps through 30 deg of spin angle during a sampling
(1/4 sec).
Summing (weighted) phase space densities into moments does reduce the relative
measuring errors, but to infer complete three-dimensional moments from these
data requires assumptions about that part of the unit sphere which is not being
sampled. The potential new errors are impossible to calculate, of course, but
they can be minimized by making realistic assumptions. The moments listed in
the MD-file have been calculated two ways, using two entirely different sets of
assumptions (see file description), each set being optimal in some part of the
ISEE-I environment. As can be seen from the listed numbers, the two ways of
calculating number densities, for example, produce nearly the same result much
of the time, at least in the magnetosphere. If the respective set of assump-
tions is correct, then the moment calculations are intrinsically accurate to
within a few percent.
4.2 Low Sensitivity Mode
If operated normally, the particle counters will saturate when exposed to the
high directional flux of H+ in the magnetosheath and solar wind. Even the He++
may cause saturation in these regions of space. To avoid this and to increase
the dynamical range of the data, the instrument was designed to have a second
commandable detector function that would reduce the sensitivity by about two
orders of magnitude. This is accomplished in one case by turning off one of two
power supplies (in the mass analyzer) and by shifting the power to another de-
tector in the other case (in the energy analyzer). For the most part, this sen-
sitivity change is programmed to occur automatically when the count rate exceeds
a certain threshold, and to be deactivated at the start of the next group of
commands, that is typically within 8 sec in low bit rate and within 2 sec in
high. Newcommands are activated at intervals that are multiples of 32 sam-
plings, called "octaves", usually at every such octave. Normally the instrument
maintains the same mass channel for one or more whole octaves at a time as well.
In theory this dual sensitivity function is simple enough, but it has several
practical problems, especially when it is set to be automatic. The change to
low sensitivity takes a finite known time (close to one second), but the telem-
etry bit stream does not allow the exact starting time to be shown, only the af-
fected octave is flagged. Instead the time of change must be estimated from the
sequence of count rates, which is hampered by rapid strong variations in the ion
flux. In automatic operation it is also reset to normal in an automatic fashion
(takes negligible time), so the change to low sensitivity may be repeated as of-
ten as every octave (or every other octave in high bit rate).
During the computer processing of these archival data, the transitions from high
to low sensitivity have been treated as data dropouts, for simplicity, and only
counts taken at least 1.5 seconds (I/2 spin) beyond the estimated start of each
transition have been included, after multiplication by a constant scaling factor
representing the end state (no such multiplication in the MS-file). This method
avoids having the transient count rates multiplied by the wrong variable scaling
factor, due to uncertainties in the exact timing, but it creates a systematic
undersampling of the ion flux near its _aximum and on one side of this maximum.
The situation is further aggravated by the fact that these automatic sensitivity
changes tend to occur where the ion fluxes have the strongest anisotropies and
the narrowest energy distributions.
In view of these difficulties, all data obtained in low sensitivity mode should
be treated with suspicion. They show the gross and qualitative plasma proper-
ties very well, but the tabulated numbers may be substantially wrong. If it is
important to establish absolute values, it is worth comparing these numbers with
archived data from some of the other particle instruments on the ISEE-1 and -2.
The data most often obtained in this mode are those in the ED-file and the H+
data in the MD-, MC-, and MS-files. Sometimes the He++ data are also affected.
All data obtained this way are clearly flagged (see file descriptions).
5. KNOWN ERRORS
All data, including the magnetic field data, have been screened very rigorously
with respect to potential problems in the telemetry transmission and reception.
Any time the telemetry quality flags suggest a potential problem, all data that
could possibly be affected have been discarded without further investigation.
In addition, every ion count rate and every magnetic field reading have been
examined for clearly "unrealistic" values, that is unrealistically large values
under given circumstances (given region of space). Such values have been dis-
carded on an individual basis (sample by sample).
5.1 Ion Data
The remaining errors, as far as they are known, are very few and ought to be
obvious from the wider context, especially when the various files are intercom-
pared. One group of known errors consists of a few isolated "bursts of counts"
in the MS-file (mass spectra) at M/Q values where no significant ions are to be
expected. Another group of suspected errors consists of a few isolated "bursts
of ions" having strangely repetitive count rate and angle of motion, as evident
in the MC-file.
5.2 Magnetic Field Data
These have more errors in them, unfortunately, but that is offset by the fact
that expertly processed values can be obtained from other archival files sup-
plied by the Principal Investigator for the ISEE-I Fluxgate Magnetometer (C. T.
Russell; NSSDC identification No. 77-102A-04) . There are two main types of er-
rors occurring here, one brief error often present at the gain changes (at most
once or twice per orbit) due to a misalignment of the gain flag and the actual
data on the tape, and another less common but longer lasting error that may ap-
pear in connection with certain offset corrections (related to the antenna flip
status). These errors are more fully explained in the descriptions of the ED-
and MD-files, along with methods to recognize the errors (see also description
of hardcopy plots at the end of this document). Errors in the magnetic field
only affect part of the ion data, namely the beta value and the moments that
are based on pitch-angle binning (the second method used in the MD-file) .
6. THEED-FILE
This file contains data from a particle counter called the "energy detector",
or "ED", which intersects the ions after energy analysis but before mass analy-
sis. The count rates have been converted to certain velocity moments assuming
that all counts are due to protons. These moments are thus not directly compa-
rable to any of the moments in the MD-files, unless the protons are indeed the
dominant species. Even in that case, there may often be significant differences
between the ED and MD proton moments, because the ED and MD particle counters
respond to ions with slightly different external angles of motion (see above),
and the two sets of count rates are usually averaged over different times.
Since the ED count rates are independent of the mass channel selection, and the
energy channels are normally scanned at a higher rate than are the mass chan-
nels, it is usually possible to obtain several consequtive sets of ED moments
during each complete instrument scan cycle. This advantage has been utilized
whenever possible, and the ED averaging intervals are more or less independent
of the phase of the instrument cycle. The criterion most con_nonly used for de-
fining the ED intervals is to have a "sufficiently dense" coverage in energy
and spin phase angle. This criterion varies with different types of energy and
mass scan patterns, but typically amounts to having at least every other energy
channel sampled in each of 12 spin angle sectors (30 deg wide sectors). The
missing matrix points are filled in by interpolation between adjacent points
before the moments are calculated.
The criterion for ending each ED averaging interval is modified when the instru-
ment is in low sensitivity mode (usually set by automatic triggering at extreme
count rates) and, at the same time, the count rates show strong (10-fold or
stronger) spin phase modulation. At such times the ED intervals are made equal
to the instrument scan cycle. This situation occurs most often in the solar
wind. The purpose is to suppress artificial oscillations in the moments caused
(in some modes) by spin phase dependent energy samplings. The modification has
not been applied uniformly throughout the entire data set, however, so there are
periods of "strange" and non-physical modulations in the ED moments, especially
in the densities. At any rate, all data taken in low sensitivity mode should
be treated with care; they are not intended to represent accurate quantitative
measurements, but they have been included to complete the gross qualitative
picture and to provide continuity between t_nes of normal magnetospheric data.
All low sensitivity data are flagged as such (see below).
Unlike the MD data, the ED data have not been corrected for background counts
due to penetrating radiation (not measured), but they are known to be much less
affected by that problem than are the MD data (different kinds of detectors).
The ED data also differ from the MD data in that no standard deviations are cal-
culated from the combination of counts (a saving in CPU time and output volume).
If necessary, approximate upper limits on the ED standard deviations can be es-
timated from the corresponding standard deviations in the MD-file (the MD data
have additional variance associated with background correction).
6.1 File Format
The ED-file has been written by a formatted sequential FORTRANWRITE:
WRITE(9,210)IYYDDD,IUTSEC,BXED,BYED,BZED,BTED,ITHETB,IPHIB,
*EDDNS,EDEMN,EDVEL,IEDANG,ACSEC,XCSEC,ENRGI,ENRG2,KX,RY,RZ
210 FORMAT(216,4F8.I,I4,I5,3 (IPEI0.2),I5,2 (0PF8.2),2F5.1,3F6.1)
The variable namesrepresent the following quantities:
IYYDDDis the year (two digits) and day of year (three digits).
IUTSECis the universal time in seconds at the midpoint of the averaging
interval. The nominal length of each interval is defined by the
distance between adjacent midpoints, but the actual length may vary
somewhat because of time gaps (noise) in the data (see ACSEC below).
BXED, BYED, BZED, and BTED are the GSE components and absolute value, respec-
tively, of the measured magnetic field, each averaged over the ED
interval (for data quality check, see next section). The unit is
"nanotesla" ("nT"), or equivalently, "ganuna".
ITHETB and IPHIB are, respectively, the magnetic field elevation and longitude
angles in GSE coordinates. ITHETB ranges from -90 deg (southward) to
+90 deg (northward), IPHIB from -180 deg (antisunward) to +180 deg (anti-
sunward), with 0 deg being sunward and 90 deg duskward. These angles
have been calculated from the time averaged field components, and are
rounded to the nearest integer.
EDDNS is the ion number density in "/cn%3" (assuming protons) contained in the
nominal energy range from 100 eV to about 16 keV (see also next section).
EDEMN is the "thermal" ion energy in "keV", that is the mean energy (0.i -
16 keV) minus the energy associated with the con_non drift motion.
EDVEL is the conm%on drift speed in "km/sec" in a plane parallel to the s/c
spin plane, that is approxinlately in the solar ecliptic plane.
IEDANG is the longitudinal direction angle of that same drift, with 0 deg
being sunward, and 90 deg duskward (-180 deg to +180 deg).
ACSEC is the number of seconds of data included in the moments. This number
is normally at least 6% smaller than the length of the averaging inter-
val, since neither the lowest nor the highest energy channels are in-
cluded (may be further reduced by data gaps).
XCSEC is the number of seconds during the averaging interval when the ED detec-
tor was in low sensitivity mode. This number is almost always zero in
the magnetosphere, but usually nonzero in the magnetosheath and solar
wind. If nonzero, it implies that at least some of the count rates have
been multiplied by a crude scaling factor (- 130) to compensate for the
reduced sensitivity.
ENRGIand ENRG2are, respectively, the lower and upper energy limits used in the
moment calculations, in units of "keV". These are normally 0.i and 16.1,
but may be modified in some modes (cf. comments on energies above).
KX, RY, and RZ are the GSM coordinates of the s/c (at midpoint of interval) in
units of "earth radii". On the rare occasions when the GSM coordinates
are unavailable (due to faulty ephemeris tape) the GSE coordinates are
used instead (available on raw data tape). Those occasions are flagged
in the EX-file (also flagged in the MC-, MD- and _LS-files) .
6.2 Further Explanations of Certain Variables.
The magnetic field values provided here may to some extent duplicate what has
already been archived at the NSSDC by the magnetometer principal investigator
(Prof. C. T. Russell; NSSDC identification number 77-I02A-04), but are not in-
tended to supplant those. The values derived here may not have been adequately
screened against telemetry noise or adjusted for instrument anomalies, so it is
recommended that the PI provided data be consulted whenever there is doubt about
accuracy. There are two types of errors known to occur here:
a.
When the magnetometer is conTnanded to low gain on the inbound leg of
the s/c orbit, usually between R - 8 Re and = 5 Re, the corresponding
flag may show up slightly too late on the raw data tape, resulting in
a brief underrepresentation of the field by a factor of 32. This may
last for about a minute or less (part of one major frame) and affects
a single ED interval. This error ought to be fairly obvious in the ED
data, and therefore traceable in the MD data as well (by comparing the
times). The corresponding mismatch at high gain command on the out-
bound leg, that is a sudden 32-fold increase of the field, is usually
discovered as "unreal" and corrected.
Do Occasionally, it appears that the wrong antenna flip status has been
inferred from the raw data behavior (pertains to the s/c Y and Z co-
ordinates), resulting in anomalous modulations of the GSE components.
These modulations cause the sum BXED**2+BYED"*2+BZED**2 to be much
smaller than the square of the time-averaged absolute field strength
BTED**2. It is recon_nended that the two measures of field strength
be compared routinely, and that other magnetic field data be consulted
if those two differ by more than a few percent. An additional (or
alternative) check can be made using certain MD data (see below).
The velocity moments have been calculated from a 32 energy channel (covering the
entire range from I0 eV to about 18 keV) by 12 spin angle sector (30 deg each)
matrix of time-averaged count rates in the following steps:
Io
A phase space density is assigned to each matrix point, using the
local count rate when available, or interpolating between adjacent
count rates if the point has not been sampled. The bottom and top
energy channels are included in the interpolation procedure, when
necessary, but not in the integration (sununation) over energy.
II.
Within each energy channel the phase space densities are weighted
by cosines or sines of the spin angle (center of sector) and summed
over angle to form two orthogonal projections. These projections
are in turn weighted by energy and by an energy bandwidth (see below)
and summed over energy channels, forming two orthogonal components,
approx_mate!y the GSE X and Y components, of a vector that is pro-
portional to number flow density. Both components are then divided
by a total (scalar) sum of phase space densities weighted by the
energy bandwidth and by the square root of the energy, that is by a
sum proportional to number density, to form (approximate) X and Y
drift velocity components, and an angle IEDANG.
III. A spherical coordinate system is envisioned with its polar axis along
the drift velocity vector, that is in the GSE X-Y plane. It is now
assumed that the phase space density has azimuthal syn_netry in this
coordinate system (rotational syr_netry around drift velocity vector).
The number density, drift speed (but not angle), and mean energy are
recalculated by summing over solid angle and energy in this system.
The solid angle weighting factors in this case are zones on a unit
sphere, each defined at the intersection with the GSE X-Y plane by the
boundaries of a 30 deg spin angle sector, or by one boundary and the
drift velocity vector. These zones are partially overlapping, and
summing over 12 spin angle sectors (typically - 14 zones) means cover-
ing the unit sphere twice, so a factor 1/2 is applied to each sum.
The drift speed (EDVEL) and mean energy (EDEMN) are obtained by divid-
ing flow density and energy density, respectively, by the number den-
sity (EDDNS). The mean energy is converted to "thermal" energy by
subtracting the equivalent drift energy.
If the drift speed in step II is less than 14 km/sec (less than 1 eV energy),
the coordinate system is instead aligned with the X-Y projection of the magnetic
field, that is with the angle IPHIB, provided the elevation angle ITHETB is be-
tween -45 and +45 deg. If the latter is not the case, and if the drift speed is
below 14 km/sec, the coordinate system is aligned with the s/c spin axis, and
the phase space densities are treated as isotropic. Only density and mean en-
ergy are recalculated in these two cases.
The summation over energy treats each energy channel, except the second one
(first channel not included), as a point measurement at the center energy, and
takes the energy bandwidth to be the distance between adjacent channels in the
trapezoidal fashion. At the second channel an extra term is added to extend the
integral from the center energy downward to about 0.1 keY, assuming the flux to
be a constant. This addition brings the mathematical energy range in better
agreement with the instrumental range of acceptance.
The variable ACSEC is a sum of elementary time segments associated with each
commanded setting of the power supplies controlling energy and mass channels.
These elementary times are 1/4 sec during low bit rate operation (about 80% of
the time) and 1/16 sec during high bit rate operation. These times include the
resetting of the power supplies, however, and are slightly longer than the times
associated with particle counting. For simplicity, the particle counting is
interrupted for about 12% of the elementary time segments in both low and high
bit rate operation to allow for resetting. The ACSEC therefore exceeds the ac-
tual particle counting time by about 14% in both cases.
7. THEMD-FILE
This file contains data from a particle counter called the "mass detector", or
"MD", which receives the ions after both energy and mass analysis. Count rates
of the four principal magnetospheric ion species, the H+, He++, He+, and O+,
have been sorted by 32 energy channels (i0 eV/e to 18 keY/e), 12 spin angle sec-
tors (30 deg each) and 9 pitch-angle ranges (20 deg each) and averaged over each
complete energy/mass scan cycle of the instrument. At the end of each cycle the
averaged count rates have been converted to certain velocity moments using two
different assumptions: the velocity distributions have rotational symmetry a-
round either (A) the bulk flow vector or (B) the local magnetic field direction
(see below). Note: the ion labels are applied to certain M/Q values (the in-
strument does not measure mass per se) and may be inappropriate in the magneto-
sheath and solar wind, especially at M/Q- 4 (He+).
The energy/mass scan cycles vary in length from a few minutes to about 20 min
or more, depending on the instrument mode of operation. Each cycle may cover
only a few mass channels and a reduced energy range, or it may cover the full
energy range at each of 64 mass channels (load mode). The most co,non modes in
the magnetosphere provide for multiple energy scans at each of 5 to 7 mass chan-
nels (including a background channel at M/Q < 1), where each energy scan may
sample a different subset of the 32 energy channels (e.g. every fourth channel
in four interleaving scans), and each energy channel is maintained for about
four seconds (1.3 s/c spin cycles). In addition, each cycle may contain a few
scans through all 64 mass channels at a few energies, as well as one or two
brief scans through the RPA voltages in the lowest energy channel (cold plasma
measurements not included here). In order to simplify tabulation of moments,
no distinction is made here between different phases of a given cycle. That is,
all moments are treated as averages over the same cycle, although different ions
were in fact sampled at different phases (the same ion often more than once per
cycle).
All MD moments have been corrected for background counts due to penetrating
radiation (mostly MeV electrons and associated bremsstrahlung). This has been
done by subtracting an average background, that is the average sampled during
a given energy/mass scan cycle, from the average ion count rates in each energy
and angle bin. As a consequence, normally non-negative moments such as number
density may end up negative, when the count rate of a given ion is very close to
background levels, and the count rate in the background channel happens to be on
the high side due to normal statistical or temporal fluctuations. This is to be
expected, and negative values ought to be included in any statistical averaging
of number densities from these files, in order not to bias the result.
All MD moments have a standard deviation assigned to them. This one accounts
for purely statistical uncertainties, those associated with Poisson counting
statistics. In all cases but one, the tabulated value is an integer number be-
tween 0 and 999, which represents the ratio in percent (%) between the standard
deviation and the absolute value of the moment itself, rounded downward (values
greater than 999 assumed irrelevant). The one exception is the bulk flow angle
(drift direction angle) in the GSE X-Y plane (spin plane), where the standard
deviation is expressed as an angle between 0 and 360 deg, rounded to the nearest
integer.
The variance (square of standard deviation) of a given moment,or a given com-
bination of moments(as in bulk velocity and meanenergy), has been calculated
in a customary fashion by taking the partial derivative with respect to the
count rate in each energy and angle bin included in the moment(in both numera-
tor and denominator, where applicable), squaring the derivative, multiplying it
with the variance of the associated count rate, and adding such terms over all
bins. If the samecount rate is used twice, in order to replace a missing sam-
ple in an adjacent bin (see below), its contribution to the variance is adjusted
so as to reflect the reduced numberof independent samplings. All standard de-
viations, except the one assigned to bulk flow angle (see below), include a con-
tribution from the variance of the backgroundmeasurement. The reason for the
exception is that the background measurement,although subtracted from all other
count rates, is a scalar (single number) that cancels out from the calculation
of flow angle.
For various reasons, the data maybe statistically insufficient to allow a given
moment(or combination of moments)to be calculated. If the numberdensity has
been calculated to be a negative number (background measurementoo high), for
example, it makesno sense to even attempt to calculate a meanenergy. And if
only a few energy channels have been sampled (due to noisy data), it makes no
sense to calculate any of the moments, since the output format presumes a cer-
tain degree of consistency. Whenever a moment calculation fails, the corre-
sponding standard deviation is set equai" to -i.
7.1 File Format
The MD-file has been written in groups of five lines (records), using
formatted sequential FORTRAN WRITE statements as follows:
The first of five lines is a title line:
WRITE(8,230)IYI'DDD,JSTART, JSTOP,RX, RY, RZ,RT, DZ,IMLAT,TLOCL,
*BXMD,BYMD,BZMD,BTMD, BETA, IDBETA, BCTR, MDTCR,
*ENEMAX, IKATE,RSEY, RSEZ
230 FORMAT(I6,215,5F6.1,14,F5.1,4FS.I,1PEI0.2,I3,1PEI0.2,13,
*0PF5.I,I2,2F6.1)
The variable names represent the following quantities:
IYYDDD is the year (two digits) and day of year (three digits).
JSTART is the universal time in minutes at the beginning of the averaging
interval, that is the time of the first good data in that interval.
This is normally at the start of an energy/mass scan cycle, unless
some initial data in that cycle are bad.
JSTOP is the universal time in minutes at the end of the averaging interval,
that is the time of the last good data in that interval. This is
normally at the end ef an energy/mass scan cycle, unless the last
data in that cycle are bad.
RX, RY, RZ, and RT are, respectively, the GSM X, Y, Z, and radial distance
at the midpoint of the averaging interval, all in units of "earth
radii" ("Re"). RY and RZ are set to 999. if GSM coordinates not
available (RX same in GSE).
DZ
is the distance in "earth radii" (at midpoint) from the nominal neutral
sheet in the geotail according to Fairfield and Ness [J.Geophys. Res.,
75, 7032, 1970]. This is only displayed for GSM X < -Ii Re, otherwise
set to 999. If no GSM coordinates available, it is set to 0.
IMLAT is the geomagnetic latitude in degrees (at midpoint), rounded to the
nearest integer. This is set to 0, if no ephemeris tape available.
TLOCL is the geographic local time in hours and I/I0 hours (at midpoint).
This is set to 0.0, if no ephemeris tape available.
BXMD, BYMD, BZMD, and BTMD are the GSE components and absolute value, respec-
tively, of the measured magnetic field, each averaged over the whole
MD interval (for data quality check, see next section). The unit is
"nanotesla" ("nT'), or equivalently, "gamma".
BETA and IDBETA are a simplified representation of the ion plasma beta and its
standard deviation (% of absolute value). Its definition is explained
in the next section.
BCTR is the average background count rate in counts/sec.
MDTCR is a flag showing which of two detector pulse hight triggering levels
has been used (- 2 in these data).
ENEMAX is the maximum energy sampled, in units of "keY/e", or equal to 16.1,
whichever is smaller (16.1 is maximum in moments). Even if it is listed
as 16.1 (typical) the moments of some ion species may sometimes be lim-
ited to lower energies, depending on the energy/mass scan mode (see next
section).
I RATE
is a flag showing which of two data accumulation (and telemetry trans-
mission) rates has been used. The low or normal rate (80% of the time)
is shown by IRATE - l, the high rate by IRATE _ 4. Note: low rate means
four (4) samplings/sec, high rate means sixteen (16) samplings/sec.
RSEY and RSEZ are the GSE Y and Z (at midpoint of averaging interval) in units
of "earth radii'.
The next four lines list, respectively, the moments for H+ (K- I), He++ (K- 2),
He+ (K= 3), and O+ (K- 4) (that is actually for M/Q- I, 2, 4, and 16):
DO270 K=I,4
WRITE(8,240)DNS5,ID0,DNS8,IDI,EMN8,ID2,
*VDRFT,ID3,IDKFT,ID4,
*BGD,ID6,ACSEC,XCSZC,
*IPAMIN, IPAMAX,DENS8,ID7,EPER8,ID8,EPAR8, ID9
240 FORMAT (4 (IPEI0.2,I3),I5,I4,1PEI0.2,13,0PF7.2,0PF6.2,
*14, I4, IPEI0.2, I3,2 (IPE9.2, I3) )
270 CONTINUE
The variable names represent the following quantities:
DNS5 and ID0 are the number density in "/cm3" and standard deviation (% of ab-
solute value) of ions with energies between i0 eV/e and about i00 eV/e,
that is of ions in the lowest energy channel (with RPA voltage fixed at
10 V).
DNS8 and IDI are the number density in "/cm3" and standard deviation (% of ab-
solute value) of ions with energies between about i00 eV/e and 16 keV/e
(normally).
EMN8 and ID2 are the mean energy in "keY" and standard deviation (%) of ions in
the nominal energy range from i00 eV/e to 16 keV/e. Note: this is total
energy, including bulk motion, and it is in units of "keV", not "keV/e".
VDRFT and ID3 are the conunon (aunong those ions) drift speed (bulk flow speed)
in "k_m/sec" and standard deviation (%) of ions in that same energy range
(i00 eV/e - 16 keV/e). This drift speed is in the s/c spin plane, that
is approximately in the GSE X-Y plane.
IDRFT and ID4 are the longitudinal direction angle of that same drift and its
standard deviation, both in "degrees". IDKFT - 0 is sunward and = 90 is
duskward (-180 deg to +180 deg). ID4 is between 0 and 360 deg.
These moments, from DNS5 through IDRFT, assume that the velocity distribution
has rotational synunetry around the drift (flow) vector (in the GSE X-Y plane).
BGD and ID6 are the equivalent isotropic density in "/cm3", over the i00 eV/e
to 16 keV/e range, and standard deviation (%) corresponding to the meas-
ured average background count rate. That is, BGD is equal to the total
background correction of DNS8 (a number already subtracted from DNS8).
The ID6, when expressed in absolute terms, is part of IDI.
ACSEC is the number of seconds of data included in the moments for that ion
species. This nunlber is normally a small fraction of the length of the
averaging interval (energy/mass scan cycle).
XCSEC is the number of seconds during the averaging interval when the MD detec-
tor was in low sensitivity mode and, at the same t/me, was sa/npling that
particular ion species. This number is almost always zero in the magne-
tosphere, but usually nonzero for H+ in the magnetosheath and solar wind.
In the latter cases it is often nonzero for He++ ions as well. If it is
not zero, it implies that at least someof the count rates of that ion
species have been multiplied by a crude scaling factor (- 65 for MDTCR
2) to compensate for the reduced sensitivity.
IPAMIN and IPAMAX are the minimum and maximum pitch angles in "degrees" sampled
for those ions, rounded to the nearest integer. Note: if the magnetic
field is properly measured and corrected for magnetometer offsets, then
the sum of these angles, IPAMIN + IPAMAX, should range between about
170 deg and 190 deg.
DENS8 and ID7 are the number density in "/cra3" and standard deviation (% of ab-
solute value) of ions in the i00 eV/e - 16 keV/e range, assuming that the
velocity distribution has rotational symmetry around the local magnetic
field vector (see next section for further explanations).
EPER8 and ID8 are the mean perpendicular energy (perpendicular to magnetic
field; two degrees of freedom) in "keY" and standard deviation (%) of
ions in the i00 eV/e - 16 keV/e range, assuming that same kind of
symmetry.
EPAR8 and ID9 are the mean parallel energy (parallel to magnetic field; one
degree of freedom) in "keV" and standard deviation (%) of ions in the
i00 eV/e - 16 keV/e range, assuming that same kind of syn_netry.
7.2 Further Explanations of Certain Variables.
The magnetic field values provided here may to some extent duplicate what has
already been archived at the NSSDC by the magnetometer principal investigator
(Prof. C. T. Russell; NSSDC identification number 77-I02A-04), but are not in-
tended to supplant those. The values derived here may not have been adequately
screened against telemetry noise or adjusted for instrument anomalies, so it is
recormnended that the PI provided data be consulted whenever there is doubt about
accuracy. There are two types of errors known to occur here:
a°
When the magnetometer is conunanded to low gain on the inbound leg of
the s/c orbit, usually between R - 8 Re and - 5 Re, the corresponding
flag may show up slightly too late on the raw data tape, resulting in
a brief underrepresentation of the field by a factor of 32. This may
last for about a minute or less (part of one major frame) and affects
a single MD interval. This error ought to be fairly obvious in the ED
data, and therefore traceable in the MD data as well (by comparing the
times). The corresponding mismatch at high gain comnu_nd on the out-
bound leg, that is a sudden 32-fold increase of the field, is usually
discovered as "unreal" and corrected.
Do Occasionally, it appears that the wrong antenna flip status has been
inferred from the raw data behavior (pertains to the s/c Y and Z co-
ordinates), resulting in anomalous modulations of the GSE components.
These modulations cause the sum BXIMD**2+BYIMD**2+BZMD**2 to be much
smaller than the square of the time-averaged absolute field strength
BTMD**2. It is recon_nended that the two measures of field strength
be compared routinely, and that other magnetic field data be consulted
if those two differ by more than a few percent. An additional (or
alternative) check can be madeby summingIPAMINand IPAMAX. If the
sumis several degrees smaller than 170 deg or several degrees larger
than 190 deg, then the magnetic field should be in doubt.
The velocity momentshave been calculated two ways, A and B, using either of two
energy-angle matrices. Both matrices consist of 32 energy channels (covering
the entire range from I0 eV/e to about 18 keY/e), but one has 12 spin angle sec-
tors (30 deg each) and no pitch angles, the other has 9 pitch-angle sectors (20
deg each) and no spin angles. In method A, using 12 spin angle sectors, the
calculations consist of the following steps:
A.I A phase space density and a corresponding standard deviation are
assigned to each matrix point that has been sampled, using the
local average count rate, minus an average background count rate,
and the numberof samplings. No interpolations are madeat this
stage.
A. II Within each energy channel that has been sampled (usually all have),
except the bottom and top ones, the phase space densities are weighted
by cosines or sines of the spin angle (center of sector) and summed
over angle to form two orthogonal projections. At this stage the
phase space densities are interpolated in angle, if some angular bins
have no samples. These projections are in turn weighted by energy and
by an energy bandwidth (see below) and sununed over energy channels,
forming two orthogonal components, approximately the GSE X and Y com-
ponents, of a vector that is proportional to number flow density.
Both components are then divided by a total (scalar) sum of phase
space densities weighted by the energy bandwidth and by the square
root of the energy, that is by a sum proportional to number density,
to form (approximate) X and Y drift velocity components, and a drift
angle IDRFT. Similar s_tions are carried out with the variances
(square of standard deviations), using the corresponding partial de-
rivatives (squared) as weights, to derive the standard deviation of
the drift angle (ID4) .
A.III A spherical coordinate system is envisioned with its polar axis along
the drift velocity vector, that is in the GSE X-Y plane. It is now
assumed that the phase space density has azimuthal symmetry in this
coordinate system (rotational synunetry around drift velocity vector).
The number density, flow density (but not angle), and energy density
are recalculated by suntning over solid angle and energy in this system.
The solid angle weighting factors in this case are zones on a unit
sphere, each defined at the intersection with the GSE X-Y plane by the
boundaries of a 30 deg spin angle sector, or by one boundary and the
drift velocity vector. These zones are partially overlapping, and
sumuning over 12 spin angle sectors (typically - 14 zones) means cover-
ing the unit sphere twice, so a factor 1/2 is applied to each sum.
The drift speed (VDRFT) and mean energy (KMN8) are obtained by dividing
flow density and energy density, respectively, by the number density
(DNS8) . No drift energy is subtracted from this mean energy. The cor-
responding standard deviations (ID3, ID2, and IDI) are derived from
similar sums of variances, using partial derivatives as weights.
A. IV The partial numberdensity of ions in the bottom energy channel (DNS5)
and the corresponding standard deviation (ID0) are also calculated in
this coordinate system, although in this case the energy "sum" has a
single term covering the channel width (i0 eV/e to about I00 eV/e) .
If the drift speed in step A.II corresponds to less than 1 ev (less than 14
km/sec for H+, less than 4 km/s for O+, etc.), then the coordinate system is
instead aligned with the X-Y projection of the magnetic field (calculated from
BXMD and BYMD), provided the field elevation angle (including BZMD) is between
-45 and +45 deg. If the latter is not the case, and if the drift speed is be-
low minimum, the coordinate system is aligned with the s/c spin axis, and the
phase space densities are treated as isotropic. Only density and mean energy
are recalculated in these two cases.
In method B, using 9 pitch-angle ranges (0.0 - 19.9, 20.0 - 39.9, etc.),
the steps are as follows:
B.I A phase space density and a corresponding standard deviation are
assigned to each matrix point that has been sampled, using the
local average count rate, minus an average background count rate,
and the number of samplings.
B.II If only part of the pitch-angle range has been sampled, which is
often the case (indicated by IPAMIN and IPAMAX), then the empty
angular bins near 0 deg and 180 deg are assigned the same phase
space density as the nearest sampled bin (closer to 90 deg) at
the same energy.
B.III A spherical coordinate system is envisioned with its polar axis
along the magnetic field vector (arbitrary direction). It is now
assumed that the phase space density has azimuthal symmetry in this
coordinate system (rotational sy_netry around magnetic field vector),
which is to say that the phase space densities in the 9 pitch-angle
bins represent the entire unit sphere. The number density and the
parallel (axial) and perpendicular energy densities are calculated
by summing over solid angle and energy in this system. When summing
over solid angle, the parallel and perpendicular energies are repre-
sented by, respectively, the cosine square and the sine square of
the pitch angle at the center of each ban. The solid angle weighting
factors in this case are 9 contiguous zones on a unit sphere, each
defined by the boundaries of a 20 deg pitch-angle sector. The two
mean energies (EPAR8 and EPERS) are obtained by dividing the respec-
tive energy densities by the number density (DENSS) . The correspond-
ing standard deviations (IDg, IDS, and ID7) are derived from similar
sums of variances, using partial derivatives as weights. Only the
standard energy range (0.1 - 16 keY/e) is included here.
EPER8 and EPAR8 should have a ratio of 2:1 if the velocity distribution is iso-
tropic (or if the count rates have been extrapolated from a single bin at 90 deg
pitch angle), since EPER8 represents two degrees of freedom and EPAR8 only one.
Due to rounding-off errors in the suranation over angle, however, the isotropic
ratio is not exactly 2, but about 1.969. More specifically, if statistical and
instrumental errors are neglected, EPER8 is very nearly exact (about 0.02% too
small), but EPAR8 is about 1.55% too large. Naturally, neither energy will be
very meaningful if the magnetic field is in error (see above).
The "ion plasma beta" listed in the title line, BETA, is actually calculated
with methodA. The ion pressure used here is equal to 2/3 (two degrees of free-
dom) of the sumof "thermal" energy densities of the four ion species, that is
total energy densities minus the energy densities associated with the respec-
tive drift speed, as calculated assuming symmetry around the respective drift
velocity vector. This pressure has been divided by a magnetic pressure based
on BTMD. An alternative and more formally correct value may be calculated using
the "gyrotropic" density DENS8 and perpendicular energy EPER8, although those
quantities do not account for bulk flow (drift). In case the magnetic field
is suspect, and other field measurements are available, the beta can only be
recalculated with method A (using DNS8, EMN8, and VDRFT for each ion).
The sunmmtion over energy treats each energy channel, except the first and
second ones, as a point measurement at the center energy, and takes the energy
bandwidth to be the distance between adjacent sampled channels in the trape-
zoidal fashion, ignoring intermediate channels with no samples. At the second
channel an extra term is added to extend the standard energy integral from the
center of the channel downward to about 0.I keV, assuming the flux to be a con-
stant. This addition brings the mathematical energy range into better agreement
with the instrumental range of acceptance. At the first energy channel, which
is treated separately, the energy summation has only one term that includes the
channel width (10 eV/e - i00 eV/e) as a factor (only DNS5 and ID0 calculated).
Since the sununations are done after the completion of an energy/mass scan cycle,
the energy channels have normally been sampled in a contiguous fashion, but the
summation procedures are set up to accept gaps of as many as four channels (due
to noisy data), before declaring the data insufficient.
Depending on the scan mode, the lowest and highest energy channels sampled may
vary, and are sometimes different for different ions. The summation procedure
uses the actual lower and upper channels, so the moments of different ions may
on occasion cover different energy ranges. There are no flags to separate ions
in that regard in the MD-file (insufficient space), but the actual energy cov-
erage is shown for each ion in the MC-file see below). See also the explana-
tion of ENEMAX above.
The variable ACSEC is a sum of elementary t_me segments associated with each
commanded setting of the power supplies controlling energy and mass channels.
These elementary times are 1/4 sec during low bit rate operation (about 80% of
the time) and 1/16 sec during high bit rate operation. These times include the
resetting of the power supplies, however, and are slightly longer than the times
associated with particle counting. For simplicity, the particle counting is
interrupted for about 12% of the elementary time segments in both low and high
bit rate operation to allow for resetting. The ACSEC therefore exceeds the ac-
tual particle counting time by about 14% in both cases.
8. THEMC-FILE
This file is essentially an abbreviated listing of the count rates that have
been converted to velocity momentsin the MD-file. All relevant energy channels
are represented, but the spin angle bins have been replaced, in each separate
energy channel, by the peak count, the time of the peak (in seconds), the spin
angle of the peak (angle of motion of ions), a measureof the angular width of
the ion flux, and the spin-averaged count rate with standard deviation. No
pitch-angle information is listed, but the approximate pitch angle at the peak
count can be derived from the spin angle and the magnetic field orientation.
Count rates are listed for five ion species, that is for the samefour species
included in the MD-file: H+, He++, He+, and O+ (actually for M/Q_ i, 2, 4, and
16), and, in addition, for doubly charged oxygen: O++ (M/Q- 8). The listing for
O++is usually incomplete (contains fill) because it has only been measuredover
part of the energy range, or it has not been measuredat all, depending on the
energy/mass scan mode. It is commonto limit the measurementof the O++to the
lowest 24 energy channels (to energies below about I0 keV/e), to avoid contami-
nation by the more abundant O+, whoseM/Q response function partially overlaps
with that of the O++at the highest energies.
Usually the MC-file displays count rates from all 32 energy channels, but if
the energy/mass scan cycle is limited to a lower portion of the energy range
(as may be the case when the instrument has been commanded for solar wind or
magnetosheath observations), then the MC-file is also limited to lower ener-
gies. In such cases, it is not unconEnon to have a different energy coverage
for different ions, but the MC-file lists the same number of channels (same
number of lines) for all five ion species, displaying dummy fill where data
are missing. The fill consists of -i or -1.00.
Note: The MC-file is the only documentation of the actual energy ranges used
in the MD-file, in case different ions have been measured over different energy
ranges. The MD moment calculations will extend across missing intermediate en-
ergies, up to four contiguous missing channels (see above), but they will not
extrapolate below or above the end channels, and they will not extend above 16
keV/e (or below i00 eV/e in most cases). The actual ranges can be deduced from
the MC-file by the lowest and highest channels (lines) that have data (rather
than fill). Usually the only places where the energy sweep is shortened and
made different for different ions are in the solar wind and in the magneto-
sheath, as predicted from average magnetosphere configurations.
In order to simplify the file format, all averaged counts are treated as repre-
senting the whole energy/mass scan cycle, even though different ions were in
fact sampled at different phases of the cycle (the same ion often more than
once). However, the time labels on the peak counts do refer to the respective
times of sampling, rounded downward to the whole second.
All MC counts and count rates are raw data, except when the instrument has been
operating in low sensitivity mode. In that case the peak count and some counts
included in the spin-averaged rate have been multiplied by a crude scaling fac-
tor (- 65) to compensate for the reduced sensitivity. Such counts are flagged
accordingly (see below). None of the counts or count rates has been corrected
for background counts due to penetrating radiation (mostly MeV electrons and as-
sociated bremsstrahlung). However, the average background count rate measured
during each energy/mass scan cycle is listed as average counts per sample, along
with the sampling rate, which is expressed in numberof samplesper second here.
The MCcounts and count rates maybe converted to differential fluxes or phase
space densities using the instrument parameters listed in a separate section
below.
8.1 File Format
The MC-file has been written in groups of up to 34 lines (up to 33 records),
using formatted sequential FORTRANWRITEstatements as follows:
The first line in each group has a single character indicating the format of
the counts (i or 2), the second line is a title line that also indicates how
many lines (energy channels) are to follow in the current group:
WRITE(II,243)IFORMT,IYYDDD,JSTART,JSTOP,RX,RY,RZ,RT,RSEY,RSEZ,
*DZ,IMLAT,TLOCL,BXMD,BYMD,BZMD,BTMD,BETA,IDBETA,BGND,IDBGND,
*MAXES0,NSPLPS
243 FORMAT(I2/316,7F6.I,I4,F5.1,4F8.I,1PEI0.2,I3,1PE9.2, I3,213)
The variable namesrepresent the following quantities:
IFORMT is the format flag for the counts, showing either of two formats.
The standard format (IFORMT -- i) lists the averaged count rates in
floating point with two decimal places, the other one (IFORMT - 2)
rounds them to the nearest integer in order to allow more positions
for the peak counts (always integers) on the same line.
IYYDDD is the year (two digits) and day of year (three digits).
JSTAKT is the universal time in seconds (not minutes) at the beginning of
the averaging interval, that is the time of the first good data in
that interval. This is normally at the start of an energy/mass scan
cycle, unless some initial data in that cycle are bad.
JSTOP is the universal time in seconds (not minutes) at the end of the
averaging interval, that is the time of the last good data in that
interval. This is normally at the end of an energy/mass scan cycle,
unless the last data in that cycle are bad.
KX, RY, RZ, and RT are, respectively, the GSM X, Y, Z, and radial distance
at the midpoint of the averaging interval, all in units of "earth
radii" ("Re"). RY and RZ are set to 999. if GSM coordinates not
available (RX same in GSE).
RSEY and RSEZ are the GSE Y and Z (at midpoint of averaging interval) in units
of "earth radii"
DZ is the distance in "earth radii" (at midpoint) from the nominal neutral
sheet in the geotail according to Fairfield and Ness [J.Geophys. Res.,
75, 7032, 1970]. This is only displayed for GSM X < -ii Re, otherwise
set to 999. If no GSM coordinates available, it is set to 0.
IMLAT is the geomagnetic latitude in degrees (at midpoint), rounded to the
nearest integer. This is set to 0, if no ephemeris tape available.
TLOCL is the geographic local time in hours and I/i0 hours (at midpoint).
This is set to 0.0, if no ephemeris tape available.
BXMD, BYMD, BZMD, and BTMD are the GSE components and absolute value, respec-
tively, of the measured magnetic field, each averaged over the whole
interval (for data quality check, see description of MD-file) . The unit
is "nanotesla" ("nT"), or equivalently, "gaumna".
BETA and IDBETA are a simplified representation of the ion plasma beta and its
standard deviation (% of absolute value). Its definition is explained
in the description of the MD-file.
BGND and IDBGND are the average background count rate in counts per sample
(not per second) and standard deviation (%).
MAXES0 is the number of lines to follow in the current group (usually - 32,
sometimes less). Each line represents one energy channel, always
starting with the lowest channel (i0 eV/e - I00 eV/e), whether or not
that channel was sampled, and running through the channels contiguously.
MAXES0 is the number of the highest energy channel sampled at any phase
of the energy/mass scan cycle.
NSPLPS is the number of samples per second taken during the current energy/mass
scan cycle, either 4 (low bit rate) or 16 (high bit rate).
The next N - MAXES0 lines list counting data in N contiguous energy channels,
starting at the bottom channel (I- i), for H+ (J- I), He++ (J- 2), He+ (J- 3),
O+ (J- 4), and O++ (J- 5) (M/Q- l, 2, 4, 16, and 8):
DO 248 IaI,MAXES0
IF (IFORMT. EQ. i) THEN
WRITE (Ii, 246)
* (ACTR (J), IDCTR (J), IPCTR (j), IUTPC (J), IPDEG (J), IWDEG (J), J-I, 5 )
246 FORMAT(X, F7.2,I3,I4,I5,I4,I4,4(F7.2,I3,I3,I5,I4,I4))
ELSE
WRITE (ii, 247)
* (IACTR (J), IDCTR (J), IPCTR (J), IUTPC (J), IPDEG (J), IWDEG (J), J-l, 5)
247 FORMAT(X, I5,I3,I6, I5,I4,I4,4(I5,I3,I5,I5,I4,I4))
ENDIF
248 CONTINUE
The variable namesrepresent the following quantities:
ACTR is the average (spin-averaged) count rate in floating point represen-
tation (IFORMT= I), that is the average numberof counts per sample
(4 or 16 samplesper second).
IACTR is an integer approximation of ACTR,that is ACTRrounded to the nearest
integer. This format (IFORMT= 2) is used whensomeion (usually H+) at
someenergy (usually around one keV) has a value of ACTRthat would cause
the standard format to overflow (IACTRis capped in the rare event that
it would also overflow). This sameinteger representation is used for
all ions at all energies, regardless of where the overflow would have
ocurred. This condition is usually associated with a change of instru-
ment operation to low sensitivity mode, so the largest IACTRvalues
usually contain counts that have been "corrected", that is multiplied
by a scaling factor (_ 65), and are flagged accordingly (by IDCTR) .
IDCTR is normally the Poisson standard deviation of ACTR (or IACTR), expressed
in percent and rounded downward to an integer value. That is, IDCTR
represents the ratio (in %) between the square root of the sum of counts
and the sum of counts (sum = ACTR * No of samples). In case the instru-
ment has been in low sensitivity, mode at any time while a particular ACTR
(or IACTR) was being averaged, the IDCTR is instead used as a flag and
set equal to -9. In that case ACTR (or IACTR) contains "corrected"
counts and should be treated with some care.
IPCTR is the maximum number of counts during any single sample (about i/4:th
or 1/16:th of a second) of a given ion at a given energy. If IDCTR- -9,
then IPCTR probably contains a "correction factor" (I 65).
IUTPC
IPDEG
is the (approximate) time of maximum count rate (IPCTR), expressed as
integer number of seconds after the beginning of the current averaging
interval. That is, the universal time in seconds is - JSTART + IUTPC.
is the angle of motion in the s/c spin plane of those ions that cause
the maximum count rate. The angle refers to the midpoint of the samp-
ling interval (and the midpoint of the instrument field of view), and
is rounded to the nearest integer. During each sampling interval the
instrument sweeps (spins) through about 30 deg of angle in low bit rate
(4 samplings/sec), and about 7.5 deg in high bit rate (16 samplings/sec) .
IWDEG is a measure of the angular width (nearest integer) of the ion flux dis-
tribution around the maximum. It is a sum of two angles, one being the
closest spin angle from IPDEG with a count rate less than 1/3 of IPCTR,
the other being the most distant spin angle from IPDEG with a count rate
at least 1/3 of IPCTR. That is, IWDEG is a crude measure of the full
width at 1/3 of maximum. It is measured after IUTPC if more than 1/2
s/c spin remains, otherwise set to -I. If IPCTR is more than 3 times
greater than any subsequent counts, IWDEG is set to 30 deg in low bit
rate and 8 deg in high bit rate (or -I if too close to end of interval).
8.2 Relevant Instrument Parameters.
To convert counts per sample, or CTS, to counts per second, or CTKATE, use
CTKATE = CTS *RATE /0.21865
where RATE = 1.0 in low bit rate, and RATE = 4.0 in high bit rate.
However, the count rates in the MC-file are raw counts and need to be adjusted
for detector degradation (including peak counts and background). These count
rates have been obtained at the higher of two pulse hight triggering levels in
the MD particle detector, at the MDTCR - 2 level. The lower level, MDTCR - i,
provides a more nearly one to one detection level, that is one count for every
ion entering the detector, but it also admits more false counts due to penetrat-
ing radiation than does the higher level. The reason for using the MDTCR - 2
level is to minimize the background. The lower sensitivity to ions is not a
problem in itself as long as it is well known, since the count rate can be ad-
justed accordingly, but it has slowly declined over time, making it necessary
to do periodic in-flight calibrations. These have consisted of intercomparing
the count rates at the MDTCR - 1 and - 2 levels, which are both part of the
instrument output, during times of extremely low background. Fortunately, the
MDTCR - 1 level has shown no degradation, and can be used as a standard refer-
ence. The following table shows the results of these intercomparisons in the
lowest and highest energy channels for the four principal ions (date refers to
beginning of month). The intercomparisons for O++ (ION- 5) have been less ex-
tensive but suggest that the O+ (ION- 4) ratios can be used for the O++ as well.
c Ratios of MDTCR- 2 count rate to MDTCR- 1 count rate in flight;
c
c in lowest energy channel:
DATA CMDOI/
c launch - Jan 78, Jul 78, Jan 79, Jul 79, Jan 80, Jul 80
c ION- 1
* .90, .81, .60, .48, .36, .24,
c ION- 2
* .95, .90, .80, .70, .60, .50,
c ION-- 3
* .95, .85, .70, .60, .50, .40,
c ION- 4
* .95, .89, .75, .65, .55, .45/
c
c in highest energy channel:
DATA CMD32/
c launch - Jan 78,
c ION-- 1
* .94,
c ION= 2
* .97,
c ION- 3
* .97,
c ION- 4
* .97,
Jul 78, Jan 79, Jul 79, Jan 80, Jul 80
.93, .82, .72, .61, .50,
.95, .90, .85, .80, .75,
.95, .90, .85, .80, .75,
.95, .90, .85, .80, .75/
Intercompariscns have been madeat manyenergies, and it appears that the ratios
vary about linearly with energy channel number (I through 32). That relation
has been used when converting count rates to velocity moments in the MD-file,
that is, the ratios have been interpolated linearly in energy channel number.
They have also been interpolated linearly in time between the dates above. For
dates beyond July of 1980 this scheme has been abandoned, and MDTCR = 1 counts
have been used exclusively. Given count rates from before July 1980, these are
thus to be adjusted by
CTKATE = CTKATE /CMD(IE, date, ION)
where IE is the energy channel No, and CMD(...) is obtained by linear interpo-
lation in IE and date between the CMD01 and CMD32 in the table. For ION- 5
(O++) use the same numbers as for ION- 4 (O+) .
There is actually one more adjustment that can be made to improve the one to one
relationship between counts and ions in the MC-file. This one does not depend
on the MDTCR level, but it depends somewhat on the energy/mass scan mode. To
have exactly one count for every ion entering the MD detector, on average, re-
quires that the power supplies controlling the M/Q separation be tuned exactly
to the peak response for a given ion at every energy. This is impractical, but
in all scan modes, except the so called "load mode", the single mass channel
chosen to represent a given ion will have let that ion through at about 90% of
peak response, or higher. In the "load mode", however, every mass channel has
been sampled, and all counts at a response of 40% or higher have been used (for
the five ions listed). The average response for those counts ranges between 70%
and 90% of the peak, varying somewhat randomly from one energy channel to the
next, but is mostly 80% to 85%.
Therefore, if the counts have been obtained in "load mode" it may be worth ad-
justing the time averaged counts (ACTR and IACTR) by another factor of about 1.2
(average over energy). The peak count rates (IPCTR) cannot be adjusted for this
effect at this stage, since the mass channel No. is not listed. The "load mode"
can be recognized from the MS-file (see below). By contrast, all counts used
when calculating moments for the MD-file were adjusted for off-peak response on
a sample by sample basis (after first summing over the mass peak in load mode).
Once adjusted, the count rates in the MC-file can be converted to differential
flux "FLUX" and phase space density "F" with the following subroutine.
C****
C****
C****
C****
C****
C****
C****
SUBROUTINE AFLUX( ION, CTKATE, IE, FLUX, F )
Input: ION= 1 (H+), 2 (He++), 3 (He+), 4 (O+), or
CTRATE= counts per second (floating point),
IE= i, 2, 3, ..... , 32 (energy channel)
Output: "FLUX" in units of "/cm2/sec/ster/keV"
"F" in units of "sec3/km6".
5 (O++)
and
DIMENSION AM(5),Q(5) w ion mass and charge units
DATA AM/1.,4.,4.,16.,16./, Q/I.,2.,1.,i.,2./
c**** instrument energies (center of channels):
DIMENSION ENERGY(32) ! "keY/e"
DATA ENERGY/
* .040, .212, .410, .628, .851, 1.095,
* 1.929, 2.244, 2.580, 2.934, 3.317, 3.718,
* 5.080, 5.592, 6.132, 6.713, 7.333, 7.998,
* 10.235, 11.076, 11.969, 12.917, 13.927, 14.999,
1.353, 1.633,
4.146, 4.599,
8.701, 9.446,
16.144, 17.364/
c**** instrument geometric factors, including delta-E:
DIMENSION G(32,5) ! "I.0E-4 cm2 keV"
DATA G/
c**** ION-- i:
* 3-60,6-00,6-00,6.00,6.01,6.01,6.01,6.01,6.01,6.01,6.02,6.02,6.02,
* 6.48,6.94,7.40,7.85,8.31,8.77,9.23,9.69,10.3,10.9,11.5,12.1,12.8,
* 13.4,14.0,14.6,15.2,15.8,16.4,
C**** ION- 2:
* 4-50,7.37,7.20,7.04,6.87,6.70,6.54,6.37,6.21,6.04,5.87,5.71,5.54,
* 5-85,6-17,6.48,6-80,7.11,7.43,7.74,8.06,8.39,8.71,9.04,9.37,9.69,
* 10.0,10.4,10.8,11.2,11.6,12.0,
C**** ION" 3:
* 7.20,11.9, Ii.3, I0.7, IQ.0, 9.41,
* 5.37,5.69,6.01,6.32,6.64,6.96,
* 9.93, I0.3, i0.7, ii. I, ii.5, ii. 9,
C**** ION-- 4:
* 3.10,5.28,5.23,5.17,5.12,5.07,
* 4.85,4.99,5.14,5.29,5.44,5.59,
* 8.23,8.61,9.02,9.42,9.82,10.2,
c**** ION-- 5:
* 4.71,7.83,7.55,7.28,7.01,6.74,
* 5.05,5.26,5.47,5.69,5.90,6.12,
* 8.96,9.34,9.72,10.2,10.6,11.0/
c**** normalize:
GDE- G(IE, ION)*I.0E-4
c**** differential flux:
8.79, 8.16, 7.54, 6.92, 6.30,5.67,5.05,
7.28, 7.60, 7.99, 8 . 38, 8.77, 9.16, 9.54,
5 . 01, 4 . 96, 4.91, 4 . 86, 4.80, 4.75,4 . 70,
5.73,5.88,6.26,6.63,7.02,7.42,7.82,
6.47, 6.19, 5.92, 5 . 65,5.38,5.10, 4.83,
6.33,6.54,6.92,7.30,7.68,8.06,8.52,
FLUX-- CTRATE/GDE/Q(ION) ! "Icm21slsr/keV) "
phase space density:
F= 0. 5449208*FLUX*AM (ION) *AM (ION)/Q (ION) /ENERGY (IE)
RETURN
! "s3/km6"
C****
END
The energy channel widths (in keV/e) and the angular fields of view in each
energy channel are inherent in the geometric factors listed in this subroutine
(G-delta-E), but it maybe of interest to knowthem separately:
The external energy bandwidth is defined by the internal energy resolution of
the instrument, which is about a constant 5%at all energies, but the external
bandwidth is not a constant fraction of energy, because the ions are pre-accel-
erated by about 3.0 kV before they enter energy analysis (energy selection).
To obtain the absolute energy bandwidth to incoming ions, add 3.0 keV/e to the
center energies listed in the subroutine, except the lowest energy, and take 5%
of the sum. The lowest energy channel is different, due to the applied KPAvol-
tage, and extends approximately between 10 eV/e and i00 eV/e (more precisely to
about II0 eV/e) .
As mentioned, the center of the instrument field of view (the one used here)
points 5 deg below the spin plane, that is about 5 deg below the GSKX-Y plane(ion velocity vector pointing 5 deg above). In this plane the width is about
i0 deg. In the perpendicular (GSEZ) direction it varies with energy (due to
the pre-acceleration), from about 45 deg at I0 eV/e to i0 deg at 18 keV/e. To
be more specific, if the center energies of the 32 energy channels are used as
reference, the corresponding 32 angular widths are as follows (full width at
25%of max; in deg):
40.0, 30.0, 26.0, 22.5, 20.0, 18.0, 16.5, 15.5,
15.0, 14.0, 13.5, 13.0, 13.0, 12.5, 12.5, 12.0,
12.0, 11.5, 11.5, Ii.0, 11.0, ii.0, II.0, 10.5,
10.5, 10.5, 10.5, 10.5, 10.5, 10.0, I0.0, i0.0
9. THE MS-FILE
This file contains complete mass spectra in four energy ranges, provided the
instrument energy/mass scan included complete mass scans at some energies (not
always the case). The counts in this file are also from the MD detector, but
they are normally not the same counts as those listed in the MC-file, which went
into moment calculations for the MD-file. It is only in the mode called "load
mode" that the same raw counts have been used in all three files with MD data.
This particular mode (hardwired) consists of one complete 32-step energy scan in
each successive mass channel over the complete 64 mass-channel range (four such
scan cycles have been used to define a full cycle in high bit rate here). This
scan mode is used infrequently, and can be recognized by the fact that the num-
ber of samplings in the MS-file (see below) add up to cover the entire averaging
interval (entire scan cycle). In all other scan modes the mass spectra are ob-
tained as separate and small parts of each energy/mass scan cycle, and are only
used to provide data for the Ms-file here. For simplicity, the same beginning
and ending times are listed here as are listed in the MD-file, even if the mass
spectra were obtained for brief intervals well inside those times.
The four mass spectra are listed in four vertical columns, with each line repre-
senting one mass channel, beginning with channel No. 1 at the top and ending
with No. 64 at the bottom. Each column !epresents one energy range, with the
energy increasing from left to right:
Leftmost energy range: channel No. 1 (about I0 eV/e - 100 eV/e) .
Second to the right: channels No. 2 - 5 (about I00 eV/e - 1 keV/e)
Third to the right: channels No. 6 - 12 (about 1 keV/e - 3 keV/e)
Fourth to the right: channels No. 13 - 31 (about 3 keV/e - 16 keV/e)
The counts in each mass channel (on each line) are a sum of counts from all
energy channels sampled within each energy range. Along with the sum of counts
is the number of samples.
The Ms-counts are pure raw counts; no "corrective" factor has been applied when
the instrument has been operating in low sensitivity mode. However, each colunln
has a flag above it showing how many of the samples in that column were taken in
low sensitivity mode (without specifying mass channel). No background counts
have been subtracted either.
Within each mass spectrum (each column) certain mass peaks may be found more
often than others. The following is a listing of expected mass channel No.
(I through 64) at peak count rate for certain Lmportant M/Q:
M/Q=16.00
= 8.00
= 4.00
= 2.66
= 2.00
= 1.50
= 1.00
about 16 to 17
about 21 to 22
about 29 to 30
about 35 to 36
about 40 to 41
about 45 to 46
about 55 to 56
9.1 File Format
The MS-file has been written in groups of 68 lines (65 records),
using formatted sequential FORTRAN WRITE statements as follows:
The first line in each group is blank, the second and third make up a title,
and the fourth lists (above each mass spectrum) the No. of samples taken in
low sensitivity mode:
WRITE (12,255)
* IYYDDD, JSTART, JSTOP, RX, RY, RZ, RT, RSEY, RSEZ, DZ, IMLAT, TLOCL,
*BXMD, BYMD, BZMD, BTMD, BETA, IDBETA, BGND, IDBGND, MAXEMS, NSPLPS,
* (IMSLOW (I), I-l, 4)
255 FORMAT(X/I6,215,7F6.I,I4,F5.1/X,4F8.1,1PEI0.2,I3,1PE9.2,I3,213/
*X, 4113)
The variable names represent the following quantities:
IYYDDD is the year (two digits) and day of year (three digits).
JSTART is the universal time in minutes at the beginning of the averaging
interval, that is the time of the first good data in that interval.
This is normally at the start of an energy/mass scan cycle, unless
some initial data in that cycle are bad.
JSTOP is the universal time in minutes at the end of the averaging interval,
that is the time of the last good data in that interval. This is nor-
mally at the end of an energy/mass scan cycle, unless the last data in
that cycle are bad.
KX, RY, RZ, and RT are, respectively, the GSM X, Y, Z, and radial distance
at the midpoint of the averaging interval, all in units of "earth
radii" ("Re"). RY and RZ are set to 999. if GSM coordinates not
available (RX same in GSE).
RSEY and RSEZ are the GSE Y and Z (at midpoint of averaging interval) in units
of "earth radii".
DZ is the distance in "earth radii" (at midpoint) from the nominal neutral
sheet in the geotail according to Fairfield and Ness [J.Geophys. Res.,
75, 7032, 1970]. This is only displayed for GSMX < -ii Re, otherwise
set to 999. If no GSMcoordinates available, it is set to 0.
IMLAT is the geomagnetic latitude in degrees (at midpoint), rounded to the
nearest integer. This is set to 0, if no ephemeris tape available.
TLOCL is the geographic local time in hours and i/I0 hours (at midpoint).
This is set to 0.0, if no ephemeris tape available.
BXMD, BYMD, BZMD, and BTMD are the GSE components and absolute value, respec-
tively, of the measured magnetic field, each averaged over the whole
interval (for data quality check, see description of MD-file). The unit
is "nanotesla" ("nT"), or equivalently, "gaumna".
BETA and IDBETA are a simplified representation of the ion plasma beta and its
standard deviation (% of absolute value). Its definition is explained
in the description of the MD-file.
BGND and IDBGND are the average background count rate in counts per sample
(not per second) and standard deviation (%).
MAXEMS is the number of the highest energy channel included in the mass spectra
(31 or lower).
NSPLPS is the number of samples per second taken during the current energy/n%ass
scan cycle, either 4 (low bit rate) or 16 (high bit rate).
IMSLOW is the total number of samples taken in low sensitivity mode while
gathering the mass spectrum below it (regardless of mass channel).
The next 64 lines, one for each mass channel, list the accumulated number of
counts (sums) in each of four energy ranges (explained above), along with the
corresponding nun%bet of samples:
DO 258 J--I,64
WRITE (12,257) ((ISUM04(I),ISPL04(I)),I.1,4)
257 FORMAT(X,4 (I9, I4))
258 CONTINUE
The variable names represent the following quantities:
ISUM04 is the accuraulated number of counts within energy range I, regardless
of instrument look angle.
ISPL04 is the corresponding number of samples (4 per seconds in low bit rate,
16 per seconds in high; cf. NSPLPS)
i0. THEEX-FILE
This file contains auxiliary ISEE-I ephemeris that may be used for labeling
plots of data from the other files (see comments on existing plots at the end
of this data user's guide). It is derived from separate ISEE ephemeris tapes
which have a more complete set of coordinates, all listed once per minute. This
file has a subset of the ephemeris, and it only lists this set every 30 minutes.
If the ephemeris tape is unavailable (unreadable), it substitutes the GSE coor-
dinates from the instrument data telemetry tape for the corresponding ephemeris
coordinates, choosing these to be as closely as possible on the half hour, and
fills the remaining positions with duramy numbers.
i0.i File Format
The EX-file always has 49 lines (records) which have been written with
a formatted sequential FORTRAN WRITE as follows:
MMMM=0
DO 38 I-1,49
36 WRITE(7,37)IYYDDD,MMMM, KX, RY, RZ,RT,DZ,IMLAT,TLOCL,RSEY, RSEZ,RL
37 FORMAT(I6, I5,5F6.I,I4,F5.1,2X,3F6.1)
38 I,_',_=_'4_'_+30
The variable names represent the following quantities:
IYYDDD is the year (two digits) and day of year (three digits).
is the universal time in minutes.
KX, RY, RZ, and RT are the GSM X, Y, Z, and radial distance, respectively,
all in units of "earth radii" ("Re"). KY and RZ are set to 999. if
GSM coordinates not available (RX same in GSE).
DZ is the (calculated) distance in "earth radii" from the nominal neutral
sheet in the geotail according to Fairfield and Ness [J.Geophys. Res.,
75, 7032, 1970]. This is only displayed for GSM X < -ll Re, otherwise
set to 999. If no GSM coordinates available, it is set to 0.
IMLAT is the geomagnetic latitude in degrees, rounded to the nearest integer.
This is set to 0, if no ephemeris tape available.
TLOCL is the geographic local time in hours and i/i0 hours. This is set to 0,
if no ephemeris tape available.
RSEY and KSEZ are the GSE Y and Z in "earth radii" (may have values even when
no ephemeris tape available; same with RX and RT) .
KL is McIlwain's L value. This is only defined in the inner raagnetosphere,
otherwise set to 0. (also when no ephemeris tape available).
Ii. GRAPHICREPRESENTATION
A subset of the data in the ED- and MD-files is available in graphical form in
a series of booklets, one booklet for each month of data. There are two pages
of graphs for each day, each page covering 12 hours of universal time. Each
page consists of a vertical stack of 7 panels. These panels show the following
data items:
Panel 1 (top) shows the "total" ion density from the ED-file (EDDNS) and the
partial densities of He++, He+, and O+ from the MD-file (DNSS). Note: the
labels He+ and O+ may not be appropriate in the magnetosheath and solar wind,
where heavier ions in high charge states may dominate weak count rates near
those M/Q values, especially near M/Q- 4.
Panel 2 shows the He++/H+ density ratio from the MD-file (DNSS[He++]/DNS8[H+]) .
This panel and the top one are the only ones with MD-data, the ones below all
have data from the ED-file only.
Panel 3 shows the ion "thermal" energy from the ED-file (EDEMN).
Panel 4 shows the "thermal" energy density from the ED-file multiplied by 2/3
(EDDNS*EDEMN*2./3.) along with the magnetic pressure and field strength based
on the ED-averages. Note: the magnetic pressure and field strength are based
on the square root of BXED**2 + BYED**2 + BZED**2 (not on BTED) in order to show
more clearly those (rare) times when the magnetic field is flawed. Those times
are mostly characterized by a sudden and/or strong reduction in the magnetic
pressure/field strength which is not associated with a corresponding increase
in the "thermal" energy density of the ions (total pressure not preserved). The
brief (one data point) error in the magnetic field gain factor on many inbound
passes is also clearly seen in this panel (errors discussed in connection with
the ED- and MD-files above).
Panel 5 shows the ion drift speed (in GSE X-Y plane) from the ED-file (EDVEL).
Panel 6 shows the magnetic field elevation angle (relative GSE X-Y plane) from
the ED-file (ITHETB) .
Panel 7 (bottom) shows the ion drift angle (IEDANG) and magnetic longitude angle
(IPHIB) in the GSE X-Y plane from the ED-file.
Below the bottom panel are the UT and assorted ephemeris. When ephemeris tape
has not been available (very rare) only the geocentric distance (R) will show.
APPENDIX A
(continued)
Sample printouts of data files

A1. Magnetosphere /Geomagnetically Quiet Day
(Low O+/H+ density ratio)
Al
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A3
MC-file
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A4
MS-file
78064 2
0.8
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
i
0
2
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
24
38
26
5
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
18 -12.2 -11.3 -0.8 16.6 -9.8
5.7 6.3
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5.6 0.5 5 3.1
9.1 1.28E+01 0 2.02E-01 11 25 4
0 00
1 4 0 2 0 2
1 4 1 2 0 2
0 4 2 2 0 2
2 4 0 2 0 2
0 4 0 2 0 2
0 4 2 2 0 2
0 4 0 2 0 2
2 4 0 2 0 2
0 4 0 2 0 2
0 4 0 2 0 2
1 4 0 2 0 2
2 4 0 2 0 2
2 4 0 2 0 2
0 4 1 2 0 2
3 4 0 2 2 2
2 4 0 2 3 2
0 4 1 2 2 2
1 4 1 2 1 2
0 4 1 2 1 2
1 4 0 2 0 2
0 4 1 2 1 2
0 4 0 2 1 2
0 4 0 2 0 2
1 4 1 2 0 2
0 4 0 2 0 2
1 4 1 2 0 2
2 4 0 2 0 2
1 4 3 2 0 2
3 4 1 2 0 2
1 4 0 2 i 2
0 4 0 2 2 2
0 4 1 2 1 2
0 4 0 2 0 2
1 4 0 2 I 2
0 4 2 2 2 2
4 4 0 2 0 2
0 4 0 2 1 2
0 4 2 2 2 2
I0 4 11 2 3 2
14 4 9 2 5 2
4 4 4 2 3 2
0 4 1 2 3 2
0 4 1 2 0 2
0 4 1 2 0 2
0 4 1 2 0 2
0 4 0 2 1 2
0 4 0 2 0 2
2 4 0 2 4 2
1 4 1 2 0 2
2 4 0 2 0 2
2 4 1 2 0 2
4 4 0 2 2 2
36 4 16 2 25 2
422 4 166 2 75 2
860 4 292 2 113 2
442 4 155 2 93 2
37 4 18 2 36 2
4 4 0 2 0 2
0 4 0 2 0 2
0 4 0 2 0 2
i 4 0 2 0 2
1 4 0 2 i 2
0 4 0 2 1 2
2 4 0 2 i 2
A5
EX-file
78064 0 -12.3 -11.3 -0.8 16.8 0.4 4 3.1
78064 30 -12.0 -11.2 -0.8 16.4 0.6 5 3.1
78064 60 -11.6 -11.0 -0.8 16.0 0.9 6 3.1
78064 90 -11.2 -10.8 -0.7 15.6 1.1 7 3.2
78064 120 -10.7 -10.7 -0.6 15.1 999.0 8 3.2
78064 150 -10.3 -10.5 -0.5 14.7 999.0 9 3.3
78064 180 -9.8 -10.3 -0.3 14.2 999.0 10 3.3
78064 210 -9.3 -10.0 -0.2 13.7 999.0 11 3.4
78064 240 -8.9 -9.8
78064 270 -8.3 -9.5
78064 300 -7.8 -9.2
78064 330 -7.3 -8.9
78064 360 -6.7 -8.6
78064 390 -6.1 -8.2
78064 420 -5.4 -7.8
78064 450 -4.8 -7.4
78064 480 -4.1 -6.9
78064 510 -3.3 -6.3
78064 540 -2.5 -5.7
78064 570 -1.7 -4.9
0.0 13.2 999.0 12 3.4
0.1 12.7 999.0 12 3.5
0.2 12.1 999.0 13 3.5
0.3 11.5 999.0 13 3.6
0.4 10.9 999.0 13 3.7
0.5 10.2 999.0 12 3.8
0.5 9.5 999.0 12 3.9
0.5 8.8 999.0 11 4.0
0.4 8.0 999.0 10 4.1
0.3 7.2 999.0 0 4.3
0.i 6.2 999.0 6 4.5
0.0 5.2 999.0 3 4.8
78064 600 -0.8 -4.0 -0.3
78064 630 0.2 -2.8 -0.5
78064 660 1.0 -0.9 -0.5
78064 690 0.I
78064 720 -1.7
70064 750 -3.1
70064 780 -4.3
70064 810 -5.4
78064 840 -6.3
78064 870 -7.2
78064 900 -8.0
70064 930 -8.7
1.5 0.2
2.1 1.0
2.1 1.7
2.0 2.2
1.8 2.6
1.5 3.0
1.2 3.4
0.8 3.6
0.4 3.9
4.1 999.0 -2 5.3
2.8 999.0 -10 6.3
1.5 999.0 -26 9.5
1.5 999.0 7 17.0
2.9 999.0 23 20.8
4.1 999.0 25 22.1
5.2 999.0 24 22.8
6.2 999.0 23 23.2
7.2 999.0 22 23.5
8.0 999.0 21 23.8
8.0 999.0 20 24.0
9.5 999.0 19 0.i
78064 960 -9.4 0.0
78064 990 -10.0 -0.4
78064 1020 -10.6 -0.8
78064 1050 -11.2 -1.2
78064 1080 -11.7 -1.6
78064 1110 -12.2 -2.0
78064 1140 -12.7 -2.5
78064 1170 -13.1 -2.0
78064 1200 -13.6 -3.2
78064 1230 -14.0 -3.6
78064 1260 -14.3 -3.9
70064 1290 -14.7 -4.2
78064 1320 -15.1 -4.6
78064 1350 -15.4 -4.8
78064 1380 -15.7 -5.1
78064 1410 -16.0 -5.3
78064 1440 -16.4 -5.6
4.1 10.2 999.0 18 0.3
4.3 10.9 999.0 17 0.4
4.4 11.5 999.0 17 0.5
4.5 12.1 3.5 16 0.6
4.6 12.7 3.6 16 0.6
4.7 13.2 3.8 16 0.7
4.7 13.7 3.9 16 0.8
4.7 14.2 4.1 16 0.9
4.7 14.7 4.3 17 0.9
4.6 15.1 4.5 17 1.0
4.6 15.6 4.7 18 1.0
4.6 16.0 4.9 19 i.I
4.6 16.4 5.2 19 1.1
4.5 16.8 5.4 20 1.2
4.5 17.1 5.7 21 1.2
4.5 17.5 6.0 23 1.2
4.6 17.9 6.3 24 1.3
-9.8 5.6 0.0
-9.8 5.5 0.0
-9.7 5.3 0.0
-9.6 5.1 0.0
-9.5 4.9 0.0
-9.3 4.8 0.0
-9.2 4.6 0.0
-9.1 4.3 0.0
-8.9 4.1 0.0
-8.7 3.9 0.0
-8.5 3.7 0.0
-0.3 3.4 0.0
-8.0 3.2 0.0
-7.7 2.9 0.0
-7.4 2.6 0.0
-7.0 2.3 0.0
-6.6 2.0 0.0
-6.1 1.7 7.7
-5.5 1.3 6.6
-4.9 0.9 5.4
-4.0 0.5 4.2
-2.8 0.1 3.0
-1.0 4.4 2.0
1.5 -0.I 1.4
2.2 0.6 3.4
2.4 1.2 5.1
2.4 1.7 6.6
2.3 2.1 8.0
2.2 2.5 9.4
2.0 2.9 11.0
1.9 3.2 0.0
1.7 3.6 0.0
1.5 3.8 0.0
1.2 4.1 0.0
1.0 4.4 0.0
0.8 4.6 0.0
0.6 4.9 0.0
0.4 5.1 0.0
0.1 5.3 0.0
.1 5.5 0.0
4.3 5.7 0.0
4.5 5.8 0.0
4.8 6.0 0.0
-1.0 6.2 0.0
-1.2 6.3 0.0
-1.4 6.5 0.0
-1.6 6.6 0.0
-1.8 6.8 0.0
-2.1 6.9 0.0
A6
A2. Magnetosphere /Geomagnetically Disturbed Day
(High O+/H+ density ratio)
A7
ED-file
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A9
MC-file
I
00000000000
000000000000
I
0 ...........
AIO
MS-file
78124 0
41.5
13 -10.6 O. 0
29. i -9.9
0 0
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 2 4
0 1 0 4
0 I 0 4
1 1 0 4
1 1 0 4
0 1 1 4
1 1 1 4
1 1 0 4
0 I 0 4
0 I 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 1 4
0 1 1 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 1 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 i 0 4
0 1 1 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 1 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 I 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 I 2 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 6 4
2 1 13 4
0 1 10 4
1 I 2 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 i 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 1 4
0 1 0 4
2.8 11.0
51.9 2.82E-01
0
0 2
1 2
0 2
1 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
1 2
4 2
1 2
1 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
I 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
1 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
1 2
1 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
1.4 2.4 999.0 4 23.7
I 2.53E-02 16 25 16
0
I 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
1 2
3 2
1 2
9 2
3 2
2 2
0 2
1 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
2 2
0 2
7 2
2 2
2 2
i 2
1 2
0 2
i 2
0 2
0 2
i 2
All
EX-file
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
78124
0 -10.8 O. 1
30 -10.2 -0.1
60 -9.6 -0.2
90 -8.9 -0.4
120 -8.2 -0.6
150 -7.4 -0.8
180 -6.5 -i.0
210 -5.5 -1.2
240 -4.4 -1.4
270 -3.0 -1.5
2.9 Ii.I 999.0 4 23.7
2.5 10.5 999.0 4 23.8
2.1 9.8 999.0 4 23.9
1.7 9.1 999.0 3 0.0
1.3 8.3 999.0 3 0.1
0.9 7.5 999.0 2 0.3
0.6 6.6 999.0 0 0.5
0.2 5.7999.0 -3 0.8
-0.2 4.6999.0 -7 1.2
-0.6 3.4999.0-13 1.9
300 -1.2 -1.4 -0.8
330 0.9 -0.4 -0.5
360 1.3
390 0.7
420 0.1
450 -0.6
480 -1.2
510 -1.8
540 -2.4
570 -3.0
600 -3.6
630 -4.1
660 -4.6
690 -5.1
2.1 999.0 -27 3.7
1.1 999.0 -20 10.7
1.6 0.9 2.2 999.0 26 15.8
3.0 1.8 3.6 999.0 32 17.8
4.0 2.5 4.7 999.0 31 18.7
4.9 3.0 5.8 999.0 30 19.2
5.7 3.4 6.7 999.0 29 19.6
6.3 3.8 7.6 999.0 27 19.9
6.9 4.1 8.4 999.0 25 20.1
7.5 4.4 9.2 999.0 23 20.3
8.0 4.7 9.9 999.0 22 20.4
8.4 4.9 10.6 999.0 20 20.5
8.8 5.2 11.2 999.0 19 20.6
9.1 5.5 11.8 999.0 18 20.7
78124 720 -5.6 9.4
78124 750 -6.1 9.6
78124 780 -6.6 9.8
78124 810 -7.0 9.9
78124 840 -7.4 I0.0
78124 870 -7.9 10.0
78124 900 -8.3 10.0
78124 930 -8.7 9.9
78124 960 -9.1 9.8
78124 990 -9.4 9.6
78124 1020 -9.8 9.4
5.8 12.4 999.0 17 20.8
6.2 12.9 999.0 16 20.9
6.5 13.5 999.0 15 21.0
6.9 14.0 999.0 14 21.0
7.3 14.4 999.0 14 21.1
7.8 14.9 999.0 14 21.1
8.2 15.3 999.0 14 21.2
8.7 15.8 999.0 14 21.2
9.2 16.2 999.0 14 21.3
9.6 16.6 999.0 14 21.3
i0.I 16.9 999.0 15 21.4
78124 1050 -10.2
78124 1080 -10.5
78124 IIi0 -10.8
78124 1140 -11.2
78124 1170 -11.5
78124 1200 -11.8
78124 1230 -12.1
78124 1260 -12.4
78124 1290 -12.7
78124 1320 -12.9
78124 1350 -13.2
78124 1380 -13.5
78124 1410 -13.7
78124 1440 -14.0
9.2 10.5 17.3 999.0 16 21.4
9.0 10.9 17.6 999.0 16 21.4
8.8 11.3 17.9 999.0 17 21.5
8.6 11.6 18.3 7.8 18 21.5
8.4 11.9 18.6 8.2 19 21.5
8.2 12.2 18.6 8.6 21 21.6
8.0 12.4 19.1 9.0 22 21.6
7.9 12.6 19.4 9.4 23 21.6
7.8 12.8 19.6 9.8 24 21.7
7.8 12.9 19.9 i0.I 25 21.7
7.8 13.0 20.1 10.4 26 21.7
7.9 13.0 20.3 10.7 27 21.7
8.0 13.0 20.5 11.0 28 21.8
8.1 13.0 20.8 11.2 29 21.8
1.4 2.5 0.0
1.1 2.2 0.0
0.7 2.0 0.0
0.4 1.7 0.0
0.0 1.5 0.0
-0.3 1.2 0.0
-0.7 0.9 7.2
-1.1 0.6 6.0
-1.4 0.2 4.9
-1 •6 -0 • 1 3.8
-1.6 -0.4 2.8
-0.5 -0.4 1.2
1.8 0.5 2.7
3.3 1.2 4.9
4.4 1.7 6.7
5.3 2.2 8.1
6.1 2.6 9.5
6.8 3.0 10.9
7.4 3.3 12.4
7.9 3.6 0.0
8.4 3.9 0.0
8.8 4.2 0.0
9.2 4.4 0.0
9.6 4.6 0.0
9.9 4.9 0.0
10.2 5.1 0.0
10.5 5.3 0.0
10.8 5.4 0.0
11.0 5.6 0.0
11.3 5.8 0.0
11.5 5.9 0.0
11.7 6.1 0.0
11.9 6.2 0.0
12.0 6.3 0.0
12.2 6.5 0.0
12.3 6.6 0.0
12.5 6.7 0.0
12.6 6.8 0.0
12.7 6.9 0.0
12.8 7.0 0.0
12.9 7.1 0.0
13.0 7.2 0.0
13.0 7.2 0.0
13.1 7.3 0.0
13.2 7.4 0.0
13.2 7.4 0.0
13.3 7.5 0.0
13.3 7.6 0.0
13.3 7.6 0.0
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(continued)
VAX/VMS command files

From :
To:
CC:
Subj :
LPARLI::LENN 2-DEC-1991 11:54:48.54
NCF::S[R4A/_T
LENN
ISEE Data Archiving/ Command file #I
************** LOCKHEED PLASMA COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT ON ISEE-I ******_*******
****** COPY ISEEMS.COM ******
Interactive command file for copying data from archival tapes (label: ISEEMS)
using the VAX/VMS Backup Utility
by O. W. Lennartsson
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
Research and Development
Dept. 91-20, Bldg. 255
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Telephone (415) 424-3259
Developed under NASA Contract NAS5-33047
The con_nand language is that of VAX/_ Version 5.4
To execute this file, simply enter @COPY_ISEEMS, if the file resides in the
same directory used for the data files, otherwise specify directory name in
the con_nand: @directory_nameCOPY_ISEEMS (your default directory should be the
one used for data files).
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$DEFAULT DIR = FSLOGICAL("SYS$DISK")+FSDIRECTORY()
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Your default directory is: ",''DEFAULT DIR'
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Is this where you want the files?"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "If not, Ctrl/Y, reset default and reenter cormnand."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE DUM "If directory OK, then press return"
$SET NOON
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIKE NAME "Which tape drive? (enter name of device)"
$DRIVE-- F$STRING(NAME)
$ALLOCATE 'DRIVE' TAPE
$IF $SEVERITY .EQ. 1 THEN GOTO DRIVE OK
$WKITE SYS$OUTPUT "EXIT"
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Reenter conm%and if trying another drive."
$SET ON
$EXIT
$DRIVE OK:
$SET ON
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Mount tape on ''FSLOGICAL("TAPE")'"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE DUM "When tape mounted and on line (!), then press return"
SMOUNT/FOREIGN/DENSITY=6250 TAPE
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"If you only want to copy the Data User's Guide, enter Y (yes) here,"
$INQUIKE GUIDE -
"otherwise press return again"
$IF GUIDETHENSETNOON
$IF GUIDETHENGOTOONLYGUIDE
SWRITESYS$OUTPUT" "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Data files are copied by date, starting with the ",-
"first date entered,"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "and ending with the second date (inclusive) ",-
"-assum/ng one and the same year. "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "If data run into second year, reenter a new set ",-
"of dates for that second year."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"It is OK to copy one single day also, that is second date - first date."
$ IRWND=0
$NYOLD=0
$NEW YEAR:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE P2 "What YEAR? (two digits) "
$LENGTH OF YEAR:
SLP2=FSLENGTH (P2)
$IF(LP2.EQ.2) THEN GOTO CHECK YEAR
$INQUIRE P2 "Enter two digits for the year: 77 or 78 or 79 or 80"
SGOTO LENGTH OF YEAR
SWRONG YEAR :
$INQUIRE P2 "Enter either of 77 or 78 or 79 or 80"
$CHECK YEAR:
$NY..F$INTEGER (F$EXTRACT (0,2, P2) )
$IF(NY.LT.77.OR.NY.GT.80) THEN GOTO WRONG YEAR
$IF(NY.EQ.NYOLD) THEN GOTO YEAR OK
m
$IF(NY.LT.NYOLD) THEN GOTO WRONG ORDER YEARS
$MNDAY= 999
$SDCDAYz0
$YEAR OK:
$ I RWRS-0
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE P3 "First DAY to be copied? (one to three digits) "
$LP 3=F$LENGTH (P3)
$IF(LP3.GT.3) THEN GOTO YEAR OK
$IF(LP3.EQ.2) THEN P3:- "0''P3""
$IF(LP3.EQ.I) THEN P3:- "00''P3'"
$ND--F$ INTEGER (F$EXTRACT (0,3, P3) )
$IF(NY.EQ.80) .AND. (ND.LT.1.OR.ND.GT.366) .OR. -
(NY.NE.80) .AND. (ND.LT.1.OR.ND.GT.365) THEN GOTO YEAR OK
$IF (ND.LE .MXDAY) THEN IRWRS-I
$IF(IRWRS.EQ.I) THEN GOTO OVERLAP1
$NO OVER/2tPI :
$ I S TART--ND
SYEAR STILL OK:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE P3 "Last DAY to be copied? (in that same segment) "
$ LP 3=F $ LENGTH (P 3 )
$IF(LP3.GT.3) THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
$IF(LP3.EQ.2) THEN P3:- "0''P3""
$IF(LP3.EQ.1) THEN P3:-- "00''P3""
SND=F$ INTEGER (F$EXTRACT (0,3, P3) )
$IF (NY.EQ. 80) .AND. (ND.LT.I.OR.ND.GT.366) .OR. -
(NY.NE.80) .AND. (ND.LT.I.OR.ND.GT.365) THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
$IF(ND.LT.ISTART) THEN GOTO WRONG ORDER DAYS
$IF(ND.GE.MNDAY).AND. (IRWRS.EQ.I)THENGOTOOVERLAP2
SNOOVERLAP2:
$I RWRS=0
$I STOP=ND
$IDAY=ISTART
$SETNOON
SBACKUPTODISK:
$IF(IDAY.LT.MNDAY)THENMNDAYzIDAY
$IF (IDAY.GT.MXDAY)THENMXDAY=IDAY
$IF(IDAY.LE.9) THENYYDDD=F$STRING(NY)+ "007 + F$STRING(IDAY)
$IF (IDAY.GT.9) .AND. (IDAY.LE.99) THEN-
YYDDD= F$STRING(NY) + "0" + F$STRING(IDAY)
$IF (IDAY.GT. 99) THEN YYDDD= F$STRING(NY) + F$STRING(IDAY)
$IF(IDAY.EQ.ISTART) THEN YYDDDI=YYDDD
$IF(IRWND.EQ.0) THEN BACKUP/LOG TAPE:'YYDDD'.BCK 'DEFAULT DIR'
$IF(IRWND.EQ.I) THEN BACKUP/REWIND/LOG TAPE:'YYDDD'.BCK "DEFAULT DIR'
$ IRWND=0
$ IDAY=IDAY+I
$IF(IDAY.LE.ISTOP) THEN GOTO BACKUP TO DISK
SNYOLD=NY
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$IF(ISTOP.EQ.ISTART) THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"Last segment copied: a single day ",'YYDDD'
$IF(ISTOP.GT.ISTART) THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"Last segment copied: days ",'YYDDDI'," through ",'YYDDD'
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIKE MORE -
"Are there more data files to be copied from this tape? [Y/N] "
$IF MORE THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE GUIDE -
"Do you want to copy the User's Guide? (last file on the tape) [Y/N] "
$ONLY GUIDE:
$IF GUIDE THEN -
BACKUP/LOG TAPE :GUIDE. BCK "DEFAULT D IR"
$IF $SEVERITY .EQ. 1 THEN GOTO REMOVE TAPE
SDIR 'DEFAULT DIR'GUIDE.
$IF $SEVERITY .EQ. 1 THEN GOTO REMOVE TAPE
$IF GUIDE THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$IF GUIDE THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Tape already at end, must be rewound."
$IF GUIDE THEN -
BACKUP/REWIND/LOG TAPE :GUIDE. BCK "DEFAULT DIR'
$GOTO REMOVE TAPE
$WRONG ORDER DAYS:
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "First and last days in wrong order! "
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to reenter dates? [Y/N] "
$IF REDO THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
SGOTO REMOVE TAPE
$WRONG ORDER YEARS:
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Going backwards in years (rewinding tape)?7
$INQUIRE SURE "Is this really the year you want? [Y/N]"
$IF SURE THEN IRWND=I
$IF SURE THEN NYOLD=0
$IF SURE THEN MNDAY=999
$IF SURE THEN MXDAY=0
$IF SURETHENGOTOYEAROK
$INQUIKEKEDO"Want to correct year? [Y/N]"$IF REDOTHENGOTONEWYEAR
SGOTOREMOVETAPE
SOVERLAPI:
$WRITESYS$OUTPUT" "
SWRITESYS$OUTPUT"Caution:"
$IF(ND.LT.MXDAY)THENWRITESYS$OUTPUT-
"First day precedes days already copied!"
SIF(ND.EQ.MXDAY)THENWRITESYS$OUTPUT-
"First day has already been copied once!"
$!IF(ND.EQ.MXDAY)THENGOTONEWYEAR
m
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Tape will have to be rewound."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE SURE "Is that what you want? [Y/N]"
$1F SURE THEN IRWND-I
$IF SURE THEN GOTO NO OVERLAP1
$INQUIKE KEDO "Want to correct dates? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
SGOTO REMOVE TAPE
$OVERLAP2:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Caution:"
$IF(ND.GT.MNDAY) THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"Check your Last day entry!"
$1F(ND.EQ.MNDAY) THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"Last day has already been copied once!"
$!IF(ND.EQ.MNDAY) THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE SURE "Are you satisfied with your dates? [Y/N]"
$IF SURE THEN GOTO NO OVERLAP2
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to reenter both dates? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
$INQUIRE REDO "want to reenter last day? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
SREMOVE TAPE :
$SET ON
SDISMOUNT 'DRIVE"
$DEALLOCATE 'DRIVE"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT . .
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "EXIT"
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "That's the end of this run."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"Tape is dismounted and "'F$LOGICAL("TAPE")' is deallocated."
$EXIT
From:
To:
CC:
Subj:
LPARLI::LENN 2-DEC-1991 11:56:13.81
NCF::SUMANT
LENN
ISEE Data Archiving/ Command file #2
$
$
S
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
**_*********** LOCKHEED PLASMA COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT ON ISEE-I **************
****** USER TAPE.COM ****"*
Interactive command file for copying ISEEMS data files from disk to a new
magnetic tape using the VAX/VMS Copy Utility
by O. W. Lennartsson
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
Research and Development
Dept. 91-20, Bldg. 255
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Telephone (415) 424-3259
$! Developed under NASA Contract NAS5-33047
$! The command language is that of VAX/VMS Version 5.4
$_
$! TO execute this file, simply enter @USER_TAPE, if the file resides in the
$! same directory used for the data files, otherwise specify directory name in
$! the conmland: @directory_nameUSER_TAPE (your default directory should be the
$! one used for data files). The new tape will be labeled IONS and will be
$! written at a density of 1600 bpi.
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SDEFAULT DIR = FSLOGICAL("SYSSDISK")+FSDIKECTORY()
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Your default directory is: ",''DEFAULT DIR"
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Is this where the ISEEMS files are?"
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "If not, Ctrl/Y, reset default and reenter conmland."
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE DUM "If directory OK, then press return"
$SET NOON
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIKE NAME "Which tape drive? (enter name of device)"
$DRIVE= F$STRING(NAME)
$ALLOCATE 'DRIVE' TAPE
$IF $SEVERITY .EQ. 1 THEN GOTO DRIVE OK
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "EXIT"
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Reenter conm%and if trying another drive."
$SET ON
$EXIT
$DRIVE OK:
$SET ON
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Mount tape on "'F$LOGICAL("TAPE")'"
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Make sure tape is on line."
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE INIZLD -
"Has tape already been initialized at 1600 bpi and labeled IONS? [Y/N]"
$IF INIZLD THEN GOTO INITIALIZED
$INITIALIZE/OVEKRIDE=EXPIKATION/DENSsI6OO/PROT=(G:RW,W:RW)-
'DRIVE' IONS
$INITIALIZED:
SMOUNT/DENSITY_I600'DRIVE' IONSTAPE
$WRITESYS$OUTPUT" "
$INQUIRE GUIDE -
"Do you want to copy the Data User's Guide at this point? [Y/N]"
$IF .NOT. GUIDE THEN GOTO DATA NEXT
$SET NOON
$COPY/LOG 'DEFAULT DIR'GUIDE. TAPE
$IF $SEVERITY .EQ. I THEN GOTO DATA FILES
m
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE DATA "Do you want to copy data files anyway? [Y/N]"
$IF .NOT. DATA THEN GOTO TAPEDIR LIS
$SET ON
SGOTO DATA NEXT
$DATA FILES:
$WRITE SYSSOUTPUT " "
$INQUIKE DATA "And you also want to copy data files? [Y/N]"
$IF .NOT. DATA THEN GOTO TAPEDIR LIS
$SET ON
SDATA NEXT:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Data files are copied by date, starting with the ",-
"first date entered,"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "and ending with the second date (inclusive) ",-
"-assuming one and the same year."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "If data run into second year, reenter a new set ",-
"of dates for that second year."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"If you are copying one single day, then make last date - first date."
SNYOLD--0
$NEW YEAR:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE P2 "What YEAR? (two digits)"
$LENGTH OF YEAR:
$ LP 2 =F $ LENGTH (P 2 )
$IF(LP2.EQ.2) THEN GOTO CHECK YEAR
$1NQUIRE P2 "Enter two digits for the year: 77 or 78 or 79 or 80"
$GOTO LENGTH OF YEAR
SWRONG YEAR:
$INQUIRE P2 "Enter either of 77 or 78 or 79 or 80"
$CHECK YEAR:
$NY=F$INTEGER (FSEXTRACT (0,2, P2) )
$IF(NY.LT.77.OR.NY.GT.80) THEN GOTO WRONG YEAR
$IF(NY.EQ.NYOLD) THEN GOTO YEAR OK
$YY= F$STRING(NY)
$DIR/OUTPUT=DRECTRY.TMP "DEFAULT DIR'EX'YY'*.DAT
$IF $SEVERITY .EQ. i THEN GOTO YEAR POSSIBLE
$DELETE DRECTRY.TMP;*
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "NO files found from year -,,yy,,-t-
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to reenter year? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
SGOTO REMOVE TAPE
SYEAR POSSIBLE:
SDELETEDRECTRY.TMP;*
$IF(NY.LT.NYOLD)THENGOTOWRONGORDERYEARS
SMNDAY=999
SMXDAY=0
$YEAROK:
$IRWRS=0
$WRITESYS$OUTPUT" "
$INQUIREP3 "First DAYto be copied? (one to three digits)"
SLP3=F$LENGTH(P3)
$IF(LP3.GT.3) THENGOTOYEAROK
$IF(LP3.EQ.2) THENP3:= "0''P3""
$IF(LP3.EQ.I) THENP3:- "00''P3""
$ND=F$INTEGER(FSEXTKACT(0,3, P3))
$IF(NY.EQ.80) .AND. (ND.LT.I.OR.ND.GT.366) .OR. -
(NY.NE.80) .AND. (ND.LT.I.OR.ND.GT.365)THENGOTOYEAROK
$IF(ND.LE.MXDAY)THENIRWRS-I
$IF(IRWRS.EQ.I)THENGOTOOVERLAP1
$NOOVERLAP1:
$YYDDD=FSEXTKACT(0,2,P2)+ FSEXTKACT(0,3,P3)
$DIR/OUTPUT=DRECTRY.TMP'DEFAULTDIR'*'YYDDD'.DAT
$IF $SEVERITY.EQ. 1 THENGOTOGOODSTART
SDELETEDRECTRY.TMP;*
SWRITESYS$OUTPUT" "
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "No files found with date ",'YYDDD',"'"
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to reenter dates? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
$GOTO REMOVE TAPE
SGOOD START :
$DELETE DRECTRY.TMP;*
$ISTART=ND
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"If it is doubtful that all days will fit on this tape,"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "then try successive pairs of first and last days,"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "and put remaining days on a new tape."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"(It is OK to copy one day at a time, that is last day - first day.)"
SYEAR STILL OK:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE P3 "Last DAY to be copied? (in that same segment)"
SLP3=F$LENGTH (P3)
$IF(LP3.GT.3) THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
$IF(LP3.EQ.2) THEN P3:- "0''P3'"
$IF(LP3.EQ.I) THEN P3:- "00''P3'"
$ND=F$INTEGER(F$EXTRACT(0,3,P3))
$IF(NY.EQ.80) .AND. (ND.LT.I.OR.ND.GT.366) .OR. -
(NY.NE.80) .AND. (ND.LT.I.OR.ND.GT.365) THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
$IF (ND.LT.ISTART) THEN GOTO WRONG ORDER DAYS
$IF(ND.GE.MNDAY) .AND. (IRWRS.EQ.1) THEN GOTO OVERLAP2
$NO OVERLAP2:
$ IRWRS=0
$IF(ND.EQ.ISTART) THEN GOTO SINGLE DAY
$YYDDD= F$EXTKACT(0,2,P2) + F$EXTRACT(0,3,P3)
SDIR/OUTPUT=DRECTRY.TMP 'DEFAULT DIR'*'YYDDD'.DAT
$IF $SEVERITY .EQ. 1 THEN GOTO GOOD STOP
SDELETE DRECTRY.TMP;*
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "NO files found with date ",'YYDDD', "l"
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to reenter both dates? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to reenter last day? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
SGOTO REMOVE TAPE
SGOOD STOP :
SDELETE DRECTRY.TM2;*
$SINGLE DAY:
$ISTOP=ND
$IDAY=ISTART
$SET NOON
$COPY TO TAPE:
$IF (IDAY.LT.MNDAY) THEN MNDAY-IDAY
$IF (IDAY. GT.MXDAY) THEN MXDAY-IDAY
$IF (IDAY.LE. 9) THEN YYDDD- F$STRING(NY) + "00" + F$STRING(IDAY)
$IF (IDAY.GT. 9) .AND. (IDAY.LE.99) THEN-
YYDDD= F$STRING(NY) + "0" + F$STRING(IDAY)
$IF (IDAY.GT. 99) THEN YYDDD= F$STRING(NY) + F$STRING(IDAY)
$IF(IDAY.EQ.ISTART) THEN YYDDDI-YYDDD
$COPY/LOG "DEFAULT DIR'*'YYDDD'.DAT TAPE
$IDAyIIDAY+I
$IF(IDAY.LE.ISTOP) THEN GOTO COPY TO TAPE
SNYOLD=NY
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$IF (ISTOP.EQ. ISTART) THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"Last segment copied: a single day ",'YYDDD"
$IF (ISTOP.GT. ISTART) THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"Last segment copied: days ",'YYDDDI'," through ",'YYDDD"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIKE MORE -
"Are there more data files to be copied to this tape? [Y/N]"
$IF MORE THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE GUIDE -
"Do you want to add the Data User's Guide at the end? [Y/N]"
$IF GUIDE THEN -
COPY/LOG "DEFAULT DIR'GUIDE. TAPE
$TAPEDIR LIS:
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$1NQUIRE LISTING "Do you want a tape directory file (TAPEDIR.LIS)? [Y/N]"
$IF .NOT. LISTING THEN GOTO REMOVE TAPE
$DIR/SIZE/DATE/OUTPUT-'DEFAULT DIR'TAPEDIR.LIS TAPE
$SET PROT-(G:RWED,W:RWED) TAPEDIR.LIS
SGOTO REMOVE TAPE
SWRONG ORDER DAYS:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "First and last days in wrong order!"
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to reenter dates? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
$GOTO REMOVE TAPE
SWRONG ORDER YEARS:
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Going backwards in years?"
$INQUIRE SURE "Is this really the year you want? [Y/N]"
$IF SURE THEN NYOLD-0
$IF SURE THEN MNDAY-999
$IF SURE THEN MXDAY=0
$IF SURE THEN GOTO YEAR OK
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to correct year? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
SGOTO REMOVE TAPE
$OVERLAPI:
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Caution:"
$IF(ND.LT.MXDAY) THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"First day precedes days already copied!"
$IF(ND.EQ.MXDAY) THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"This day has already been copied!"
$!IF(ND.EQ.MXDAY) THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIKE SURE "Are you sure there will be no duplication? [Y/N]"
$IF SURE THEN GOTO NO OVERLAP1
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to correct dates? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
SGOTO REMOVE TAPE
$OVERLAP2:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Caution:"
$IF(ND.GT.MNDAY) THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"Last day may be out of order!"
$IF(ND.EQ.MNDAY) THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"Last day has already been copied!"
$!IF(ND.EQ.MNDAY) THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE SURE "Are you sure there will be no duplication? [Y/N]"
$IF SURE THEN GOTO NO OVERLAP2
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to reenter both dates? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO NEW YEAR
$INQUIRE REDO "Want to reenter last day? [Y/N]"
$IF REDO THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
$ REMOVE TAP E :
$SET ON
$DISMOUNT 'DRIVE'
SDEALLOCATE "DRIVE"
$!DELETE DKECTRY.TMP;*
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "EXIT"
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "That's the end of this run."
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -
"Tape is dismounted and ''F$LOGICAL("TAPE")' is deallocated."
$EXIT

From:
To:
CC:
Subj :
LPARLI::LENN 2-DEC-199111:57:14.74
NCF::SUMANT
LENN
ISEE Data Archiving/ Commandfile #3
$!************** LOCKHEEDPLASMACOMPOSITIONEXPERIMENTONISEE-I **************
$! ****** DELETEISEEMS.COM******
$_
$_
$_
$_
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
Interactive command file for deleting ISEEMS archival files from disk
(can transfer the deleting to a batch job via REMOVE ISEEMS FILES.COM)
by O. W. Lennartsson
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
Research and Development
Dept. 91-20, Bldg. 255
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Telephone (415) 424-3259
Developed under NASA Contract NAS5-33047
The command language is that of VAX/VMS Version 5.4
To execute this file, simply enter @DELETE_ISEEMS, if the file resides in the
same directory used for the data files, otherwise specify directory name in
the command: @directory_nameDELETE_ISEEMS (your default directory should be
$! the one used for data files).
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$DEFAULT DIR = F$LOGICAL("SYS$DISK")+FSDIKECTORY()
$!This directory may or may not be used for the command files.
$!If not, change next command line to appropriate directory:
$COMMAND DIR - DEFAULT DIR
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Your default directory is: ",''DEFAULT DIR"
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Is this where the ISEE_L5 data files are?"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "If not, Ctrl/Y and reset."
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Files are deleted by date, starting with the ",-
"first day entered,"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "and ending with the second day ",-
"-assuming one and the same year."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "If files run into second year, ",-
"repeat this operation for that year's days."
$WKITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE P2 "What YEAR? (two digits)"
SLENGTH OF YEAR:
$LP2=F$LENGTH(P2)
$IF(LP2.EQ.2) THEN GOTO CHECK YEAR
$INQUIRE P2 "Enter two digits for the year: 77 or 78 or 79 or 80"
$GOTO LENGTH OF YEAR
$WRONG YEAR:
$INQUIRE P2 "Enter either of 77 or 78 or 79 or 80"
$CHECK YEAR:
$NY=F$INTEGER(FSEXTKACT(0,2,P2))
$IF(NY.LT.77.OR.NY.GT.80)THENGOTOWRONGYEAR
SYEAROK:
SWRITESYS$OUTPUT" "
$INQUIRE P3 "First DAY? (one to three digits)"
SLP3=FSLENGTH (P3)
$IF(LP3.GT.3) THEN GOTO YEAR OK
$IF(LP3.EQ.2) THEN P3:- "0''P3'"
$IF(LP3.EQ.I) THEN P3:= "00''P3'"
SND-F$INTEGER(F$EXTRACT(0,3,P3))
$IF(NY.EQ.80) .AND. (ND.LT.1.OR.ND.GT.366) .OR. -
(NY.NE.80) .AND. (ND.LT.I.OR.ND.GT.365) THEN GOTO YEAR OK
$YYDDD_ F$EXTRACT(0,2,P2) + F$EXTKACT(0,3,P3)
$DIR/OUTPUT--DRECTRY.TMP 'DEFAULT DIR'*'YYDDD'.DAT
$IF $SEVERITY .EQ. 0 THEN GOTO NO FILE
SDELETE DRECTRY.TMP;*
$ISTART=ND
SYEAR STILL OK:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$INQUIRE P3 "Second DAY? (last day of same year to be deleted)"
SLP3=F$LENGTH (P3)
$IF(LP3.GT.3) THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
$IF(LP3.EQ.2) THEN P3:= "0"'P3""
$IF(LP3.EQ.I) THEN P3:- "00''P3'"
$NDmF$INTEGER(F$EXTRACT(0,3,P3))
$IF(NY.EQ.80) .AND. (ND.LT.I.OR.ND.GT.366) .OK. -
(NY.NE.80) .AND. (ND.LT.I.OR.ND.GT.365) THEN GOTO YEAR STILL OK
$YYDDD- F$EXTRACT(0,2,P2) + FSEXTRACT(0,3,P3)
$DIR/OUTPUT=DRECTRY.TMP "DEFAULT DIR'*'YYDDD'.DAT
$1F $SEVERITY .EQ. 0 THEN GOTO NO FILE
SDELETE DRECTRY.TMP;*
$1STOP=ND
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "If you are deleting a large number of files it may ",-
"take a few minutes."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "In the meantime this terminal will be tied up, ",-
"unless you transfer this job"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "to a batch queue."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT TM "
$INQUIRE BAT "Would you rather delete in BATCH? [Y/N]"
$IF .NOT. BAT THEN GOTO NO BAT
Q
$INQUIRE BATQU "Enter name of batch queue"
$SUBMIT/QUEUE-'BATQU'/LOG FILEm'DEFAULT DIR'/NOPRINT-
m
/PARAM--('DEFAULT_DIR,'NY,'ISTART,'ISTOP) -
"COMMAND DIR'REMOVE !SEEMS FILES
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "This terminal is yours again"
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SEXIT
SNO BAT:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "As you wish!"
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
$IDAY=ISTART
SDATA DELETE:
$IF (IDAY.LE. 9) THEN YYDDD- F$STRING(NY) + "00" + F$STRING(IDAY)
$IF (IDAY.GT. 9) .AND. (IDAY.LE.99) THEN -
YYDDD=F$STRING(NY)+ "0" + F$STRING(IDAY)
$IF(IDAY.GT.99) THENYYDDD= F$STRING(NY) + F$STRING(IDAY)
SDELETE 'DEFAULT DIR'*'YYDDD'.DAT;*
$IDAY=IDAY+I
$IF(IDAY.GT.ISTOP) THEN GOTO FILES LEFT
$GOTO DATA DELETE
$FILES LEFT:
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Files left:"
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SDIR/SIZE=ALL/DATE/PROT ED*,EX*,MC*,MD*,MS*
SEXIT
$NO FILE:
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT " "
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Files missing: No ED",'YYDDD',".DAT, etc."
SWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "Check dates and reenter con_nand."
$DELETE DRECTRY.TMP;*
$EXIT

From:
TO:
CC:
Subj:
LPAKLI::LENN 2-DEC-199111:58:01.83
NCF::SUMANT
LENN
ISEEData Archiving/ Commandfile #4
************** LOCKHEED PLASMA COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT ON ISEE-I **************
****** REMOVE ISEEMS FILES.COM ***"**
Batch command file for deleting ISEFAqS archival files from disk
(must be submitted from the interactive DELETE ISEEMS.COM)
by O. W. Lennartsson
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
Research and Development
Dept. 91-20, Bldg. 255
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Telephone (415) 424-3259
Developed under NASA Contract NAS5-33047
The cormnand language is that of VAX/VMS Version 5.4
SDEFAULT DIR-PI
$SET DEFAULT 'DEFAULT DIR'
$NY=F$INTEGER(P2)
$ISTART=F$INTEGER(P3)
$ISTOP=F$INTEGER(P4)
$SET NOON
$SET NOVERIFY
$IDAY=ISTART
$DATA DELETE:
$IF(IDAY.LE.9) THEN YYDDD- F$STRING(NY) + "00" + F$STRING(IDAY)
$IF(IDAY.GT.9) .AND. (IDAY.LE.99) THEN-
YYDDD= F$STRING(NY) + "0" + F$STRING(IDAY)
$IF (IDAY.GT.99) THEN YYDDD-- F$STRING(NY) + F$STRING(IDAY)
SDELETE *'YYDDD'.DAT;*
$IDAY=IDAY+I
$IF(IDAY.LE.ISTOP) THEN GOTO DATA DELETE
$SET VERIFY
$EXIT
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ISEE 1 Observations of Electrostatic Ion Cyclotron Waves in Association
With Ion Beams on Auroral Field Lines From -2.5 to 4.5 R E
C. A. CATTELLJ F. S. MOZI_ _ I. ROTX. _, R. R. ANDERSON. 3
R. C. Et-_nc._ W. L_a_TSsoN. 6 ANDE. UNC_mUP7
Ou_moduum_ rowe, at -1.2 l,w wbme f m is _. bydmsm cyckmm fn_m_, _ dmmved ..
dm ISEE 1 leJl_ mmasod 8amnd fJekt linm m mdiM diJmSCm ar-2.,5-4.$ Rz nem'mkbs_jht,_* ham 19,
1911. "nsz wmv_ sm_z _ _ to dN mn_gmi© fmld (kl/tt _0.2 ). _ mddi_m_ shmm wwe
waves m dilOu/y above both she bdhn md ,be _ylm cyctmmn fmqmmdi. _ wavm ommed within a
,Win _ mshxmd 6m_, (-0.1-0._au s) wish me etmmu *mnpmemm Vmzr *trame= im mupama_
up_owinS bydn_m and esnm beam, and we_ add-,limmd cu,mu tmunded by e.lmmsmc dmdu.
Taz wa_e _ md _ wme mkuillr to dram obirvld m low_ Mtimdel by she S3-3 Id.
liw. _,au waz made bmwem she otmerved H* md O* bmm, fieJd-sliped curm_u, dmsixim md
mnpamm_, msd linzm dsmdz, d dmmmmic iotacyckms_ wm,mmd H'43" two-mum in_. The
fumu_ o( the _ wsvm me nmm om,immst wish the am'mmt_ mode. la _ldin'on. mm_iad ma-
dim o( the linear dispeniou relmion, uml Immature tmml an dse otseNmmm, mowed _ _ _ _.
le.I mul obl_ two-mzam mod_ md she ira-heron dfivm medes wwe stabte while ebliqm cmn_ _
medes me_z unmble. The (3* 8rid H* dimibu6on, provide _ for intemaions wish local
ires cyciom_ _ msd for t_ H*.O* _ _ m _szzlm below shz smzfli_
1. INTROOUCIlON
Simz Ibe suggestion of K_u_./_/Cm_w./[1971] that flzld-
Migned cmrems should drive elecurmtmic ion cyclomm warm
(EIC) ia the amoral zero. the occonenco of this wave nuxlz, its
sowce af f_e merly, im effecm an both iota mcl_ md
its inqmrdnce in mm_d phenomenoio_ have been mMied
exmu_e_ usinl mckm, satelli_ md laboratory expaisnm_
theoredad mm/ysis, taxi computer simulations. Observmiomd
datams HC waves we_ otsained by the S3-3 smelli_ md m
da_ mdy _c hydrosen cycJonon waves (EHC) heve
beon idmtified in dm dma set. Chsnctaistics of tha weves,
including fn_luen_, wave number, md waveform [£/amm,
a/., 1978, 1979:. T_/a a a/., 1979; _/mazr. 19_0]. and tbe
of the weves with ion bemm [£/amm, mr _.. 1979].
field41ipmd currents [Cane//, 1981], md other smersl
phmmmmm [Cmu_U. 19_; Te.mm,/m and Moor, 1954] have all
been dlzribed. Simila_ associations of ion herons md hyclmgon
cycloumm waves hsve been ol_n'ved at hi_e_ Mdmdm by DE 1
[g/nm_ mr a/. 1983] m_d Vikins [Am_,,_ mr a/.. 1987]. In cou-
uxst. bed_ hydm$on rand oxygen cydou_n waves have been
t_xn'tmd in rocket dam [B_-/_ a a/.. 1975; £_rf/_ a a/.. 1975;
Bering. 1984; ff/nauer a a/.. 1989. mcl nfferences therein].
Two pam_e sources of free a_ for EIC waves have been
ldonsr--4, ion beams and field-aligned cuamm. _ md
simubs_ studies of both beam. md cmrms.dnvm modes have
xbo= phy_ Dq=mm_ Univen_ of C_omi. = Batud_.
h3qmmm af Pt_a --' xmmmn, ummm d tin, k,.,.
%ow m Lm Almem Nmimml Labomoq, Lm Abram, lq*_ Mm-
slat ot Geoplsysim md Ptmetmy _im. thisms_ af Ctlifor-
_ Alto Re.mm_ _, Palo A/m, Cadifom_
_Daml_ six--- Rmmch _ Lynsby.
Piper nmab_ 91JA003711.
0148-0227/9UqlJA-00_78S05.00
been nude [Kinakl m_d ffum_l. 1971; Ashour.Abdaila amd
Thoeme., 1978; Ko,z_n,_mam,_ £/nm_r, 1982, 1984; Micra mr al.,
1983; Bertma_ 1984; Amdr_ 1985], including the effects of
the waves on both elecumm and ions [Hmbom mr a/., 1978:
Uns_ mr a/., 1979; Lysat mra/., 198(>, Dusembery and Lyons,
1981; AsAour-Abda//a mr a/.. 1981; Asho_-AMa/_ msd Otau_
1984]. In uJdition, there sre non/ine_ mmlz_ for exciting
EIC waves such Is d_ee-weve decay [Bo&mmm, 1986] mu:l
raliation by Jan boles [T_'za_, 1991]. _ pitons stu-
dies have aim ackkessed these phenomerm [B_m_ mra/., 1976;
Hasw.k a _/.. 1978; and mfenmces the_6n]. The free energy
somce rand dm complex reJatiomhip between EIC wives and
8mort/zone dymunics, however. 8re still not undm_mod.
Mo_ mceetly. Immtion hes focused on the interaction of
OXylm md h_lrol_m beams drill roll,ire to one m_othor
(r_hm thin t single ion beam drifting relative to the eleccrmm
or becklpetmd ions) [BuImmm and/.,o_, 1986; Kmu/mumm ca
a/.. 1916; /Im, lmmm a a/., 1988; Dttw.mbe_ mr a/., 1988; Rock
at, 191191. Waves in the mune freqmmey nm_ and with
similm wmm v_-mrs m EIC weva can be produced by the ion
two.mum immacskm in certain permnm_ rqimes.
In _ papm we fetus on on. avmu where qmmi-
nmnodmmsa_ waves at appmxinm_ly the hydrogen cycloeron
frequency were obem'ved es ISEE 1 traveled down along aurorsl
field linm from -4.5 m -2.5 Rs. The mutlliw track and •
_ of s_iecmd data qmmtidm m shown in
Film 1. Waves at both lower (mound the hydro8em g3nofre-
quay) md hilr_r (above th* hydroson gyrofi'equency) f_e-
quoncies were obem'ved It hishor Mtimd_ md pmsiMe elec-
urunmic befium c_ouon md oxygen cyclotrou wm, m occurred
ILllower altitudes. Upllowing hydrogem mtcl oxygen beams
field-tlilpmd currents occurred simultaneously. Using dlts from
the mnall bunt memory of the qd_cal double-probe experi-
ment (which sampled the electric field m fzeqmmcia below 128
Hz), the ion mm specaom_ dam. the ,4,- _ectric and mal-
nedc fields, the hilh-fmqmmcy (10_-4x10 s Hz) electric field
rnxn d_ swept frequoncy receiver, dm electric specaum
mudyzes ($.6 Hz to 311 kXz). and the elecuon |pec_,ometcr, the
following topics will be examined: (!) the large-sca/e morphol-
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oty of the event;(2) the_sd_ of theEIC waves;O)
wlvapmicb in_tctimm (4) f_e emrlB somc_; =xl (5) the
relador._ m hilher-_qumcY waves.
Theirmnm_mimt md damsetsire dum'bed in section2.
the llsNctle moqdado_ is ireuntai it motion 3 and the low
frequency waves it section 4, free meq_ sowms ate examined
in section 5, the effects of tim wuvm mt ions sins discussed in
section 6, md clbcumion mul cmchudom an' in s'cd°a T"
2. INSTItUI_BlCi'ATIOI¢AND DATA SETS
The ok: and low-fmq_ 8¢ edecu"k: field data wero obtxinat
fromthe Univmity of CtJifomia.Bate_. double-probeexpe_-
immt on ISEE 1 (Moo_ a _ 19/81. This study concentma
the electric field bum 2 m 128 Hz tz_._mtd by the bunt
mode of dm immmum whidt nude 128 Mmldm of the d(¢tric
5eid ulon8 the spinni_ booms in 0.5 • every 128 0. In uddi-
tio_ dw d_ 34 Spilt perkld averqm ddul GSEx mu/y com-
pomm_;M the _kl. theqxm_aA poumUd(whichis indicative
of"_ #mru_ elms,), md theoutputs_ dram_ filterswill
be _ Va_..Xion of bumm_m opmuion in iow-
d_msit_pimma_tad mm jo_mm bt the eb_dc fkdd tmmsum-
_t m _ m Mmr _ _d.[1913l md p_r_ *J eL
trig841.
The im dm m omimd bY du Loclduedenerledcion
mass specuomeu_ m iSBE i [S/u_;/_ a _. 19"/8|. Durin8
mis _ du immunem wm opemad in " sPa:i_l m°c_
clesijT_d to study d_ auro_ mcelersdon rqion, in which l_tch
mltle scmsof both H" ml O" wereobtsinedst eil#t em_liies
(0.21-I"7.4keV) every 64 s (seeSharp _ ,,L [1983] fm demls),
The electron daut ue born d_8 ISF-.E 1 ebcuon _
[Osit_i__ _L, 1978] which wm ol_Ki_ m • mode which
r_m_rKl ebcumm from 105 w 7050 eV. Nim_ avexqes
of the densityuml um_rau_ and dis_ fumdom wiU be
s_wn. Durin8 this _ _ l, du ix)k'wtrddtt,gtor.
wu not opertdnll. ThJl has mildmal effect at ths (kraity and
uu_p_amxe momems; howev_, veJocitymoments and tim_fom
the current cmied by the ele_mms could not be cakadmd _cu-
.arJy,
The _ field dam ire from the Um_it_ _ CsSfondL
1._ A_|eles. fl_ |m mpmmumm m ISEE 1 [_L
1978]. Hijh dm_ rmohadom dsta (4 poinB per second) will be
shown. To clatmmb_ 6eki4Ulmd cunmm, ths dam w_
toured buo • dipob comdisum symm, and the beckjround
5eid was mnoved. ISEE 2 dam._ m pailable only
durinll tim first Ira1 olr dm mmml. m umd w delmmism cuaent
sheet _ md thiclmms.
Hi_-frequagy (>100 Hz) _c ,iocaic fl_ls wm obu_d
from dw swqX frequm_ receiver of tim University of Iowa
plasma wtve exlpmkum on ISEE I [Gwx_ a _d. 1978]. A
_ecu.um from lOa m 106 Eiz wu _ every 32 s. In addi-
tion, the dam 5"ore ttm electric qagu"wn mudyza with 51tm
from 5.6 Hz m 311 kilt were exsmined. Nora thatitis diflicuh
m _ peaks below -I0 Hz in dm sper.mun tady'zer due to
ml_ amy no_ mmdmmm.
3. £vm_r Ovnvmw
Th_ IrKs-scale mm#miOlff of the dine period of inu,.est
(1520-1630 on June 19. 1981). widch occu'red as ISEE moved
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in ne._y Idonl Immrld field lines fn:ml m altitude of -26300
to .6600 tam(-5.1-2 R_ jeocena'ic), is _ruanld schemau-
tallyinl:i_ I (describedabove),and selecteddataareshown
inFigure2. Duringdds periock/,SEEmoved from a dipoleL
of -15 mid local dine of -2245 m • dipole L of -4 and local
time of -0300. _om -1535 to -1630 the duskwa:d ¢0 GSE)
of the 3-s-avemted e/ectric field (Figure 2o) was
generally varialMzand <40 mVhn with the maximum field of
-1(30 mV/m omming in • am'row spike It -1623. If, howevar,
1
mV/m
! SEE- t
__ _ 1, ,ll J.L.._,__tt_
the eleclric fields ol:uerved at -1535 were mapped, assuming
equipotantial field lines, to the same altitude as those at -1623,
the malnimdu would be compmlble. Examination of the raw
electric field data shows that these large fields had a time sc_c
of IeVaal _ Iliods, so l/tat the spin period avaraged data
provide an accurale detarmimuion of the magnin_le of the field
in the _ phme. The z immponant (Le., close to piirldlel to B)
was always much am.lla thin the y comlxmem. Note that
comlIrison with 53-3 data [Mour et _,, 1980] suggesu that
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the lm&est compotwmof the clecu'ic field would be the GSE z
component,which is not measuredby the ISEE smzllite. Vu,
the nesttive of the _ pmmkd (Fisun 2b), indicates
changesin dw plasma daufity, since Vzs - IDIOT,_ [Mour
_., 1983]. Density _uresm_ will be discussedin more
detail in section 5. There were two broad dmsity d_etions,
from -1535 to -1_$ and from -1553 to -1623, with mother
density increa_ _ -1630.
Fijm'_ 28 md 2A show selecu_ pitch msie dislributions of
O" and H°, respecuvely.Upflowing ions m'epeaked _ 0" since
the s_lfim was in the soud_m Immisphae. There were no
fluxes •bore b4¢ksxouncltm_ I..q35:42.when the oxylen fluxu
(215 md 400 oV) peaked nero 90e. By 1538"..5d,both oxysm
md hydrosm were _ QuMlmd .' 10°, which wm U
close u thedmectm crow to I). Az-lS42 theO" bacsnw con-
ical. _ h/zb,_ fluxes wmm otmm_m/ _ -1546 m -1553,
when u'w O* wu peaked at rallies vm_in8 boat --45" to -70"
and the hydrogen peaked _ the fiekL Ion beams with vmi-
• ble fluxes and nmximum m_|ies wine observed in both oxy-
gen and hydrolon thiouIhO_ the time -1552--1633, with •
secondreskm of intmumBuu8 occurr_ f_m -1615 m -1625.
From -1618 m 1622 end Emen-1625 m 1630 the dim-ibudons
were more convex dun _ upaowinl beams.
The perturbation in the y conzpmem of tin 44-aven_od
m•_metic field in dipole caxdinmm (in which ! is alon8 the
model fiekL j is 8zimudud eestwmd, md t is in the _6c
meridim plane pointin_ somhwmd) is shown in FiIure _. Fi|.
are 3 shows both _ z and the y componzms of the hish-
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Fij. 3. The msl_Sl¢ Odd in Eeld.sdijm_ _ Cmwh/cb tb8 z
ax/s is MonI the avenJse_eid disu:s/a_md y is ubumbd). 'Thmxand
y ____d_| l_bI
cvmt are ldoaed i_ _ u_ two psmhl. The I Iw pIzlS d_m I
expandedview o( bmh dm ISI:W1 midIS!_1_2 mqnmic fhdd for tho
UmeperiodwhenISEE2 datawe_ 8wu_d_.
resohition mqnmic field in field-alilned coordinsms. Reld-
alilnod Ctm'_t _ ale in Io_limdt I
assumed umllke velocity with respect to the audium, incmmm
(decmmes) in B, comspm_ m cuamm _ mwad (twins
fn_m) the _ At -I$36 thmu was • cmzum towardtheEmh
(--0.02A/m),followedby severalweskercumins,thinm out-
wad sheet o( _ sizeat -I_43, _ followed by
we_u_ cuner_ and. tiredly, mod_r mm_ intmiemzwmd •boer
at -1_. At -15_2 the curraz was toward the Firth with •
auq_mde -0.02 A/m; fn:ma-I_4 to -1619 dm_ wu • weak
(-0.03 A/m) c_rem |enazlly awsy born the Earth. The final
three curtains were themost intme madcamisted of m inward
ctmatt fxom -1620 to -16_0 (-0.06 A/m), m mzwmd curnmt
hum -1630 m -1634 (0.09 Mm), and enotha inwardcuaem
born -1634--1636. Thm_ may be seineinaccumcm in the
_i _ -1610 1 thessmllim wu mov.
ins _ in k_d Lime(i.e,pmlld to the usumod cment
sheet) md the peruat_oa in the _ component was becoming
larp. The factthatthepmxu_mimu inthex componem were
somainm8 comp_dde tothey cmulxma_ immuba_om indi-
cams that the observed field-aliImd cu_mnu are not well
modeledby inf_m sboatcu_mts _ _onI m L sheLL
ISEE 2 mslpm_ fieldata,xvdlabt-undl1539 LIT.were used
to _zrmim current sheet ddckneas and current density.The
main curtaina_-1536 had • thicknmsof-.490-590km and •
mxximm cu_nrmtdmalty of 60 nA/ma end wu IravelinIout-
ward (i.e., norm*t to the L shell) at • velocity of 4-6 kn_s.
Since the spacecrdt are below the mqmtic equmor, this is •
southward motion of the curn_ sheet.
ThrouIhom the mIion of up_winj iem, densit7 dzpledon,
md large dc electric field, them were enhmced levels of low.
frequencynoise, u indicmd in Fqlums 2c, 2d, md 2_, which
plot the outTnah'om three _ _lm. This morpbololD'[h[_
electric fields (elecumudc shocks)bo_I • rqion of
depletat density, upBowinl ion beams, end enhanced plums
waves] is the same as wm observedon the 53-3 ssmllitz
lower altitudes (5000-8000 lan) [Mo_v _ aL, 1980;, T_m_rin
_., 1981; ML_,u _ _., 1981; Tmm'm and Moor, 1984]. R8-
uxe5 ofMm_" a aL [1979].RIum 7 of Moz_ et ,,_. [1980],
and Figures2 end 4 ofMizm'a_IaL [1981]allpresentexamples
oftheszassociations.
4. WAVUOBIVA'noNs
The low-&eqtmacy dactric field data which mmiv_d this
study m shown in Filurm _ 46 and 4¢. Each pined conmns
two consecuuve 0-q-Ielectricfield wxvefonm obtained in dz
burst mode.
Thz burst mode dam fro"the _ 30 i of the period
Figure 2 m shown in Fsgum 44. Waves above background
were not olx_rvod until d_ Dram o( the field-aliIned ct_m_
density dacrmum Id l_rp dc ,l,ctric field, at -1535. Dam-
I __ variedfrom <fro to --8f,no_ ...4-74 Hz
(whichfor them Imuples allo_ topeaksat<f_,
ionpluma fvequm_y);dm spec_-awin,ol_m veryflat.m,,dthe
rinse of 8mpiimdm was ImSe. OI or th8 two largest ampli.
rode samples occurred _ this period, at -1_52. when the
dominant&_lUmCy wm aFIP_ximm_ 3 times d_ hycko|en
cyclotxonfr_ium_. From -1600 to 1625 (Filuze 4b), quui-
w_es at _lm_xinuwdF f_, the hydrolm
cyclotron _lUm_, wish mpikudm of • few milfivolu I_
nml m'e _[I'm in most of dm S_l_m in dm upper four
panels. In a_tidon, waves at -fd4 occurred in associmion with
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RI. 4. T/0.5-1 mqlms d dll Italic _d Iiml tl qilml booms, mira i dw bum rail _ the incmn_l, for d_
waves il lower frequencies dmirll the other imnples in thai
51i'i. The waves iliwn m Filiue k m icily iimillr io
olielved dw'inl _ Inlidbill samples of Filpue lb. Tim
waves hi limp I" I (1626".33) wwe him _ to
die _ qumld_ (±7 mV/m). Sinil _ wm missing
i poblll durra I Ii• b_ a ip_ was nm co_u_L bm
by exmnmsdonthe/n_ bequen_ was --5 Hz ee -1.5 f.o
with some power ocxxU_l mar fd, abO.
To deumnine d_ prol_ies ([,k) o_ dm wsve¢ we have
exIml_d vm'iol ¢hm'•ctegislics of l/ wav_fotaw, the power
speclrL mid the _nultmeon_ _lw dam. For Ill mum when the
pilk power iS >10 -i (stY/m) _ Hi-' (for each sample in Rim
I fol which a Pomill I_ could be cllulmlo'),the fie-
quincy iI wKih thl peak pow_ was observed hu been plould
as i circleddot v=sus _ localhydlol_ cyclomln f'mq_ hi
5 (die conespo.dinl univasal lime is Illo holed).
Se:ond_ pelkl (power within • flcil0r of 0.5 of Iha
piltt) have been ploul<l u ciosla. The dam _ the Univer.
sity of low• spectra= mtlyz= lmertlly aired well with the
peaks obesrved above -I0 Hz.
Before -1600 the waves occun_ over a broad frequoncy
rmlllz, u dilcuned Ibove. It cml be men dim ifflr -1600 dl
_qum_-im m ibe peak po_ fall into _ I_upl: one moci-
with die H* cyciolrml bequoncy, one with the He" cyclo-
non fllqumcy fll, md onl widl dl (3" cyclotron fmqumi_
f.o- This millmm _l thl oblm-vld waves may be electmuadc
ion cycloema waves which for brevity will be refined Io u
EHC, EOC, and EHeC below. Other wave modes, such as ion
two-smum_ imutbilides,can alsohave f_equenciesin thisrmge.
Noti that it is difficldl l) be _ thai _ warm at 2fll are
elecliosialic He + cyclollon waves for sevelal reasons: (I) the ion
mass spocaomel_ was not ia a mode to measure He*, (2)f,t_
is also (f,l:l/'iO _', which is die two-ion hyblid frequency when
dl O* md W dlmidm ml complrlble., md O) there ire waves
other _ EHeC waves thai have fe,_<f <f_ such m the
AIfv_ ion cyclotronwaves [Lya,.band T_Mrin. 1983; T_m_r/,n
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Fil. 5. The f_l_'-"Y at which the peak power (ci¢lul daz) oc_m_d
for each bum in filme for which • spectrum mldd be ¢omtmuKI.
Secondary p_. (_i_ F,_ wiOm • fa_ _ 0-_ or _ primary I_)
aleiMir.a_ by a ¢_ss.
and Lysa_ 1984],and ion tlnHsmmm inslabilifies[Bcramann
eL, 1988]. Indirectevidence for dm exisl_lce of a population
of He + cm be obtained by _| the density inferrKlaltar
ena_ analysisand that_ bath _ and mass analysis
(m Figure 6). At the limm _ Iha two are diffl_u (for
example, at -1620-1625 and 1543-1546 and other ahor1_
im=vals),He + may have been present, lostdmwifim were ¢al-
culax_! under the esmmlXm that the flux_ were ¢tnoooplc in
the insu'umem _rame and varied lisw_ly with _ID' between
the en_iLY chamwis samplecL
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Fill. 6. Compsrism Wim dauide= isdemd after eneqO, mdyds dane
(plain line) and aflt.r belh merlly and mass mdysis (line with clua
pe_s). The errer bars m flu laner she_ sumdaM dev_ims due m
co_mm8 zati_m (about the same as or sma]kn"m the odor cam).
Mass analysiswas limimd m M/Q=I (H') md MI_=I6 (0_
l_ffen_c_s be_ the Iral_s su_e_ additie_l/on spo=as.
Tha fxequmcy of des F.HC waves variesh'om l.lto 1.6f,_
withu_ av=al_equalm -1.25f,_.Esdmms ofd_ magni-
of the wave vec_ k can be _ m two ways (see .'so
K_tn_v _ aL [19'78]). First, d_ ClUaSi_atic nat_e of
thewavestomes= that Doppt= shiNnl m_ be mall.The
half widd_ ,_ half maximum had an ev=ap value of
&f/fS0.1. Assumi_ thatthe measured wkhh in the peak is
due m the Doppl= shift,tha wave v_.u_ c._ be ealauis_lfrom
&f =f'--f = k_
wheref" = the_u_-y = ,I,-_mas_ _ l _"_a rre.
qu_¢y of the plasma fi,ame, a_l v is the relativevelocity
between the plasma and I_ _ All_oujh the oomp|ete
ExB/B z valodty could not Ix= c_ieulsu¢l dmng r_is time
period, (E x B)=I8 z was usually less _ the sa_gilv= velocity,
so the spacecnft veloci_ wu used in the cak'uisdon. The
measured Af there/'ore yield values of a, = 3-6 km°_. Since
theories of EIC waves yieJd values of the wave vecux compar-
able to the ion ILvmrsdius, = estimate of the temperau_e of d_e
ions supportingthe wave can be obtainedusing the magnitude
of the wave veem_ (calculatedabove) and
where v.,._ is the ion dermal velocity, p_ is the ion ID_rorsdius,
and _ is the ion cyciou'on frequency. The relevant hydrogen
tanp_amre TH would be -6-21 eV, implyingthe _t_ of a
cool becklmund ion population. Second, _ _ several
spec_a with a double-peaked smsemre which could be explamcd
by Doppl= shift_ 8. aSS_u_in|k = kL , because of fl_ geometry
of _ booms, malmedc field,and satellitevelocity.For these
remus, /:'-2-4 km -_. and essuminE kPH-l. TH-4-30 eV.
TMx calculationsassumed d_ d_e obs_M Dopp_ shiftwas
Bx dub to du velocityof d_e ion beams. Ifwe assume thatthe
shif( clue to dm beam velocity is imporlm_ we obULin
b -0J--l-q k_ -! or TH for the beam of 200-1000 eV. Since
the _ field is <6 ° out of the ecliptic plm_., kl/k L can be
limand from the spin modulation of the uplimde of the filu_
dam. Sha_ minim in the ampule of th= waves occurred
where the boams ware aligned with the malp_tic field. The
dulm of the minima is ¢onsis_m with 0.05S[t/k.t,:0.2.On=
of tho mcBvkh,ud burstsamples ,leohad • modulatio_comistent
_ O.ISkl/kj. <_0.2; however, dm variability in the wave
am_iua_U _ also explain the observed varia_ and such
was not observable in odor burst samp_
there wore fewer samples near fde and f,o a,'xl
beam fire f_c_mcim m low= and thmefmu closerto th=
burst mode mmlmion, the average _ m nm m well
_ es for _hs f= cas=. For tha saml_s w.aked ne_
the He" cy¢lolronfmq_ the averq_ wm -i.I f_, witha
rang• born I m 1.2 f_,. The observed half_ of tl_
peaks wm almuet always _thin the 2-Hz resolutionof th=
For the r_p of spacem_ veiocidm, d_refor¢
kZ3 iun-_, and mum_mll kl:_-l, Tm>6-1?O eV. Tbe on_
sp_msm _ a do_de-puekod sm_m _i_Ibd Tin-16 eV.
For the evonts kla_ed U pcuib_ e_ecl_slalk: oxy|e_ cyc]o-
erewaves,f,ovaried from2.6 m 4 I'llz,andtheobeyed [_.ak
variedfrom 4 Io 6 Hz, withthe _va'_e do_mu_
f_ciu,moJapproxima_yequalm 1.4f,o(thb maynotbe v_
simef,o is so ck_e to tl_ 2.Hz n=oludonof
spectra). The half widdt was usually <21Lt, yieldi_ ToZ6-2_
eV, wi_h abe essump/km tha_ _po- 1.
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The frequency and wsvelenl_h nmles oixainod for the hycko-
;e_ cyclouon waves cw_ be c_npered with previous experimen.
ud resu_ from the $3-3 sm_Jiit_ and with various theoretical
ixu:licdoan. The avqe [nql_elcy of the EHC wries observed
by the S_3 mueJLiu=is -1.2 f_ (B_tmoM, 1984; M. A. Teme-
ran. privw _nummiosfion. 1984]. Since the S3-3 numrumont
wu 8 I_-uia i_ kl/k ! wes d_recdy meuMa"ed
found m be usually Jess dun 0.2 [Bm'lmaM, 1984]. These
values ere cmmum with those oixained herein, which suUests
duu the waves a high =ddmdea ere genmmM by the sane
mechanism u those st low Mdmdes. Bersmmv, [1984], usin8
dispasion mhuiom and a single ion species, concluded
dmt the observed $3-3 wave pmanw4en were most consisumt
with the ¢urrem.drivm bmtubility.
Wave obeervmimm were also obu_md m _requ_¢ws above
100 Hz by Ibe UnivwsL,y of Iowa swqx f_quency ruceiv_.
VlJ: him wm verj bmmae in the hilO_I_mity relllo_ end
in both inwMity md frequency _umt in d_ Iow-
demity re_om. Fiswe 7 presonu two repremmmtive exampks
of c_npmiu= spec_e obtained durin8 the period of due EHC
waves described above. The first spectrum (=, -1600:40) is
|enend]y Imoothly fM]ing from the peak above fd4 up to the
region of z mock and amor,J kilomeu-i¢ radiation (AKR). In
conut_ the m=_nd (at -1611:20) shows severld emission
feature= in the domain benveen [p, mcl [p,. The observed
AKR m beth samples wu very intense.
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Fq. 7. T_o mmpodm q_mm obudmd drain8 the _me penml _
EHC wu_u wen=_. The dam _ -120 Ha are f_ _1_uai
bur= male;the dam above -100 l-lz in from th8_ty e( Imm
,wqx f_qomcy rec=i_ (SFR). No= tllutds=_ m_y be ,am, _n,
Miasm8 =_=e the UC39 dau m_ obudned in 0.$ s whemu m SIR spee-
mm n=qum= 32 ,.
5. Sou=ats oF FRee Da_xoY
Ion beams and fiekl.aliip_dcurrents have both been proposed
m provide the freeemrsy for growth of the ele_u_smLic ion
cyclom_n wave= which have been observed in the m_orM zone.
Compmsom of the observational dam with theor_icM predic-
LiOnS have not yet roroived the question of which is the dora.
inane rMchanism [L8., E/n/row _/_t., 1979; Cauell. 1981; Kaa[.
mann mad E/_u_r, 1982. 1984; Cm_ett, 1984; B_r&mm,m, 1984;
Andrd, 1985; Amlrd _l aL, 19_7]. This is in part due to the
unnteuured portions of the ion _ elecuon dimibmions and
the low _ne rmoimion for current and particle messu_emmts
but also to the im,ospeble problem that when the waves are
obeerved the pmlicJe distributiosu m'e likely to be mnrginMly
stable [e4., Em_j'mmM and Kb=_=,, 1982]. During the even(
dewribecl Im,ein. both cmrents and beams occurred. Another
fTm emrl_ source, the relive s_eaming of (3' mcl H° ions,
can also produce wave, nm_ the ion cyclotron frequency [B_#-
mann == _. 1988; Em_'mmm _ _., 1986; Rink el _., 1989].
The ve_ diffeamt _ resolutions of the wave mansu_ements
(0.5S, repealedevery 128 s). the current measurement (-0.25
s), m_l d_ ion measurement (-64 s) do not allow for detailed
,xm_.J_ions betwee=t wave pmper_m (such u amplitude.,
cohaznos, etc.) and the malpdmdo of the current or shape of
the ion dislributlon funclion; however, the observed reJalion-
ships provide inform,don on the likely dominant llm¢_atio_
me¢lumism for the memnmM wave=.
Current-driven ele=u_m_ ion cyclom=n waves will be r_m-
siderecl by con_8 me obee_vedorts described above to the
lineardispersionrelationand to Wior theoreticad studies.The
tim step is m _smme wave and particle meuuremenu m
clem'mi_ the density and temperature of various components of
the plums These will be mind with the current me,uurzments
to _ the eJemtm drift velocity. We will show that when
wave= n_z the cy¢louon beqmm_ were obea'ved, the drift
velocity was Iw8er than the cridc_ drift and that EIC waves
w_re suppmuod in regiom of large field-aligm_d current when
the density and/m lemp_amm were lazse. Next, we will exam-
ine th, depmdence of dm wave frequency on ion composiuon
and conclude thin it is consisumt with cruses.driven EJC waves
and mtmt with the two-tin'earn instability. ]on berne-
driven mocl_ including the ion two-stream inslability and
b_m-drh, m 1:IC waves with and without a cmTent, will then be
eammud ul/li_ previous _elical studies mad numerical
solmimu to du line_ dispersion rel**ion cMcul-,ed from the
obeerved permmum_ We will show duu the ion two-stream ins-
tabiJity k suppremmd for the pm'ametm's observed dining the
time when waves ne_ the cyclotron freClUencies occm'red. We
then rely, the disl_rtfion mistion, including explicitly the
currem, the ion beams, and the ion composition, and show that
(1) the immd_ility is due m d= current, (2) the beams provide
d_p/_,, _ (3) _ is a switch in the molR IJrtslM_le mode
flnmmfm to f,o when aoJn_ awre.m_a. We conclude th,x our
obsa_adons me mo,t consisumt with the currant-driven mode.
Fn'm. we will comider flekl41ilpn_l currents u a source of
_me _8Y for the observed waves. The cunmlt-driven immbil-
ity is actually driven by the electron drift which must be above
tmme _ value for tmur8inal linem" instability. For exampte,
for an eclual tan_ plume (assuming Maxwellian popula-
dons) with _ a smiile suuiomwy ion species (hydrogen), abe
drift of elec_mml. Vo, must exceed 0.3 times the thewntl ckift
u, [giadai and geanai, lg"/l]. As the u=mperature ratio T,/7"i
ineremm_ the cridcM drift decreases (see, for example, B_r#-
mwm [19114], Tilde 4, which shows values of Vol_ . =0.14 for
l_.6r._ tDLAHdK _K._T FILMLLa_
I 1.430 CA_ ET AL: ION CY_OTaON WAV_ AND F_ _ffY SO_C_
7", • T_ with an additional ion population). In orda to deter-
mine whether the meaLsu_ed fiekl-alignecl currents ate above the
d_eshold for linem immbility, it is necessary to know (I)
whether the current hi carried by drifting elecu'ons or by a
feanue such M a loss cone in the elecltc_s, (2) the electron and
ion density and temperatures, md (3) whethe_ there is more than
one component for either species. The method we hive used to
8P.swer these quesfons is to compare the mud density deter-
by the wave cutoff (measured by the University of Iowa
swqx frequencyreceiver)and thedc-nsir.iesmes uredby the
pm_icle deu_cwrs and to examine the distribution functions for
evidence of curt'era-carting populations.
Figure 8, in which the density de,.zrminod from each method
is plotted, shows thin most of the elece'on density is at energies
from 0.I to 7 keV. except din'inS the period from -1520 to
-1540 (when there must have been a large popul_on of cold
elecerons (-0.5 m llmn3)). The measu,-ed ion density is also
spprocima_ly equal to the total density except before -1340.
although there is _,_ for ms unmeamumd cold population
with a density of _'O.02/an = born -1335 to -1610. During the
period when the EHC waves were obsotved (-1600--1620), the
density wu --O.l-0.2/cm s, and there was no subsm-_ial cold
electron populadon. The field-aligned eunln[ wu usually
<2x10 "4 Mm =. with sevend smaller.scale size sheets with mag-
nhudes up to -3xlO 4 A/m 2. Assuminj that the current wu
carried by a drifting Maxweilian with the measm'ed density sad
mnperamr_ this _nuqxmde to VMv.,.=0.07-O.15, which is az
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F_. 8, The plasma dcnshy u measuredby three different insmm_ts:
(a) me demisy dmeanined from the plums wave cutoff, (H the ekcum
Cle_lity mea_ beiwee_ O.l ar_ 7 keY. snd (C) the _ density ffl_.
umd be_weea0.I and 17 keY f_ O* _ (hswJ_) md (O*+H') icm.
the low end of the ranp of criticaldrifts for 7".>T_with a sin-
ale ion beam specie, prmm [&_ma,m. 19'41. The observed
elecuon distri_zims, bowered, was not • drifting Maxwcllim
when the EIC wives occurred. In fact. dm clisu-ibudon wu
quire vm'i,bb in _, as cam I_ ainu m Plma I, in which
P
the reduced .bcmm dimibudm (F(vl)=Jf(v_..v02xdv _) is
ptou_d vm dnm. _. thrum m besn_ at SI keY.
For example, during th_ downward ctmmt sheet at -1352 there
wu a low-_nerl_ upward _lecaum beam, and in the upward
cmTent near 1607-1609 there wm_ downward beams. Unfor-
twm_ly, m sccursm cl/culadon of the current claTied by the
obee_ed ekcamm could not be made due to chi loss of one
deulcmt.
To lend credem_ to the id_ that the waves are current-
driven, it is importmt to undmmumd why EIC waves were not
observed in othe_ (often imller) regions of currenL For exam-
ple. one of the largest eunem densities, at 1536. wu flowing
into the ionmphere with no simultaneous ion beams. Figure 8
implies thlu at that time them was a large cold elecu'on popula-
tion which must have cm'ied the current since the observed hot
electrons were almost entirely downioing. Assuming a tern.
peranne of 1-10 eV for the cold electro_ populeuon with the
iN'erred density of 0.9/cm _. Vo/vm =0.003-0.01 whk:h is much
less than the critical value for instability with T, =Ti. Thcrc
wu not a burst uunple at this dine. but examin,xion of both the
University of California tt Berkeley and the University of Iowa
filters showed no evidence for a peak at or slighdy above the
hydrogen cycloeron frequency. At -1543 a large upward current
occurred in a region of only hot electrons (if the measured elcc-
sons were a drifl_g Muwellimx. then Volv..=O.l) and
upflowing ion bum& The bum sample during that current had
wave power near fm but no coherent waves. The largest
current during this period (j-37xlO 4 A_ z at -1632) wu
also in the regio_ with the highest density (n > l/cm 3) and elec-
u'on u=mperanne and d_refore the lowest value of Volv_.,.This
observauon, that EIC waves were suppressed in regions of large
current when the colTes_in$ value of Volv,,. wu small, is
consistent with theories of emtem-driven EIC waves.
A second indication that the waves may be current-driven is
the depemience of the wave frequencies on the ion composition.
Kin&el and Kerm_l [1971] showed that for _ currenvdriven
instability. H" cyclomm waves me lineerly more unsu,ble undl
the density ratio O"1(14"+O*) exceeds -I0"-15%, when O"
cyclou'on waves _ line_ly more unstable. The observa-
tions presented herein (compare the fi'equency a_ which the peak
power occurred (Fijum 3) with the composition in FiEm'e 6) are
consistent with this. When the density ratio was <10%. only
EHC waves were ehserved: from -I0 to 20q,. EHC md waves
nearf_, andf,oo_urmd. This_ of h_quencyon
composition isopposite to tha_obudned for the im two-$ucam
instability. As shown am Bm'gm_m i_ al. [1988], the most
unstsbk obfique mode is above fm when the penumtage of O"
is high and dear.ram m tmlow f,H wlvm dwu is less 0". More
detailed compmimm with dm iota two-stmmn instability will be
described below.
_e are aho thimim which predict the occu_ence of EIC
waves in a system with • sulxritical elecu'm_ drift (Tarea_t.
1991). The EIC waves, in this case, me lure of the Iroceu by
which ion holes evolve into double layer, and subseCluendy
decay. No comparismm with this model will be made herein.
Next, we comlm'e the observations quantitatively using a
linear dispersion relation solver containing ion beams including
composition and either d_rihin| or nondril'dng electrons. A car-
xi
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_on n_muznmtion of the pm,ficle dism'buuons included is
shown in Filpme 9. In the presence of tw0 drifting ion popula-
dons with a rehi_e drift AV = VM- Vo, the stron8es_ imutbiihy
can occur when two eigenmodeshave • s/m/lax digmrsion in
m-t q_ce. In our case the strongest Fombie cendid_ for
immbility occws for pmIJle] propagation when the slow hydro-
IP= beamacousticmode with an approximatedispetmonreladon
w-k (VH-Cn) ¢m_qpieswith • fast oxygen bemrnacoustic mode
I-t(Vo+co), where cZ=(nsln,)(T,_ns) are the density
weighmd mum/ speeds _ *l_ciea j. The conditions for this
i_ac_ axe (axMtizion 1)
AVI_, < (! + 6) (mW_) [1 + (e_di)2] 'a
[krpUM a _ 19gg] and (cmdifion 2) Vs >"s [Ro#, _ uL
1989], where _ are the _ spreads, wS are the phummfre-
quencies,md 6=[(nW,to)(mWmo]-za. Condition(I) ssswes
dm On drift veJoc_u are clom enou_ together tha, the slow
H* and faroO* modes can acqu_e simibw phase veiocides m
amble a lluidli_ _ Condition (2) assures duu dw
phase velocity of each mode is *plx_xims_ly commm; the con-
m'budonof _ ion mnlpenuurasmodifies each eigenmode
dispmion due m sddidmud _ms in the expansion of the
phumm Z kmction. For • rad'flcimdy largeionthern_l spread
the phase velocities of the a_oustk: modes carmot overlap, and
dns mus_fion is
(o)
IL--
v,
(b)
F,
IL
v.
R8.9. Sdmmtic mpmmmim d ,he _, omsidmd m d_e
mmai,--' aad,/d tin d/spaim ndm_m:p) withom ebame d_t md(bJvnshehcomcMh.
Far mz immbanmk mi of paramours, VWa,-O.03,
Vw'Vo-2, condidm 1 is well sa_;_ed for all hinges of no/n.
vzlmu. Filpn 10 dmwe dw mxx_um Iprowdzhue as oixainad
f_m d_ solution of the _ re/atina for d_ Mxwe imam-
with mHnXO. Volio=._ end vlzT_ th* ratio Of VW_w
hum be Nen that mmml VWI.-2.3 zhe pmdlol ion.inn imza-
is quenched,with • growth ra_ <3x10-_,. The
obemved commas of hydrogen show _Amively wmn dism_u.
fi0m, and we con_ude that d_e heated hydrogen popuJafion is
dWem quench the paulleJ kin-ion Budxlity.
The rehuwe drift tmween each ion spec_ and the ekctrora
can ubo excile _ drift smusdc waves. The gowth rate is
m _ imq_m_ pm of the diel_u_ function
11.431
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Fill. I0. PIme( d_emaxnum linch razefor thepundldiontwo-meam
_ VH=_N, the hydro_n dnh/t_.mui ,qx=d for
nH"no, Vllh/, "0.03, VWVo,,2 , md Vo/wo-._.
with • dmilsr expression for lhe oxygen ions. However, for our
the exponent of the elecu'on term in (1) is very
srmdLtheclampingfrom the ekcmm term is itrge_ than the ion
inverse damping, and the parallel modes which may be excited
by ion beams m'e stable, in our parameter re8im e where the
cold pmlllel modes could smis_ fl_ imlabflity condition, they
duminale the oblique modes [_rjym_m _t aL 19881. Quench-
ing of thase ion-ion modes also qumc_ the oblique modes.
The _ oblique modes m_ also damped by the elecu_ms.
Therefore we will focus on oblique wave excitation due m •
nontherm_ elec_ distribution function.
The obeervod elec_ have a nonzero first moment of d_
dislx/bufionhmcfion. Becauseof the irauffici_t details on the
ele_on dis[ribufion function we shMl modeA dunn as drifting
Muwel_ims. h was shown by Kin_l and Kmnti [1971] that
the dueshold for the oblique ion cycimmn modes is below the
pmdlol *comtic modes which are excited by the eiecu,en
CmTent.
Figure 11 shows the lowest dispmion curves above the
hydrogenID'mfrequencymound the largestgrowth rates for two
im densityratios, no/%=O.l and 0.5. In Figm 11 U_eprops-
8adon anglo is 83", T,/TH=33, aW_o=3, C_Wc_=0.24,
V,/_,=O.16, IVW_HI=2.1, m_JIV_,,ol=3.1 (V_Vo<O). For
the given pmuneum the maximum grow_ ra,* b _o_=0.0041
(0.0021) m m=1.1 (l.0), end kPsil.05 for nolo=0.1 (0.5),
raspzcdvely. In the vicinity ofthehydrogen gyro_equency the
approx_ma,,,c_spenion reladon may be obtained by keeping
ordy the first cyclozron un'm in the hydrogm Bell summation
Imcl the iexding terms in the oxygenand eJec_an susceptibilities.
The dispersionrel*,ion becomes m-_N=t_W(l-a(_._))where
a=o[rz(k'p_)] includes MI lhe nonresonmu c_nrecdom Since
V,l_,<<l, we my neglect the elecmm plasma function conu./-
Ixuion which resul_ in
i_l -kl IVHI+ (2)
T. no ___
NH Te "qli
which b a Doppler-shihzd ekca'oamtic hydrogen cyclouon
mode wilh oxysen corre¢fiom Here r_)=t-'l(x) whexeI is
the modified BesNi hm_ion. The rmomm oxygenconuibuuon
m the hydrogen cyclomm unto b proportionalm
r,,(t_,_r__)z (_,-16no- ,, vd*t,o)
whichisnegligiblysmall.One ol_erv, from(2)_-, *ddkion
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of oxygen density decreases slightly the eisc'nfi_ucncy of the
hydrolFn cyclotron mode. This brinp the frequency closer to
the hydmson gymfTequmcy, incrusin8 the damping of the
waves, since the growth rate m proporuonaJ m
. *,'. L *,"' J
where the summa_n is over the ions and Zl (z)-e -'z dcno_
the unq0nm_ pat of the plums function. Thcrefore the ,xkli.
uon o( oxysm mikes the hydmsen cyclon'on mode more stable,
and for a mmsmally sutble int_scdon m enhsnced oxyien flux
may stabil/zz the inu=sction. For the 8iven pm'mmatzrs, decrem_
ing d_ elecaon drift to V,/_, =0.12 su,bilizes the hJ_-dcnsity
csse (condition 2) while the low-density caJe is still unstable.
This may explain the 8bsence of obse_ed wave power above
the hydzogen cyclolzort _requency when the oxyson d_n_ity is
enhanced. Addition of cold nondrift_ ion populstion does not
affect this inm_lity.
In the Jow-fmqtamcy rmr_se the umtabJ8 Mtm'ecdon is
due to the desud_izing dTl_'t of elecm md daml_'q_ by tha
ions. Around _ oxylm lWrobequmo/the hydrol_m ions ms
no_ r,_onm_ ,rid do m_ arr_ ,_ real b_qumcy. The dispw.
sion nelauon is obtainmd similm4y to equatim (2) ml:l is fivm J
the oxygen _ by
I To n, To,,
showins that m inaeme M mo moves the fmqum_ eway from
the oxygen gyrofmqumcy, dsc-mssi_ tha dmnp/ns. Thm_om,
ciosz to m_ginal sud_ility m increase (d,gns_) in the oxygen
density makes the Ipowth r_ pmkive (n_lstive_ This
behavior is in conu'mt to that st the hishm' hydrosm cyclo_
frequency. Figure 12 shows dm ral _altamcim md dm growth
rates in thn oxygen mfmm_ce frmm far V,/_,=0.16.
IVW,,HI= 13. and C_0_=0.24 (flo/_,=0.01_) 8t the propqa-
tion mglz 880 which maximizes the growth rsl_. The maximum
g_owth rat_ we 4x 10-4 mH md 1.2x 10-4 o_ at ogJ_oli3 In/
1.15. taxi kpo=0.9 for no/n. =03. 0.1. respectively. F.nh_
clemity of oxygen decreases (que_chm) the modes d_OVe the
hydrogen i_ro_equlm_y m_l increesa (¢xcil/mi) the
above abeoxygen gyrofrequzncy.
6. E_-r o_ _m W_v_s o_ _m lo_s
With t_ assumption that the observed O" mzi H" beams
were sccelerau_l throulr,h the same potential drop. the mmracr_on
betwem the ion species mcl waves at taxi below the spsccc_z
cam be tddrmsml. Ion beams of all species would h,ve _c
same pesk ener_ per chrome, and uch would have the tcmpcrt-
t=e of its murce population. Any differences from such dish-i-
budom cm be atmbumd to inun_cdons betwmm the various ion
species rod/or inmrscciom with waves due m other free encr_
_m, ces. Both theor_csl and expm'imen_ studies of 0", He'.
and H" ion beams have be_ made utilizing this usump[ion by
numffous suthon [e.g. Co/_t _ _., 1981. 1987; B_r&mu,_
19116; K_ zt aL 1986; R_" _ aL, 1986, I088;
D_md_? a a/., 1988; RoO, ,_ .._.. 1989; Wm&_ a _/., 19891.
Throe studies have -II shown that the ions Ire _n_ngly hcmcd
md tl_ olin there is • Irarafe_of energy from the H" ions to
tha O" imu which may be dependent on the comporition rstio
[m CN/m a a/., 1987; R_O" a aL 1988]. The sa_lies of R_ r
a I/. [191Li] and Co4Jbsel _. [1987] suggested thin during solar
m&tialtll_ O* _ H+ hsve gompareble el_rgia in con_rut to
m minimum wh_ the (_ is more enm'gatic. Thcir explma-
tion wu that the, O+-W relative sa'emnin I instability wu most
elkimt st tnn_m'ing eneqty to the (3" ions when the O'/H"
rado wm low, u oc:cl,ml on a ststistic&l basis dunng solar
mmmum. Note that the event described herein occ_rrcd ,'
s_d_ maximum.
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Fqt. 12. The diwendm curves msr rio for mo/n, =0.1 (du_/la=)
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Dislritauion functions far Oe _1 H" me prc_-nwd in Figure
13 for a_ua _ of _ croat when warm near the various
¢ydouon f_lummia oct•tared. The time indicauDd is at the end
of the mmp_., and tiw velocitim m _aled m dug (3" and H°
ions with the same _ID' would occu_ al the same distance
lama.the¢ma_. Far mmaof the time pmocls,how•, thee
di_iact O" Ix_mu, wham.as the H" beams were often
oba:und by • nearly _ cmnpommg which may have off-
|iaauK! above IIw qw.em_ (compare bo_a pamds in Figure
1). Whm both O" md H" _ m_ dbtimt in th_ eomour
plou, for ins m,,- az 1602:22. 160'5".34, 1607:42, and 1618:21,
the O" bemm am gmmmlly mine mmgm_. This nmy noL saran
m agree with the mafimir,M nmalm for d_ during *olar max-
imum. bMl Ihi• ir_l_ ckxm Iwt hive O'IW It•lira u hi_ u m
typically found Ibm, al learn um ac_amcli_ m Filpu'¢ $. This
_gure is not dimaly ampmable *o the mmdm of Co///m a m/.
[1987] and RmW am/. [1981], hmvevor, m those were
ObUL_ _ith m isou_Mc cmmixaumt mbcamed. We have tried
m emuJ_e chin by _ the en_lJl ,' peak upward flux
of O" and H" ions as • function of the ratio of the same two
fluxes (not shown), but u_ -40 dam poinus available have too
much ze.W_x m show • dear Irmd. Tim dais of Col in e.z al.
[1987] also show hurle r.al_, and it is only on • much larger
su_csl basis fluu their argument holds.
is _ in ths distil•ions for the operation of
both •he O'-H" too-m-urn hutabilin/and the EIC waves. The
cmdm_ of I1_ O" beams to have • higher me_rgy than the H"
beams snd the factthatVs4 wu not 4 limes larger than g. are
comiaumt with the t'wo4_mm imusbilit_. This occurred
thro.l_om most of *he time pmod md provides evidence that
the nvo-me, am instability modified d_ diuributiorm below the
s_li_ -, _timdes where thai mode wu umstabie. The
of Ihe O* dislribudom during periods wh=n waves
f,a,,ridf,ooccurrudbutnotduringperiodsofwaves near
f_a is comdstmt with heating by the locally observed EIC
wave,. SevezaJ specific examples can be seen in Figure 14
which _esents O" and H" distribulionsmd simultaneous power
speck'•. The specu'um in Pigu:e 14(a) has • peak slightly above
E
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fro. The W disaributkm sho_ su_t| _lar heating.
while tit= (3* beam retaira beamdilu=¢hga_rbtic=. The spec-
trum in Figure 14fb) has Fow=_ n== both f,_ and f,m. and in
this case bo_h dismlmdmu show =mini luadnl and modificafic=
from • beamlik= disul"lmdm. The specmnn in Figure 14(_) had
• _t_ = -2.8f_ Then were d= moJt intaue waves
observeddmn| the event. Both (3* and 14" were upflowi, l.
and both show evidence of m'onl modification. During the
periodofdm sp_c=mn inFigure14(d) which peakod near f,o,
me (3"disu_mio_ shows he.min_of d_ tm:kgmund ionsat
-90 ° u weU u pmlpendicu_ l_dnl of the beam.
7. _sc_uuc_ _a) C_C_
The low-frequency ehcu'i¢ field data presented herein have
provided evidence for 1he exislnnce of electrmtali¢ hydros=
cyclotronwaveson ammal fieldlin_satMtimdm of -2_q---4
R,r. The k:kmdficadonof' d_ olxcx'vedwavesnear d_ cyclou'ou
f_quencies u elecuromalic ion cyclommt waves is based on the
consisu=ncy of the observed and deduced properties of the waves
widt d==x_s of IHC waves. Neid_ maln=_ measurements
nor density measmumems a_ dm mlevm_ frequencies were avail-
able m provide the clefinidve proof that the w_v=s were elecuos-
tats. The $3-3 sa_llb= did have density flm:luadon measmu-
me=t= md did show din* dm waves observed m dm elecuri,¢field
were el_. The average fru_en_ md pmpajation
=nile =e within d_ rmle oinaved by dw $3-3 nt=lliu= ==
lower =ldmde_ In _klidon, tl= wave= have tb= same umci_-
uon wkh rejiom of low dmuity, ion bemu, and field-=lilP_d
_m_mm u w-- olbu,v_l ** k_v_r Mdmdm. 11d_ impii_ dm
the cyciomm fmqum_ warm obmrved by BEE weru Mso
EHC wavm and du= dm wav, s in e._-iu_l by the mm_ f=e=
e=mlD'=mm:e thmughomth= MdtuJenmge -1.5-4 R_. Studies
besed on th8 $3-3 data wer, not able to de6mdvely deunmine
d= excitation mechanism. Th= fact that di d_ identified EHC
8E
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wave _ _ i i m i i [£_ it
19141 _ _ to i i is / i ly hue amiD,
ba_d on d_ avuml_ _mlP d ol_mvmd Idlma Pmmnmmu f°_
$3-3, ho_mvw, mmdudml dm dm olmmmd wave pmpmi
191]. i/ml ili_ll
of_llill/l/i/
bility mmi_mm for d_ waves m Ihe im ¢ycioeron frequency.
Good mdmml of d_ cold elmmon md ion amides" i°n c°m"
d_m_dom, 8rid dismbudom of bo_ hydrogen end oxygen
were avibb_. Dunnl d_e penod when waves near
_rro_ueri_kl of H*, C_, end He* oecum_ d_e av-_bk a.,.
suonily n_po_ _ k/ d_ dim were no umneamnd co_
_u o_ ak_umu. T_ redo of .(_yner) vm_d from -0 to
1. and dlere wu _ evidence for _e examinee of He*.
There wen ali finn _l_i _ of fTU early for
waw Irow_h: (1) f_l_ign_d _u'rmm, (2) O" beams, O) H+
and (4) tim mliva shaming of tl_ 0"* m_l H+. The
_i _u _ _vl EIC wava, while die fmmh _oukl drive
ritlinll QilVl _ I _ wive chili-
tics, plasma parameeers, and previously published linui theori_
M EIC waves and two suum _i_ surest _"
obmved wives nmg f_ ire cumin-driven EHC wives. The
reildoniip of die domiami wive hequm_ m _ commotion
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[_. are also current-driven EIC waves. Although the observed
elecu'on d/su'ibutk_ru were not drifting Maxwellimu as is
assumed in sumd_rd theoretical uudies, there is evidence thal
the distribution has • nonzero firu moment as reqtdred for
ctfl're_t .4:h'Jverr waves,
Soludons m the linear dispenion relation have also been
obtained utilizing the observed plasma parameters to deu_mine
whed'm" the ion two-slxeam instability should be mutable,
whed'_xthe beamsor thecurrentdrive the EIC waves,m_l whm
the expected rel-,ive ipowd_ raz_ me. The_ studies have
shown thatthepmdlei ion two-mum instability is quenched by
the observed warm hydro|en dis_ibudon_ In addition, the
pax_el modes driven by an ion beam either on the electrons or
on beckiround ions an also stable. Since for ow paramel_
re|ime, parallel propagafin| waves Re more unstable than
oblique_ ne/gwt type of inmbilip/cm explain the obse_a.
dons. Oblique modes driven by the elecuron current me
mutable md have bociuerciescomparable to choseobserved.
ExaminationoftheO" andH° disu'ibudomprovidesevidence
that the ion distributionshave been surOnllY modified at alti-
tudes below the spacecraft. In particular, several exmuplm of
an (T berne having Idi_er energy than the sccompeayin| W
beam suggest• transfer of mal_ f_nn the FU m the (3*.,u
expected from the ion rwo-su.esm insmbili_j. 'T_me is also evi-
denc.e of further h_ of the iota by the locally exciuxl EIC
waves.
Ac_now4m_pmnt_.We duak C 1".Rmw.Efor I_/dlin_ che_EE 1
and 2 rulne_w dm_ D. A. Gume_ for pmvidml d_ L_r.E 1
plasmawaveSIR md film"data,_1 K. Os_IvieandR.Fnzmm/m'for
providm8theISEEl_ momentsandd/stdbw_ons.We thankL
Be_mann,W. Petenme,andM. K.Hudsonforusefuld/scumons.We
alsothankthe two _fen_e_for usdulcomntems.The wo_ w_ sup-
portedbyNASA 8nmu NAGS-375md NAGS-1098m theumvern_ o(
C_.aliforniam Bedcdc_., NAGS.1067 at the Univen_y of Cal/fornm8
Lm Angeles, andNAG_-IO_ at the Univenhy_ Iowa,am/by NASA
comneu NAS_-2_02 md NAS$-33047 ,a LPARL
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Effects of Solar Cycle on Auroral Particle Acceleration
C. A. CATFELL, T. NGUYEN t, AND M. TEMERIN
Space Sciences Laboratory. University of California, Berkeley
W. LENN.M_TSSON AND W. PETERSON
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory. Palo Alto, California
We present the results of two studies designed to assess the effect of solar cycle on auroral particle acceleration
processes. The first study is of data obtained from the $3-3 satellite at geocentric distances from 1.3 to 2.2 Redur-
ing solar minimum and the rising phase of the solar cycle. The $3-3 study included electrostatic shocks, ion beams
and conies, and electron beams, but did not include ion composition. The second study is of data obtained by the
ISEE- 1 sateUite when the ion mass spectrometer was operating in a special mode designed to study auroral iota dis-
tributions. This study cover_ geocentric distances from ~2.5 to 7 R e during solar maximtan and includes O* and H ÷
beams and conics, and electrostatic shocks and low frequency turbulenoe. The $3-3 statistics for shocks with ion
beams imply that the amoral paralkl potential drop usually occurs above -2.2 Re at solar maximum, while the
ISEE-I observations suggest the potential drop, at solar maximum, may be locatod at ~2.5 to 4, Re. The ISEE-1
beam observations (usually at energies leas than or equal to 1 keV) imply that the potential drop is leas, on average,
for solar maximum than for solar minimum. Both data sets provide evidence for increased perpendicular acceler-
ation of iotas during solar maximum, associated with electrostatic shocks and enhanced low frequency turbulence.
The [SEE- 1 data show that the flux of upflowing O* continues to increase as FI0.7 into'eases from "'low" to "high"
solar maximum. These data also provide evidence that the ion two-stream instability is important in modifying the
ion distributions. Most of these observations may be understood as being due to inelcased heating of the atmo-
sphere during solar maximum which results in an increase in the H ÷ - O ÷ charge exchange altitude and an increase
in the ionospheric density and temperature. Some effects, including the F10.7 dependence of the local time distribu-
tion of ele_'oetatic shocks and the apparent decrease in the magnitude of the auroral potential drop at solar maxi-
mum, are still not understood.
1. IN'I_ODUCTION
The effect of solar cycle on ion composition m the magneto-
sphere was first recognized by Young et at. [1982], who showed
that the percentage of oxygen observed near geosynchronous orbit
was higher during solar maximum than during solar minimum.
Similar increases were observed in amoral particles by the $3-3
and DE spacecraft [Yan et at., 1985; CoUin et at., 1987] and in the
plasmasheet by ISEE-I [Lennartsson, 1989]. Possible effects of
solar cycle on auroral particle acceleration processes have also
been examined Ghielmetti and Iohnson [1983] first presented evi-
dence that the occurrence frequency of ion beams decreased during
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the rising phase of the solar cycle. Yau et at. [1985], in a DE-I
study of upflowing H+ and O + ions, showed that at solar maxi-
mum: (i) the flux of O+ was higher than H+; (2) the occurrence
probability of conics increased; and (3) the occurrence probability
of O+ at angles of 160" - 180" (i.e., field aligned) increased at high
altitudes. Utilizing ISEE-1 electric field and ion composition data
on auroral field lines. Nguyen et at. [1986] showed that ion beams
were less common and generally had lower energies during periods
of high Fro.7, and that O+ ions (both beams and comes) were more
common than H+ ions. CoLlin et at. [1987, 1988] utilizing $3-3 and
DE-1 data, provided evidence that: (1) the average energy of O+
beams was greater than that of FF beams at solar minimum, and
comparable during solar maxinaurn; and (2) the flux of O+ beams
was often greater than that of H+ beams. Both they and Reiff et at.
[1988] suggested that the observations were consistent with accel-
eration of the ions in parallel electric fields followed by modifica-
tion of the ion distributions via the ion two-stream instability.
In this paper, we review and extend the results of two different
studies. The first was a study of electrostatic shocks, ion beams and
conics, and electron beams using data from the $3-3 spacecraft
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ISEF-.-I (6/80-12, SI, solar max)
\
$3-3 (9/'7. g-12/'77, Io.]az mm i
_ DF_I (9/_!-5/_4, declining phase)
Fig. I. The radial ranges (geocentric) and time periods of satellim cover-
age discussed herein. This study uses data frcxn $3-3 and [SEE-I.
[CatteU et el.,1991b]. Composition information was not obtained
by the ion detectors utilized for this study. The second study was a
study of electrostatic shocks, low frequency turbulence, and O +
and H + beams and conics using data from the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley electric field detector and the Lockheed Palo
Alto Research Laboratory ion composition insmunent on ISEE-1
[Nguyen et al., 1986]. The radial ranges of the various data sets uti-
lized herein and in studies referenced above are shown in Figure 1.
$3-3 obtained data from 1.3 to 2.2 1% during solar minimum and
the rising phase of the solar cycle. DE-I covered geocentric dis-
tances from -2.3 to 4.5 R_. ISEE-1 obtained data on aumr_fl field
Lines at altitudes from 2.5 to 7 R_. The coverage in monthly Fro n
for different studiesisindicatedm Figure 2. Fro.7 was used as an
indicator of the solar EUV flux which is correlated with solar
cycle. Although daily Flo.7 was used herein, some studies have
suggested that long term averages might correlate better with
atmospheric parameters [Hedin, 1984; Gorney, 1990].
The questions to be addressed by the $3-3 study are the follow-
ing: (1) Is there a difference in the occurrence probability for
3O0
_--_C_ et al (1987)
_You et al (1985)
_TI-ws $3-3 Study
_Th,s ISEEStudy
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Fig. 2. The coverage in monthly Fro.7 of various referenced studies.
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shocks, shocks with beams, and shocks with comcs between pert-
ods of high Ft0.7 and periods of low Fi0.77; (2) Is there evidence
for a change in the altitude and/or magnitude of the paraUel poten-
fla.[ drop which produces auroral ion and electron beams and elec-
trons?; and (3)Isthem increasedperpendicular accelerationof ions
for high Flo.7?The ISEE-I study examines the followingthree
questions,viewing the ISEE-I data setas a solarmaximum data
set: (I) How do characteristics,i.e..energy,composition and
type of upflowing ions at ISEE-I altitudescompare to previous
studies?;(2) How do shocks,beams and conicscompare to $3-3
observationsat solarminimum and the risingphase of the solar
cycle?;and (3)Is thereevidence forparalleland/orperpendicular
accelerationof ionsatthesealtitudes?In addition,theISEE-I data
setwas dividedaccordingtoF]0n to determinewhether trendsin
theoccurrenceof shocks and ionscontinueto thehighestvaluesof
Fion and whether thereis evidence for the O+-H + two-stream
interaction.
The methodology forthe$3-3 studyispresentedin Section2.1
and the $3-3 statisticalresultsare shown in2.2.The ISEE-I study
methodology is described in Section 3.1. including an example of
the type of event studied. The statistical results for the ISEE-I
dataset,considered as an example of solarmaximum data,are
shown and compared to prior studies in Section 3.2. The compari-
son of high and low Fro. 7 events in the ISEE-I data is described in
Section 3.3. In Section 4, the results of the two studies are com-
bined and conclusionsare presented.
2. $3-3 S'II3DYOF BLEO1OSTAT_ SBOCKS, IoN BEAMS
AND Comes, Am) Fa.ECn'RONBEAMS
Methodology
The $3-3 studyisbased on a previousstatisticald tabasewhich
was compiled by Redsun et al.[1985] and Bennett etal.[1983].
The databasecontains2196 crossingsof theauroralzone.Electric
fieldswere obtained by the Universityof Californiat Berkeley
double probe;electrostaticshocks were definedas the occurrence
of a field> 90 mVhn. Ions(0.09to3.9keV) and electrons(0.17to
9 keV) were measured by the Aerospace Corporationdetectors
[Mizera and Fennell,1977].There was no compositioninforma-
tionavmlable from thisdetector.Daily Fro.7was u_ as an
indicator of solar activity and solar EUV. Detailscan be found in
the above referenced papers, as well as in Cattell et al. [1991b].
Most of the dam was olxained during solar minimum. Good cover-
age in altitude and magnetic local time was obtained except near
noon as can be seen in Figure 3a in which each auroral zone cross-
ing is plotted versus altitude and magnetic local time. The points
correspond to a model auroral zorm latitude [see Bennett et al.,
1983, p. 7108 for details). Points with Fl0._ < 80 are shown as"x's"
and those with Fro.7 >I00 are open squares. Another possible
source of bias in the data set is magnetic activity However, as
shown inFigure 3b,both high and low Flo.7cas_ cover almostthe
complete range of Kp values.
Statistical Results
The occurrence probability of an electrostatic shock for low and
high Fio.7 is shown versus altitude (summed over localtime) in
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Fig. 3, (a) Scatter plot of S3-3 auroral zone ¢ro_in_ versu_ altitude aad
magnetic local time with high (low) FI0.7 plotted as squares (x's); (b) scat-
ter plot of $3-3 cr(m_ings versus FI0. 7 and Kp.
Figure 4a and versus magnetic loc_l time (summed over altitude)
m Figure 4b. In each bin, the total number of shocks observed has
been normalized by the number of auroral zone cros,_gs m that
bin. Multipl¢ shocks could occur in a given auroral zone crossing
[see Bennett et al., 1983]. During periods of low Fro.v, there was a
clear increase with altitude of the probability of ob_rving an elec-
trostauc shock (see Figure 4a). This increats¢ was also observed
during periods of high FLO.7. but there was a leveling off at higher
altitudes. The magnetic local time dependene,_ was more compli-
cated. The occurrence frequeamyof electrostaticshockswas ~2.5-3
times higher for low FIO.7 than for high Flo.7 in the postnoon sec-
tor. During the prenoon sector, however, shocks had a higher
occurrence frequency during high Flo.7. On average, shocks were
more commonly observed during low F|0.7 than during high Flo.7.
The distnbuuon of shocks with ion beams is shown in Figure 5.
(A shock was defined as having a beam if a beam was observed
within one spin period of the shock.) At all altitudes, electrostatic
shocks with ion beams are at least twice as likely to occur during
low F10.7 than during high FI0.7. Shocks with ion beams were most
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Fig. 4. The occurmnc_ probability of S3-3 electrostatic shocks plotted ver-
sua (a) altitude and (b) m_gnetic local time for high and low Flo.- ;.
common in the evening, ~1600-2200 MLT, during tow F]0.7 (Fig-
ure 5b). The occurrence frequency of ion beams was much Fugher
during low FIO.7 except during th_ hours of 0000-0400 MLT. Since
electrostatic shocks with ion beams were less common during peri-
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ods of high Flo.7 than dunng periods of low Fro.7, it is important to
determine whether the remaining shocks were associated with ion
conics or with ion distributions which are not indicators of either
perpendicular or parallel ion energtzation. Approximately 18% of
the high Flo .- shocks were associated with ion beams and --64%
with ion conics. For the periods of low Fro.7, in contrast, 43% of
shocks were observed with ion beams and 43% with conics, while
~14% of the shocks were associated with neither type of distribu-
tion.
To examine the question of whether there is a statistically signif-
icant difference between the altitude dependence of the magnitude
of shocks for solar maximum and solar minimum, we plotted the
average magnitude of the shocks in each altitude bin, scaled to the
average magnitude at 8000 kin. No dear difference was seen. Sim-
ilarly, the average of the peak energy of the ion beams observed in
a given altitude bin increased with altitude for both high and low
Flo.7, but the difference for the two FIO.7 ranges was not statisti-
cally significant.
The main conclusions of the above study are the following: (1)
Shocks, in general, are more common during solar minimum than
during solar maximum (exeopt from 0 - 5 MI.,T); (2) Shocks with
beams are also more common during solar minimum; and (3) A
larger percentage of shocks are associated with conics during solar
maximum. It can be inferred that. on average, the auroral parallel
potential drop occurs at higher altitudes during solar maximum
compared to solar minimum. In addition, there was more perpen-
dicular ion accelerationat altitudesup to 8000 Irm during solar
maximum.
3. ISEE-1 STUDY OF ELEC'IN_ _ANDIONS
Methodology
The data for this study were obtained from instnameaats on board
the ISEE-1 sateUite during 1980 and 1981 as the satellite encoun-
tered auroral field tines at distances of 2.5 to 7 Re. During this
period, the _eed Ion Mass Spectrometer [Shelley et al.. 1978]
was operated in a special Auroral Scan Mode [Sharp et al., 1983]
which looked at a restricted set of energies and masses so that
complete pitch angle spectra could be obtained in approximately 1
minute. In this mode, which was designed foe study of auroral phe-
nomena athigh altitudes,a complete pitch angle scan for 0 + and
H + was obtained in 8 energy channels with center energies ranging
from 0.21 to 17.4 keV in 52 s (high bit rate) or 64 s (low bit rate).
For a sample to be included in this study, the following criteria had
to be met: (I)The centerang_ of the pitchangle bin closesttothe
magnetic fieldhad tobe within20" of I_ fieldirection(--90%of
the samples were withinI0",and no qualitativedi_eretw,es in the
resdts were observed betw_aa a I0" cutoffand a 20" cutof0;and
(2) There was a minimum of 9 countsper sample (corresponding
to a fluxof 2 to 6 x I04/cm2-sec-ster-lmVforI-I*and 4 to 7 x I04
forO + depending onlyweakly on errata/duetopre-aceeleration).
A beam was defined as the existence of a maximum in the flux
along the magnetic field in st least I en&gy eharme& A conic was
defined as the existence of a maximum in the flux in at least 1
energy channel at an angle between 0" and 90" (or 90" and 180" for
the northern hemisphere). Note that a 90" conic at a radialdistance
of 2.5 Re would be observed as a beam within the instrument reso-
lution at a radial distance of -5-6 Re, assuming no further energiza-
don. It is also possible that some very narrow ion beams would be
missed by the detector when the magnetic field is out of the spin
plane. Due to the energy dependence of the vertical angular width
of the detectors, this would be more likely to occur for energies
above -2 keV. It would also be more likely in low bit rate orbits.
One minute samples (actually 52 s [64 s] for high [low] bit rate
orbits) of the raw electric field data from the University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley double probe [Mozer et al.. 1978] were utilized.
Electric field data were available for -85% of the ion samples. An
electrostatic shock was defined to occur when the average magni-
tude of the largest 10 points, mapped to 2.0 Re assuming equipo-
tential field lines, was greater than 100 mV/m Enhanced tow
frequency turbulence was defined as the occurrence of one-minute
averaged power in 2 out of 3 broadband filters (centered at 4, 32,
and 256 Hz) greater than a set value (18, 2, 0.5 pV/mHz tt2 respec-
uvely).
Both ion and electric field data were sorted into 648 three-
dimensional bins with nine 0.5-Re bins by twelve 2-hour bins by
six 2-degree bins. The invariant latitude ranged from 64" to 76".
Data were also sorted by Flo.7 and AE. There were more than 7000
individual samples of -1 minute each obtained during the -1 I/7.
years of auroral mode operation. Error bars shown in the plots dis-
cussed below are statisticaland do not reflect systematic errors due
to orbital constraints. In particular, there was not much coverage
obtained from --6 to 12 LT for low AE or from4 to 14 LTfor high
AE. Since ion beams are not common at those local times [Gomey
et al., 1981], this does not strongly influence our conclusions. The
distnbuuon of samples in Fro.7 and AE is presented in Figure 6.
For AE <800, the coveral_ in FIO.7 is relatively uniform. The
highest values of AE oceurr_ only for the lower values of Fio.7.
Note that all the data were obtained at solar mammum so that the
range of F1o.7 was 140 to 310 in comparison to the S3-3 data which
had a range of 60 to 220. For this reason, the ISEE-I statistical
study will be analyzed in two ways: (1) with the data viewed as a
ISEE Auroral Scan Mode Data Set
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Fi& 6. Scatter plot of LSEE-! samplea, with simultaneous au_roralscan
mode ion data and electricfield da_ vcTsuaAE and Ft0.7.
whole to study solar maximum effects and (2) wath the data
divided by I::10.7 value into two groups (caLled low maximum and
high maximum) to determine whether trends previously observed
to occur as Flo.r increased continue to the highest values of FIG.7.
An example of the type of event utilized in this study is shown
in Figure 7 in which 70 minutes of data obtained as ISEE-1 moved
up along auroral field Lines from a radial distance of ~2.5 R_ to
--4.2 P_ near midnight local tame. In panel a, the spin-averaged
duskward electric field is plotted. Large spiky electric fields, which
were identified as electrostatic shocks, occurred around 2120 and
2145 UT. Note that the raw electric field (the component along the
spinning boom; not shown) had magnitudes up to -200 mV/m at
those times. The electric field in three filters is shown in panel b.
Regions of enhanced power can be seen at ~2110, -2112-2125,
-2130, -2141-2155 and -2200. The negative of the spacecraft
potential, panel c, indicates that them was a density depletion in
the region between the electrostatic shocks. Selected pitch angle
distributions of O + and I-P" show that outside the shocks and den-
sity depletion region, there were conical ions, whereas inside there
were upflowing ion beams which became broader at higher alti-
tudes. It can be seen that the isotropic I-P"background was usually
higher than the O* background. This may have affected selection
of events. These data are consistent with observations made on
auroral field lines at lower altitudes [see, for example, Mozer et al..
1980]. Another example of the events used in this study can be
seen in Rgure 2 of Catmll et al. [1991a1.
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altitude for low and high AE.
Statistical Results for the Study of lSEE-I Data
as a Solar Maximum Data Set
In Figure 8, the occurrence probability of an ion beam at a given
radial distance is plotted for both 0 + and H + and for periods of
high and low magnetic activity. At _ radialdistances, both H +
and O+ beams aremore common duringperiods of high magnetic
activitythanlow magnetic activity.The occurrence probabilityof
0 + beams increases with altitude for AE < 250; the probability for
H + does not show a _ increase. This change can be inter-
pretedin thefollowingway: the0 + conicsobserved at-3 I_ (see
Figure 9) fold up into beams by -5-6 l_ accounting for the
increaseinbeam occurrence.Thiswould requirelocal acceleration
of conicsatthe higheraltitudes to maintainthe conicoocurrence
probability.Very few H* conicswere observed,consistentwiththe
constantoccurrenceof I-I*beams with altitude.During periodsof
highAE. theprobabilityof observinga be,ariaincreaseswith alti-
tudesup to a radialdistancaof -.4R.. In thiscase,in order to
ISEE ION CONICS
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Fig. 10. Same as Figure 8 for electrostatic shocks and samples with
enhancedlow-frequency wavepower.
explain the increased probability of beams at ~3.5 - 4 R e from the
folding up of the comes at -2.5 - 3 1%, a parallel potential drop
would be required. This suggests that a pomntial drop exists at
these altitudes (-3 - 4 R_ during active times at solar maximum.
The data are consistent with an approximately constant occurrence
for O+ beams between --4 1% and 6 P_. The decrease observed
above 6 1%may be due to: (1) the f,,'t that the LTtime coverage
above 6 1%is less uniform;and/or (2) the detector missingvery
narrow beams, as discussed above. For all AE, O* beams are
approximatelytwice as common as I-Fbeams. The resultsfor ion
conics are shown in Figure9. O* comes aremuch more common
than I-P"conics for all levels of m_,ne_ activity.There is no alti-
tude dependence for quiet t_nes (AE < 250). whereas there is a
strong altitude dependence for active t_rnes(AB > 250). Note that
for high AE the conic probability has an altitude minimum at the
same radial distance where the beam probability peaks, consistent
with the explanation that the beam peak is due to higher altitude
parallel acceleration of the comes. The statistics for electrostatic
shocks and enhanced low frequency turbulence ate presented in
Figure 10 The occurrence probability of shocks is almost constant
with altitude for high and low AE. Intense waves aro more likely to
occur at low altitudes. Both intense waves and electrostatic shocks
are apprommately twice as likely to occur during high AE than low
AE.
The conclusions which can be inferred from the above figures
are the following:
(1) For all AE, O ÷ dominates upttowing ions (UFr) by a factor of
~3 for conics and -2 for beams. The distribution in altitude and
local time (not shown) is similar for O + and I-i*. Approximately
85% of the ion beams and 90% of the conies are at energies < 1
keV. These results confirm the suggestions of Ghielmetti and
Johnson [19831 and Yau et al. [1985] about UH at solar maximum.
(2) A sigmficant number of conics is accelerated at all radial dis-
tances. There is evidence for a source of O* conies at 2.5 - 3.5 1%
for active times. Conics are strongly correlated with shocks and
low frequency turbulence which suggests that the conics are pro-
duced by these electric fields.
(3) The radial distribution of beams suggests the possibility of par-
allel electric field acceleration at radial distances of 25 - 40 1%
during active ames. Comparison with the electrostaticshock data
implies that these parallel electric fields are associated with elec-
trostatic shocks, as was found at $3-3 altitudes.
(4) Just as the $3-3 studies have shown, most electrostatic shocks
are associated with either ion conics or ion beams. For the rising
phase of the solar cycle (F1o.7 >100), the $3-3 data showed that
-20% (-65%) of the shocks were observed with ion beams (con-
ics). The ISEE-I data at solar maximum had --40% (-30%) associ-
ated with beams (conics), Note that a percentage of the ion
distributions which are identified as beams in upper range of alti-
tudes in the ISEE-I data set may actually be comes whose opening
angle is less than the resolution of the measurement. As discussed
above, a 90" conic at 2.5 R, would fold up and be identified as a
beam at -5 1%; smaller angle conics would fold up earlier.
F lo. z Effects in the ISEE- 1 Data Set
Because the range of F1o.7 values observed in the ISEE-1
auroral scan mode data set was as large as that observed in the $3-
3 data set (even though the lowest F10.7 was 140 compared to 60
for $3-3), we decided to examine the question of whether previ-
ously observed trends, such as the increase in the flux of O + and in
the occurrence probability of comcs and the decrease in the occur-
rence of beams, continued to the highest values of Ft07 In addi-
tion. we wished to examine the evidence for the operationof the
O+-H+ streaminginstabilityat high altitudes. The local time sam-
pling in the ISEE-I study is not completely uniform; the low Fl0.7
data set has less dataat dusk and the high F1o.7set has tess data
postmidnight. Table I summarizes the ISEE-I results for low and
high values of FIO.7. The probability of observing an ion beam
decreased with Fi0.7 for both 0 + and H+. The occurrence fre-
quency of O + conies iner_ with F1o.7, whereas that of H ÷
remains approximately the same. There was no altitude depen-
dence for the O + conic events. The ratio of O+/I-I + conics also
increased with FlO.7,although the ratio for beams remained
approximately constant.
Because the methodology used herein and that used by Yau et al.
[1985] differed, we have averaged the probability for the 2.2 - 32
TABLE 1. ISEE Auroral Scan Mode Data
(less data at dusk) (less data post-midnight)
FI0,7 < 180 FIg,7 > 180
R <4.5 RE R >4.5 R E R <4.5 RE R >4.5 RE
Restricted to 204)4MLT
Shocks 0. t 2 0.02 0.2 0.14
Turbulence 0. Il 0.02 0.3 0.16
Ion Data
H÷ Beams 0.17 0.11 0.1 0.11
O ÷ Beams 0.27 0.27 0.17 0.24
O*/H ÷ Beams 1,6 2.5 1.7 2.2
H* Conies 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.0l
O ÷ Conies 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.09
O*/H + Conics 2 6 4.5 9
Flectric Field Data
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I'ABLE 2. Yauet al. 11985)
100 < FII.7 < 170 Fie,7 > 170
H" Beams 15 .14
O" }]cams .14 .17
H+ Coni_ .06 . I 1
O" Conics .06 .13
P_ bin and the 4.5 - 4.6 P_ bin from their rabies to produce the Yau
et al. entry m Table 2. Nevertheless, the numbers in the two tables
can not be directly compared because of differences in the Flo.7
and altitude ranges and instrumentation; instead, trends observed
in the two studies can be compared. It can be seen that the number
of H + beams decreased slightly with F[o.7 in the Yau et al. study in
agreement with the ISEE study. The number of O ÷ beams, how-
ever, increased slightly. This may actually reflect an increase in
small angle conics since the Yau et al. study did not distinguish
between conies at angles of 160" - 180" and beams. The "conics"
entry is for angles from 100" - 160". It indicates an increase in the
occurrence of both H* and O ÷ conics.
Studies of DE-1 and $3-3 dam by Reiff et al. [1988] and Coil.in
et al. [1987, 19881 have provided evidence for the occurrence of
the H+-O + streaming instabilitywhich mediates exchange of
energy between 0 + and H + beams. By comparing the energy of
simultaneouslyobserved O + and H + beams, theyshowed thatthe
instability was suppressed when the ratio of O+/H + flux increased
just as had been theoretically predicted [Bergmann et al., 1988]. In
Figure 11, both the ratio of the O+/H + average energy and the ratio
of the O+/H ÷ flux for the ion beam events are plotted versus alti-
tude for the two ranges of F]o.7 utilized in this section. The ratio of
the flux of O ÷ to the flux of H + is larger for the higher Flo.7 range.
whereas the ratio of the average energy of O ÷ to the average energy
of H + is smaller. The ratio of the average energy for DE-I data at
solar minimum (maximum) was -1.4 (1.1). The.se numbers are in
good agreement with the ISEE-1 results (averaged over the altitude
range below DE-1 apogee) which were -1.3 (1.15) for low (high)
maxamum
In summary, the trends observed in the occurrence probability of
ions from solar minimum to solar maximum (i.e., decrease in
beams, increase in conics and increase in O +) continue from low to
high solar maximum. In addition, ratio of the flux of O ÷ to that of
H ÷ was larger for high maximum, whereas the ratio of the average
energy of O + was smaller. This is consistent with the operation of
the ion two-stream instability and the results of CoUin et al. [1987.
1988].
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of the $3-3 study can be combined with those of the
ISEE-I auroral scan mode study to infer some effects of solar
cycle on auroral acceleration processes. The $3-3 observations of
electrostatic shocks with ion beams suggest that, at solar maxi-
mum, most of the auroral parallel potential drop occurs above ~2 2
R¢ ($3-3 apogee). The ISEE-I observations of the occurrence
probability of ion beams suggest that the parallel potential occurs
between -2.5 and --4 R= during solar maximum. In addinon, the
ISEE-I study suggests that the magnitude of the parallel potential
may be smaller at solar maximum since beams were rarely
observed wath energies above ~1 keV The $3-3 dam indicate that
there is an increase in perpendicular acceleration relative to paral-
lel acceleration from altitudes of -1.3 to 2.2 R,=from solar maxa-
mum to solar minimum. The ISEE-1 dam suggest that this trend
extends at least to 3.5 or 4 R=. Both data sets provide evidence that
the perpendicular acceleration process is associated with electro-
smile shocks and enhanced low-frequency turbulence. The ISEE- l
data indicate that trends (such as the decrease in beams, increase in
conics and increase in O ÷. and evidence for the effects of the ion
two-stream instability) observed when solar minimum data were
compared to solar maximum data are also seen from low solar
maximum (as indicated by Fro.7) to high solar maximum.
Several of these varied effects of solar cycle on auroral accelera-
tion processes may be explained by the effects of solar EUV on the
atmosphere and ionosphere. Many researchers have postulated that
the heating of the atmosphere due to the increased EUV flux at
solar maximum raises the O÷-I-1+ charge exchange altitude and the
O ÷ scale height so that more oxygen can escape [Klumpar, 1979;
Young et al., 1982; Moore, 1980; Yau et al., 1985]. Ionospheric
temperature and density also increase dunng solar maximum
[I'_..Uey, 1989]. Since many mechanisms which have been pro-
posed to heat ions and to provide the parallel potential drop are
current driven, the altitude at which they would become unstable
would increase (for a given current density) when the ionospheric
temperature and density increased. The increased oxygen density
also has an effect on some instabilities including acoustic double
layers [Gray et al., 1992], ion cyclotron waves [Cattell et al.,
1991a], and ion two-stream waves [Bergmarm et al., 1988]. If elec-
trostatic shocks are the nonlinear evolution of a current driven
instability [Witt and Lotko. 1983], then the decrease in shock
occurrence probability at low altitudes may be understood. If the
bulk of the auroral parallel potential drop occurs in shocks, then
the F[o.7 dependence of beams observed by DE-1 and ISEE-1 and
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Fig. 11. The ratio of the average energy of O ° to that of H" (left-hand
scale, solid lines) and the ratio of the average flux of O + to that of H ÷
(right-hand scale, dotted line) versus altitude for low !:10.7 (triangles) and
high FIo.7 (open boxes).
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of shocks w_th beams observed at S3-3 altitudes may also be
explained.
There are several remaining puzzles in the data sets. It is not yet
understood why electrostatic shocks are more common post-mid-
night for high Fto.7 than for low FreT. It may be due to the local
time dependence of both the heating of the atmosphere by solar
EUV and the ionization by solar EUV and precipitating particles
[Cattell et al.. 1991b]. The dependence of conic acceleration on
altitude and Flo.7is also not fullyunderstood. This study suggests
that the acceleration is due to both shocks and waves. If these
mechanisms are current driven, then we would not expect
enhanced perpendicular acceleration at low altitudes during solar
maximum. Some of the enhanced perpendicular acceleration of
oxygen at solar maximum may be due to the fact that, when the
O+/H + density ratio increases, oxygen cyclotron waves are more
Linearly unstable than hydrogen cyclotron waves [Kindel and Ken-
nel, 1971; Cattell et al., 1991a]. Finally, the fact that most of the
observed ion beams during solar maximum had energies of less
than ~1 keV implies a reduction m the total auroral potential drop
during solar maximum. Although this conclusion would seem to
contradict observations of morn intense auroral displays at solar
maximum, the fact that the auroral luminosity depends on other
factors as well may mitigate this problem.
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Specularly Reflected He 2÷ at High Mach Number Quasi-Parallel Shocks
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M. F. THOMSEN
Los Alamos ,Vatumal Laboratory, Lo_" Alarnos. ,'qew Mexico
C. T. RUSSELL
Institute ]or Geophysics and Planetary Phvsu s. Uni_erstty of Cahfornia. Los Angeles
Upstream from the Earth's quasi-parallel bow shock, the Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on
[SEE I often observes two types of suprathermal He 2. distributions. Always present to some degree is an
energetic i several keV/e to 17.4 keV/e, the maximum energy of the detector)"diffuse" He z" distribution. Some-
nines, apparently when the Alfven Mach number. M A, is high enough and the spacecraft is near the shock
Iwithln a few minutes of a crossing), a second type of suprathermal He-'* distribution is also observed. This
nongyrotropic, gyrating He 2÷ distribution "has velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic
field that are consistent with near-specular reflection of a Fx)rtion ol the incident solar wind He:" dismbution
off the shock. Specularly reflected and diffuse proton distributions are associated with these gyrating He 2÷ dis-
tributions. The presence of these gyrating He-'* distributions suggests that specular reflection is controlled
primarily by magnetic forces in high Mach number quasi-parallel shocks and that these distributions may be a
seed population for more energetic diffuse He"* dismbutions.
INTRODUCTION
Detailed spacecraft observations and computer simulations of
quasi-perpendicular shocks (OBn > 450, where '0Bn is the angle
between the shock normal and the upstream magnetic field) have
led to an understanding of the prime energy dissipation process al
this type of shock (see Gosling and Robson [1985] and Goodr, h
[1985] and references therein). Above a certain Mach number
[MA=Vsw • il,/V A _" 2.5-3, where VSw is the solar wind ,,e-
locity, 'h, is the shock normal and VA is the Alfven velocity),
a significant fraction (up to approximately 20%) of the incident
solar wind proton distribution is reflected off the shock in a near-
specular manner ti.e., only the component of the incident veloc_t.,,
parallel to the shock normal changes sign). These specularly re-
flected protons gyrate into the upstream region and gain energs
from the V x B force in the solar wind. Because their guiding
center motion is directed downstream, they return to the shock af-
ter approximately one half gyration with significantly more energy
than when they left it. The higher energy allows them to penetrate
the shock and contribute significantly to the downstream proton
heating. This process of reflection, gyration, energization, and
return to the shock is self-sustaining as the number of reflected
protons is just enough to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions
for the shock.
Specular ion reflection and its ctinsequences are expected to
be qualitatively different at quasi-parallel shocks (OBn < 45 Q).
Specifically, when OBn <_ 45 °, the guiding center motion of
a specularly reflected particle is directed into the upstream re-
Copyright 1990 by the American Geophysical Union.
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gton [Gosling et al,, 1982: Schwartz et al.. 1983]. Under steady
upstream conditions, these ions would not return to the shock
and therefore could not contribute to downstream proton heat-
ing Near-specularly reflected protons have in fact been observed
at and upstream from the Earth's quasi-parallel bow shock [e.g.,
(;o_hne et al., 1982: Fuselier et al., 1986a: Gosling et al., 1989:
On_aeer et al.. 1990].
_,hereas the existence of specularly reflected proton distribu-
rams at N)th the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular bow shock
_s v.ell established observationally, specular reflection of minor
,olaf v, md ions (e.g., He-'*) off the bow shock has received con-
,_derably less attention. Nevertheless, there may be reason to
expect that specular reflection of He 2÷ does take place at quasi-
perpendicular shocks, providing the Mach number is high enough.
Ipa_, het al [I 9841 found that the ratio of energetic He 2÷ to pro-
ton mtensmes at equal energy per charge was enhanced by an
a'.erage factor of 1.6 over the solar wind ratio at high Alfven
Math number quasi-parallel shocks (MA>7). By comparison,
this factor was 0.6-'t'-0.3 for quasi-parallel shocks with MA<7.
Ipavich et al. suggested that a specularly reflected He-'* popu-
lation at the quasi-perpendicular shock provided the initial seed
population for energetic He:* seen at the high Mach number quasi-
parallel shocks. Later, possible evidence for specularly reflected
He-'* downstream from a high Mach number quasi-perpendicular
shock was reported [Fuselier et al., 1988].
In this paper, we present the first observations of near-specularly
reflected He > upstream from high Mach number quasi-parallel
shocks. To better compare the results here with observations of
more energetic, diffuse He:* distributions [Ipavich et al, 19841.
we will use Alfven Mach numbers almost exclusively when dis-
cussing Mach number dependence. Although the range of mag-
netosonic Mach numbers. M I, in the solar wind is considerably
less than that of Alfven Mach numbers, the qualitative results in
4319
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this paper based on .V/A are also _,alid for 54 I. We compare the
He-" obse_'ations with simultaneous suprathermal proton obser-
vations to determine the density ratio of specularly reflected He-"
to protons. The presence of specularly reflected He-" at high
Math number quasi-parallel shocks suggests that it may be a seed
population for diffuse He z_ seen in the same region.
The He-" observations in this paper are from the Lockheed
Plasma Composition Experiment [Stlelley et al., 1978]. This set
of mass _,pectrometers measures the velocity distributions of ions
from mass/charge t,91/Q) = I to 150 ainu/charge in 64 mass steps
and in 32 possible energy steps from near the spacecraft potential
to 17.4 keV/e. The spectrometer we use in this paper points 5 o be-
low the spin (ecliptic) plane and has a field of view ranging from
a high of about +200 at low energies to a low of about 4-5 o at
high energies. Although primarily designed to study the composi-
tion of the magnetosphere, during the 1978 and 1979 [SEE solar
wind seasons this mass spectrometer was programmed to operate
in a variety of modes specifically intended for magnetosheath and
solar wind studies. Here, we use data from two specific modes,
one at high and one at low data rate. In the high data rate mode,
the He-'* spectrum from 10 ewe to 17.4 keV/e is measured in 16
energy steps. Each energy step takes somewhat over 1 spin (=3
s), so that the He 2÷ spectrum with a 7.50 angular resolution in
the spacecraft spin plane is completed in 60 s. The time resolu-
tion can be improved by reducing the energy coverage. A new
He-'* spectrum is obtained approximately every 120 s with inter-
vening time spent measuring other mass/charge ions. in the low
data rate mode, the He-'* spectrum from 10 ewe to 4.6 keV/e in 8
energy steps is measured in a similar manner to the high data rate
mode except that the angular resolution is 30 c. In thin to_ data
rate mode. the He-'" distribution is measured continuousl,, ,a,tth a
time resolution of about 25 s.
Proton observations in this paper are from the joint Los Alamos
Garching Fast Plasma Experiment (FPE) on [SEE 2 IBame et al.,
1978]. In one 3-s spacecraft spin, this electrostatic analyzer mea-
sures the two-dimensional velocity distribution of all ions from 70
ewe to 40 keV/e in 16 energy steps at each of 16 azimuths inte-
grated over 4-550 of elevation angle relative to the ecliptic. Full
2-dimensional distributions are repeated every 3 (12) s in high
(low) data rate. The FPE spectra displayed in this paper were
derived under the assumption that all the observed ions v, ere pro-
tons.
Magnetic field measurements in this paper are from the Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles flux gate magnetometers on
ISEE 1 and 2 [Russell, 1978]. These instruments measure the
vector magnetic field 16 (4) times a second in high (low) data
rate. In this paper, considerably longer averages of these vector
measurements will be used.
OBSERVATIONS
July 27. 1979, High Data Rate
The upper left-hand panel in Figure 1 shows the total magnetic
field profile (4-s averaged) for a very high Mach number (MA _ 18,
MI '---,5.7) outbound quasi-parallel shock crossing on this day. The
intervals labeled A and B in this panel indicate where, relative to
the shock crossing, the He"" spectra in the upper middle and right
panels in Figure 1 were measured. Spectrum A was taken just
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Fig. 1. Upper IXneb, left to ri8ht, total magnetic field ix'olile and two He2* spectra for • high Mach number qu_i-parallel shock
cr_sin 8 at 1848:15 •.IT on July 27, 1979. In both spectra, the cold solar wind He2. distribution is seen at Vz_,-325 km/s. A
second nongyrotropic sulx_thenna I distribution is seen in sp_tnan A with its peak at Vz--50 km/s and V),=325 km/s and in
specmam B with its peak at Vs=VIr=-500 lun/s. The vect_ B ,n _ch spectrumshowsmagnetic field direcuonprojected in the
spin plane, averaged over the time required to measure the peak m the supr_hemld distribution. The_ averaging times are
listed next to the vector. The dashed line in each specmma shows the range _ possible parallel speed and gyrosl:eedasstunin 8
specular reflection off the bow dlock. Lower panels, left to right, tgBn and 19VB profiles and two Fast Plum• Experimmt ion
specUlLThe iota Sl:_Ctraclearly show the presence or"• diffuse proton distribution extending to the full velocity range.
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after the shock crossing, and B was taken somewhat later. The
short bars above the A and B intervals identify when the FPE
ton spectra in the lower middle and right panels in Figure I were
measured.
In the He 2` spectra in Figure 1, contours of constant phase
space denstt,, in the spacecraft spin lecliptic) plane are plotted
with two contours per decade. (Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE)
coordinates are used throughout.) The small dots in each spec-
trum show the velocities and the 100 angle bins used to determine
the spectrum. Background counts have been removed from these
spectra, and only phase space densities corresponding to at least
two counts above background are plotted. Because the time re-
quired to complete the He 2÷ spectra (_45-60 s) is longer than the
characteristic period of the upstream turbulence (,'--30 s). there is
probably considerable time aliasing in the complete He 2÷ spectra
in Figure I. However, measurements at all angles and a fixed
speed require only 4 s to complete, and adjacent speeds are mea-
sured in only 8 s. These shorter times are more commensurate
with the characteristic period of the upstream turbulence. For
this reason, the magnetic field direction projected into the spin
plane, B in each spectrum, is averaged over the time required
to measure the peak of the suprathermal He 2÷ distribution (this
distribution is discussed below) and not averaged over the time
required to complete the full spectrum. Next to the vector B in
each He:* spectrum is the time interval.required to measure the
peak in the suprathermal distribution.
Clearly evident in both spectra is the cold solar wind He > dis-
tribution at VX _-325 krn/s. The angular extent of this distribution
is mainly the result of the relatively large I00 angle bins and not
the result of a large solar wind He 2÷ temperature. Also evident
in the He 2. spectra in Figure 1 is a nongyrotropic suprathermal
He:" component in spectrum A at Vx,Vy_50, 325 km/s and
in spectrum B at Vx=V!,,_-500 km/s. Finally, there are sev-
eral isolated peaks at all angles and at velocities typically >500
km/s. These do not represent background (which has already been
removed from the spectra) but rather are identified as part of a
"diffuse" He 2÷ population upstream from the shock. The discon-
tinuous nature of this distribution is a result of its low density
and broad angular extent. These diffuse He 2÷ distributions are
commonly seen upstream from quasi-parallel shocks with this in-
strument.
The lower middle and right panels of Figure 1 show the FPE ion
spectra. The general format is the same as that for the He 2÷ spec-
tra. but there are some differences. First, the velocity range for the
FPE spectra is twice that for the He 2÷ spectra. Second, the ISEE
2 magnetic field direction projected into the ecliptic, B in each
FPE ion spectrum, is an average over the time interval required
to measure the full FPE spectrum (3 s).
Evident in the FPE ion spectra is the solar wind proton dis-
tribution at Vz_-325 km/s, which is not well resolved by this
instrument. The shoulder on the proton distribution at larger -
_,'_ velocities is the solar wind He 2÷ distribution appearing at
times the proton velocity because of the assumption that all ions
are protons. Clearly evident in the FPE ion spectra is a hot nearly
isotropic diffuse proton distribution extending to the full range of
the instrument. Diffuse proton distributions are a ubiquitous fea-
ture of the region upstream from the quasi-parallel bow shock[see
Gosling et al.. 1978]. At lower energies (_< 800 km/s), the diffuse
distribution is anisotropic. This lower-energy anisotropy will be
discussed below.
For specular reflection off the bow shock, the guiding center
motion parallel to the magnetic field, Vtl, and the gyrospeed, v9
of the reflected distribution in the shock frame can be determined
from the shock geometry and the solar wind veloctt,, Isee (;,,,imt
et al. [1982] for a complete derivation). The dem, ed equattons
are
v 9 =i VSW 2cosOvnslntgBn I I)
VI! = Vsw :ic°sOvs-2cosOoncos0vn (2)
Here, tgv,a is the angle between the upstream solar wind ve-
locity and the shock normal and OVB is the angle betv,een the
magnetic field and the solar wind velocity. By convention, the
magnetic field is always assumed to be directed into the upstream
region in these formulas, and OVB is therefore always _>90 o . To
put these equations in the frame of reference of the solar wind.
Vsw.B is subtracted from equation (2).
A difficulty with applying (1) and (2) to the observations in
Figure 1 is that the instantaneous values of tgBn and OvB at the
time an ion is reflected off the shock are not known because the
direction of the magnetic field is highly variable. To illustrate this
point, the time profiles of the instantaneous values of l_Bn and
tgvB at the spacecraft (from the 4-s average magnetic field data)
are plotted in the lower left-hand panel of Figure 1. The large
fluctuations in these two parameters are due to large-amplitude
MHD-like waves upstream from the quasi-parallel bow shock Isee
also Greenstadt and Mellon [ 1985]).
Although the fluctuations of OBn and t_vB are large, there is
a quasi-periodicity to them as seen in the lower left-hand par-I
of Figure 1. To estimate the range of possible values for V I and
v 9 in (I) and (2), we determined the maximum and minimum
values of 'l_Brt and 01,'B over the intervals A and B in the upper
left hand panel of Figure I. These intervals cover several cycles
of the quasi-periodic fluctuations in 1,qBn and 0re. Because
the magnitude of the velocity is unchanged in specular reflection
and because the direction of the incident solar wind velocity is
assumed to be constant, a maximum in tgBn corresponds to a
minimum in OVB and results in a maximum v 9 and minimum !,'1_
and vice versa. Table l lists the maximum and minimum values
for tgBn and OvB from Figure l and the corresponding maximum
and minimum values of v 9 and VII computed from equations ( I )
and (2) and the solar wind parameters on July 27, 1979. The solid
bars perpendicular to the magnetic field in each spectrum in Figure
I are located at the maximum and minimum values of VII from
Table 1 and have half length equal to the corresponding minimum
and maximum values of vg from Table I. Thus, the dashed lines
TABLE 1. Shock Parameters July 27, 1979, 1848 UT (GSECoordinates)
Parameter Value
NSW, cm -3t 45
Vsw, km/s I -329, 23, 8
MA 18
n (model) 0.910. 0.353, 0.218
ISEE 1, 2 separation, km -691..-1229..-384
tgVn, deg 151
Parameter 1848:42.5-:46 UT 1850:19-:26 UT
l_BnlrtzazL(ralrt), deg 67, 9 60. 6
OVB(mln).tmaz), deg 109, 153 140, 145
Vgtrnaz).(mln), km/s 534. 94 503. 66
Vlllrnin),_rnaz I, km/s 224,571 286, 575
tFrom the Los Alamos Solar Wind Experiment on ISEE 1.
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m each _pectrum represent the range of possible values for V V
and _9 which specutarly reflected particles could have under the
t_bser_ed field conditions.
In both He"* spectra in Figure I, the suprathermal distribution
is nearl,, consistent with specular reflection off the bow shock. In
He-" ,pectrum A. tl and v 9 for the suprathermal distribution are
somewhat tess than predicted for specular reflection, and in both
spectra A and B the thermal spread of the suprathermal distribu-
tion results in a large fraction of He-'* at larger and smaller than
predicted gyrospeeds.
In the FPE ion spectra, the range of possible V[! and vg assum-
ing specular reflection is correlated with low-energy anisotropies
in the diffuse proton distribution. We therefore suggest that these
low-energy anisotropies may be caused by the simultaneous pres-
ence of specularly reflected and diffuse proton distributions.
Assuming that the angular extent of the solar wind and suprather-
mal distributions in He z* spectrum A are the same in the spin plane
and perpendicular to the spin plane, the suprathermal distribution
is estimated to be about 3% of the solar wind He"" density. This
must be considered a rough estimate because the cold solar wind
density can be underestimated in this instrument mode and be-
cause the extent of the distributions out of the spin plane is not
known.
Estimating the density of the presumed specularly reflected pro-
tons in the FPE ion spectrum in the lower middle panel of Figure
1 is much more difficult because the specularly reflected distribu-
tion. if present, blends continuously into the diffuse distribution.
However, the specularly reflected proton distribution is more ev-
ident in other FPE spectra (not shown). A rough estimate of
the suprathermal distribution below 850 km/s from these spectra
is about 0.4% of the solar wind proton density. Because of the
lack of a well-defined specularly reflected distribution, this density
should only be considered a rough estimate.
September 3. 1978. Lo_' Data Rate
The left-hand panels of Figure 2 show the magnetic field profile
and the OBn and OVB profiles for a high Mach number (M A,...,7,
M!--6.3) quasi-parallel shock crossing on this day. The format
is the same as that for the left-hand panels of Figure 1. Although
it is not evident in the magnetic field profile in Figure 2, plasma
measurements show that the shock was crossed at 1146:45 UT
and thereafter the spacecraft were in the upstream region. The
maximum and minimum values for VII and vg for the shock ge-
ometry and solar wind speed on this day are listed in Table 2 in
a format identical to that in Table 1.
The right hand panels of Figure 2 show representative He:" and
FPE ion spectra upstream from the shock on this day (interval
A in Figure 2). The format is identical to that for the middle
and right-hand panels of Figure !. Evident in the He-'* spectrum
is a suprathermal distribution at Vz-,-+200 kin/s, Vrj,'-,-400 km/s
that is nearly consistent with the range of possible values for VII
and v_ assuming specular reflection. As with He"" spectrum A
in Figure 1, the VII and vg for the suprathermal distribution are
somewhat less than expected for specular reflection. The limited
energy range of the instrument mode on this day precludes the
identification of a diffuse He 2" component.
The FPE ion spectrum in Figure 2 clearly shows a nongy-
rotropic suprathermal proton distribution that is consistent with
specular reflection. Although not clearly distinguishable in this
spectrum, longer averages of the FPE data (not shown here) indi-
cate that in addition to the specularly reflected distribution, there
is a nearly isotropic diffuse distribution present. Some evidence
for this diffuse distribution can be seen in the FPE spectrum in
Figure 2 at velocities > 1600 km/s.
In the Plasma Composition Experiment mode used during this
day. the He"" spectrum was measured continuously with a time
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TABLE 2. Shock Parameters September 3, 19781 I..17UT
IGSECoordinates!
Parameter Value
NSW, cm- _ 3
VSW. km/_," -470, 0,-16
,_,1A 7
_F(modeD 0.932, 0.089, 0.254
ISEE 1. 2 separation, km -731.,-407 ,-297.
"0Vn, deg 160
Parameter 1148:13<21 UT
'0Bn_mazl,(m_n _, deg 56, 15
OVBlmtm,tmaz. deg 133, 171
Vg_maxl.lmtn !, km/s 754. 228
Vllirnlnl.tmazl. km/s 512, 883
"_From the Los Alamos Solar Wind Experiment on ISEE 1.
resolution of about 25 s. Suprathermal He 2" distributions consis-
tent with specular reflection were observed continuously from the
shock crossing at 1146:45 UT in Figure 2 to about 1149 UT. After
this time. it was difficult to distinguish a gyrating distribution in
the data. The density of the suprathermal distribution in Figure
2 is estimated to be about 6% of the solar wind He-'" density.
Again, this should be considered only a rough estimate. The den-
sity of the specularly reflected proton distribution is estimated to
be about 2% of the solar wind proton density. Thus, specularly
reflected He"* and protons appear to be present in roughly solar
wind concentrations.
Other Events
We have analyzed several crossings of other high Mach number
IMA=6.3 to 7) quasi-parallel bow shocks and have identified sev-
eral other examples of near-specularly reflected He z+ distribunons
upstream from these shocks (not shown here). Generally. these
other events have the same characteristics as the representaw, e
events shown in Figures 1 and 2. In particular, these other event_
are confined to within a few minutes of the bow shock crow-
ing, and a low-density diffuse He 2" is seen with the specularty
reflected distribution when the Plasma Composition Experiment
is in a mode that can measure this second distribution.
The search for specularly reflected He -,÷ at low Mach number
quasi-parallel shocks has been limited to only one shock cro',,,mti
We have looked for specularly reflected He :÷ during the Augu,,t
15. 1978. specularly reflected proton event [Gosling et al., 19821.
Specularly reflected He -,+ is absent from this low Mach number
IMA=5.5. /t41=3.3) bow shock crossing despite the presence of
a specularly reflected proton distribution with a density of about
3% of the solar wind proton density. Based on the background
measurement of the Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment
for this event, an upper limit on the density of all suprathermal
He 2. is about 0.3% of the solar wind He -'+ density.
DISCUSSION
In Figures 1 and 2, we present the first observations of near-
specularly reflected He -'÷ upstream from quasi-parallel high Mach
number shocks. The specularly reflected He:" to proton density
ratio upstream from the two quasi-parallel shocks with M A >7 is
roughly the same as the solar wind He-'* to proton density ratio.
For the one event with M A <6, only _,pecutarly reflected proton,,
were seen. indicating a specularly reflected He-" to proton den,,_t_
ratio at least a factor of 10 smaller than the _,olar _.ind He-" to
proton density ratio. While this result suggests that the den_t,, ol
specularly reflected He-'" depends on Mach number, an e,_tensl_e
survey of specularly reflected He -'_ at shocks is needed to confirm
this dependence. Other factors such as the solar wind He -'_ to
proton temperature ratio may also affect the relative abundance of
specularly reflected He:" [Burgess, 19891.
A similar Mach number dependence has been seen for the
more energetic diffuse He-'* to proton density ratio at quasi-
parallel shocks [Ipavich et al.. 19841. Ipavich et al. suggested
that He-" specularly reflected off the quasi-perpendicular shock
provides the seed population for the observed diffuse He" dis-
tributions in a "nonthermal leakage" process {e.g. Tanaka et al.
19831. in this process, some solar wind He-" is specularly re-
flected off the quasi-perpendicular shock. These ions return to
the shock after a partial gyration and enter the downstream re-
gion. Scattering in the downstream region produces some ions
with sufficient velocity parallel to the magnetic field to reenter
the upstream region as field-aligned beams. These beams would
presumably disrupt to produce diffuse distributions in the upstream
regton. While this nonthermal leakage process may occur at the
bo_, shock, the observations in this paper suggest that specularly
reflected He :_ at the high Mach number quasi-parallel shock may
also provide a seed population for diffuse He n`. distributions.
The close proximity of the specularly reflected He-'* distribu-
uons to the shock (typically within I to 2 min of a shock crossing)
presents an interesting problem. How are these near specularly
reflected distributions confined to the region near the shock? ls
_t a temporal confinement or a spatial confinement? /That is. are
these d_smbutions disrupted soon after reflecting off the shock to
produce diffuse distributions, or do they return to the shock alter
a ,,hort e,_cursion into the upstream region?) The answer is likely
,,ome combination of the two possibilities.
1"he He'" distributions specularly reflected off quasi-parallel
•,h,tx:ks propagate into a very turbulent upstream region. The large-
atmphlude compressive MHD-like waves upstream from these
,,h,t_k,,, may disrupt the He:* distribution within a few gyroradii of
the ,ho:k. Once disrupted, these He n`. distributions may contribute
I,_.ally to the diffuse He"" population upstream from quasi-parallel
,_,_ks. Also. as the large-amplitude waves convect into the shock,
the_, cause large variations in the instantaneous value of tgBn tsee
I'_gure,, I and 2 and Greenstadt and Mellott [19851). It has been
,ugge,,ted that some fraction of specularly reflected protons return
to 1be qua.',-parallel shock under these unsteady upstream condi-
tlon._ IFu_eher et al., 1986b; Gosling et al., 19891. This possibility
may not be limited to protons and may also include specularly re-
flected He"'. Determining the effects of the upstream waves on
the He:" distributions will require further study of He z" distribu-
uons both upstream and downstream from the shock.
In this paper, we have drawn analogies between the specularly
reflected He"" and proton observations. There are also some po-
tentially important differences between these observations. One
difference already discussed in detail is the Mach number depen-
dence of the specularly reflected He-'*.
Another difference is that predicted values of VI! and vg fit the
proton observations better than the He-" observations (see Figure
2). This difference may be the result of projection effects. In all
three He-'* spectra in this paper, the magnetic field is about 20 Q out
of the ecliptic plane. Since the Plasma Composition Experiment
integrates over only 4-10' of elevation angle relative to the ecliptic
plane, projection effects on the nongyrotropic specularly reflected
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distribution may be imponant. In contrast, the FPE integrates
over ±550 of elevation angle relative to the ecliptic plane, and the
spectra from this instrument may be less susceptible to projection
effects.
Also, we note that the FPE ion spectra for the two events in
this paper ,,how obvious differences. One of these is the different
absolute densities of the diffuse ion populations in Figures 1 and
2. The absolute density of the diffuse population is much higher
in Figure I than that in Figure 2 presumably because the solar
wind density /'or that event was much higher than the event in
Figure 2 (see Tables 1 and 2). Comparing the relative densities of
the diffuse populations in Figures I and 2, we find that the diffuse
fractions are similar, about 1.4% and 1% of the solar wind proton
density for the events in Figures I and 2, respectively.
Another difference which may have important implications is
the relative densities of the specularly reflected versus proton dif-
fuse distributions for the two events in Figures I and 2. Whereas
Figure 2 shows a well-resolved specularly reflected distribution,
Figure 1 shows little or no evidence for the presence of a specu-
lady reflected distribution. This difference may be related to the
rate of disruption of the specularly reflected proton distribution.
The rate of disruption depends on the amount of free energy in the
specularly reflected distribution and on the level of preexisting tur-
bulence in the upstream region. This efficiency is proportional to
the ratio of the effective beam speed to the AIfven speed VB/V A
[e.g.. Gary, etal,. 1986]. Although the effective beam speed is
higher for the event in Figure 2 (because of the higher solar wind
velocity), the AIfven speed for the event in Figure I is much lower,
so that VB/V A is a factor of 3 higher for the event in Figure l
compared to the one in Figure 2. Thus, the larger amount of free
energy in the specularly reflected proton distribution in Figure l
may have caused it to scatter faster than the specularly reflected
proton distribution in Figure 2. Note. however, that even if the
entire suprathermal proton distribution in Figure l is assumed to
be originally specularly reflected, the specularly reflected He-" to
proton density ratio is still about a factor of 2 above the solar
wind He-'* to proton density ratio.
An important question which we are not able to answer at
present is why He -'÷ specularly reflects off the quasi-parallel bow
shock with such large concentrations relative to protons. To an-
swer this question requires a good understanding of specular re-
flection. Such an understanding does not exist at present.
If the electrostatic potential at the shock is responsible for all
ion specular reflection, then. because of the larger mass per charge
of He:*, a much smaller fraction of these ions would reflect off the
shock as compared to the fraction of reflected protons. However,
computer simulations of both quasi-parallel [Quest et al., 19831
and quasi-perpendicular [Leroy et al., 1982] shocks suggest that
ion specular reflection occurs through magnetic forces as well.
In fact, results from quasi-perpendicular shock simulations show
that almost all of the ion reflection can be explained by magnetic
forces at high (MA >6) Mach numbers while electrostatic forces
may dominate at low (MA <6) Mach numbers [Leroy et al., 1982 I.
Analogous simulation results have n.ot yet been obtained for quasi-
parallel shocks, but our observations suggest that the situation is
similar for these shocks.
Like electrostatic forces, magnetic forces on the incident ions
must be proportional to the charge to mass ratio. However, mag-
netic forces are also proportional to the ion velocity, and a velocity
offset between He -'+ and protons within the shock might provide
the additional force needed to reflect the He-'*. Ion velocities in the
shock ramp have indeed been found to depend on mass per charge
[e.g.. Fuselier et al.. 1988]. Perhaps future simulations will help
elucidate the relative importance of electric and magneuc lorcc,,
in the reflectton of He"*.
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He 2+ Heating at a Quasi-Parallel Shock
S. A. FUSELIER AND O. W. LENNARTSSON
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory.. Palo Alto. California
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Los Alaraos National Laboratory., Los Alamos. New Mexico
C. T. RUSSELL
Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics. University of California. Los Angeles. California
We present the first observations of solar wind He 2* heating downstream from the Earth's quasi-parallel
shock. These observations show that in conjunction with protons, two different regions are observed. In
regions where the proton distribution is cooler, more dense, and similar to that observed downstream from
quasi-perpendicular shocks, the He2÷ distribution is shell-like, also similar to that observed downstream from
quasi-perpendicular shocks. In regions where the proton distribution is hotter, less dense, and Maxwellianlike,
the He'* distribution is also Maxwellianlike without evidence for a shell. These observations suppot_ the inter-
pretation that the nearly isotropic proton and He2÷ distributions are produced through the strong interaction of a
very dense specularly reflected proton beam with the incident solar wind, while the cooler proton dismbutions
and shell-like He`'÷ distributions are produced in a manner similar to that at the quasi-perpendicular bow shock.
INTRODUCTION
The study of collisionless shocks in space plasmas has received
considerable attention since the early observations of the Earth's
bow shock. Most of this attention has been directed toward the
understanding of quasi-perpendicular shocks (shocks whose an-
gle between tile shock normal and tile magnetic field, _an, is
greater than 450 ). Many of the processes at these shocks, includ-
ing ion dissipation, are well documented [see Gosling and Robson,
1985; Goodrich, 1985, and references therein]. While this class of
shocks is easier to study than quasi-parallel shocks (dan < 450 )
both from a theoretical and an observational standpoint, significant
advances in the understanding of quasi-parallel shocks have also
recently been made. Of particular interest here are observations
and computer simulations of quasi-parallel shocks which inves-
tigate ion thermalization and suggest that these shocks undergo
cyclic reformation [Burgess, 1989; Gosling et al., 1989; Scholer
and Terasawa, 1990; Thomas et al.. 1990; Thomsen et al., 1990;
Onsager et al., 1990].
Recently, cold beams have been detected just upstream from the
Earth's quasi-parallel bow shock [Gosling et al., 1989; Onsager et
al.. 1990]. These beams have velocity space signatures consistent
with near-specular reflection off the nearby shock and are simi-
lar to those seen just upstream from the quasi-perpendicular bow
shock. Downstream from the quasi-paraUel shock, the proton dis-
tribution is observed to alternate between a hotter, less dense state
and a cooler, more dense state [Gosling et al., 1989; Thomsen et
al.. 1990] . The hot distributions are Maxwellianlike, while the
cooler distributions have a core and shoulder also characteristic
Copyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union.
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of the distributions seen downstream from the quasi-perpendicular
bow shock.
From these observations the following model for the quasi-
parallel bow shock was developed. This model is supported and
strongly influenced by several computer simulations of the quasi-
parallel shock [e.g., Burgess. 1989; Scholer and Terasawa, 1990;
Thomas et al., 1990].
Initially, a relatively small fraction (,,- few percent) of solar
wind H ÷ is reflected off the quasi-parallel shock and propagates
into the upstream region. These ions generate large- amplitude
waves which convect back into the shock. The waves have a
profound effect on the shock, causing large fluctuations of the
upstream dan [Greenstadt and Mellott, 1985] which apparently
result in the periodic specular reflection of a larger than normal
amount of incident solar wind H ÷. The large fraction of reflected
H* propagates into the upstream region and interacts strongly with
the solar wind, causing the steepening of the convecting large-
amplitude waves and the re-formation of the shock some distance
farther upstream.
Downstream from the re-forming quasi-parallel shock, H* dis-
tributions alternate between a cooler, denser distribution similar to
those observed at quasi-perpendicular shocks and a much honer,
less dense, nearly isotropic distribution. The cooler distribution
is believed to be formed much the same way that similar dis-
tributions are formed at quasi-perpendicular shocks. That is, a
relatively small fraction of ions initially specularly reflect off the
shock and gyrate into the upstream region. These ions return to the
shock because they reflected off the shock when the instantaneous
magnetic field-shock normal orientation was quasi-perpendicular
or because they couple rapidly to the incident solar wind. In the
downstream region they form the observed shoulder on the trans-
mined solar wind population. The honer distributions are believed
to be generated by the strong interaction between the solar wind
and the large fraction of ions that is periodically reflected off the
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shock. The lower densities in these hotter regions may be the
result of pressure equalization downstream from the shock.
It has also been suggested that the strongly heated H ÷ distribu-
tions seen downstream from the quasi-parallel shock and the hot,
nearly isotropic distributions seen inside so-called hot diamagnetic
cavities or hot flow anomalies (HFAs) are generated by essentially
the same strong beam-plasma interaction [Thomsen et al., 19901.
Recent computer simulations of both HFA formation and of the re-
gion upstream from the quasi-parallel bow shock suggest that the
nonresonant and the resonant ion beam instabilities mediate this
strong interaction. For small H ÷ beam densities (,.,- few percent),
simulations show that the solar wind and beam interact through
the resonant instability and saturation occurs through pitch angle
scattering of the beam, with little effect on the solar wind [Galvez
et at.. 19901. For the larger H ÷ beam densities (_> 10%) believed to
be responsible for strong ion heating at quasi-parallel shocks and
in HFAs, simulations show that the interaction between the so-
lar wind and the beam is through the non-resonant instability and
both the solar wind and the beana are heated strongly [Galvez et
al.. 19901. These simulations used an infinite, uniform plasma and
beam. When the dense beam has finite length in the simulation
box, the initial interaction is primarily through the nonresonant
instability, but the resonant instability eventually dominates [On-
sager et al., 1991]. The end result for the ions is the same: strong
heating and scattering of both the solar wind and the H + beam.
One of the consequences of strong H ÷ interaction through the
nonresonant instability is strong scattering and heating of the solar
wind He 2+ distribution. Indeed, observations inside HFAs show
this strong He 2" heating [Galvez et al., 19901. In this paper we
will take the analogy between the HFAs and the quasi-parallel
shocks one step further by presenting He :÷ distributions down-
stream from a quasi-parallel shock that also show evidence for
strong scattering. These observations support the idea that part of
the quasi-parallel shock re-formation process entails the reflection
of a large fraction of solar wind H +, which then interacts strongly
with the solar wind H ÷, producing waves that scatter and heat the
solar wind H _"and He 2+ distributions.
The He-'* observations in this paper were from the Lockheed
Plasma Composition Experiment [Shelley et al., 19781. This set
of mass spectrometers measured the velocity distributions of ions
from mass/charge (M/Q) = 1 to 150 ainu/charge in 64 mass steps
and in 32 possible energy steps from near the spacecraft potential
to 17.9 keV/e. The spectrometer used here pointed 50 below the
spin (ecliptic) plane and had a field of view ranging from a h,gh
of about 4-20* at low energies to a low of about 4-5* at hsgh
energies. During the 1978 and 1979 ISEE solar wind seasons
this mass spectrometer was programmed to operate in a variety
of modes specifically intended for magnetosheath and solar wind
studies. In the high bit rate mode of interest for this paper, the
He 2* spectrum from 10 eV/e to 17.9 keV/e was sampled in 16
energy steps. Each energy step was maintained for slightly more
than 1 spin (for 4 s), so that the He 2÷ spectrum with a 7.5* angular
resolution in the spacecraft spin plane was completed in 64 s. A
new He 2" spectrum was obtained approximately every 128 s with
intervening time spent measuring other mass/charge ions.
Proton observations in this paper were from the joint Los
Alamos /Garching Fast Plasma Experiment (FPE) on ISEE 2
[Bame et al., 1978]. In on._ ,]-S spacecraft spin, this electrostatic
analyzer measured the energy-spin angle distribution of the total
ion flux from 70 eV/e to 40 keV/e in 16 energy steps at each of 16
azimuths integrated over 4-55* of elevation angle relative to the
ecliptic. Full two dimensional distributions were repeated every 3
s in high data rate. The FPE moments in this paper v, ere deri_ed
under the assumption that all ions were protons.
Magnetic field measurements in this paper are from the Univer-
sity of California, Los Angeles, flux gate magnetometer on 1SEE
I [Russell, 1978]. This instrument measured the vector magnetic
field 16 times a second in high data rate.
OBSERVATIONS
The bottom two panels of Figure I show proton and He -'+densi-
ties and temperatures downstream from a quasi-parallel bow shock
on September 1, 1979. The proton observations for this supercriti-
cal shock (fast mode Mach number ,--,5.5) were discussed in detail
by Gosling et al. [19891 and Thomsen et al. [I 9901 and serve as an
introduction to the new He 2÷ observations in Figure I. Although
ISEE l and 2 were downstream from the quasi-parallel bow shock
for the entire interval from 1703 to 1709:30 UT, at least two dis-
tinct regions can be identified from the proton moments. From
1703:30 to 1704:20 UT and from 1708:40 to 1709:30 UT the pro-
ton density was higher and the temperature was much lower than at
other times. In these high-density, low-temperature intervals, the
proton distribution had characteristics similar to those observed
downstream from quasi-perpendicular shocks. In particular, it
consisted of a cold core at low energies (less than _ 1 keV/e) and
a relatively hot shoulder or halo at suprathermal energies (,.-, few
keV/e) [Gosling et al., 1989; Thomsen et al., 1990]. At higher
energies (>10 keV/e), the distribution was different from those
observed at quasi-perpendicular shocks because of the presence of
the "diffuse" ion population not seen in the quasi-perpendicular
geometry. The diffuse ion population is a ubiquitous feature of the
regions upstream and downstream from the quasi-parallel shock
{e.g.. Thomsen et al., 1990]. In the low-density, high-temperature
intervals (for example from 1706:30 to 1708:30 UT), the proton
distribution was isotropic and Maxwellian-like and did not have
the core and halo features seen in the high density, low tem-
perature intervals [Gosling et al., 1989; Thomsen et al., 1990].
However. the hot diffuse ion population was present throughout.
Unlike the proton moments, the He 2÷ moments in the bottom
panels of Figure I do not exhibit two distinct regions. The He :÷
temperature was relatively constant throughout the downstream in-
terval, and the He 2÷ density changes did not correlate with those
for protons. However, the pitch angle distributions in the upper
two panels of Figure 1 clearly show that the He:" distribution
was different in the regions of low and high proton temperatures.
These distributions were obtained by computing the instantaneous
pitch angle distribution in the rest frame of the total proton dis-
rebut,on. The bulk flow velocity from the FPE was used to de-
terrnme the frame of reference for each spacecraft spin and the
instantaneous magnetic field direction for each energy and angle
measurement of the He 2÷ distribution was used to determine the
instantaneous pitch angle in that frame. Pitch angles not measured
by the instrument were interpolated and, in a few cases, extrapo-
lated from measured values. Small dots in the upper panels show
the pitch angle and velocity bins used to produce the contour
plots, and contours (two per decade) are labeled by the log of
the phase space density in cm -6 s3. (Note that the entire energy
range for the Plasma Composition Experiment is not displayed in
these contour plots.) Although the ISEE 2 proton flow velocities
were used for each 3-s spin to determine the frame of reference,
no qualitative difference was found by using a bulk flow velocity
averaged over the entire ,_ 1 minute required to obtain the He -'+
distribution.
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Fig. I. Proton and He2+ moments downstream from a quasi-parallel bow shock on September I, 1979 (bottom two panels),
and He2+ pitch angle distribulions (in cm -6 s3) in the rest frame of the proton bulk flow (top two panels), The He2÷ heating
downstream from the shock is independem of the proton heating. However, the distributions associated with the high proton
temperatures arc Maxwellianlike and isotropic (A), and the dismbutions associated with low proton temperatures are shell-like
and anisotropic(B).
Distribution A in Figure 1 was taken during an extended inter-
val when the proton temperature was high. This He 2÷ distribution
is nearly isotropic in the proton frame of reference. The other
He "+ distribution from the high proton temperature interval (from
1704:24 to 1705:24 UT, not shown) was qualitatively similar to
distribution A. Distribution B in Figure i was taken during a low
proton temperature interval. This He z÷ distribution is in the form
of a partially filled shell centered approximately on the proton
flow velocity with shell radius ,-,200 km/s. Note the "hole" _n
velocity space centered at zero where the phase space density de-
creases from 10 -2`) to 10 -2v cm -6 s 3. This shell distribution is
clearly not isotropic and very different from distribution A.
To emphasize further the differences in these two distributions,
Figure 2 shows the phase space density summed over all measured
pitch angles versus velocity in the proton rest frame for the same
two intervals A and B in Figure 1.: This time, however, the full
energy range of the Plasma Composition Experiment is shown.
Dashed curves in this figure show the one count per sample level.
The uniform nature of distribution A extends from near zero ve-
locity to about 800 km/s. The shell structure of distribution B is
clearly seen in the right-hand panel by the decrease in phase space
density below about 50 km/s. In addition, there is a •shoulder on
distribution B above about 300 km/s and another break at about
500 km/s, where the suprathermal and more energetic pans of the
distribution meet.
,Although distributions A and B in Figures 1 and 2 arc con-
,_derably different from one another, they have nearly the same
Iemperature as evidenced by the moments in the bottom panel
of Figure 1, By temperature we mean here the average of the
parallel and perpendicular temperatures derived from the second
moment of the velocity space distribution. Another way to de-
termine the temperature for the nearly isotropic distribution (A in
Figure 2) is to fit the velocity distribution below ,'-.800 gm/s with
a Maxwellian. This will not produce a meaningful result for the
shell-like distribution (B in Figure 2) because it is clearly non-
Maxwellian. However, the temperature of this distribution can be
approximated by assuming that the thermal speed is the radius of
the shell (,-.200 Lm/s from Figure 2).
Table I shows the He z÷ temperatures computed from the sec-
ond moment of the distributions as well as those determined from
Maxwellian fits and the radius of the shell. Upstream He z. tem-
peratures were determined by fitting the solar wind distribution
along the flow direction with a Maxwellian. The upstream pro-
ton temperature in Table I is from the Los Alamos Solar Wind
Experiment [Bame et al., 1978], while the downstream proton
temperatures are from the Los Alamos/Garching FPE. The up-
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from the quasi-paraUei shock. Distribution A. associated with high proton temperatures, is Maxwellianlike from near zero to 800
km/s. Distribution B. associated with low proton temperatures, is shell-like with a shell radius of _-200 km/s.
stream temperature ratio in Table I is somewhat smaller than the
average ratio of 4 in the solar wind [e.g., Neugebauer, 1981]. To
our knowledge the downstream He z÷ temperatures and He 2+ to
proton ratios listed in Table 1 are the first reported downstream
from the Earth's quasi-parallel shock. For this particular shock
the He:* heating appears to be independent of the proton heating.
However, the He 2÷ to proton temperature ratio remained roughly
constant across the shock if all three measurements are averaged.
Table 1 also shows that the moment and fitting methods of de-
termining the He :÷ temperature produce the same results. This
indicates that the hot isotropic distribution A in Figure I is well
approximated by a Maxwellian from -,,0 to ,--800 km/s (with
correlation coefficient R2=0.95) and the temperature of the shell
distribution B in Figure i is essentially determined by the shell
radius.
DISCUSSION
In this paper we presented what we believe are the first mea-
surements of the temperature change for He'* across a quasi-
parallel bow shock. On average, the He 2. distribution and pro-
ton distribution maintain their temperature ratio across the quasi-
parallel shock.
Although the He 2÷ temperature increase across the shock ap-
pears to be roughly constant on average, the He 2÷ distribution
observed in the high-density, low-temperature proton region is sig-
nificantly different from those observed in the low-density, high-
temperature proton regions (Figure 1).
In the low-temperature, high-density proton region the He :÷
distribution (distribution B in Figures I and 2) resembles a par-
tially filled shell centered approximately on the proton flow ve-
locity with shell radius -,-200 km/s. This shell-like distribution
is similar to those observed in the quasi-perpendicular geometry
[Fuselier et al., 1988]. In the quasi-perpendicular geometry the
formation of a downstream He 2+ (or other solar wind heavy ion)
shell distribution is believed to occur as follows [e.g., Fuselier et
al.. 1988]: In the solar wind the H÷ and He :÷ distributions have
the same bulk velocity. Across the shock, both distributions are
retarded by the same cross-shock electrostatic potential difference.
By virtue of its larger M/Q, He 2+ is decelerated less than H* and
is initially flowing faster than W in the downstream region. Pitch
angle scattering of the He z+ distribution by waves in the down-
stream region eventually produces a shell centered on the H + bulk
flow velocity with shell radius approximately equal to the initial
velocity difference between He 2+ and H÷ just downstream from
the shock.
TABLE I. Temperaturesfor September 1, 1979, Quasi-Parallel Shock
Approximate Center Tune, UT TH • T/'I • Tp THe/Tp TICe/TpMoment Fit Moment Moment Fit
1710 (upstream)" - 2.6X IGs 9.5X 104 _ 2.8
1705 (downstream) 9.0X 106 9.6X 106 5.5X 106 1.6 1.7
1707 (downstxeam)(A) lAX l07 lax l07 4.8× l06 2.9 2.9
1709 (downstream)(B) 9.4 X 10 6 '_-I X IO 7| 2.5 X 106 3.8 3.9
"Upstream pinion temperatures are from the Los Alamos Solar W'md Experiment on ISEE 1. He2" temperatures are from the Plasma CompositionExperiment.
tConverting a shell radius of 200 km/s into a temperature.
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DistnbutionBinFigures1and2alsoshowsashoulderabove
about31KIkm/s.[nanalogywithasimilarshoulderseenonpro-
tondistributionsta.kenatthesametime[seeGosline et aL, 1989.
Figure 7] the shoulder on the He > distribution may be evidence
for specularly reflected He:" ions that have returned to the down-
stream region. Recent b. specularly reflected He 2. was reported in
the region just upstream from some quasi-parallel shocks [Fuse-
her el al.. 19901. Like their proton counterpart, these ions may
return to the shock and be transmitted into the downstream region
to form the shoulder seen in Figures I and 2. A similar shoulder
has also been seen on He 2. distributions downstream from quasi-
perpendicular shocks [Shelley el al.. 1976; Peterson el al.. 1979;
Fuselier et al.. 1988].
The only qualitative difference between distribution B in Figure
2 and the distributions seen downstream from quasi-perpendicular
shocks is the presence of He 2. from _800 km/s to 1200 kin/s,
the full range of the instrument. The presence of this hot He-"
distribution is consistent with a recent study of the magnetosheath
that showed a good correlation between the hot diffuse proton
population seen ubiquitously downstream from the quasi-parallel
bow shock and a similar hot He-'" population [Fuselier et al..
1991]. Evidence for this hot He 2÷distribution can also be seen in
distribution A in Figure 2.
Below the velocity range corresponding to the diffuse ion distri-
bution the He 2÷ distribution in the low-density, high-temperature
proton region fA) is significantly different from that in the high-
density, low-temperature proton region (B). In distribution A there
is neither evidence for a shoulder at about 300 km/s nor evi-
dence for a shell. The distribution in these high-temperature pro-
ton regions is nearly isotropic (see Figure 1, distribution A) and
Maxwellianlike out to almost 800 km/s.
Nearly isotropic, Maxwellianlike He 2`. distributions have been
seen inside the so-called HFAs [Galvez et aL. 19901. As discussed
in the introduction, the distributions seen there are believed to
be produced by strong scattering. The waves that mediate this
scattering are believed to be produced by the interaction of a dense
H* beam with the solar wind [Thomsen et al., 1988], through either
the nonresonant ion beam instability [Galvez et al.. 1990] or some
mixture of the nonresonant and resonant instabilities [Onsager et
al.. 1991]. The end result of this strong interaction is significant
scattering of both the solar wind proton and the He 2' distributions.
Although the two distributions in Figure 2 are very different,
they have the same temperature. In fact, Figure 1 and Table 1
suggest that the He 2" temperature increase for this shock is inde-
pendent of the proton heating. The decoupling of proton and He >
heating at the shock may indicate that the initial velocity differ-
ence between the proton and He 2÷ distribution just downstream
from the shock determines the final temperature regardless of the
level of proton heating. This is probably true for the region of
low proton temperature (B in Figures 1 and 2) since the tempera-
ture of the He"* distribution is essentially determined by the shell
radius (Table 1) which itself is determined by the initial relative
drift between the proton and He-'" distributions. This might also
be the case in the regions of high proton temperature except that
the shell is quickly destroyed by strong scattering.
Although we have demonstrated that the He"" distributions are
different in the two proton regions downstream from one quasi-
parallel shock, we do not have observations downstream from the
other shocks recently studied by Thomsen et al. [1990]. The main
reasons for this are the variety of operating modes of the Plasma
Composition Experiment and the time resolution of the instrument.
The observations in Figure 1 are a fortuitous occurrence when the
Plasma Composition Experiment was in a good mode for He 2*
observations and the intervals of low and high proton temperatures
lasted for "_1 rain. Typically, the cyclic _,artation betv.cen lov,-
and high-temperatures occurs ,---I to a tew proton g,,roperiods
(,-- 10 s) [Thorasen etal.. 19901, which is much too fast for the -',-I
rain composition measurements. This relatively rapid ,,anation.
coupled with the fact that not all operating modes sampled He-'"
often enough, makes a survey of quasi-parallel shocks with this
composition instrument very difficult.
In summary, we interpret the new He-'* observations in this
paper as follows. In the cooler, more dense proton regions dov, n-
stream from the quasi-parallel shock, the core and shoulder proton
distributions and the shell-like and shoulder He-'* distributions are
most likely formed by essentially the same processes that form
these distributions at quasi-perpendicular shocks. Namely. the
core proton distribution is directly transmitted solar wind protons.
the shell He 2" distribution arises from a velocity difference be-
tween the He 2" and proton distributions in the downstream region
followed by pitch angle scattering in the proton rest frame, and
the shoulders on both the proton and the He"* distributions are
initially reflected solar wind ions that have returned to the shock
and entered the downstream region. For the hotter, less dense
proton regions, either quite different mechanisms must operate
than those in the quasi-perpendicular geometry or both protons
and He '_ must experience strong scattering and energy diffusion.
This scattering may result from waves produced through a strong
interaction between the incident solar wind and a relatively dense
reflected proton beam. The relative constancy of the downstream
He-'* temperature suggests that a difference in the level of scat-
tering and energy diffusion may indeed be the principal cause of
the differences in the observed He-'* distributions.
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Alpha Particle Heating in Hot Diamagnetic Cavities
_/[IGU EL GALVEZ
Uaivereitl of New Mexico, AIhoerOe
STEPHEN A. FUSELIER
Lockheed Pdo Alto Reaearch Labontof-#, Pdo Alto, Cdi/o_ia
S. PETER GARY, MICHELLE F. TIIOMSEN, AND DAN WINSKE
LoJ Alamoa NationM Labor, tort, LoJ Alamos, New Mexico
The heating of solar wind alpha partides in hot diamagnetic cavities (I_)C__) is examined both
through data analysis and computer simulation. The Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment
on [SEE 1 shows more th_n an order of magnitude increase in the alpha temperature between
the m/at wind and the HD_, analogous to the strong solar wind proton heating evidenced in the
satne tranition. A one-dimensional electromagnetic hybrid computer simulation is used to study
alpha heating by ion/ion instabilities, where the initial condition is a cool fidd-Migned proton
beam streaming relative to the mlat wind protons and alpha particles. Low beam densities
excite the proton/proton right-hand resonant instability which pitch angle scatters the beam
without significantly heating the alphas. At larger beam densities, the proton/proton nontesonant
instability saturates by strong trapping of all three ion components; after saturation the laxge
amplitude magnetic fluctuations lead to stochastic scattering _ heating of the ions such thaL
the final temperatures of the alphas ate typically greater than the final proton temperatures. These
results provide further support to the hypothesis of Thomsen a d. (1988) that the nonresonant
instability is the primary source of ion heating in hot diamagnetic cavities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hot diamagnetic cavities (HDC_) &e local phenomena
that occur in the solar wind at and near the Earth's bow
shock. They have been identifiedby Schwartz et al.[1985,
1988], Thom,en et al. [1986, 1988], Woolli.cro/t et ai. [19861,
and Paschmann ct aL [1988] from data obtained from both
the International Sun Earth Explorers (ISEE) and the Ac-
tive Magnetospheric Particle Trac_ Explorers (AMPTE)
spacecraft. The HDCs are characterized by several intrin-
sic properties: (1) ion and electron temperatures well above
those in the ambient solar wind and internalpressure higher
than the solar wind; (2) plasma flow significantlyslowed
and deflected relativeto the solu wind; (3) magnetic field
and plasma density which are at or below the ambient solar
wind level;and (4) occurrence within the ion foreshock or at
the ion foreshock boundary. Further, HDC_ tend to occur
at transitionsbetween the quasi-perpendicular and quasi-
parallel shock geon'etries and several of them appear to be
associated with episodes in which there are reflected solar
wind ions.
Thomsen et ai. [1988] and Thomas and Brecht [1988] have
hypothesized that HD_ are formed when the bow shock
reflects an abnormally high fraction of incident solar wind
ions, perhaps due to a sudden change in the upstream nmg-
netie field direction. The flow of tiffs high-density reflected
ion beam through the solar wind ions then gives rise to an
Copyright 1990 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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electromagnetic ion/ion instabilitywhich, in turn, couples
the two ion components and produces the slowed, deflected,
hot, expanding plMma of the HDC. Onaager et al. [1990]
have recently subjected thishypothesis to an observational
test and have concluded that the ion/ion relativestream-
ing energy issuflkient to account for the measured proton
temperature in nmst, but not all,of the H])(_ surveyed.
A counterstmmning ion conf_ation can excite _veral
different types of electromagnetic imltabiliti_ [Gary et al.,
1984]. Linear theory predicts that t_ relatively cool,
Max_llian-like ion components streaming relative to one
another and parallel to a uniform background magnetic
field are likely to _.cite one or both of two electromagnetic
ion/ion instabilities: the fight-hand resonant instability has
the lower tlmmlm/d and larger growth rate if one ion com-
ponent ismuch lessdense than the other, whereas the non-
resonant instabilityhas both the lower threshold and larger
growth rate ifthe two ion components have densitiesthat
differby lessthan an order of magnitude [e.g.,Wi,uke and
Gary, 1986]. Thomas and Brecht [1988] have modelled the
formation of HI)Cj through sinmlations of the ion/ion right-
hand resonant instability,which primarily pitch-angle scat-
ters the ions of the more tenuous or beam component and
usually produces a cold core/hot halo type of ion distribu-
tion [ Wi_ke and LerOlt, 1984]. In contra_, Thomaen et ai.
[1988] have argued that the large beam densities needed to
produce the large flow deflections and slowing of the HDC_
favor the ion/ion nonresonant growing mode, The nonreso-
nant mode is further implicated by the observed strong bulk
heating of the ions, implying a more complete coupling of
both energy and momentum between the beam and solar
wind plam_a [Winske and Leroy, 1984].
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AJpha particle heating provides another possible discrim-
inant between the two types of instabilities. Typical alpha
particle densities in the solar wind are approximately 4% of
the proton number density. Because their mass-to-charge
ratio is twice as large as that of protons, alphas do not
cyclotron resonate with fluctuations of the same wavenum-
ber as the protons. Hence, alpha particles, like other non-
resonant components, should be relatively unaffected by a
proton-resonant instability [e.g., Gary el al., 1988]. On the
other hand, all ion components should respond substantially
to enhanced fluctuations from the ion/ion nonresonant m-
stability.
This paper describes two new results concerning alpha
particles in hot diamagnetic cavities. First, we report new
observationsof alphas observed by the ISEE spacecraft
which show that,withinHDC_, the alphaparticlesaxevery
hot,adding furthersupportto the hypothesisof Thom3en
et al.Second, we de_ribe computer simulationsof both
the ion/ionnonresonantand right-handresonantinstabil-
itieswhich demonstrate significant differences in the alpha
response to the two modes and, in particular, provide still
further evidence that the nonxesonant instability is the pri-
mary coupling mechanism in the formation of HDC_.
The theoretical and computational work of section 3 con-
siders a homvgeneous, charge neutral plasn_ with a uniform
magnetic field Bo -- iBo with ]3o > 0 and no ambient elec-
tric field. The following symbols are defined for the jth
component: the plam_a frequency, wj ffi (4mqje_/mj)l/_;
the cyclotron frequency, f/j = ejB/mjc,, the thermal speed
vi _ ( Tj /mj )tl2 ; and beta _j __ 87¢n°Tj / B_ where no is the
total electron density. The Alfvim speed is defined in terms
of the total electron density and the proton mum: va =
Bo/rV'4"_'--o_o_.The Boltzmann factor/ca is understood to
multiply the temperatures _ throughout this paper, and
Voj represents the average magnetic-field aligned vel_.ity
of the jth component. As in Gary ef al. [1984] we define
the argunmnt of the plasma dispersion function in the linear
d persion equationto he = + nj)/ lk,
2. OBSERVATIONS
The alpha p_ticleobeervationsin thlmpaper are from
the Lockheed Plasma Comp(_tion Experiment [Shelleyet
aL, 1978].Thissetofmass spectronmtersmeasures the ve-
locitydistributionsofionsfrom rnass/chargeM/Q = i to
greaterthan 150 anm/charge in 64 mass stepsand in 32
possiblenergy stepsfrom near thespaceeraR potentialto
17.4keV/e. The data used inthispaper atefrom the spec-
trometerwhich points 5" below the spin (ecliptic) plane and
has a field of view ranging from a high of about _20 ° at low
energies to a low of about :t:5° at high energies. Although
primarily designed to study the composition of the magne-
tosphere, during the 1978 and 1979 ISEE solar wind seasons
this mass spectrometer was programmed to operate in a va-
riety of modes specifically intended for magnetosheath and
solar wind studies. However, not all modes provided the
time resolution needed to resolve the alpha distribution in-
side HDC_.
The proton and electron oimervatioRs used here were ob-
tained with the Los Alamos/Garching Fast Plasma Experi-
ments (FPE's) and the Los Alamos Solar Wind Experiment
on ISEE-I and -2 [Bame et al., 1978]. These observations
have previously been described in Thomsen ef al. [1986;
1988].
For two of the published tIDC events from the ISEE
spacecraft, the Plasma Composition Experiment was in a
mode that adequately resolved the alpha distribution dur-
ing these events. These two events occurred on Septenfi_r 3,
1978 (see Thornjen et al. [1986], Fig. 2), and September l,
1979 (seerhom,en et at.[1988],Fig.i).
Figure 1 shows observationsfrom the hot diamagnetic
cavityeventofSeptember 3, 1978. The electronmoments
throughoutare derivedfrom the [SEE-2 Fast Plasma Ex-
periment,as isthe proton temperature witkinthe IIDC,
whilethe proton temperatureinthe solarwind isfrom the
ISEE-I SolarWind Experiment. The electronflowspeedis
shown hereinorderthatwe may use continuousdata from
one instrument(theFPE) toillustratehe relativevariation
between thesolarwind and the IIDC; the protonflowspeed
measured by the FPE inthe IIDC and by the SolarWind
Experimentinthesolarwind shows asimilarvariation.The
hotdiamagneticcavityfrom 1250:30to 1253 UT has thelow
density,veryhighprotonand electrontemperatures,and re-
duced flowspeedcharacteristicofotherHDCs (seeThomsen
a [1986]).
Figure 1 also illustrates the alpha moments derived fi'om
the Plasma Composition Experiment on ISEE-I. Compari-
son of the moments from the two spacecraft is justified be-
cause the propagation delay between the spacecraft was only
2.5 s (see Thomaen et al. [1988, Figure 14]), which is much
shorter than the 30 s time resolution of the Plasma Com-
position Experiment. Just before the HDC event (1249:39-
1250:28), the solar wind alpha to proton density ratio was
3.6%, the alpha and electron flow speeds were similar, and
the alpha to proton temperature ratio was 4.5, all typical
values for the solar wind (e.g. Neugebauer [1981]). Inside
the diamagnetic cavity, the alpha to proton density ratio
ranged between 2% and 4%, the alpha and electron flow
speeds were comparable, and the alpha and proton temper-
atures were nearly equal. Within the HDC all three species
exhibited strong heating, and, in particular, the alpha and
proton temperatures were approximately equal.
Figure 2 further illustrates this strong alpha particle heat-
ing. The solid dots show a cut through the solar wind al-
pha distribution along the solar wind flow velocity direction,
whereas the open circles illustrate a one-dimensional plot
of the isotropic alpha distribution within the diamagnetic
cavity. The abscissa is the square of the difference in the
measured velocity and the bulk flow velocity. The solid line
through the HDC data points shows a least squares fit to the
distribution at the lowest five rrmsured velocities. Clearly,
this temperature is nmch higher than that for the solar wind
distribution. The distribution inside the cavity also a shows
a shoulder starting at about AVe=2.5× 10s (krn/s) _, i.e., at
about AV=500 km/s. Because of this shoulder on the dis-
tribution, the total temperature of the distribution shown in
Figure I is about 50% higherthan the temperatureforthe
lowervelocitypartofthedistribution(or"core").A similar
shoulderata much highervelocityhas been seenon proton
distributionsfrom otherhot diamagneticcavityevents(see
Fig. 10 ofThomsen et al. [1986])and isa featureseen on
otheralphadistributionsmasured insideHDC events.
Figure3 shows the proton,electron,and alphamoments
from thehot diamagneticcavityeventon September I,1979.
The format isthe same as thatfor Figurei. In the solar
wind,justafterthe HDC event(1752:39-1753:41UT), the
alphaconcentrationrelativetoprotonswas 3.8%,the alpha
and electronflowspeedswerenearlyequal,and the alphato
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Fig. 1. Densities, temperatures, and velocities of plasma components as observed from ISEE on September 3, 1978.
The undotted solid line represents the proton temperature, the dotted solid lines represent electron quantities and
the horizontal segments correspond to alpha particle properties.
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Fig.2. The alphaparticlevelocitydistributionfunctionattwo
timeson September3, 1978. The soliddotsrepresenta cut
throughthesolarwindalphadistributionfunctioninthedirection
ofthesolarwind velocity,wherea_theopencirclescorrespondto
a one-dimensionalp otoftheisotropicalphadistributionwithin
theHDC.
proton temperature ratio was 1.1. With the exception of the
temperature ratio, the alpha moments were again typical of
the solar wind. Inside the cavity, the alpha concentration
decreased, the flow Sl:meds remained similar and the all three
components are once again strongly heated. In contrast to
Figure 1, how_ver, hem the alpha particlee have higher tem-
peratures than the protons.
Cuts inthe alpha distributionforthe September 1,1979
event(notshown here)show thatthealphaheatingislargely
inthe bulkofthe distribution.Them cutsalsoshow shoul-
derson the alphadistributionabove 2.5× 105(kin/s)2sim-
ilartotheone shown inFigure2 forthe September 3,1978
event.
Observationsin FiguresI,2,and 3 show thatthe bulk
ofthe solarwind alpha distributionisstronglyheatedin-
sideHot Diamagnetic Cavity events.In both events,the
alphadistributioninsidethecavityischaracterizedby a hot
Maxwellian-llke "core" with a shoulderat AV=500 km/s.
However, Figur_ 1 and 3 also show that the amount of alpha
heating compared to that of the protons was very different
for the two events.
3. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
This section descxibes the results of computer simulations
which have been run to study the source of alpha particle
heating dee_ribed in section 2. We use the hybrid sirrmlation
code of Winske and Leroy [1984; 1985], in which the ions axe
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Fig.3. Densities,temperature,and velocitiesofpla.sm,_componentaasobservedfrom ISEE on September I,
1979.The undottedsolidlinerepresentsprotontemperatures,tlmdottedsolidlinesrepresentelectronquantities
and thehorizontalsegment_correspondtoalphaparticleproperti_.
treatedasdiscretesuperpartidesand theelectronsaretaken
as a rnassless,charge-neutralizingfluid.The zero current
conditionin the directionof B,, _ njejVoj = 0, holds
throughout the simulation.The inter_'tiortqbetween the
ionsand the electricand magnetic fieldsarecalculatedself-
consistently.The sirratlationisone-dimensionalinspacebut
the particlevelocitiesand electromagneticfieldsare three-
dimensionalvectors.Periodicboundary conditionsforboth
particlesand fieldsareused,consistentwith the asmmaption
that the initialconditionsof the sinmlationcorrespondto
the presenceofa verylong ion beam.
We assume threeioncomponents: thesolarwind protons,
the reflectedprotonbeam, and the solarwind alpha patti-
des. We designatethesecompon_ts asthe core (subscript
c),the beam (subscriptb),and the alphas(subezripta) re-
spectively.Each ion component has constantdensityand at
t= 0 isdistributeduniformlyinspacewitha Maxwellianve-
locitydistribution.The averageinitialvelocityof thesolar
wind protonsand alphasiszerointhe frame of thesirrmlv
tion;the beam protonshave an initialaveragevelocityv,i
paralleltothe background magnetic field.We use an equal
number of simulated particles (typically, 15000) to represent
each ion component. The simulations are done in the solar
wind rest frame. The time step _/iAt, is usually taken to be
0.05, small enough to follow ion gym motion accurately and
keep the speed ofthe particlesalongthe computation grid
much lessthan one cellper time step.We only considerthe
casek x Bo = 0,becausethe maxirrmm growth rateofthe
instabdit_ of interest lies at this angle of propagation [Gary
et at., 1984] Similar simulations with wavevectors oblique to
B, show no important differences with the magnetic-field-
aligrmd mmttlatioas described here [e.g., Winske and Quest,
10s l
Tab_ 1 shows two sets of physical (i.e. dimensional) pa-
ra_leteru based on the ISEE measurements and given in the
sp_cxcraft frame. These parameters represent initial solar
wind condttion_ prior to the formation of the two HDCs de-
scribed in s_ction 2; in particular, we assume that the initial
beam speed is given by v** - v,, = 1.5v,,o. For both dates
we a_ume that all ion parameters except the beam deusity
are held fixed; we then consider two different beam densities
with the electron density and average flow speed adjusted to
maintain charge neutrality and the zero current condition.
Table 2 then states these parameters as they have been con-
verted to simulation (i.e. dimensionless) parameters. In this
table, the parameters are given in the solar wind frame, since
this is the frame of the simulations. We here describe in de-
tail the results of our simulations for the September 1, 1979
event; for these parameters we denote the simulation of the
tenuousbeam asRun I,and designatethesimulationofthe
relativelylargenb asRun 2.
As preludeto our sirrmlations,we have used an electro-
magnetic linearVlasovdispersioncode todeterminedisper-
sionpropertiesoftheinstabilitiesofinterestforboth events
with the two hypothesizedbeam densitiesas shown inTa-
ble2. In agreement with Winske and Gary [1986]we have
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TABLE 1: Dimensional Pa.ra_neters
Component c b or e
Speoes Proton Proton fie ++ Electron
September I, 1979, 17_7 to 1752
-3) 5.5 (0.05,1.0) 0.20 (5.95,6.9)
IJ (eV) 5 5 20 20
j (e_, ) 5 5 20 20
voj (kin/s) -420 210 -420 (-41.t.-7-,328.7)
September 3, 1978, 1_51 fo 1553
(cm-3 ) 3.0 (0.03,1.0) 0.1 (3.25,4.2)
j (eV) 8 8 32 14
j (e\ r) 8 8 32 14
v,0 (km/sec) -470 235 -470 (-459.2,-302.1)
resonant instability as well as those of the noarcsonant in-
stability. The results of this simulation look very similar to
those of Ran 2, confirming that the resonant instability does
not appreciably contribute to the final state of the system
under these conditions.
Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of 16BI2/B_ for
Run 1 (left frame) and Run 2 (right frame). At early times,
the fluctuations are excited by the beam and the wave am-
plitude gro_ with time. The instability in Run 2 has a
larger growth rate and saturates at relatively short times,
f2_t = 10.2, compared with Run 1 that saturates at f_,t =
82. As shown by this figure, the nonresonant waves reach
a larger amplitude, consistent with the idea that a larger
wave energy density is needed to disrupt the beam because
the efficiency of the nonresonant process is much less.
B, = 5.0 x 10 -s G for both dates; VA = (45.1, 41.9) km/s for
September 1, 1979, and vA ---- (61.0,53.7) km/s for September 3,
1978. Note that the e[ectron drift speed is dmsen so a.¢ to satisfy the
zero current condition, and all velocities are given in the spacecraft 113BI2
fr anne. R ,2
u
found that the proton/proton right-hand resonant instabil-
ity (characterized by IC_'I_ 1) has the faster growth rate
at n, << n,, but that the proton/proton nonresonant mode
with IG'I >> 1 develops the larger growth rate as n_/n,
increases.
For Run 1, linear theory predicts that the wavelength of
the moat unstable resonant n'zxle (IG+I = 1) is _/c = 83,
while for the nonresonant mode (l(gl - 64) X_/e= 191.
In Run 2, the faste_ growing wavelength of the resonant
instabilityis A_/c _ 56 and for the nonresonant mode,
Aw_/c __ 8. Thus, by choosing the length of the sinmlation
box to be b,,_i/e = 120 for Run 1 and/xa,/c = 32 for Ram
2 we exclude the longer wavelength nmde in both cases. So
the resonant mode should be sirmdated in Run 1 while in
Run 2 the nonresonant mode can be sirradated without am-
biguities. A third simulation with the physical paramete_
of Run 2 was carried out, but with the length of the simula-
tion box increased to include the most unstable waves of the
Run 1 Run 2
o 35t 4 19
00 _ , 0L -J82 164 0 20 5 4
_21t U',t
Fig. 4. The temporal evolution of the fluctuating magnetic en-
ergy of the system normalized to the initial ma_etic energy
16B21/B_,. Here, as in Figs. S through 7, the left panels depict
results from the computer _mulation labeled Run 1, whereas the
fight panels show result_ from Ram 2.
Figure 5 shows the phase of the fluctuating magnetic field
ea = tan-t(6By/6Ba) (solid lines) and the velocity phases
of the beam protons 4_ = tan-t(vy/v=) (dots) as functions
of the spatial coordinate z at timm when the waves bunch
the partides. The left frame, representing Run 1, corre-
sponds to a fluctuation with left-hand sense of spatial rota-
tion with respect to k. The right-hand frame, representing
Ran 2, shows waves with a right-hand sense of spatial ro-
tation with respect to the waveveetor. In our simulations,
the magnetic field and the beam drift velocity are parallel,
Table 2: Dimenmonie_ Pazametem
Component e b or •
Species Proton Proton He "H" Electron
September 1, 1979, 17,_7 to 175@
rl, (0.924,0.797) (0.008,0.145) (0.034,0.029) 1.00
,i/Till 1.0 1.0 4.0 4.0
,IT,i i.o 1.o I.o 1.o
Voi/V,4 0 (14.0,15.0) 0 (0.12,2.18)
September 3, 1978, 12.51 to 1553
'l/rl¢ (0.923,0.714) (0.015,0.238) (0.031,0.024) 1.00
.JT,_ 1.o 1.o 4.0 1.7s
T_j IT,_ 1.o 1.o 1.o 1.o
voj/vAt 0 (11.6,13.1) 0 (0.18,3.12)
_d_p = (6684,7197)and _c-" (0.48,9.56) for September I, 1979, and
wp/_Lp = (4940,5615) and/_c ---- (0.42,0.54) for September 3, 1978. Note that
the electron drift speed is chosen so as to satisfy the zero current condition and
all velocities axe given in the rest frame of the proton core component.
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Fig.5. The phaseofthe magnetic fieldCa (solidline)and the
vdodty phasesq_ ofthebeam protons(dots)a.sfunctionsofthe
spatialcoordinatez forRun I and Run 2 atthestatedtimes.
sothatlineardispersiontheorypredictsthatthe right-hand
resonantinstability has a left-handsenseofrotationand the
nonresonantinstabilityhas a right-handrotation.This re-
sultconfirmsthat,duringgrowth tosaturation,Run 1and
Run 2 correspondtotheproton/protonright-handresonant
and proton/protonnonresonantinstabilities,respectively.
In both panelsofFigure5, the phasesof the beam pro-
tons are tightly bunched at each value of z, implying that the
fields have phase bunched the beam [Hoshino and Terasawa,
1985].Furthermore,theparticlephasesand the phaseofthe
fluctuatingfieldsam similarforallz inboth runs,indicat-
ing that the phase bunching isdue to magnetic trapping
and that the fields are neat or at saturation [Hoahino and
Terasawa, 1985; Gary el al., 1986].
The effects that both instabilities have on the reduced dis-
tribution functions of the tllree ion components are shown in
Figure 6. The top pmmim show the proton distribution func-
tion (the core pltm the beam) at tinm t -- 0. Since n6/n= <
0.01 in Run 1 the distribution function of the beam can not
be resolved and its poAition has been marked by an arrow.
The middle and bottom panelo of this figure show the pro-
ton and alpha distributions, respectively, at the end of our
simulation runs, where the particles are completely wave-
scattered and temperature changes are most evident. This
may be the case during the HDC events where the beginning
of the wave-particle interaction can not be determined and
only the final results are observed.
At pest-saturation times, the fluctuating fields ma_tain
relatively large amplitudes and the phase-bunched ion com-
ponents are stochasticallyscatteredto thermal-likedistri-
butions similarto thosedescribedinsection2. The fluc-
tuatingfieldswhich resultfrom growth of the right-hand
resonantinstabilityinteractstronglyonly with the proton
beam; neitherthe proton core (middleleftpanel)nor the
alphas(bottom leftpanel)show much heating.Incontrast,
the fieldsdue to growth of the nonresonantinstabilityin
Run 2 clearlyproduce significantheatingof both proton
components (rightmiddle panel) as well as of the alphas
(rightbottom panel).
Figure7 representsthetemporalevolutionoftheiontem-
peraturesforRun i and Run 2. The top,middle,and bot-
tom framesshow thetemperatureparalleltoBo ofthecore,
the bean% and the alpha particlesrespectively.The left
framesshow that the beam has been preferentiallyheated
in Run 1 becausethiscomponent isinresonancewith the
unstablewaves. The other two ion components have been
only weakly heated toabout a factorof 1.6timestheirini-
tialtemperature;the finalvalueofTub/TH=isabout 72. We
recallthatthe initialtemperaturesofthesetwo components
are equal. At the end of Run 2,allthreeion components
have been significantlyheated,Tu6/Tn=isapproximately2.3,
and TH°/TN, isapproxinmtely4. The factorof two differ-
ence intenaperaturebetween the two protoncomponents is
not largeenough toclearlydemonstratea two-temperature
distributioninFigure6.
x lo3 Run 1
,F(v z) 0.71_ Protons _jt = o
0 / _ E _
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x 103 Run 2
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Fig.6. The reducedprotondistributionfunction(coreplusbeana)attimet = 0 (toppanels)and attheend of
oursimulations(middlepanels).The bottompanelshow thereduceddistributionfunctionofthealphaparticles
attheend ofthesimulations.
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Fig. 7. Tile temporal evolutionof the paralleltemperature for the proton core (top panel),the proton beam
(middle panel),and the alphas (bottom panel)forRun I and Run 2.
' We have also carried out another sin_lation, Run 3, in
, which most parameters are similarto thee of Ran 2 except
' that tiledensity of the beam is increased to be equal to
the core density. In this case the temperature evolution for
the three ion components isshown by Figure 8. Tlds figure
indicatesthat the ratioof finalbeam temperatures between
this run and Ran 2 is about 1.6. This means that for a
denser beam the final temperature is higher, as expected,
since the free energy that drives the instability is increased.
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Fig. 8. The temporal evolution of the parallel temperature for
the proton core (top panel), the proton beam (middle panel) and
the alphas (bottom panel) for Run 3, a simulation in which the
density of the beam equals the density of the core of Run 2. Here,
! as in Run 2, the non.resonant instability is the dominant growing
' mode.
At the end of Run 3, T|#/T I, = 0.82 and TNa/TI[# = tl.l,
i.e.,the core ions are heated more than the beam.
We have caxried out several other simulations (not de-
scribed in detail here) with somewhat differentparameters
to examine the generalityof these results.One findingfrom
such sinmlations is that the finaltemperature of the alpha
paxtides isindependent of their initialtemperature.
The computer simulation resultsusing the September 3,
1978 parametem from Table 2 am essentiallythe same as
theme from the Septe_ 1, 1970 event; i.e.,the nonres-
onant instabilityhea_ the solar wind protons and alpha
particles nmda more than the resonant instability.In this
case,the finaltemperature ratiobetween the beam and the
cote isabout 1.14,while the finalalpha t_ature is0.69
timm the finalbeam temperature.
4. SUMMARY
We have included in this paper two new resultsrelated
to hot flan'mgneticcavities(HDCs). The fu'stuses data oh-
tamed from the Lockheed Plasma Compo_tion Experiment
on ISEE-I for the September 3, 1978 and September i, 1979
events. These new data show that within an HI)(/ alpha
partide temperatures are increased more than an order of
magnitude over the alpha temperatures in the undisturbed
solar wind.
Our second new resulthas used computer simulations to
demonstrate a likelyrr_chanisrnfor the observed alpha heat-
ing.We have used a one-dinmnsional electromagnetic hybrid
code to sirrmlatethe interactionof an infinitelylong proton
beam moving through a sol_ wind plasma of protons and
alpha particlesfor conditions characteristicof the Septem-
ber I, 1979 and September 3, 1978 ISEE IIDC events with
differentassumed values of the beam density.
The simulations show that the proton/proton right-hand
resonant instability,which is dominant at low beam den-
sities,significantlyheats only the beam, while the proton
core and the alpha particletemperatures remain almost un-
changed; i.e.,the resonant instabilitydoes not heat the so-
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far wind ion components. On the other hand, at higher
beam densities the proton/proton nonresonant instability
dominates wave growth to saturation; aftersaturation, the
enhanced fluctuating fieldsstrongly heat allthree ion com-
ponents such that their finaltemperatures are comparable.
The simulations alsoshow that the finalalpha temperature
is independent of the initialalpha temperature and that
the finaltemperatures for allthree ion components increase
when the beam density increases.
Thus we have used both observations and computer sinm-
lationsof alpha particleheating to provide strong supporting
evidence for the hypothesis that IIE)C__are the manifesta,
tion of the nonresonant ion/ion coupling between the solar
wind ions and a relatively dense proton beam reflected at
the bow shock. We emphasize, however, that our simnla,
tions have studied only infinitely long ion beams. Although
Thomas and Brecht [1988] have studied the right-hand res-
onant instability in the presence of a finite length ion beam,
a detailed comparison of the resonant and nonrmonant im
stabilities due to a finite beam still needs to be carried out.
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Solar control of the Earth's emission of energetic 0 ÷
W. LENNARTSSON
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company Inc., Research and Development.
Palo Alto, CA 94304, U.S.A.
(Received retinal form 3 May 1991)
Abstract--Energetic (0 1-16 keV/e) O < data obtained in the Earth's plasma sheet (between 10 and 23 Re.)
by an ion mass spectrometer on the ISEE-I spacecraft are compared statistically with published data on
the concurrent solar wind and IMF. The most strongly variable parameter of the plasma sheet O _ is its
density, which is found to be well correlated with certain solar wind parameters, especially with the solar
wind flow speed and the IMF component perpendicular to the flow vector. When those two solar wind
parameters are combined to form an electric field ( - v x B), both the number density and the energy density
of the O + are found to vary in proportion to the square of that electric field, on average, suggesting that
the emission of energetic O + ions from the Earth may be powered by that same field. Based on this and
on the previously published correlation with solar activity, it is argued that the emission ofO ÷ is controlled
by a combination of high-frequency (ionizing) and quasi-static (accelerating) solar electromagnetic fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
Singly charged oxygen is a variable but usually sub-
stantial component of the energetic (keV) plasmas in
the magnetosphere. It is typically the dominant ion
component at L < 5, at least in the 0.1-17 keV/e
energy range (e.g. LENNARTSSON and SHARP, 1982),
and the second largest one at greater distances, as far
out as 23 Re in the plasma sheet, second only to the
omnipresent protons (e.g. LENNARTSSONand SHELLEY,
1986). Possibly the most important aspect of the O +
is its origin : the Earth's atmosphere. The solar wind
does have oxygen ions in higher charge states (e.g.
BAlm et al., 1975), which can charge exchange into
O ÷, but the solar wind concentrations are far too low
to account for the prevalence of O + ions inside the
magnetosphere. Moreover, the polar regions of the
Earth's exosphere are now known to emit 0 ÷ ions,
along with H ÷ and other ions, with energies reaching
far into the keV range, and to do that at rates that can
account for the O + concentrations in the equatorial
regions of the magnetosphere (e.g YAU et al., 1985,
and references therein).
Despite its origin, the O + component is undoubt-
edly strongly controlled by the Sun, from the initial
ionization of oxygen atoms with energies below I eV,
all the way through the acceleration by high altitude
electric fields to the subsequent transport throughout
the magnetosphere. If one considers the magneto-
spheric O ÷ ions in the broad context of 'mass,
momentum and energy flows through the solar-terres-
trial chain', it is fair to say that no solar input of mass
per se is needed to explain the observations, but some
form of solar energy input is definitely required, and
possibly also some input of momentum. This paper
examines the potential role of the Sun in that context,
using recent data on both the magnetospheric O ÷ ions
and the solar wind plasma and magnetic field. The
importance of the Sun's ionizing radiation is noted in
passing, in order to address the O + source, but the
emphasis is on the possible effects of the solar wind
and its magnetic and electric fields.
2. DATA BASE
The O + data, unless noted otherwise, are from the
Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE-I space-
craft (Srmt.LEY et al., 1978). These cover energies
between 0.1 and 16 keV/e, and have been limited in
space to the nightside (GSM X < 0) plasma sheet
between R= 10 Re and the ISEE-I apogee at
R = 23 Re. These are essentially the same data used
by LENNARTSSON and SHELLEY (1986), only slightly
reduced in volume by the requirement that concurrent
solar wind data be available. The reason for limiting
the data to the plasma sheet here is in part to simplify
the figures and in part to emphasize data that are the
most likely to represent the bulk of the ions. The O"
density is usually higher closer to the Earth, in the
equatorial region (LENNAa'rssoN and SHARP, 1982),
but the energy range of these data is inadequate
to account for either plasmaspheric ions (below
100 eV/e) or ring current ions (reaching far above
16 keV/e). The tail lobes contain O + ions as well, but
the O + velocity distributions there are more strongly
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collimated (taflward) and narrower m cnerg,, la few
hundred eV) than the,, are in the plasma _,heet, and
are therefore subject to larger measuring errors (el'.
LExxar rs_):,. 1989. and references therein). The aver-
age densities and energies presented in the following
are based on a total of almost 800 individual plasma
sheet samples. ,_here each sample is itself an average
over time tor periods of I-3 h. The duration of each
_,ample corresponds to about I R_: of spacecraft travel
along the orbit. All together these samples represent
v, cll o,,er I0()0 h of measurements in 1978 and 1979.
The solar wind data are a combination of paructe
and magnetic field (IMF) data from several different
instruments and spacecraft and have been obtained
from the NSSDC archives (CouzENS and KING, 1986).
The original data were either obtained in the close
vicinity of the Earth's magnetosphere (within a few
tens of RD or time shifted to the magnetosphere
according to the observed solar wind flow (from
ISEE-3). The data used here consist of hourly averages
of the proton density and flow vector (GSE) and of
the magnetic field vector (GSE and GSM).
In addition, use is also made of the auroral .4E
index, as recorded by the World Data Center C2 for
Geomagnetism (KAME[ and MaEt_a', 1981. and sub-
sequent data books).
3. STATISTICAL RESULTS
3.1. Control of O ÷ source
The principal ionizing agent is the EUV (e,_treme
ultraviolet) portion of the Sun's electromagnetic radia-
tion, consisting of multiple narrow peaks in the 10-
100 nm wavelength range (e.g. BANKS and KOC_:ARrS.
1973). The intensity of this radiation is known to
vary substantially with varying activity on the Sun's
surface, that is to vary with the solar 27-da_ rotauon
and I i-year sunspot cycle (e.g. LEAN. 1987). SO one
might expect a corresponding variation m the abund-
ance of energetic O ÷ ions in the magnetosphere, c_ en
if other conditions were constant. That there _s _uch
a correlation is now clear from published data. and is
illustrated in Fig. I [compiled from 'f_t ,,, ,.t ,d
(1982) and LENNAR_N (1989)]. The ,,olar actl', =t', is
measured by the 10.7 cm solar radio eml>_,ton m this
figure, rather than by the EUV itself. _cause the
10.7 cm indices are considered fairly _ell correlated
with the EUV and are the only ones a_attable for
the entire study periods (F10.7 obtained b_ ground
observations).
Although the physical link between the ionospheric
source and the magnetospheric O + may be complex.
probably involving heating and expansion of the
neutral atmosphere IYoL\(; ct ,d. I_X2). _t ,,ceres
rather certain that the solar EUV radiation i_ the ba:,ic
controlling medium.
Another ionizing agent is auroral particle pre-
cipitation. This is localized in latitude, but _ts lati-
tudinal extent is comparable to that of the observed
outflow ofO ÷ ions (e.g GHIELMET-rlet al.. 1978). and
it extends into the nightside atmosphere, so it v, ould
seem potentially important. However. there is no
obvious reason why this kind of ionization v, ould
produce the strong dependence on solar activity
shown in Fig. I. In fact, the studies of Yot:_G et al.
(1982) and LENNAR'rSSON (1989) both indicate little or
no correlation between auroral and solar activities
during solar cycle 2 I. It is conceivable that the ionizing
efficiency of precipitating particles may be indirectly
affected by variations in the EUV, via atmospheric
variations, but it seems natural to conclude from Fig.
1 that the EUV has direct and dominant control of
the O* source.
3.2. Control of O ÷ acceleration and transportation
Ever since their discovery by spacecraft [SHELLEY
et al., 1972) the energetic O" ions have been known as
a phenomenon related to geomagnetic disturbances.
This correlation is evident in all existing data sets, even
though the statistical scatter is too large to suggest a
simple universal relationship between the O* con-
centration and any particular geomagnetic index. Two
examples of published results are illustrated in Fig. 2
[compiled from YOUNG etal. (1982) and LENNARTSSON
and SHELLEY (1986)]. Since geomagnetic activity is
known to depend on conditions in the solar wind.
including the state of magnetization, one has to con-
clude that the O ÷ is also influenced by the solar wind,
in one way or another. The question is, in what way?
In a statistical sense the O + can be shown to depend
on several solar wind parameters, including the pro-
ton density, flow speed and ram pressure, and the
magnetic field direction and strength. That does not
necessarily imply direct physical control of the O _ by
each parameter, however, because those parameters
are partially interdependent. An example of that kind
of ambiguity is shown in Fig. 3.
At first glance Fig. 3 gives the impression that the
plasma sheet O* density (solid line) rises with rising
solar wind density. This is reasonable, since variations
tn the solar wind proton density are mainly respon-
sible for variations in the solar wind ram pressure (cf.
COUZENS and KING, 1986), and a rising solar wind
pressure may compress the geomagnetic tail, including
the plasma sheet. The solar wind density used here is
a single hourly value, or the average of two or three
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Fig. 1. (a) Monthly a_,erages of the O+ density ( 1-14 keV) near geosynchronous altitude vs the monthly
FI0.7 solar activity index (Yot._G et al.. 1982: GEOS-I and -2 data). (b) Average O* density 10.1
I6 keV) between 10 and 23 R_ in the plasma sheet vs the daily FI0.7 index (LEX_ARTSSOS, I989: ISEE-
I data). Both data sets are limited to fairly quiet geomagnetic conditions (Kp < 2 and .4E < 200 nT.
respectively). Straight lines are least-squares fits with correlation coefficient R as shown.
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The average solar wind magnetic field (IMF) strength pre-
ceding the particle samplings is shown for comparison
(dashed line, scale on the right). The error bars in this and
following figures represent the statistical uncertainty of the
average itself (plus and minus one sigma).
hourly values, depending on the length of the con-
current plasma sheet O + sampling. However, closer
inspection reveals another effect : solar wind densities
above 10 cm -3 are positively correlated with the
strength of the magnetic field (dashed line), so the
highest O + densities may well result from elevated
solar wind magnetic fields. It may even be argued that
all significant changes in the O + density (judged from
the statistical error bars) are correlated with changes
in the magnetic field, except perhaps at very low solar
wind densities, below 3 cm-3, where the O + is also
low but the magnetic field is about average. The
dependence of the O ÷ on solar wind density will be
addressed again later.
The justification for using the magnetic field from
the hour preceding the O + sampling in Fig. 3 is to
allow for some time delay between cause and effect.
The choice is somewhat arbitrary, because the stat-
istical relationship is essentially the same with a time
delay of a couple of hours, or no time delay at all
(not shown). This broad time correlation reflects the
evolution of each variable: when the magnetic field
and the O _"density are elevated, they usually remain
so for many hours. There is nevertheless a clear stat-
istical correlation between the solar wind magnetic
field and the magnetospheric O + when they are
measured within a few hours of each other, a fact
that is illustrated more explicidy in Fig. 4. The magnetic
field is henceforth called the IMF, for brevity.
Figure 4 shows one important reason, perhaps the
principal reason, why the O" density in Fig. 2b. on
average, rises with increasing .4 E index : both rise v, ith
increasingly strong IMF. Figure 4 also shov, s one
reason why the scatter of points in Fig. 2b is so great:
the AE index strongly favors a southward IMF (solid
line), the O + does not. This is a rather unexpected
difference between the O" and the AE and is further
examined below. Another reason for the large scatter
in Fig. 2b (and other similar figures in the literature)
is the nonuniform distribution of the O _ in space (cf.
LENNARTSSON and SHELLEY, 1986).
Although the IMF strength alone orders the O"
quite well, the direction of the IMF does play an
important role. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where
panel a shows that the O ÷ (solid line) responds pri-
marily to that component of the IMF which is per-
pendicular to the GSM )(-axis, that is (approximately)
perpendicular to the solar wind flow vector. Panel b
shows on the other hand that the orientation of that
perpendicular IMF component in the GSM Y-Z
plane has no significant effect on the O + density
(within one sigma). By comparison, the ,4E index
(dashed lines) also peaks when the IMF is per-
pendicular to the solar wind flow (panel a), but it has
a strong preference for a southward perpendicular
component (panel b, around 180:), in accordance with
Fig. 4b.
Considering the fairly wide (30 °) angular binning
of the IMF in Fig. 5a, chosen so as to allow significant
statistics, and considering also the coarse time reso-
lution of the data samplings, both the IMF (I-h
averages) and the O + (1- to 3-h averages), this figure
is compatible with having the O + responding only to
the perpendicular component of the IMF. It is not
possible to prove that case with these data, and prob-
ably not with any practical set of data, but it is tempt-
ing to assume so. If we do, the next logical step is to
assume that the O + depends on some other physical
quantity that contains the IMF, but only its per-
pendicular component. One such quantity is the cross-
product between the IMF and the solar wind flow
vector: -v x B. This is the polarization electric field
(in MKS) in the solar wind, as seen in the frame of
reference of the Earth (e.g. ALFVI_Nand FXLTH^MMAR,
1963). This field lies within a plane perpendicular to
the flow vector v, that is approximately (usually to
within a few degrees) in the GSM Y-Z plane, but can
have a varying direction within this plane due to the
varying direction of B. According to Fig. 5b, that
degree of freedom is of no consequence to the O _
density in the plasma sheet. In other words, the O _
density may depend on the magnitude of the electric
field, but not on its direction :
n(O +) = F(Esw) (1)
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Since the flow vector is a factor in (2), and since its
magnitude does vary significantly, it is of interest to
also order the O ÷ data according to solar wind flow
speed• That has been done in Fig. 6, and it is clear
that the O + (solid line) is quite sensitive to this par-
ameter. The O ÷ density increases by about a factor of
20 when the flow speed is only tripled. Part of the
explanation is probably again the magnetic field
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(dashed line), since it also tends to increase, on
average, thereby pushing the O ÷ density still higher
(cf. Fig. 4). Even a modest increase in flow speed can
thus translate to a rather substantial strengthening of
the electric field in (2) and a correspondingly large
increase in the O* density. The fact that the O* is
indeed a function of this field is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The electric field values used in Fig. 7 have been
derived in two ways, both as single hourly values
preceding the O + samplings, and as 1- to 3-h averages
coincident with the O + samplings. The two sets of
values order the O + data according to the solid and
dashed lines, respectively. Either way there is a great
deal of statistical variance, but there is no systemanc
difference between the two sets. The large error bars
on the densities (top panel) at fields above 6 mV m
are mainly due to undersampling. Fields that high
only occur about 3% of the time in these data Despite
these large standard deviations, there ts • distract
trend in the O + density increase, one that can be fa)rly
well approximated by the thin parabohc hn¢ ]'}Its hne
is a linear least-squares fit to all O" densatms, both
solid and dashed, treating the square of th¢ elecmc
field as the independent variable, and *etght,n$ the
fit by the statistical errors :
n(O + ) = (0.020 + 0.002) + (0.0047 + 0.0003}
"E_ (cm ') 13}
The correlationcoefficientis0.9?.
Since the square of the electric field has the physical
dimension of energy density, apart from a normalizing
constant, it may seem appropriate to compare it with
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(see text).
the energy density of the O + rather than the number
density. The relationship (not shown) is in fact rather
similar to the one for number density, because the
mean energy of the O ÷ varies far less than the density,
falling only about 30*/o over the full range of electric
fields, as can be seen in Fig. 7 (bottom panel). If the
same fitting procedure is applied, then the corres-
ponding least-squares fit to the energy densities is :
n- energy(O ÷ ) = (0.078 + 0.005) + (0.014 + 0.001 )
• E_ (keVcm _). (4)
The correlation coefficient is essentially the same,
namely 0.96.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The data considered here suggest a simple state of
symmetry: the Sun controls the Earth's emission of
energetic O ÷ ions via electromagnetic fields at extreme
ends of the spectrum, one at UV-frequencies (EUV,
EaFt h', cml_MOn
FUV) to maintain a source in the ionosphere, the
other at almost zero Hz to extract, accelerate and
disperse the ions.
The mare reason to belie',e that the original source
o1 the kcV 0- i', controlled _ia electromagnetic radia-
tion has alread_ been stated in conjunction with Fig.
I. nameb, the close correlation between this O" and
the _olar curl'ace acti,,ity. This point has been made
before in the literature (of. YOUNG el al., 1982). The
_,econd part has no previous endorsement, at least not
a_ a general principle, and may need some elaborating.
Starting from the most basic concepts of solar wind
mass. momentum, and energy, it is reasonable to
narrow the following discussion to momentum and
energy. Treating the solar wind flow of mass as a
separate input seems irrelevant, if the O _ ions have a
terrestrial source, and this source is maintained by
electromagnetic (UV) radiation rather than by par-
ticle precipitation. It will be argued below that the
emission of energetic O _ ions is probably not con-
trolled by the solar wind flow of momentum either,
but by the energ,_ flow, specifically the flow of solar
_ind electromagnetic energy.
4.1. Solar wind momentum
The strongest flow' ot; solar wind momentum is in
the tbrm of proton ram pressure, that is proton mass
density times the square of the flow speed (cf. COUZENS
and KING. 1986). This could conceivably affect the
O- in different ways, by simply modulating the pres-
sure of O" ions already extracted from the ionosphere,
as already mentioned, or by generating electric fields
in the Earth's magnetic field, at the magnetopause for
instance, which could aid in the extraction, accel-
eration and dispersion of the O ÷. [n either case, by
definition, the O _ would react to changes in the net
solar wind pressure, regardless of whether these were
due to changes in proton density or flow speed. By
comparing Figs 3 and 6, it appears that the O" density
ts more sensitive to the flow speed than to the density,
however.
In Fig. 3 the O _ density (solid line) increases less
than a factor of 10 when the solar wind density is
increased almost 30-fold (the approximate total range
in these data). In Fig. 6, by contrast, the O- density
Isolid line) increases as much as 20-fold when the flow
speed is tripled (the total range here), that is when the
square of the flow speed is increased by only a factor
ofg. So even though the ram pressure is proportional
to both the proton density and the square of the flow
speed, a mere 9-fold increase in the latter is sufficient
to enhance the O + twice as much as can be
accomplished by even a 30-fold increase in the proton
density. It can be added that the Io_est _olar '.'_u'_d
flow speeds, those below 300 km s in Fig. 6, arc m
hot associated with higher than a_,erage ,,olar wind
densities Icf. COUZENS and K[x(,. 1986), but _,tlll pro-
duce the very lowest O" densities. This all suggests
that the flow speed by itself is more tmportant than
its contribution to the momentum flov,.
Furthermore, the O _ density is very sensitive to the
IMF, according to Fig. 4. even though the magnetic
pressure is a small fraction of the total momentum
flow-_mly a few per cent. In fact, some of the ,,ana-
tion of the O" density in Fig. 3 can be accounted for
by the modest change in the IMF strength (factor of
two : dashed line), rather than b_ the _ery large change
in solar wind density (nearly a lhctor of 30).
The sorting ofO" density by solar wind densit,, can
be made more specific by restricting the ranges of the
flow speed and the IMF, but that also reduces the stat-
istical material and can only provide a rough estimate.
This approach has been tried, and the results (not
illustrated) suggest that, given typical values of the
flow speed (420-440 km_s) and IMF strength i6.5
7.5 nT), an increase of the solar wind densiD alone b_
a factor of 20 may raise the plasma sheet O- densit',
b_ a factor of 5 or less. Since the flow speed range is
restricted in this case, the results also apply to the
effect of increasing the ram pressure, or momentum
flow, and may simply indicate compression of the
geomagnetic tail and a consequent reduction of the
_,olume available to the O'. The O" ions are not
compressed in an adiabatic sense, however, because
their mean energy remains approximately constant in
this case (about 4 keV).
4.2. Solar wind eneroy
Since the O* density is fairly insensitive to changes
in the solar wind density alone, and yet responds
strongly to an increase in the electric field, as shown
in Fig. 7, it would appear that the crucial form of
solar energy is electromagnetic rather than kinetic.
That is, the kinetic properties of the solar wind affect
the emission of O + only indirectly via the embedded
fields, specifically the electric field. Accordingly, the
flow of energy may be measured by a Poynting _ector.
at least in a formal sense. The fields are not true
radiation fields, since their frequency is virtually zero,
but they do have such a vector associated with them :
E x B,_,, (in MKS). Inserting -v x B for E gives
Poynting vector = 2" (magnetic presure)" v' t 5)
where v' is the solar wind flow velocity transverse to
the IMF vector. This quantity relates numerically to
the proton kinetic energy flow in roughly the same
O@_INJ_@ PAL'_
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ratio as the magnetic pressure relates to the proton
ram pressure, that is it can account for a few per cent
of the total solar wind energy flow. That may seem a
weak flow, but it does in fact provide ample power
for both the O" energization and other processes,
when integrated over the cross-section of the mag-
netosphere, or a substantial part thereof, and allowed
to act for hours.
Assuming, for example, that the IMF strength is
10 nT and v' is 400 km/s (IMF nearly perpendicu-
lar to the solar wind flow), then only about 1% of
the Poynting flux in (5) bitting the magnetosphere
(circular disk of 25 RE radius assumed) is required to
fill the large plasma sheet segment sampled here with
0. I cm - _ of 4 keV O" ions over the course of 1 h [see
fig. 2 in LrI,_ARISSON and SHELLrV (1986) for distribu-
tion of plasma sheet samplings]. The remaining 99%
of the Poynting flux is then available to power other
magnetospheric processes. The plasma sheet filling
may well be faster, and may be offset by convection
losses, but (5) does seem to carry, ample power, pro-
vided a sufficient fraction of that power is transferred
to the ionospheric O +.
Granted that the solar wind has a sufficient flow
of electromagnetic energy to control the extraction.
acceleration, and dispersion of the O +, how is this
energy transferred? These data do not answer that
question, but they show evidence that the O" does
indeed respond to the solar wind fields. In particular,
the parabolic relationship in equation (4) suggests that
the O" kinetic energy is produced by dissipation of
solar wind electric power. Such dissipation implies
time integration, which (4) does not show explicitly,
but the data samplings account for that indirectly by
averaging over I h or more, and (4) is the result of
further averaging of many such samplings. In other
words, the factor 0.014 contains some kind of implicit
average integration time that provides the correct
physical dimension ('conductivity. time'). Implicit in
equation (4) is also some average loss rate for the O"
ions, including convection, which may depend on E,,
as well. The fact that the O" does not _anish com-
pletely when E_, goes to zero may simpl,, mean that
the loss rate also goes to zero, or is strongly reduced
Ireduced convection), leaving behind a residue ot'O-
ions.
In view of equation (5), which formally associates
the energy flow with the IMF. it might seem that the
first step of the energy transfer must involve magnetic
merging of the IMF with the geomagnetic field. That
may be true in some sense, but the conventional
interpretation of merging would then have the O"
respond the most strongly when the IMF is southward
(e.g. COWLEY, 1980). That is not evident in these
data. On the contrary, Fig. 5b suggests that the O + is
"oblivious' to the orientation of the IMF relative to
the Earth's dipole. This is a puzzling feature, especially
since the concurrent AE index in Fig. 5b does favor
a southward IMF. Whatever the role of magnetic
merging may be, it is clear from Fig. 5b that the ,4E
index and the plasma sheet O* density are measures
of different and partially independent elements of
auroral activity.
As a final caveat, it must be emphasized that these
data are indirect and incomplete measures of the O _
emission rate. With regard to Fig. 5b, for example, it
could be argued that any increase in the emission rate
in response to a southward turning of the IMF is
offset by a simultaneous increase in the loss rate. due
to increased convection, so as to prevent accumulation
of O ÷ ions in the plasma sheet. That might seem a
contrived argument, since the O ÷ ions do accumulate
in response to the IMF's turning away from the GSM
?(-axis (Fig. 5a) and to the IMF's increasing in mag-
nitude (Fig. 4a), but it cannot be disproved here.
Whether the O ÷ emission rate does or does not favor
a southward IMF will have to be finally decided by
further study of data from polar orbiting spacecraft.
studies that take into account the solar wind con-
ditions.
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A Scenario for Solar Wind Penetration of Earth's Magnetic Tail
Based on Ion Composition Data From the ISEE 1 Spacecraft
W. LENNARTSSON
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company. Inc.. Research and Development, Palo Alto, California
Energetic (0.1-16 keY/e) ion data from the Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE 1
spacecraft show that Earth's plasma sheet (inside of 23 R E) always has a large population of H" and
He _" ions. This population is the largest, both in absolute numbers and relative to the terrestrial ions,
during periods of extremely weak geomagnetic activity and is then also the most "solar wind like", in
the sense that the He *+/H _ density ratio is at its peak (about 3% on average in t978 and 79l, and the
H _ and He * + ions have mean (thermal) energies that are proportional to ionic mass and barely exceed
the typical bulk flow energies in the solar wind. These quiet time conditions occur when the IMF is
persistently northward and not excessively strong. At more active times the H ÷ and He + ÷ ions are
heated in the central plasma sheet, but they can still be found with lower solar wind like energies closer
to the tail lobes, at least during plasma sheet thinning. In a number of cases examined here, such
low-energy H- and He + ÷ ions are found flowing antisunward close to the lobes, flowing roughly
parallel (or antiparallel) to the tail magnetic field at speeds ranging from a few tens to a few hundred
kilometers per second, as though they have recently entered the tall earthward of the ISEE 1. In some
cases the flow vector appears to contain a significant E × B component directed away from the nearest
tail flank. In order to explain these flows, as well as the solar wind like appearance of the plasma sheet
as a whole during northward interplanetary magnetic field, it is argued that the solar plasma enters
along slots between the tail lobes and the plasma sheet, even quite close to Earth, convected inward
along the plasma sheet boundary layer, or adjacent to it, by the electric fringe field of the ever present
low-latitude magnetopause boundary layer (LLBL). The main point of the argument is that the
required E x B drifts are produced by closing LLBL equipotential surfaces through the plasma sheet.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although it is one of the oldest topics of magnetospheric
physics, the entry of solar wind plasma into Earth's mag-
netic field is still a complex and elusive issue. It has been
further complicated by the observations that energetic (hun-
dreds of eV to tends of keV) plasmas inside the magneto-
sphere can have a terrestrial rather than solar origin [e.g.,
Shelley er al., 1972; Ghielmetti et al., 1978; Balsiger et al.,
1980; Sharp et al., 1981; Lundin et al., 1982; Hamilton et al.,
1988]. Based on gross estimates of the total number of
charged particles in various parts of the magnetosphere, it
can even be argued that the known outflow of terrestrial ions
from Earth's polar regions, as measured in a range of
energies from less than 1 eV/e to about 20 keV/e, is suffi-
ciently strong to supply the entire positive plasma compo-
nent, given the proper mechanisms for final adjustment of
energies [Chappell et al., 1987].
The traditional view has been that the solar wind plasma
does indeed enter, provided it is magnetized and that the
embedded magnetic field, the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF), has a proper direction. The conditions for entry have
been assumed to be the most favorable when the IMF is
pointing southward, opposite the equatorial direction of
Earth's magnetic field [e.g., Cowley, 1980]. According to this
view, the IMF and the geomagnetic field merge on the front
of the magnetopause, causing the electric field in the solar
wind, that is the field associated with solar wind motion
across the IMF (E = -v x B), to be conducted into the
high-latitude magnetosphere and into the geomagnetic tail,
where it will have a general dawn-to-dusk direction, at least
Copyright 1992 by the American Geophysical Union.
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as long as the IMF has a southward component. Under the
influence of this internal electric field, part of the solar wind
plasma is thought to convect (E x B drift) into the geotail,
across the northern and southern tail lobes, and to converge
at the tail midplane beyond some distant location downtail
[e.g., Speiser, 1965; Pilipp and Morfill, 1978; Cowley, 1980].
Part of this converBing plasma, it is thought, finds itself on
closed (newly reconnected) geomagnetic field lines and is
subsequently transported earthward (sunward) by a combi-
nation of E x B drift and field-aligned jetting [e.g., Speiser,
1965] to form the body of the plasma sheet, as well as the
near-Earth ring current. The eventual fate of this same
plasma is to be partially precipitated into Earth's atmosphere
and otherwise ejected through the equatorial magnetopause.
The plasma circulation described by this theory was
originally postulated on the basis of observed E x B drifts in
the high-latitude regions of Earth's ionosphere [Axford and
Hines, 1961], and has been corroborated by numerous
electric field and plasma drift and plasma dispersion mea-
surements by polar orbiting spacecraft [e.g., Heppner, 1972;
Reiff et al., 1977; Heelis et al., 1982; Heppner and Maynard,
1987], but it has not yet been unambiguously verified by in
situ observations in the distant tail. Observations made from
the ISEE 3 spacecraft, for instance, show well-defined tail
lobes separated by a plasma sheet as far as 225 RE downtail
[Tsurutani et al., 1984; Zwickl et al., 1984]. Judging from
measured electron flows, the E x B drift in the plasma sheet
appears to be almost exclusively antisunward beyond about
180 R E [Zwickl et ai., 1984], which would be expected where
southward pointing IMF field lines have reconnected, but
the antisunward motion persists even though the local tail
magnetic field between 180 and 225 RE is northward, and
hence the electric field is dawnward, at least half the time
[Tsurutani et al., 1984]. Under such conditions it even seems
19,221
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improbable that the plasma sheet particles have converged
through the lobes. On the other hand, the plasma measure-
ments that have been made closer to Earth show that
earthward jetting of particles is commonplace [e.g., De-
Coster and Frank, 1979: Lvons and Speiser, 1982: Eastman
et al.. 1985]. v, hether those particles previously traversed
the tail lobes or not.
The purpose of this study is to explore an alternative
scenario, one which may not necessarily require that the
solar wind plasma be magnetized. This study does not take
issue with the notion that Earth's magnetic field merges with
the solar wind magnetic field on a regular basis, but it tries to
focus on certain other aspects of the interaction between the
solar wind particles and Earth's field. It is inspired in part by
the simple fact that the geomagnetic tail, as far as we know,
always has a plasma sheet, even during times when the
physical signs of magnetic merging are weak or absent. In
fact, ion composition measurements in the tail have shown
that the plasma sheet contains the greatest number of H *
and He*" ions, the principal positive components of the
solar wind plasma, during extended periods of extremely
weak geomagnetic activity [Lennartsson and Shelley, 1986;
Lennartsson, 1987].
This study is also inspired by other recent plasma obser-
vations in the tail, observations that may seem, at least on
the surface, to require some modifications of the traditional
view of solar plasma circulation. One set of observations in
this category consists of the many ISEE measurements of
the boundaries between the plasma sheet and the northern
and southern tail lobes, boundaries now commonly referred
to as the "plasma sheet boundary layer" (PSBL) [e.g., Parks
et al., 1984; Eastman et al., 1985]. Among the reported
features of the PSBL is its frequently very sharp definition
(hundreds of kilometers), as well as its layered structure,
which includes layers of low-energy (hundreds of eV) ions
and electrons streaming along the magnetic field, both earth-
ward and tailward [Parks et aL, 1984]. Such features may
suggest that the net plasma motion, including E x B drifts, is
often parallel to the boundary, rather than directed from the
lobes into the plasma sheet [cf. Eastman et al., 1985].
Another set of relevant observations pertains to the so
called"low-latitude magnetopeuse boundary layer" (L L B L)
[e.g., Eastman et ai., 1976; Mitchell et al., 1987], especially
to its tailward extension along the dawn and dusk flanks of
the magnetopause. The LLBL is known to be at least
partially located on closed geomagnetic field lines, and it is
believed to always contain solar wind plasma streaming
tailward (antisunward) under the influence of a local electric
field which is directed from dusk to dawn (tailward E × B
drift). Of particular interest here is the fact that the LLBL
appears to exist at all times, even when the IMF is north-
ward [cf. Mitchell et al., 1987], that is when the IMF points
in the same direction as the aquatorial portion of Earth's
magnetic field lines, and is therefore not expected to be
merged with Earth's field at the LLBL. The objective of this
study is specifically to examine the possible roles of the
LLBL and the PSBL in the transport of solar wind plasma
from the magnetosheath to the central plasma sheet. In doing
so, it will rely heavily on ion composition data from the
Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment on the ISEE 1
spacecraft.
2. INSTRUMENTATION
The ISEE I spacecraft (along with the ISEE 2) v, as
launched on October 22, 1977, into an orbit with apogee at
almost 23 Re (geocentric), perigee at about 300 km altitude,
an inclination of 29 °, and an orbital period of 57 hours. The
spacecraft was placed in a spinning mode with the axis
nearly perpendicular to the solar ecliptic plane and with a
period of approximately 3 s. It reentered almost 10 years
later, on September 26, 1987.
The Lockheed Plasma Composition Experiment flown on
ISEE ! is one of a family of instruments using the same type
of ion optics and covering nearly the same range of energies
(0 eV/e to about 17 keV/e) which have also been flown on
GEOS 1 and 2, Dynamics Explorer i, and Active Magneto-
spheric Particle Tracer Explorers (AMP'rE) CCE [Shelley et
al., 1978]. The ISEE 1 instrument consists of two nearly
identical mass spectrometers with the respective fields of
view centered 5 ° above and 5° below the spin plane, that is
about 5° above and below the solar ecliptic plane. Each field
of view is 10 ° wide along the spin plane and 10°-50 ° wide
transverse to this plane, being the widest at the low-energy
end and gradually decreasing to 10° with increasing energy.
All data used in this study were obtained with one spectrom-
eter, the one looking below the spin plane. The lowest-
energy channel used here, one that extends from about 100
to 300 eV/e, has a field of view that extends from about 10 °
above the ecliptic plane to 20* below. Information on the
instantaneous pitch angles (at center of field of view) is
provided by the ISEE 1 fluxgate magnetometer [Russell,
19781.
Each spectrometer consists of an electrostatic analyzer to
select energy per charge, followed by a combined electro-
static and magnetic analyzer to select mass per charge. Both
analyzer sections have particle detectors, so at each energy
setting the experiment provides both the total ion flux and
the partial flux at a selected mass per charge. Each combi-
nation of energy and mass is maintained for at least 1/16 s in
high telemetry bit rate and 1/4 in low (normal) bit rate.
Different combinations are stepped through in a cyclic
fashion according to various patterns controlled by a random
access memory which is programmable from the ground.
Some patterns, or "modes", may require only a couple of
minutes per cycle, others may take 15 to 20 rain. The mass
selections usually include one that blocks all ions from
reaching the second detector, which is a modified Johnston
electron multiplier, allowing intermittent measurements of
the noise associated with penetrating radiation. These mea-
surements are later used to correct the count rates of mass
analyzed ions. The background count rate in the first detec-
tor, which is a so-called "spiraltron", is generally negligible
and is not corrected for.
The maximum energy range is 0 ewe (or spacecraft
potential) to 17.9 keV/e, divided into 32 contiguous chan-
nels, but the lowest channel, from 0 eV/e to about 100 eV/e,
is normally limited to energies above 10 ewe by a retarding
potential analyzer (RPA) in the entrance. That same RPA is
used to provide "cold plasma" data from 0 to 100 eV/e
(retarding within the lowest channel) during part of some
measurement cycles. Because of measurement uncertainties
associated with spacecraft charging and plasma convection,
the lowest-energy channel has not been used in this study.
Neither has the highest-energy channel (above 16 keV/e)
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been used, because of a slight variation over time of the mass
peak locations in that channel. The energy range of these
data is therefore generally 100 eV/e to 16 keV/e, unless
further limited by a particular instrument mode (see below).
The mass range is from below 1 am_e to about 150 ainu/e,
divided into 64 channels, but the most common measure-
ment cycles only sample four to five channels, correspond-
ing to the principal ions, plus a background channel (below 1
amu/e_.
This study also makes use of archived solar wind data,
both particle data and magnetic field (IMF) data. The ones
used here are from the National Space Science Data Center
(NSSDC) OMNI files and consist of hourly averages of the
proton density and flow vector (in GSE coordinates) and of
the IMF vector components (in GSE and GSM coordinates)
and magnitude. These are a combination of data from several
instruments and spacecraft. Descriptions of the various
instruments are referenced in the data handbook by Couzens
and King [1986]. These solar wind data were either obtained
in the close vicinity of the magnetosphere (within a few tens
of R E) or time shifted to the magnetosphere according to the
observed solar wind flow (in the case of ISEE 3 [cf. Couzens
and King, 1986]).
3. DATA FORMAT
The ion data used here are mainly in the form of velocity
moments, calculated as sums over discrete energy-angle
matrix elements. To calculate full three-dimensional mo-
ments from the ISEE 1 data, the ion fluxes measured within
the near-ecliptic field of view have been extrapolated to
other angles using either of two sets of assumptions:
1. In the central plasma sheet, where most of the statis-
tical material was obtained, the fluxes are assumed to be
gyrotropic (independent of gyration angle) over the sampled
range of pitch angles and isotropic outside of this range,
maintaining the values measured at the smallest and largest
pitch angles, respectively. The pitch angles are measured in
terms of five bins, covering 0"--15 °, 16"-44", 45°-135 p, 136 °-
164 ° , and 165°-180 *, respectively. This assumption applies to
number densities, mean energies, and energy densities. The
two-dimensional bulk flow within the field of view, which is
generally small compared to the thermal velocities in the
central plasma sheet [cf. Eastman et al., 1985], is derived
from the partial flow density and partial number density
actually measured, using twelve 30* spin angle bins, without
extrapolating the ion fluxes into the third dimension. This set
of assumptions is expected to be inaccurate at very low ion
energies and is the main reason for not including data from
the lowest energy channel (below 100 ewe).
2. In the outer fringes of the plasma sheet, including the
plasma sheet boundary layer, and in the lobes, it is assumed
that the principal ion flow is parallel to the solar ecliptic
plane and that the ion fluxes have rotational symmetry
around the flow vector, rather than around the magnetic
field. The direction of the flow vector within this plane is
determined by the measured flow within the instrument field
of view. The only angular variable in this case is measured in
terms of the twelve 30* spin angle bins (the width of these
bins equals the inherent angular resolution of the instrument
in normal low-bit-rate operation). Since the magnetic field is
often parallel to the ecliptic plane in these regions of space
and since the ion flow is often parallel to the magnetic field,
this second set of assumptions commonly produces about
the same numbers as the first set. However, in cases of
substantial ion drift across the magnetic field Isubstantial
when compared to thermal velocities) the second set appears
to provide more accurate moments, especially number den-
sities. This has been verified by comparing the ion densities
with electron densities derived from ISEE 1 and 2 wave
experiments on several occasions (one such comparison is
made below).
4. STATISTICAL RESULTS FROM CENTRAL PLASMA SHEET
This section revisits a large set of survey data previously
described by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]. Those data
were selected from a still larger set of magnetotail data using
criteria designed to represent the central plasma sheet. One
of those criteria, requiring that the mean energy of the ion
population as a whole be at least ! keV, averaged over H +,
He'*, He*, and O ÷ ions, has been dropped here, since it
proved essentially redundant. The data were acquired over a
2-year period, 1978-1979 and include about 900 samplings of
the plasma sheet, where each sampling consists of a 1- to
3-hour averaging of the ion fluxes, sorted by mass and by
energy channel into the various spin and pitch angle bins.
The duration of each sampling corresponds to about 1 R e of
spacecraft travel along the orbit. The spatial coverage is
fairly uniform and extends from a geocentric distance of 10
Re to the ISEE 1 apogee near 23 Re, only including points
tailward of the dawn-dusk meridian (GSM X < 0). These
time-averaged flux samplings have been converted to veloc-
ity moments using the first set of assumptions described
above (gyrotropy). About 630 of these samplings (70%) are
covered by concurrent solar wind and IMF data in the
NSSDC OMNI files.
4.1. Evidence of a Solar Plasma Component
in the Plasma Sheet
Figure 1 illustrates several features of the principal plasma
sheet ions that are relevant to the following discussion.
Consider first the He ++ and the O ÷ densities in the left
panel. These two species clearly behave differently in re-
sponse to varying geomagnetic substorm activity, as mea-
sured by the auroral AE index in Figure l (see Kamei and
Maeda [1981] and subsequent data books): the He ++ ions
are most numerous during extended periods of low activity,
whereas the O + ions are by far the most abundant during
active times. Since O + ions are known to be a major
component of the auroral and polar outflow of energetic
terrestrial ions [e.g., Yau et al., 1985], but He ++ ions are
not, this comparison alone suggests an extraterrestrial, or
solar, source for the He +* . If the helium were largely of
terrestrial origin, it would probably be mostly singly
charged, since He ÷ ions are a well-known and often signif-
icant component of the ion outflow [Collin et al., 1988]. This
is not the case in the plasma sheet, however, since the He + +
density in Figure I is substantially higher than the He +
density at all but the most strongly disturbed times.
Since the solar wind consists mainly of H + ions one would
thus expect the plasma sheet to have a large component of
such ions behaving in much the same manner as the He" ÷
component. That is indeed the case, as Figure 1 shows. The
H* ions are also the most numerous during extended
periods of low substorm activity, and the H* ions, like the
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He +" ions but unlike the O + and He + ions, increase in
energy, on average, with increasing activity, as shown in the
right panel. If the mean energies are normalized by the
number of nucleons specific to each ion species, as done
here, then the H + and He ++ ions clearly show more
resemblence to each other than to either of the He + or O +
ions.
The similarlity between the normalized energies of H *
and He +" ions would probably seem greater still if the
energy range of the data were extended upward, since the
cutoff" is measured in energy per charge, not energy per
nucleon. For an illustration of that point, see Figure 2. The
measured mean energies of the He ++ and H* ions in this
example are about 3.1 and 4.0, respectively, when expressed
in units of keV/nucleon. However, if a complete Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution is fitted to the measured portion of
each distribution function, as described by Leanartsson and
Shelley [1986], the resulting thermal energies (kT) are 10.2
and 2.7 keV, respectively, which correspond to mean ener-
gies (3 kT/2) that are significantly closer in keV/nucleon (3.8
and 4.1). The distributions in Figure 2 are "typical" in the
sense that they are fairly well approximated by Maxwell-
Boltzmann distributions within the 0.1 to 16 keV/e energy
range, but that same approximation probably does not hold
for the high energy tails [cf. Christon et ai., 1991]. On the
other hand, the high energy tails, above a few tens of keV/e,
probably do not follow the same heating trend with increas-
ing activity as the bulk of the distributions [Christon et al.,
19911.
As far as the H + population is concerned, there is some
inherent ambiguity in the relative importance of the solar and
terrestrial sources. The He + +/H + density ratio in the central
plasma sheet is on average lower than it is in the solar wind,
as can be seen from the left panel in Figure 1. The ratio here
peaks at about 3% during quiet times and is an average over
_ FI r-rED LINES: !
E 105_t_ N+: kT= 2.7keV "
 III 1
10 2 _0
ENERGY/Q (kV)
Fig. 2. Typical examples of H + and He +÷ energy distributions
(spin averaged) in the central plasma sheet. The error bars here
show the Poisson standard deviation of the count rates (---one
sigma). The thin straight lines represent Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-
butions fitted as described in Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]. ¢The
"zigzag" of the data points is partly due to the sampling procedure,
which included separate scans of odd and even energy channels.)
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tions. In fact, the heating of the plasma sheet is usually
associated with a negative (southward) GSM Z component
of the IMF, whereas the solar wind ram pressure is indepen-
dent of the sign of this IMF component [cf. Couzens and
King, 1986]. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.
As Figure 5 shows, the variations of the solar wind ram
pressure are mainly due to the large variations of the solar
wind density, and the relationship between pressure and
density is the same whether the IMF has a positive or a
negative B z. By contrast, the solar wind ion component in
the plasma sheet displays a pronounced asymmetry with
respect to the sign of the IMF Z component. The average
density is substantially reduced from solar wind values for
both polarities, but it stays at the lowest levels for a
negative, or southward, B z (solid lines). Hence it does not
appear that a southward Bz "opens" the magnetopause to
let solar wind plasma enter; it may rather seem as though it
shuts out the solar wind. However, another interpretation is
that the magnetopaus¢ is always open but that a southward
B z is associated with a higher rate of loss of solar wind
plasma from the region between 10 and 23 R e of the plasma
sheet, due to increased earthward and/or tailward convec-
tion [cf. Hones, 1979].
The positive Bz case in Figure 5 (dashed lines) is some-
what too coarsely defined to represent the maximum solar
ion content in the plasma sheet, with a given solar wind
density. By comparing with Figure !, it is clear that the
plasma sheet ion energies in Figure 5 (right panel) remain too
high for this case to be limited to AE < I00 nT. One reason
is that hourly averages of the IMF components, as used
here, do not account for all significant variations of the Bz;
another reason may be that the plasma sheet content de-
pends not only on the concurrent conditions in the solar
wind but also on conditions during the preceding hour, or
even earlier. In any case, it does appear from these data that
the closer the IMF is to being northward, the weaker the
geomagnetic activity is and the larger the plasma sheet H"
and He+" densities are in comparison to the solar wind
density. This relationship is further clarified in Figure 6.
where the IMF direction within the GSM Y-Z plane is
divided into four ranges, but the solar wind pressure has
been averaged over. The IMF from the ! hour preceding the
plasma sheet sampling has been used here in order to also
allow for some time delay between cause and effect, it is
worth remembering that high average H * and He + ÷ densi-
ties are associated with a "thick" (in GSM 23 plasma sheet
(Figure 3) and thus with a large total number of particles.
Considering Figure 6, one may ask the question: Does a
northward Bz control the entry process, making it easier for
the solar wind plasma to reach Earth's plasma sheet? To
address that question, it is necessary to consider the magni-
tude of the IMF as well. Clearly, a vanishingly small IMF
can be of little physical consequence, regardless of its
direction, so the effect of the B z on the entry process, if any.
must increase with increasing field strength, at least increase
over some range of field strength. This is examined in Figure
7, which shows the ion densities sorted by four ranges of the
IMF strength, under the condition that B z be positive. Two
sets of IMF values have been used, namely, the hourly value
obtained immediately preceding the plasma sheet sampling
(solid lines) and the maximum hourly value obtained while
the plasma sheet was being sampled (for up to 3 hours at a
time; dashed lines).
According to Figure 7, the plasma sheet H ÷ and He +_
densities (top panels) do show some increase with increasing
IMF. at least for IBI < 15 nT, but so does the solar wind
density as well (bottom left panel). The solar wind densities
refer to the same hours as the IMF measurements here, and
only the hours preceding the plasma sheet samplings are
covered by the solid line. The dotted lines show, for com-
parison, the averages of all available solar wind samplings in
1978 and 1979 with positive B z (the corresponding averages
with negative Bz are identical). As found previously (in
Figure 5), the plasma sheet densities are expected to in-
crease with increasing solar wind density for northward Bz,
so the result in Figure 7 is probably negative: an increasing
IMF. with a northward Z component, does not cause a larger
frm:non of the solar wind plasma to enter the plasma sheet.
Actually, when 161exceeds 15 nT, the plasma sheet H*
density becomes a smaller fraction of the solar wind density,
pcesumably due to enhanced geomagnetic activity and in-
creasing loss rates. It appears that the plasma sheet He + ÷
density increases marginally more than does the H + density,
but that is probably to be expected, since larger values of the
IMF tend to be associated with larger solar wind He ÷ +/H ÷
ratios, as reported by Borrini et ai. [1983] and illustrated in
the bottom fight panel.
In view of Figures 5 and 7 it seems logical to conclude that
the solar wind plasma would have ready access to Earth's
plasma sheet even if the IMF vanished altogether. Given a
typical solar wind density of about 8 cm -3, the density of the
solar ion component in the plasma sheet would apparently be
about 0.5 cm-J, when averaged over the volume sampled
here and averaged over solar wind velocities. The hourly
averaged IMF is not actually zero before or during any of the
plasma sheet samplings, but several values about 1.5-2.5 nT
are included, and those are associated with normal plasma
sheet densities (as high as 0.9 cm-3). When Figures i-7 are
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combined, these statistical data thus seem to suggest the
following conditions for solar plasma entry into the plasma
sheet: (I) It takes place during a wide range of geomagnetic
conditions, including times of extreme quiescence (Figures 1
and 3). (2) It can occur without a substantial increase in the
mean ion energies (Figure 1; quiet conditions). (3) It occurs
even when the solar wind magnetic field (IMF) is extremely
weak, and it may not require any such field at all (Figure 7).
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5. ,_LNTISUNWARD FLOW OF H + AND HE + + tONS
IN THE TAlL
[f one were to trace the solar ions backward in space, from
the central plasma sheet to the magnetosheath, one approach
would be to look for H + and lie ++ ions with increasingly
"solar wind like" velocity distributions, assuming that their
distributions change gradually along their path. No such
tracing has been attempted with these data yet, except that it
was found in the statistical studies of the central plasma
sheet that the li+ and He ++ ions become less energetic
away from the center axis of the tail, that is, their mean
energies decrease both toward dawn and dusk and toward
the northern and southern boundaries of the plasma sheet
(e.g., Figure 12 of Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]).
As shown by Figure 1, the entire (spatially averaged)
population of H + and He + + ions in the central plasma sheet
becomes solar wind like in energy when substorm activity
subsides and the AE goes to zero. The principal remaining
difference from the solar wind is that the plasma sheet ions
have become isotropized and dispersed in energy during the
entry. If some adjacent region of the tail, inside of the
magnetopause boundary layers, can be found to contain
such solar wind like ions under more disturbed conditions,
or better yet, if it contains H + and He + + ions that are still
flowing antisunward, then it seems logical to assume that this
region lies on the path of the solar plasma, and that it is
closer to the source. Of particular interest here are the
regions forming the boundaries between the plasma sheet
and the northern and southern lobes, that is the PSBL. As a
case in point, consider Figure 8.
5. I. A Case From the Literature
Figure 8, from about 0930 UT and onward, covers an
event that has been discussed previously by Etcheto and
Saint-Marc [1985], although the ion composition aspect of
this event has not been explored in depth before. The Plasma
Composition Experiment on this occasion was being oper-
ated in an abbreviated energy-mass scan mode, only scan-
ning energies between 0.1 and 5 keV/e and only sampling
four M/Q channels, corresponding to H + (open circles),
He *+ (solid circles), O + (stars), and background (not
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shown). As a result, the time resolution is fairly high here,
with each scan cycle requiring about 2.8 rain. The coverage
is continuous, except for a few data gaps prior to 0930 UT.
The ISEE I magnetic field data [Russell, 1978] in the bottom
three panels have been averaged over the 2.8-rain cycle time
of the mass spectrometer and are represented by points
centered at the middle of each cycle and interconnected by
solid lines.
The ion data in Figure 8 are in the form of velocity
moments, calculated by the second method described in
section 3 above (assuming rotational symmetry around the
flow velocity vector). Before discussing the content of
Figure 8 it may be of interest to compare the resulting ion
number density with the electron density that Etcheto and
Saint-Marc inferred from plasma wave data obtained by the
ISEE 1 and 2 relaxation sounder. Such a comparison is
shown in Figure 9.
The ion density in Figure 9 is based on the total ion count
rate, assuming that it is dominated by H + counts. This
provides for a more continuous coverage in time than
summing the H +, He + *, and 0 + densities. In this case it is
also well justified to assume that the H * ions are dominant,
as is clear from Figure 8 (top panel). In any case, the ion
density is in fair agreement with the electron density when
they both peak, while it tends to be lower afterward, forming
the lower envelope of the many electron density values. One
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possible explanation for this trend is that the ion bulk flow is
sufficiently fast to bring most ions to energies above 0. i
keV/e at the time of the density peak, which is indeed when
the flow speeds are at their maximum (Figure 8; third panel
down), while it is insufficient later on. Other explanations
may involve the different temporal resolutions of the two
kinds of measurements.
Returning to Figure 8, it can be seen that the population of
H + and He _* ions changes character at about 0940 UT.
Prior to this time the ISEE 1 spacecraft is within the _entral
plasma sheet, although close to its southern boundary and
far toward the dawn flank (fairly low thermal energies in the
second panel); after this time it is within the southern PSBL,
as inferred by Etcheto and Saint-Marc [1985]. While in the
central plasma sheet, the instrument measures an essentially
isotropic population of H* and He ** ions, one that is drifting
only slowly (third panel) and in varying directions (fourth
panel), having most of its energy in the form of thermal
(random)motion (second panel). After 0940 UT, while in the
PSBL, the instrument measures a strongly ansotropic pop-
ulation of these ions, one that is flowing rapidly and fairly
steadily antisunward, or tailward, and has much lower
thermal energies. The latter population appears quite solar
wind like, even though the sum of the bulk flow energy and
the thermal energy (including thermal motion along the flow
vector), observed to vary between 0.3 and !.2 keV/nucleon,
is somewhat low compared to the solar wind energies at this
time (1.3 to 1.5 keV/nucleon [cf. Couzens and King, 1986]).
It may be noted that this solar wind like ion population is
observed on a day which is not extremely quiet but actually
somewhat disturbed. The 3-hour Kp index during the first
half of this day has the values 3+, 5-, 3-, and 4, and the
hourly AE index ranges between 86 and 660 (being highest
between I000 and II00 UT). Had the ISEE I spacecraft been
well within the central plasma sheet at this time, the H ÷ and
He ÷+ mean energies would probably have been measured to
be about 3 to 4 keV/nucleon, according to Figure I. It may
also be noted that the antisunward flow of the H + and He *÷
ions after 0940 UT in the fourth panel of Figure 8 is not
exactly along the magnetic field vector, but some 10"-40" to
the right, that is toward the interior of the tail This translates
to a cross-B drift in the range of 30-100 km s -I and is
consistent with there being duskward E x B drift in the
PSBL on the dawnside. This particular feature will be dealt
with at some length in section 6.
5.2. Some Events Observed at Substorm Onsets
Plasma flows located in a layer of limited extentin GSM Z,
such as the PSBL, are most readily detected when this layer
moves back and forth across the path of the ISEE 1, which
often happens in conjunction with substorm activity [cf.
Eastman et aL., 1985]. Antisunward flows of the kind
illustrated in Figure 8, even if they exist most of the time,
may thereforetend tobe observed as transientevents.An
example ofsuch transientflowsisillustratedinFigureI0.
FigureI0has basicallythe same formatas Figure8,but
the data from each accumulationperiodare displayedas
horizontalsegments or bars.The instrumentenergy-mass
scan cycle,as indicatedby the horizontalbars,ismuch
longerinthiscase,about 17 rain,and consistsofmultiple
scansthrougheveryfourthenergychannelatvariousvalues
ofM/Q, coveringthefullenergyrangeforeachM/Q byusing
alternatingsetsof energychannels.Each energy ismain-
tainedfor4 s 0.3 spinrevolutions).This cycletimeistoo
longtoadequatelyresolvethe substorm dynamics,but by
interpolatingthetotalioncountratesinenergyand assuming
that theseare dominated by H ÷ ions,itispossibleto
calculate"totalion" moments ata higherrate,asshown by
thesolidlinesinthetopthreepanels.The magneticfieldata
shown by solidlinesinthe bottom threepanelshave been
averagedover thesame timeintervalsused forthetotalion
data.Mass analyzeddataareshown forH +,He ++, and O +,
usingthesame symbolsas inFigure8,aswellas densities
only forHe + ions(crosses;top panel).Due to the rather
complex energy-massscan,itisnotpracticaltodisplaythe
variousionswith theiractualsamplingtimeswithineach
scancycle.Itisimportanttoremember, however,thateach
ion specieshas been measured intermittently,and that
differentspecieshave been sampled minutes apart.This
probablyaccountsformost ofthedifferencesinflowspeed
and directionbetween H + and He ++ ions,for example
(thirdand fourthpanels).
The eventof specialnote here isthe densitypeak near
noon (toppanel).This peak issimilarinmagnitude to the
peak densityinFigure8,when measured by the totalions,
and likethepeak inFigure8 itcontainsH + and He ++ ions
withverylow thermalenergies(secondpanel)and ratherfast
antisunwardflow(thirdand fourthpanels).This particular
event isone 6f about two dozen substorm onset events
which were broughttotheattentionofthe authorby C. Y.
Huang (privatecommunication,1988)(seealsoHuang etal.
[1992]).One probableeffectofthissubstorm[Huang etal.,
1992]isthesharpriseintheion thermalenergiesafter1200
UT. This was a rathermoderate substorm,withthe hourly
AE peakingabout300nT. PriortothissubstormtheAE had
remainedabout 50-I00nT formany hours.
The antisunwardflowsofH + and He ++ ionsinFigureI0,
clearlyobservedduringfiveofthe 14instrumentscancycles
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(horizontalbars), and the momentsbasedon total countrates(assumingH + and usingshorteraveraging)havebeen
includedin the top three panels,shownby solidlines.Note that in the bottomthree panels,solidlinesrefer againto
the local magnetic field.
(fourth panel), are also located far toward the dawn flank,
like those in Figure 8. There is, however, a significant
difference in the magnetic field between the two figures. In
Figure 8, after about 1000 UT, the field is nea.,'ly parallel to
the ecliptic plane (second panel from bottom) and fairly
constant in magnitude (bottom panel), two conditions that
are common in the vicinity of the tail lobes and therefore
consistent with this region being the PSBL, as inferred by
Etcheto and Saint-Marc [1985] (compare also Parks et al.
[1984]), although those same conditions probably apply
equally well to the plasma mantle (tail lobe magnetopause
boundary layer [cf. Rosenbauer et al., 1975]). In Figure 10,
by contrast, the magnetic field elevation angle is variable and
generally greater than 30% and the field magnitude also
varies, and it is weaker than in Figure 8. These conditions
are more typical of the central plasma sheet, but they are
probably also consistent with the LLBL (low-latitude mag-
netopause boundary layer [cf. Eastman et al., 1976]).
Based on the in situ data alone, it cannot be excluded that
the antisunward flows in Figure 10 are located in the LLBL,
rather than in the plasma sheet, although this distinction
depends on one's definition of the LLBL. The data in Figure
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Same format as Figure 10, except the enemy-mass scan cycle is sUghtly shorter.
10 were obtained at about 13 RE distance from the GSM X
axis (from the Earth-Sun line), near GSM X = -18 R E,
which would seem to be well inside of a nominal magneto-
pause. Compared to Figure 8, the ISEE I is 3-4 R E closer to
the GSM X axis in Figure 10 and 4.-5 RE farther down the
tail, so it ought to be several R E farther away from the
maguetopause in Figure 10 (including tail flaring). The mag-
netopause location does depend on solar wind conditions,
but those conditions, according to Couzens and King [1986],
do not suggest that the maguetopause is more compressed at
the time of Figure 10.
Since it may be doubted that the antisunward flows of H +
and He +* ions in Figures 8 and 10 are really inside the
mag_etotafl, it is worth considering Figure 11. Figure 11 has
the same identical format as Figure 10, except the energy-
mass scan cycle is slightly shorter. Again of special note, the
density peak is near the center of Figure 11 (top panel),
around 0300 UT. As in Figures 8 and 10, this peak contains
H + and He ++ ions with reduced thermal energy (second
panel), which are flowing antisunward (fourth panel). The
most noticeable difference from before is the much lower
flow speed, only a few tens of km s - _ (third panel). The O +
ions are more abundant here than in either of Figures 8 and
10, but only the H + and He ++ ions have a distinct peak in
their densities around 0300 UT, which is consistent with the
peak being dominated by ions of solar origin. Hence, in this
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case a dense population of antisunward flowing solar wind
like ions is located only about 5 RE from the GSM X axis. at
GSM X = -12 R e, which surely is far inside of any realistic
magnet•pause (solar wind conditions fairly normal at this
timeh Judging from the geomagnetic field magnitude and
direction Wottom three pane[sh this event is very likely in
the southern PSBL. This interpretation is further supported
by the fact that the ion densities and energies are plasma
sheet like both before and after (compare Figure I).
The antisunward flow near 0300 UT in Figure 11 is yet
another event from the aforementioned list of substorm
onsets (C. Y. Huang, private communication, 1988). In this
case there is not a marked increase in the H" and He**
thermal energies, when compared to conditions before the
flow event, but there is another feature commonly associated
with substorms in the ISEE data: the antisunward ion flow at
substorm onset is followed by a burst of rapid sunward ion
flow [cf. Eastman et al., 1985]. The latter is best seen in the
total ion data here by the peak drift speed between 0310 and
0320 UT (third panel). Since the flow direction is sunward at
this time, also in the mass resolved H + and He +`- data, it
falls outside of the angular range of the fourth panel. As in
the case of Figure 10, the substorm is fairly moderate, with
a peak hourly AE of 561 nT between 0300 and 0400 IJT.
Rather than showing more of these events in the format of
Figures 10 and 11, the most relevant parameters of the entire
set have been listed in Table 1, and the spatial location of
each event has been indicated in a graphical format in Figure
12. The numbering is the same in Table 1 and Figure 12 and
is ordered by dates. The events in Figures 10 and I1 have
events 14 and 3, respectively. The event in Figure 8 has also
been included as event 23.
The times listed in Table 1 are times of persistent antisun-
ward flow, as defined by the total ion count rates, called "all
ions" here. The flow during these intervals remains between
90 ° and 270 ° from the sunward direction in almost all cases,
and it is generally between 150 ° and 210" when the number
density peaks (assuming H + ions). A few of the longer inter-
vals include one or two brief (1-3 rain each) excursions into the
sunward sector. The maximum flow speed during each interval
either coincides with the maximum number density or occurs
adjacent to it. The mass resolved data, in all but one event,
refer to the single energy-mass scan cycle that contains the
maximum in the "all ion" number density. The only exception
is event 23 (Figure 8), where two adjacent energy-mass scan
cycles at the density peak have been averaged in order to give
more equal weights to the H + and He** ions (only 2.8 rain per
scan cycle in that case). The mean energies listed in Table 1 are
total energies, including the bulk flow energy. The percentage
ratios in the rightmost column refers to number densities.
The time intervals in Table 1 generally precede the sub-
storm onset as defined by C. Y. Huang (time of increasing
energetic ion fluxes [cf. Huang et al., 1992]), and some of
them end as early as 10 rain or more prior to onset, as the
ISEE I moves into a tail lobe witli count rates too low to
provide reliable moments (plasma sheet thinning). In about
half of the 23 events the antisunward flow is observed as the
ISEE 1 moves from the plasma sheet and into the sou_em
or northern tail lobe, suggesting that the flow is located in or
near the PSBL in those events. In all events, except events
8 and 14, the magnetic field magnitude and direction at least
make it probable that the location is adjacent to a tail lobe.
This includes a consideration of the ion beta values, which
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Fig. 12. Location of events of antisunward flowing H ÷ and
He** ions (at middle of event; see Table 1). Top panel shows
location in GSM X versus Y; bottom panel shows distance above
and below nominal "neutral sheet", as defined by Fairfield and
Ness [1970].
are less or much less than unity in all events but events 8 and
14. Of the latter two, event 14 has already been discussed
above (Figure I0). Event 8 may be in the central plasma
sheet (compare Figure 12).
In all events listed in Table I the H * ions are dominant,
their density being at least I0 times higher than that of the
second most abundant species, which is either the He ** or
O*. Considering the energies of the H + ions, as listed in the
fourth column from the right, it would be reasonable to
assume that these ions are of terrestrial origin, having been
accelerated upward in the auroral regions [cf. Yau et al.,
1985]. This would probably seem the most logical interpre-
tation if only the total ion flux was being measured, without
the benefit of mass separation. Even with the ions separated,
"¢flis interpretation comes to mind, since the H * ions are
observed together with O + ions that are almost certainly of
terrestrial origin. However, when the energies of those two
species are compared (O + energies in the second column
from the right), it is seen that the O +/H + energy ratio ranges
from a low of 0.16 to a high of 6.7, which is a 42-fold range.
This contrasts with the He **/H + energy ratio (He ** ener-
gies in the third column from the fight), which only ranges
between 2.6 and 5.1. Expressed in a statistical average and a
sample standard deviation,
O ÷-energy/H*-energy = 2.1 ± 2.1
He + *-e nergy/H *-energy = 3.7 ± 0.7
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TABLE !. Some Events of Antisunward Flow
Event
Date.
No. year/day Time, UT
I 79/050 1351-1400
2 79/061 1104-1147
3 79/091 0252-0302
4 79/100 0441-0528
5 79/104 1551-1707
6 79/I 14 1445--1522
7 79/127 1150--1221
8 79/138 1749-1829
9 79/143 2015-2027
I0 80/018 0754-0831
I 1 801030 0809-.0902
12 80/032 2000-2010
13 80/050 0357--0410
14 80/057 1145-1206
15 80/059 0759--0836
16 80/068 1509-1600
17 80/083 1051-1113
18 80/085 1406-1520
19 80/091 0235--0309
20 80/092 1228-1250
21 80/094 0316--0323
22 80/107 1026--1055
23 82/053 0936--1300
All Ions
Mass Resolved
Mean Energy, keV
Vr,m , N , He _"+/H *
km/s cmm_- H + He ÷+ O * %
200 0.45 3.06 10.3 0.49 5.1
130 0.82 i.59 6.56 7,82 3.3
60 2.04 !.17 4.16 1.72 2.2
70 0.49 2.90 10.9 4.49 2.0
220 0.40 3.71 9.55 3.50 5.0
300 0.18 5.11 17.5 6.09 1.7
200 0.25 1.97 9.57 0.81 1.3
30 0.79 3.69 12.1 1.58 1.3
25 0.12 2.15 8.49 3.85 5.6
70 0.20 2.53 9.7_] 0,97 1.7
45 0.41 1.72 7.38 1.62 1,3
230 0.07 2.75 1_.9 2.31 1.6
225 0.18 4.83 12.3 5.11 !.3
365 4.46 I.I1 3.11 7.36 4.7
125 0.15 3.48 10.5 5.59 1.6
50 0.47 2.00 7.74 4.45 2.2
100 0.88 0.94 4.18 6.26 3.5
120 1.66 0.50 1.91 3.37 1.7
160 1.60 1.97 7.20 3.70 3.6
35 0.14 1.33 5.04 2.46 4.5
30 0.28 1.49 6.24 I. I 1 6.4
65 0.39 1.35 5.74 3.53 4.8
290 6.16 0.75 2,35 1.38 6.5
Hence there is virtually no correlation between the H +
and O + ions in terms of energy (correlation coefficient =
0.1), whereas the H +ions are fairly well correlated with the
He + + ions, which are presumably of solar origin (correlation
coefficient = 0.9). The modest scatter in the He+*/l-! *
energy ratio may be due in part to a small and variable
terrestrial component of the H+but is probably also due in
large part to the fact that different ion species are always
sampled at slightly different times (minutes apart). This
correlation between the H + and He ++ energies, coupled
with the fact that the He++/H + energy ratio is close to the
same as in the solar wind (about 4.0), makes it very plausible
that the antisunward flows listed in Table 1 are all dominated
by ions from the solar wind.
It should also be pointed out that the H + and He + + ions
observed during these events resemble the ion component of
a plasma region recently described by Zwolakowska and
Popielawsga [1991]. This region, named the "warm enve-
lope of the plasma sheet" by Zwolakowska and Popielawska
is located between the tail lobes and the hotter and more
isotropic plasma sheet, and it is characterized by densities
greater than 0.1 cm-3 electron temperatures lower than 100
eV, and an ion component dominated by H + and He + + ions
with a solar wind like ratio. It has the greatest thickness (in
GSM Z) during periods of northward IMF and is the thickest
near the flanks of the tail. It is presumably related to the
PSBL, which has been defined mostly by ISEE data, hut the
relationship is unclear, according to the authors, perhaps
due in large part to different measuring conditions. Their
observations have been made from the Russian spacecraft
Prognoz 8, which, like the ISEE 1 and 2 spacecraft, has a
strongly elliptical orbit (apogee at 30 R e ) but an orbit of
much greater inclination (65°), providing almost perpendic-
ular traversals of the northern lobe. Zwolakowska and
Popielawska suggest that this "warm envelope" consists
mostly of solar wind plasma originating from the LLBL.
Unfortunately, the orientation of the Prognoz 8 spin axis
(sunward) precludes a direct verification of the antisunward
flows described here.
6. DISCUSSION
Given Table 1 and Figure 12, the natural question to ask is:
What mechanism brings solar wind ions to these locations
inside the tail, in most cases without substantially increasing
their total energy (bulk flow energy plus thermal energy)?
At first glance, it might seem possible that these antisun-
ward flowing ions actually entered much farther down the
tail, where they were deflected toward Earth (sunward) by
the mechanism discussed by Speiser [1965] and others and
subsequently mirrored close to Earth before being inter-
cepted by the ISEE 1. This interpretation does have prob-
lems in these cases, however. One is the energies; these ions
do not generally have energies quite as large as one would
expect from this mechanism, where the initial deflection is
caused by the combifled action of a dawn-to-dusk electric
field, which accelerates the ions, and the Z component of the
geomagnetic field [of. Lyons and Speiser, 1982]. Another
problem is the location: the mirrored and antisunward flow-
ing ions would be expected to be closer to the midplane of
the plasma sheet than the sunward flowing ions, due to E ×
B drift in the dawn-to-dusk electric field. In all cases where
the ISEE 1 enters either of the lobes, the antisunward
flowing ions are found adjacent to the lobe, and there is no
evidence of sunward flows in the lobe itself (not illustrated).
Another possibility, which is the one argued here, is that
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Fig. 13. Cross sections of a geomagnetic tail with internal
closure of equipotentials (tubular) associated with electric field in
the low latitude magnetopause boundary layer (LLBL). (a) Concep-
tual geometry showing associated electric field (open arrows) and
E x B drift (solid arrows). (b) Equipotentials adjusted to fit observed
cross-B drifts in central plasma sheet (see text).
these ions reach their point of observation by duskward or
dawnward E x R drift parallel to the PSBL, having entered
the tail on the flanks, in the LLBL (on closed field lines IcE
Eastman et aL, 1976]), or at the junction of the LLBL and
the plasma mantle (on open field lines [eL Rosenbauer et al.,
1975]). A feasible mechanism for this kind of motion is
shown schematically in Figure 13.
Figure 13 is based on the fact that the LLBL on either
flank is at least partially situated on closed geomagnetic field
lines, and is therefore associated with a polarization electric
field directed toward dawn [e.g., Eastman et al., 1976;
Mitchell et al., 1987]. This field, having the same direction
on both the dawn and dusk flanks, allows the boundary layer
plasma to flow tallward (antisunward). The mechanism re-
sponsible for these boundary layers need not be an issue
here; the essential aspects are empirical: the LLBL is
virtually always present and appears to contain plasma of
mostly solar origin at energies below IO keV [Mitchell et al.,
1987].
Even though the electric field in the LLBL may vary in
magnitude over the course of time, it does maintain its
dawnward orientation, at least in an average sense, and
therefore must have a curl-free component, as assumed in
Figure 13. Another way of stating this is to integrate Fara-
day's law from time t¿ to time t+,, choosing these times such
that the tail magnetic field has identical configurations at
bothtl andt 2:
': (curl E) dt = curl E dt = - B dt = 0
I I I
In other words, the time-averaged electric field must be
curl-free, at least, which means that it must be associated
with closed equipotential surfaces. Whether all such sur-
faces close within the tail, as suggested in Figure 13, may be
questionable, but the ones that do will encounter a different
magnetic field orientation at different points, as indicated in
Figure 13a. Since the electric field is perpendicular to each
equipotential surface (open arrows), the associated E x B
drift direction will vary as indicated by solid arrows. These
arrows have the proper directions, near both dusk and dawn
and near both the northern and southern lobes, to transport
solar plasma (ions and electrons) from the tail flanks and into
the central plasma sheet.
Is this potential configuration supported by data? The
electric fields near the midplane, in both the LLBL and the
central plasma sheet, have the directions usually associated
with those regions in the literature, so the questionable parts
are the ones ascribed to the PSBL here. Unfortunately, the
spin axis of the ISEE 1 is generally parallel or antiparallei to
the expected directions of the electric field in these parts, so
the ISEE 1 Double Probe Experiment [Mozer et al., 19781,
having booms extended only within the spin plane, is not
well suited to prove or disprove this picture.
Of the antisunward flows examined here, event 23 in Table
I shows the most consistent drift across the magnetic field in
a direction that agrees with Figure 13a (compare Figure 8,
fourth panel, after 0945 UT). The other events present a
more complex picture. If the total ion moments are used
lassuming H + ions are dominant), in order to maximize time
resolution ( I-3 sin), the drift velocity during several events
shifts, once or more, from one side of the magnetic field to
the other, and in some cases the drift is consistently opposite
to the direction prescribed by Figure 13a for that quadrant of
the tail. Barely more than haft of the events show a clear
predominance of drift in the "fight" direction. On the other
hand, if the equipotential surfaces are folded near the lobes,
as outlined in Figure 13b, they can be made consistent with
the observed drift directions, assuming that the events with
adnft toward the flanks are observed further into the plasma
sheet. This is not a mere contrivance; equipotential surfaces
of this shape could be produced by a net charge in the PSBL,
a charge with the same polarity as the inside of the adjacent
LLBL (positive at dawn, negative at dusk).
Some indirect support for Figure 13 may be found in the
works of Orsini et al. [1990, and references thereinl. They
have examined a large number of strongly collimated an-
tisunward flows of ions in or near the PSBL, using the ISEE
2 EGD Positive Ion Experiment [Bonifazi et al., 1978],
covering energies between about 50 and 5 keV/e. The ions
have been observed during geomaguetically disturbed peri-
ods, and have been identified as O + ions, using concurrent
data from the ISEE 1 Plasma Composition Experiment. The
EGD instrument, when pointing in a sunward sector, pro-
vides a higher angular resolution (5.6 ° or 2.8% depending on
bit rate) than the Plasma Composition Experiment and is
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Fig. 14. Average plasma sheet H ÷ drift velocity perpendicular
to B and parallel to solar ecliptic plane (GSE X- Y plane; see text for
definition). Solid lines show averages of all samplings, regardless of
solar wind conditions; dashed line in upper panel only includes
samplings taken while the concurrent hourly IMF B z remained
northward (for up to 3 hours at a time). The corresponding average
of the V r component is not significantly different from the one
shown in the lower panel and has been omitted. (Error bars show
standard deviation of the averages.)
more sensitive to the relative orientation between the ion
flow and magnetic field directions. The statistical results of
Orsini et al. show strong evidence of E x B drift (up to 40 km
s - i ) from the tail flanks toward the center of the tail on the
northern lobe side of the plasma sheet (e.g., Figure 10 of
Orsini et al. [19901), in agreement with Figure 13a or 13b.
Their results suggest a similar situation on the southern lobe
side of the plasma sheet, but the statistics is poor there.
Their results also indicate that the E x B drift rever_es
direction across the PSBL and point toward the flanks
immediately inside the plasma sheet. This would again
suggest that the equipotential surfaces of Figure 13a be
modified as shown in Figure 13b.
Further corroborating evidence for E x B drift toward the
flanks inside the plasma sheet can be found among the
results of the statistical study discussed in section 4 (among
results not previously published). This is illustrated in Figure
14. which shows the average GSE X and Ycomponents (spin
plane components) of the H + bulk velocity in the central
plasma sheet, derived under the restriction that only mea-
surements at pitch angles between 45* and 135" be included
in the moment calculations. These velocity components are
thus rough measures of the average ion drift perpendicular to
the measured magnetic field (and in the spin plane). Accord-
ing to this figure, the ion drift inside the plasma sheet is
generally sunward, even during periods of northward IMF,
and toward the dawn and dusk flanks. This is consistent with
a spatial averaging of the E x B drift produced by the
equipotentiai surfaces in Figure 13b, not including the drift
immediately adjacent to the lobes. The lobes and the near-
lobe regions of the plasma sheet were intentionally excluded
from the statistical material used for Figure 14 (compare
criteria used by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]).
It should be mentioned that Orsini et al. [ 1990] interpreted
their results in terms of a slightly different electric field
model, namely the one constructed by Rostoker and Bos-
trrm [1976]. One salient feature of that model is charge
layers between the lobes and the plasma sheet, positive on
the dawn side of midnight, negative on the dusk side,
predicting the same kind of dawn-dusk and dusk-dawn drifts
as observed by Orsini etal. around the PSBL. This is the
only model feature addressed by Orsini et al., so their results
can also be seen as indirect support of Figure 13b. The model
of Rostoker and Bostr0m differs somewhat from Figure 13b
in the treatment of the central plasma sheet (Figure 4 of
Rostoker and BostrOm), and it extends through the tail
lobes, which Figure 13b does not address. As far as the
central plasma sheet is concerned, it is worth remembering
that Figure 13b is consistent with the observed average drifts
in Figure 14. Furthermore, Figure 13b is by its definition
consistent with the known direction of the electric field in the
LLBL [e.g., Eastman et al., 1976]. As far as the tail lobes
are concerned, the electric field structure may be largely
controlled by the electromagnetic conditions in the solar
wind itself. Those same conditions probably influences the
electric field in the plasma sheet as well, especially during
geomagnetically disturbed times, but Figure 13b may never-
theless represent some kind of "ground state".
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Closing equipotential surfaces from the LLBL in accor-
dance with Figure 13 could, in principle, provide access of
_olar wind plasma along slots between the tall lobes and the
plasma sheet by means of E x B drift. That kind of access
would explain why solar wind like H + and He * + ions can be
ob¢,erved flowing antisunward, along the tail magnetic field
haes. in a region between the lobes and the central plasma
_beet (Table 1 and Figure 12). Figure 13 does not necessarily
require that these ions maintain an antisunward flow com-
ponent along the magnetic field once they have crossed the
magnetopause, but such a component may remain from the
initial inertia of the ions in the magnetosheath. In any case,
this component must eventually be converted to thermal
motion as the ions enter the central plasma sheet, since in
that region the ions are well known to be nearly isotropic
[e.g.. Eastman et al., 1985; Orsini et al.., 1990].
The LLBL acts as a "voltage generator" in Figure 13
[e.g., Eastman et al., 19761. Since the LLBL is present
during times of northward as well as southward IMF [e.g.,
Mitchell et al., 1987], Figure 13 may provide access of solar
plasma to the plasma sheet during a wide range of geomag-
netic conditions, including times of extreme quiescence.
This would satisfy condition ! of section 4.2 (end of section;
compare also Figures I and 3). Since, according to the
findings of Mitchell et al. [1987], the LLBL may be entirely
on closed magnetic field lines for northward IMF, but only
partially so for southward IMF, and since the LLBL is also
thicker for northward IMF, Figure 13 may even suggest that
the solar wind access is the most efficient during times of
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northward IMF, that is, during quiet times. That would help
explain Figures 5 and 6. However, as mentioned in section
4.2, it is also conceivable that the lower H" and He'-
densities dunng times of southward IMF are caused by
increased loss in association with substorm activity.
Figure 13 may allow solar ions to enter the central plasma
sheet fairly close to the earth (inside of 23 RE), without
requiring that they first visit a thin current layer ("neutral
sheet") far downtail in order to be deflected earthward [e.g..
Speiser, 1965]. As a consequence, the ions may at times fill
the plasma sheet while undergoing little or no net energiza-
tion. That would satisfy condition 2 in section 4.2. More-
over, having the solar ions enter the near-Earth plasma sheet
this way, rather than by earthward jetting from some distant
location downtail, may be easier to reconcile with the
previous finding by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986] that the
He _" (and H _) ions are significantly less energetic near the
northern and southern edges of the central plasma sheet than
they are near GSM Z = 0 (see Figure 12 of Lennartsson and
Shelley). In other words, Figure 13 does not require that the
northern and southern boundaries of the plasma sheet be
dominated by very fast moving, earthward jetting ions, as
might be the case if all solar ions were to arrive from the
distant tail under the influence of a dawn-to-dusk electric
field.
Finally, there are reasons to believe that the LLBL on the
tail flanks would form even if the solar wind itself had no
magnetic field [e.g., Coleman, 1971; Eastman et al., 1976;
Olson and Pfitzer, 1985]. One feasible mechanism is pro-
vided by the gradient B drifts of solar wind particles in the
outer fringes of the geomagnetic field, drifts that are in
opposite directions for ions and electrons and are capable of
generating boundary layer electric fields with the proper
polarity [Olson and Pfitzer, 1985]. Closing the associated
equipotential surfaces in accordance with Figure 13 could
therefore provide access of solar wind plasma to the earth's
plasma sheet even in the absence of an interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF). That would satisfy condition 3 in
section 4.2.
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Tail lobe ion composition at energies of 0.1 to 16 keV/e:
Evidence for mass-dependent density gradients
O. W. Lennartsson
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company. Incorporated, Research and Development. Palo Alto, California
Abstract. A large set of energetic (0.1- to 16-keV/e) ion composition data from the
central magnetotail, obtained by the ISEE 1 spacecraft between 10 and 23R E from
Earth, is sorted according to measured total ion beta value, in order to investigate
whether bulk properties of different ions vary in different ways between plasma sheet
and lobes, as suggested by a comparison of certain experimental and theoretical results
in the literature. Despite inevitable difficulties with extracting statistically valid data at
very low beta (10 -2 or lower), the results seem to support a recent theoretical model
suggesting that lighter ions have a steeper density gradient than heavier ions, especially
when comparing H ÷ ions with O + ions. The results also indicate that ion velocity
distributions are fairly isotropic even at low beta, at least those of H + ions, although
field-aligned flows are common. The results are evaluated in the context of plasma
transport and are found to lend some support to the notion that tail lobe convection
may be directed inward from the dawn and dusk flanks.
1. Introduction
As far as plasma measurements are concerned, the tail
lobe regions of Earth's magnetosphere are unique in that
they are typically not identified by characteristic particle
signatures but rather by the disappearance of instrument
response, or "plasma dropout" [e.g. Hones et al., 19861.
What is known points to a very low particle density, at least
inside of a few tens of Earth radii, where 10-2 cm-3 may be
a typical number [Akasofu et al., 1973; Zwickl et al., 19841,
and energies significantly lower than in the plasma sheet
[Akasofu et al., 1973; Hardy et al., 1979]. It is also known
that the lobes contain narrowly collimated tailward streams
of ions, at least part of the time, and that these streams
consist not only of H + ions but to an even greater extent of
O + ions, presumably of terrestrial origin [Sharp et al., 198 ! I.
The data on these streams are so far the only information
available on the ionic composition of the tail lobe plasma.
This study is an extension of the work by Sharp et al.
[1981], using a much larger data set from the same expen-
ment ion ISEE 1) and taking a different approach, it _s
motivated by some apparent discrepancies between different
sets of tail ion composition data and between data and
theory. The difference in the data refers to the studies by
Sharp et al. [1981] and Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]. As
already mentioned, the former study found the O ÷ ions to be
more abundant than H + ions in the tall lobes, at least when
the geomagnetic 3-hour range index Kp is above 3+.
whereas the latter study found the H* ions to be the usually
most abundant in the central plasma sheet, even during
geomagnetically disturbed conditions. Nevertheless, by
sorting data according to the geocentric solar magneto-
spheric /GSM) Z coordinate (south-north direction), Len-
nartsson and Shelley found the O*/H ÷ density ratio to peak
in a 5RE wide bin centered at Z = 0, on average (their
Copyright 1994 by the American Geophysical Union.
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Figure 9b), in apparent disagreement with the greater
O +/H * ratio in the lobes. This may imply either that the lobe
and plasma sheet ions have substantially different origins, or
that the use of a fixed-scale coordinate like the GSM Z can
give misleading results. It is certainly possible that a statis-
tical peak in the O+/I-I + ratio nearZ = 0 is mainly the result
of spatial thinning of the plasma sheet during substorms
[Hones et al., 1971], when the O+/H + ratio is typically
enhanced in both the lobes and the plasma sheet.
The difference between data and theory refers to the study
by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986] and a recent theory of tail
pressure equilibria by Kiessling and Ziegler [1989]. The
latter, which uses statistical mechanics rather than MHD, is
the first theoretical analysis of tail equilibria with two ion
components present, namely H + and O + ions. Under fairly
general assumptions about the relative bulk velocities of the
tv, o ion components and the electrons (affecting the cross-
tad current) this theory requires that the O- ions form a
spatially thicker sheet, in GSM Z, than do the H + ions
_Figures 4 through 7 in that paper). As a consequence, the
O" H" density ratio becomes larger than one in the tail
lobes, even if it is much less than one in the central plasma
sheet. This may seem to be in agreement with the result of
Sharp et al. [1981], even though the theoretical velocity
distnbutions are essentially isotropic, not narrow streams,
but it is again in apparent disagreement with the statistical Z
dependence found by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]. Since
the theory assumes that each ion component has identical
thermal velocity distributions in the plasma sheet and the
lobes, except for the overall amplitudes, it suggests that a
variation of the O÷/H ÷ ratio with Z can be due to local
conditions rather than to the particle sources. The implica-
tion is, as stated by Kiessling and Ziegier. that the effect is
produced by the different ionic mass of the two components.
This study, like the one by Lennarrsson and Shelley
[1986], treats the ion data in a statistical fashion, but it sorts
them according to the calculated ion beta. instead of GSM Z.
and follows them well into the lobes. This procedure, as it
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happens,removestheaforementioneddiscrepancies.The
approachdiffersfromthatof Sharp et al. [1981] in that all
detector counts are included here (corrected for background ---
noise), not merely isolated counts exceeding three standard
deviations of a Poisson distribution (at least 10 counts per
unit sampling). The deficiency in individual counts is corn- >- 0
pensated tbr by summing them (weighted) into ion velocity
moments, while keeping score of the resulting total standard _ - _o
deviations. The objective is to extract the maximum possible o
information from available data. The rationale may be de-
scribed by a metaphor: if anything is hidden in a dark place,
one is more likely to see it by going there with only a candle
at hand than by staying under the bright porch light.
2. Database
The ion data are from the Plasma Composition Experi-
ment on the ISEE 1 spacecraft [Shelley et al., 1978] and
cover for the most part the energy range between 100 ewe
and 16 keV/e. This instrument measures ions at various
mass per charge (M/Q) in a cyclic fashion, usually by
scanning the full range of energy per charge rE Q) while
maintaining a fixed M/Q. Each E/Q setting is typically kept
fixed for at least one full spacecraft spin period (3 s). A
complete energy-mass scan cycle in the magnetospheric
modes of operation usually requires about 8 to 17 rain and
includes an M/Q setting (<1) which provides direct mea-
surements of detector noise due to penetrating high-energy
radiation (mostly MeV electrons). This detector background
is subtracted from the other measurements before convert-
ing counts to velocity moments. The ion data are supple-
mented with magnetic field data from the ISEE 1 flux gate
magnetometer [Russell, 1978]. A more detailed description
of the instrument and the data format is given in the
appendix.
The data set has been spatially limited to a "central tail"
region, defined according to Figure 1 in terms of GSM
coordinates. Each point in Figure 1 represents a single
energy-mass scan cycle of the instrument, that is a single
mass-resolved plasma sample. This region lies at GSM R
between 10 and 23RE, the latter being the ISEE 1 apogee,
and at X < -5RE and -10RE < Y < 10R e . The bias
toward positive Z is a consequence of the ISEE 1 orbit. The
data span a total time period from January 2, 1978, to March
1, 1980.
The GSM boundaries are somewhat arbitrary, although
they encompass a region where the ISEE 1 spacecraft
provides regular sampling of the tail lobes (mostly of the
northern lobe). Outside of this region, at ]YI > lORE, the
plasma sheet is often too thick (in the Z direction) to allow
that, especially during geomagnetically quiet periods. The
ISEE 1 is expected to be well inside of the magnetopause
while in this region, but the data have been additionally
screened for possible evidence of magnetosheath or solar
wind plasmas by the data analysis program. This screening
has been based on velocity moments, combining the mass-
resolved H ÷ and He ++ moments as well as the "total ion"
moments, assuming that the latter are well representative of
H _ ions (see appendix).
Apart from the GSM boundaries in Figure I, the data have
not been ordered explicitly by spatial coordinates here.
Instead, they have been ordered by the relative strengths of
the measured particle and magnetic field pressures perpen-
/on Oeta > 0.1 Tom oetc < 0,!
-20 -10 0
_0
-_0
o
Gt) --100
-20 -10 0
lO
o
-lo
GSM X (R_)
Figure 1. Spatial extent of selected tail data set in geocen-
tric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates, subdivided
according to measured ion beta.
dicular to the magnetic field vector, that is by the measured
ion beta value in the 0.1- to 16-keV/e energy range, or
strictly speaking, by an approximate estimate of the true
beta. This estimate has been made with the second set of
assumptions listed in the appendix (section A2), and always
includes the H + pressure, and in most cases the partial
pressures of He ++, He +, and O + ions as well (all four
species usually measured).
This beta value is one obtained in the frame of reference of
the spacecraft, rather than the more physically correct value
that would be inferred by an observer moving with the local
E x !1 drift, which is not known. A rough estimate of the
resulting error can be made by subtracting, from each partial
ion pressure, an energy density corresponding to the trans-B
component of the respective drift velocity derived with the
first set of assumptions listed in the appendix (section A2).
That has been tried and found to have no significant effect on
the statistical picture, mainly because that component of the
drift energies is relatively small in most cases.
The final size of this data set is further limited by the
availability of magnetic tape records of the auroral electrojet
(AE) indices, which have been used to divide the data
according to geomagnetic activity (see Kamei and Maeda
[1981] and subsequent data books). As a result, no data from
1977 have been included.
3. Statistical Results
Many aspects of the data are qualitatively similar for
different ion species, so in order to save figure space, a single
species, namely the H +. will serve as an example to be
referred to later. The H ÷ has always been measured here,
and it is almost always present in statistically significant
numbers.
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Figure 2. (Top) Density samplings of H + ions during (left) quiet and (right) active geomagnetic
conditions (see text), and (bottom) statistical uncertainty of each sampling, ordered by corresponding total
ion beta. Straight lines intersecting this and following figures are linear least squares fits referred to in the
text (all fits are unweighted).
3.1. Proton Density and Energy in Central Tall
Figure 2 shows the H ÷ number density (top) in the central
tail (Figure 1) and the relative statistical uncertainty (one
standard deviation) of this density (bottom), ordered by total
ion beta, as defined above, and by geomagnetic activity. The
latter has been measured each time by two consecutive
hourly AE values, one from the preceding hour and one from
the current hour (in universal time). In the left panels are
only included those H + densities obtained when the two AE
values were both below 100 nT, in the right panels are
densities obtained when the two AE values were both above
200 nT. This selection does exclude a substantial portion of
the data (about 34%), but the differences between quiet and
active times are hardly sufficient to justify a third and
intermediate group. The reason for using both the preceding
and current hours for the AE is to allow for some inertia in
the transport of ions, especially of ions from the Earth,
although this precaution is somewhat academic in light of the
strong autocorrelation of the AE index over many hours (see
Kamei and Maeda [1981]; see also Lennartsson and Shelley
(19g6l).
The left and right panels of Figure 2 are based, respec-
tively, on 2720 and 3804 independent density numbers, some
of which fall below 10 -s cm-S, even including some nega-
tive ones at beta <10 -2 . Occasional negative "densities"
are a normal statistical effect of subtracting a separately
measured background count rate from the count rates in the
various ion channels, when the signal-to-noise ratio falls
below one. This is reflected in the bottom panels by large
statistical uncertainties, or "errors," sometimes exceeding
the density itself.
The errors plotted here are the ratio between the calcu-
lated standard deviation, which contains the background
standard deviation twice (via a sum of variances; see Len-
nartsson and Sharp [1982]) and is positive by definition, and
the absolute value of the net density. These numbers have
been stored rounded to integers in the data files, representing
a percentage, which accounts for the horizontal striations.
Values of zero percent have been set to 0.5% when fitting the
two straight lines (log-log scale) by the linear (unweighted)
least squares method [Bevington, 1969, pp. 92-118]. These
lines have no other purpose here but to highlight the inherent
dependence of data quality on the local beta value. Needless
to say, the corresponding correlation coefficients are signif-
icant, being R = -0.77 on the left and = -0.79 on the right
[Bevington, 1969, pp. 119-127; Press et al., 1986, pp. 484-
487].
Figure 2 shows that a density of 10 -3 cm -_ is typically
close to the statistical limit of resolution of H ÷ ions in these
data. The reason is that density numbers used here, like
other moments, are all based on essentially random mea-
surements of the accessible velocity space, whether it is
filled by mostly noise or mostly signal. It is possible to lower
the sensitivity threshold another factor of 10. in terms of ion
density, by concentrating on ions that are focused in energy
and angle to within a few instrument accumulations [Sharp
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Corresponding (top) mean energies of H " ions and (bottom) their uncertainties.
et al., 1981], but that is also sure to exclude any hot and
near-isotropic ion component that may be present.
To be more specific, an isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution of H ÷ ions with a few keV thermal energy and a
density of l0 -_ cm -_ generates about one count every 2 to
4 s in this instrument, a rate roughly half as large as the
typical background in the lobes, and a total of about 40
counts over the course of a full energy-angle scan of H"
ions. That means 40 net counts after subtraction of an
average background rate derived from a sum of 50 to 100
counts in the background channel (about the same total
accumulation time). Hence it is practically impossible to
discern such a distribution from an energy-angle spectrum of
raw counts, but by subtracting an appropriate background
and weighting and integrating the counts into number density
it becomes possible, albeit with a standard deviation typi-
cally between 30_ and 40_, because of the background
standard deviation. This example illustrates the fact that the
signal-to-noise ratio does not have to be greater than one in
order for a calculated density to be greater than three
standard deviations, but this ratio ought not to be much less
than I/2 with typical lobe background rates.
Figure 3 shows the H + meatl energy (top) and relative
uncertainty (bottom) in the same format, except that the top
panels have a linear scale on the ordinate and linear regres-
sion lines as well (R = 0.45 on the left, = 0.57 on the right).
Since the mean energy is a ratio between energy density and
number density, it has no physical or mathematical meaning
if either or both of those densities are negative, So energies
have only been calculated for positive values of both densi-
ties. The resulting number of points is 2673 (left) and 3510
InghtL and the regression lines in the bottom panels have R
= -0.84 deft) and = -0.85 (right). It may be noted that
energies, at any given beta, are typically higher at AE > 200
nT. while densities are lower (Figure 2).
Although the trend is clearly to have lower energies at
lower beta, the very highest mean energies have also been
sampled at beta <0.1. Except for a few, these extreme
values are not, as one might expect, caused by large statis-
tical errors, because most remain when these plots are
redrawn including only values with a relative sigma of less
than I/3 (not shown). In some cases they appear to represent
beams of H + ions moving toward the Earth at high speed (up
to 1200 km s-n; see also DeCoster and Frank [1979] and
Eastman et al. [1985]), in other cases they may be the result
of aliasing caused by brief enhancements in the ion flux while
the instrument is sampling the higher-energy channels. The
relative importance of rapid earthward flows may be judged
from Figure 4, which shows the X component of the calcu-
lated bulk velocities of H ÷ ions.
In any case the great majority ofH ÷ energies are quite low
at low beta, especially at quiet times, a result that is
consistent with many earlier reports of reduced proton
energies adjacent to the tail lobes, as measured with regular
electrostatic analyzers [e.g., Akasofu et al., 1973]. Taken
together, Figures 3 and 4 imply that the H ÷ energies are
generally dominated by random, or "thermal," motion at all
beta. This will become even clearer when angular distribu-
tions are discussed in section 3.4. It should be mentioned
that the regression lines in the top panels of Figure 3 remain
almost identical when the plots are limited to points with
sigma <1/3 (not shown). This is a good indicator that
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background counts have been properly subtracted from all
samples, since the background would tend to bias the
apparent mean energy toward a rather high value of about 5
keV/e.
3.2. Relative Densities of Other Ions
Figure 5 shows the ratios between the other ion densities
and the H* density, as a function of the same beta and AE.
In forming these ratios, each value of the H" density has
first been compared with its own standard deviation, or
sigma, and in the relatively rare events that it is smaller than
one sigma ( 100% or greater error), including sign, the sigma
value has been used to represent the H ÷ density in each
ratio. The reason for doing this is to avoid large but physi-
cally meaningless ratios.
The straight-line segments in each panel are least squares
fits (log-log) to points at beta <0.1, only including positive
ratios. Rather than enumerating the correlation coefficient
and number of samplings for each panel, it may suffice to say
that R is about -0.5 to -0.7 and is based on some 425 to
1374 samplings, which means that R is significant in each
case. The feature of principal interest here is the consistent
increase in the density ratios with decreasing beta. This
implies that the H ÷ density falls off faster than any of the
other densities as one moves into a tail lobe from the plasma
sheet.
There are numerous (hundreds of) negative ratios not
shown in Figure 5, mostly at beta <0.1 (examples will be
shown later). Negative densities are more common with
He**, He*, and O* ions than with H* ions, for two
reasons. One is that the heavier ions must have a larger
number density in order to produce a given count rate at a
given energy; the other is that the heavier ions generally
have a lower count rate to begin with. The result is a lower
signal-to-noise ratio and a greater sensitivity to background
subtraction. This subject will be discussed in more detail
below.
In order to verify the gross trends of the density ratios,
Figure 6 shows a subset of the same data, one in which every
ratio is based on densities, numerator as well as denomina-
tor, with a relative sigma of less than 1/3 (densities greater
than 3 sigma). This subset is much smaller, especially at beta
<0.01. Nevertheless, the six regression lines remain much
the same in each case, and the respective correlation coef-
ficients, ranging from a low of -0.34 (top left) to a high of
-0.72 (middle left), are still significant, considering the
remaining number of points. In fact, even in the least
significant case, the one with the fewest points remaining
(middle left; 43 points), the probability of having no actual
correlation is less than 10 -7 [Bering(on, 1969, pp. 119-127;
Press et al., 1986, pp. 484--487].
It makes no difference whether the 3-sigma criterion used
for Figure 6 is applied to the absolute value of each density,
or only allows positive densities. At 3 sigma there are no
negative ratios left, but there are still 3240 remaining positive
ratios (adding all panels). Hence the problem with negative
"densities" is eliminated at the 3-sigma level, in this case.
although at that level a large portion of valid data is also
being discarded. By comparison, there are still some 50
negative ratios left at the 2-sigma level (0.5% of all remaining
values).
3.3. Intercomparison of Energies
Figure 7 is analogous to Figure 5, with mean energies
substituted for densities. In Figure 7 the ratios have been
formed without regard to standard deviations of either
numerator or denominator. However, no negative values are
involved here, since the mean energies, when calculated, are
based on positive energy and number densities (see the
explanation of H ÷ energies above). The energies of He ÷ +,
He *, and O ÷ ions appear for the most part to be dominated
by thermal motion, like those of the H ÷ ions, but the
statistics is frequently poor at low beta (see next section).
All ions, except the He÷, tend to become less energetic
with decreasing beta, although the wide scatter in Figure 7
may seem to defy any trend. However, as the regression
lines suggest, the He ++ energy typically falls off at about the
same rate as the H ÷ energy (on a log-log scale), staying
about 4 times higher than the H ÷ energy, whereas the O*
energy falls of slightly faster most of the time. The He *
energy, for some reason, does not show this trend, so the
He÷/H ÷ energy ratio increases with decreasing beta.
Some of the scatter in Figure 7 is no doubt due to
statistical errors, but much of it is real. As far as the
He ÷/H * and O +/H ÷ energy ratios are concerned, the large
range of the scatter (two orders of magnitude) is probably
real, since it remains about the same at the 3-sigma level, as
do the regression lines (not shown). At that level of signifi-
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Figure S. Densities of (top) He ++, (middle) He +, and (bottom) O +, normalized by the H + density
measured during same energy-mass scan cycle.
cance the He + +/H + energy rado is consistently greater than
one and more strongly clustered near 4 (not shown).
Despite the scatter, the regression lines still have signifi-
cant correlation coefficients, at least in the middle (R about
-0.25; N about 2000 each) and bottom panels (R about 0.1;
N about 2000 and 2700, respectively). The somewhat weaker
correlation in the top panels (about -0.08) is of course
consistent with a nearly flat regression line (at about 4).
3.4. Angular Distributions
Figure 8 compares the energies parallel and perpendicular
to the tail magnetic field for each of H *, He ÷+, and O * ions
under two conditions: (!) At least one of the two magnetic
field directions has been sampled by the instrument field of
view at all energies (extreme values of center pitch angle less
than 5° or greater than 175"). (2) At least one of the two
energies has been calculated with a relative sigma of less
than I/3.
The first condition gives a slight preference to ions flowing
tailward along the field lines, because of the spacecraft orbit
and the instrument configuration (see Figure 1 and section
A l), but both field directions are commonly sampled during
the same spin cycle, especially at energies below a few
keV/e, where the field of view is rather wide (section AI). Of
the two field directions, the tailward is favored by the O +
ions, especially at small beta (not shown), while the earth-
ward is favored by He + + and H + ions with flow speeds well
in excess of 100 km s -n (compare Figure 4).
The second condition prevents taking the ratio of two
inaccurate numbers and thereby creating artificially large
anisotropies. The main reason for not requiring a 3-sigma
accuracy on both energies is to allow cases of extreme
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Same as Figure 5, but limited to measurements with less than 33% statistical uncertainty.
field-alignment, where the parallel flux contributes signifi-
cant counts but the perpendicular flux may be buried in
background noise. There is a barrier against very large such
anisotropies, because of the 20 ° binning of the pitch angles
during moment calculations (section A2). Even ff all counts
were confined to a single bin along either field direction, the
center of the bin is either at l0 ° or 170 °, so the ratio of
parallel to perpendicular energy, when multiplied by two to
adjust for the difference in degrees of freedom, could not
exceed about 32, assuming no statistical errors in the hack-
ground subtraction. However, few ratios even come close to
32 in Figure 8; the most common ratio is one, indicating a
predominance of isotropic velocity distributions, at least for
H * ions.
If the conditions on statistical accuracy are removed
altogether, the main effects on Figure 8 are to increase both
the number and spread of data points at small beta, espe-
cially for He+* and O ÷ ions (about fivefold increase in
number of points at beta <0.1 for O+), as expected, but the
regresston lines remain very nearly the same (not shown). In
other words, anisotropic ratios become more common, real
or not, but they show no greater preference for either large
or small values than already indicated in Figure 8. It may
also be mentioned that He + ions, which are not part of
Figure 8, have ratios similar to the O + ions, although they
have fewer ratios with small sigmas.
A proper comparison of parallel and perpendicular ener-
goes should compensate for E × B drift. Since the latter is
unknown here, the next best move is to determine the
cross-B component of the measured ion drift velocity in the
spacecraft spin plane (approximately the GSE X-Y plane),
and subtract the corresponding drift energy from the perpen-
dicular energy, so as to approximate pure gyrational (ther-
mal) energy. In practice, this makes little difference, because
the cross-B drift speed is generally small (mostly less than 50
km s -_) compared to thermal velocities in these data.
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However. the ratios shown in Figure 8 have in fact all been
"corrected" this way.
3.$. Extending the Eiterlgy _ Downward to 10 eV/e
The lowest-energy channel, from 10 eV/e to about 100
eV/e, not counting the variable RPA settings, has been
sampled in about 90% of these data and is represented by a
partial number density for each ion species, a quantity that
may or may not be an accurate measure, depending on such
unknowns as spacecraft potential and E × B drift direction
and speed. This partial density can be added to the normal
number density, and by weighting it with a suitable energy
(40 eV/e) it can also be used to derive a modified value for
the total mean energy.
Adding this low-end density has somewhat different ef-
fects at different beta, and the effects also vary with ion
species. At beta >0.1, that is including the plasma sheet
proper, the effects are consistently small, especially for H +
and He'* ions, whose density and energy are rarely
changed by more than a few percent. The corresponding
changes for He* and O* ions are somewhat larger, often
reaching some 10 to 20%. At smaller beta, usually meaning
smaller densities as well, the effects are much more variable,
sometimes doubling or tripling the density, especially that of
O ÷ ions. However, if Figures 2 through 8 are redrawn,
including this energy channel whenever it has been sampled,
the new figures (not shown) are difficult to distinguish from
the old ones. There is some increase in the range of scatter,
but very little change in the gross trends.
4. Discussion
The most intriguing result of this study is the variation of
ion density ratios with beta in Figure 3. that is the increase at
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Figure 8. Parallel-to-pcrpendicuinr energy ratios for (top) H +, (middle) He ++, and (bottom) O +, when
energies obtained with less than 33% statistical uncertainty (see text for details).
low beta. On one hand, it is in qualitative asreement with the
theoretical result of Kiessling and Ziegler [1989] regarding
the O +/H + ratio, but on the other hand there axe instrumen-
tal and statistical effects that will conspire to produce a
similar result, as shown by the absolute values of negative
ratios in Figure 9 (top panels). These effects are due to low
count rates, low signal-to-noise ratio, and occasional time
aliasing associated with the separate sampling of different
ions and of ions and background. The data have been
examined very extensively for evidence of these effects,
both by imposing various selection criteria in the statistical
analysis and by studying many sample events in detail. They
are no doubt significant, as Figure 9 proves, but they do not
appear to be the sole or even dominant reason.
Figure 10 illustrates some of the ambiguities inherent in
low count rates and a low signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 10
actually represents one of the "better" events, in a formal
sense, in that the sig_d-to-ndise ratio is still greater than
one. if only _y, at the _ when the He++/H +
ratio approaches unity. Even so, the low count rates make it
fruitless to try to compare the ions in the raw da_; it is
necessary to sum counts into moatcnts before any kind of
pattern can he recognized. In this case the densitics of H +
and He * + ions become rougldy comparable twice, when the
H + density is at a local minimum (top panel).
This could still be a time alinsing effect in the becJr41tonnd
subtraction, since the baclqlround measured during the
corresponding instrument cycles may have been lower than
the actual background during the He +* samplings. How-
ever, by also comparing the mean energies of the two species
in Figure 10, both on an EIQ (middle panel) and ElM basis
(bottom panel), it appears that the data are at least consistent
with a continuous signal for both H + and He ++ ions. It is
clear that the two sets of eneriies in this case are more
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Figure 9. (Top) Examples of negative numbers (modulus) corresponding to the various panels of Figure
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nearly equal on an E/M basis. This would not be expected if
background were dominant. In that case the energies would
be widely scattered but have a tendency to show equal
energy per charge on average, since the total range is
measured in E/Q and only positive values are being calcu-
lated (the two species sometimes have equal mean E/Q even
when their signals are far above background).
In some cases the He **/H ÷ ratio is significantly reduced
when the energy range of the data is extended to include the
10- to 100-eV/e channel, but in general the inclusion of this
channel only serves to increase the scatter, while the trends
remain much the same, as already mentioned in section 3.5.
It is worth noting that the H ÷ ions in the 100-eV to 16-keV
range usually have a mean energy of at least 500 eV even at
low beta (Figure 3), and if these ions are part of a Maxwell-
Boltzmann type distribution, their companions at energies
below 100 eV have less than 20% of the total density. In
those cases where a significantly larger H ÷ density is
present below 100 eV, that partial density is probably due to
H + ions with a different history than the main population [of.
Parks et al., 19921.
There are three principal reasons why the statistical trends
in Figure 5 are probably real, at least qualitatively, even ff
many of the individual values are not. The first is that the
trends in Figure 5 still survive in Figure 6, after all densities
(numerator and denominator) with an absolute magnitude
smaller than or equal to three sigmas have been discarded.
The top and middle panels of Figure 6 have few points left at
smafl beta, but the ones that do remain are consistent with
the same kind of elevated ratios and cannot be easily
ascribed to poor counting statistics. At this level of signifi-
cance the background subtraction should be less critical, and
that is confirmed by the elimination of negative ratios
altogether, as mentioned above. In order for that to be an
artifact, the formulas for density calculations would have to
give lower weights to count rates from the background
channel than they did to count rates from the ion channels,
but those formulas do in fact give identical weight to both,
except for the sign.
The second reason is that the same basic trends remain
when the H ÷ density is replaced by the "total" density from
the energy-analysis section of the instrument (not shown).
This density is calculated each time a mass-resolved density
is produced (section A2), providing a continuous time refer-
ence that helps to eliminate time aliasing as a significant
factor. There is only a minor reduction in the ratios using this
replacement, consistent with the multiple-ion contribution to
the total count rate (proportional to the square root of Q/M
at a given energy).
The third reason is that those trends also emerge when the
data are binned in beta and averaged within each bin,
including all ratios, positive and negative. Two examples are
shown in the bottom panels of Figure 9, the left one
corresponding to the top left panel of Figure 5, the right one
to the bottom right panel of Figure 5. These two examples
essentially bracket the slopes of the average ratios corre-
sponding to the other four panels of Figure 5 and are a strong
indication that there is an underlying bias toward increased
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positive ratios at low beta. This bias cannot be instrumental.
because the detector response to penetrating radiauon is
independent of the M/Q setting of the optical parts and. as
already stated, the formulas for density calculations would
produce negative numbers as often as positive ones if count
rates in the background channel and the ion channels were
from the same statistical distribution.
Granted that there is a geophysical explanation for Figures
5 and 6, what specific physical quantity separates the differ-
ent ions? One candidate might be the mean or median
gyroradius of each species. At a geocentric distance R >
10R E, and at beta <0.1 the tail magnetic field, as measured
by the ISEE 1 magnetometer, typically ranges between 20
and 60 nT (depending mostly on distance from Earth). This
means that a 3-keV H ÷ ion, for example, has a gyroradius of
130 to 400 km at 90 ° pitch angle, and therefore a.transverse
range of 260 to 800 km during each gyration. This is small
compared to the cross section of the tail, but not necessarily
small compared to the transition region between the plasma
sheet and tail lobes [e.g., Parka et al., 1992, and references
therein].
To make this point more tangible, assume the following:
(I) Each density n(i) of species i fails off with increasing
distance dz from the plasma sheet proper with the functional
dependence exp (-dz/H), starting with dz = 0 at a point
where beta = 0.1 (magnetic field already near its lobe value).
(2) The "scale height" H = H(i) is proportional to the mean
gyroradius 9(i), and the proportionality constant is the same
for all species. (3) The mean energy of each species is
independent ofdz, that is H(i) is approximately constant. (4)
Beta is dominated by the H + ions, which have the mean
radius 9(H +). Under these assumptions the coordinate dz
can be approximated by
dz _ H(H +) × log [beta(O)/beta(dz)]/log (2.718)
and the ratio r(i) = n(i)/n(H +) is related to beta by
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v,'here A and C are constants and
C_i) = [g(i) - g(H_)]/g(i). (2)
Considering that the gyroradius at a given pitch angle is
proportional tO the square root of the product of mass and
energy and inversely proportional to charge, it would appear
from the left panels of Figure 7 (AE < 100 nT), that the
He "_ ions should have a mean gyroradius twice that of H +
ions (4 times the energy), assuming roughly isotropic veloc-
ity distributions (Figure 8), and the O + ions one that is about
4 times that of H + ions (about the same energy as the H +).
This means that the values of C(i) for He + */H + and O +/H +
in (2) ought to be about 1/2 and 3/4, respectively. Those
numbers are in fact very close to the slopes of the respective
regression lines in the left panels of Figure 5 (-0.56 and
-0.80), a result that is surprising in view of the extreme
simplicity of the assumptions.
Removing (3) and taking into account that the mean
energies E(i) of H +, He "+, and O ÷ ions decrease with
decreasing beta, that is with increasing dz, means adding a
third term C(i) × log [E(H +, dz)/E (H +, 0)] on the right
side of (1), but A and C are still constants as long as E(i)/E
(H + ) is constant. Inserting typical numbers for E (H +) from
Figure 3 yields only small absolute values for this third term,
at least an order of magnitude smaller than the second
right-hand term in (1), so this equation is still a fair approx-
imation, within the remaining assumptions, for the
He++/H ÷ and O+/H + ratios at AE < 100 nT.
On the other hand, (1) predicts that the He+/I-I + ratio
should have a slope intermediate between those of the
He÷÷/H+ and O÷/H + ratios, even after proper consider-
ation of energies (A and C are not constant for He +), while
the left panels of Figure 5 (and Figure 6) show the steepest
slope for the He +/H + ratio. Furthermore, as beta receives
greater contributions from ions other than the H + ions,
especially from O + ions at active times, the slope of the log
[r(i)] versus log(beta) ought to increase, and that is not
borne out in the right panels of Figure 5, so this simple
"'model" probably has severe limitations. All it really does is
make it plausible that Figures 5 and 6 have a geophysical
explanation. It should also be pointed out that the far more
elaborate model of Kiessling and Ziegler [1989] does not
have gyroradii as separate input parameters, although it does
make the implicit assumption that the O + ions have four
times larger gyroradii than the H + ions by assuming that
both species have the same temperature (independent of
beta).
5. Conclusions
To begin with, the large O +/H + ratios in Figures 5 and 6
provide further evidence that ions of terrestrial origin con-
stitute a large fraction of the tenuous energetic plasma in the
tail lobes. This is keeping with the reasoning of Sharp et al.
[1981], who based theirs on the large oxygen content of
magnetic field-aligned ion streams. If one defines the lobes
by beta <0. i in these figures, it appears that during disturbed
conditions (AE > 200 nT) the O + concentration.typically
exceeds that of H + ions. and is quite compatible with the
finding by Sharp et al. that O + ions comprise about 2/3 to 3/4
of the tail lobe ion streams for Kp > 3 _- (their Table I).
Since Figures 5 and 6 are based on all ion flux entering the
instrument, not merely the peak flux, the large O _ concen-
tration measured here can be considered a generalization of
the result of Sharp et al.
Where do H + ions fit in this picture? What is their
principal origin? As far as their energies are concerned, they
are much better correlated with the He ÷_"ions than they are
with either the O + or He + ions, according to Figure 7, which
suggests that a majority of the H ÷ ions in the Earth's tail are
of solar rather than terrestrial origin, most of the time. This
impression is strengthened by the observation that the H +
and He ++ ions tend to have about the same energy per
nucleon in the top panels of Figure 7 (see specific example in
Figure 10), a relationship that is characteristic of H + and
He + + ions in the solar wind.
It should be mentioned that the slight negative slope of the
He ++/H + regression lines in Figure 7 is probably an instru-
mental effect, caused by a combination of higher ion energies
at higher beta (Figure 3) and the upper energy cutoff at 16
keV/e. Since the latter is measured in energy per charge, it
leads to a more rapid loss of He ++ than H + ions from the
measured energy range if these ions are energized in propor-
tion to either ionic mass or initial energy (see more extensive
discussion of this subject by Lennartsson and Shelley
[1986]). The same effect is probably responsible for the slight
downward shift of the regression line at AE > 200 nT, since
the H + and He ++ energies are higher during active times
(Figure 3).
Assuming that the H + ions are indeed mostly of solar
origin, and ignoring for a moment the He ++ ions, it follows
from the bottom panels of Figures 5 and 6 that the solar ions
usually outnumber the terrestrial ions in the plasma sheet, at
beta >0.1. How do the solar ions reach the near-Earth
plasma sheet? Do all of these ions arrive from the distant tail
by the combined means of earthward jetting along the
magnetic field lines and earthward convection in a predom-
inantly dawn-dusk oriented electric field [e.g., Speiser,
1965], or do they enter in large part by cross-tail convection
from the dawn and dusk flanks, as argued in Lennartsson
[1992]? The answer to that question depends on the actual
geometry and temporal behavior of the tail electric field,
neither of which is well known at present. However, there
are some features of these data that seem to favor the second
means of transportation, that is the cross-tall convection.
As Figure 4 shows, it is easy to find rapid (hundreds of km
s - I) earthward flows of H + ions, especially during disturbed
conditions (AE > 200 nT). However, these flows are not the
normal state of motion of the H + ions, not even at low beta;
the normal state is to have slow (tens of km s-I) bulk
motion, including both earthward and tailward components.
If the H + ions were mostly arriving from the distant tail, say
from 100Re downtail [Zwickl et al., 1984], moving along
magnetic field lines while at the same time convecting into
the plasma sheet, that is convecting toward higher beta, they
would tend to disperse according to field-aligned speed,
leaving the faster ions at the lower beta. There is really no
evidence of that in Figure 4; faster and slower flows occur at
the same beta, at least at beta <0.1, and the slower flows are
dominant everywhere. This situation would seem to imply
that the bulk of the H ÷ ions must be able to reach the
near-Earth plasma sheet from somewhere besides the distant
tall, and one possible mode of access would be by inward
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Figure 11. Hypothetical electric equipotentials (dashed
lines) allowing inward tail convection from dawn and dusk
flanks• These may originate in the low-latitude boundary
layer tLLBL), as indicated by closed contours [Lennarts-
son. 1992], or in the solar wind, as indicated by open
contours (assuming dawn-dusk directed E field in solar
wind).
convection from the tail flanks, in an electric field that is
locally north-south directed in a proper sense, for example
as outlined in Figure 11.
It should be noted that the predominantly small V x values
at low beta in Figure 4 cannot be ascribed to poor counting
statistics, since they cannot be consistently smaller than
their absolute errors. Neither can they be ascribed to infre-
quent sampling of the earthward magnetic field-aligned di-
rection, because the pitch angle range of the data is generally
the widest at the lowest beta, and even when the data are
limited to those with the most complete pitch angle cover-
age, as done in Figure 8, there is no si$nificant field-aligned
anisotropy in the H ÷ population as a whole (top panels). So
even though rapid earthward flows are common, a nearly
isotropic velocity distribution is more common yet among
H * ions at all beda. It is also worth mentioning that the
particle counter in the energy-analysis section of the instru-
ment does not detect a significantly more frequent occur-
rence of rapid earthward flows than does the "mass detec-
tor," even though its angular response is more favorable (in
the northern lobe), counting ions moving in the spin plane or
slightly downward (not shown).
Returning to the He +÷ ions, which may all be of solar
origin, it should be mentioned that they have V x values
similar to those of the H ÷ ions (not shown), including
numerous negative ones (see examples in the work by
Lennartsson [1992]), although the scatter is enhanced by
frequently poor counting statistics. Of greater interest, how-
ever. is the difference between the He *÷ and H ÷ ions in
terms of their density gradients, as implied by Figures 5 and
6 (top panels). It is hard to imagine how this could arise from
velocity dispersion among ions streaming earthward from
the distant tail, since there is no indication that He** ions
are moving any faster than H + ions in general (about same
E/M in Figure 7). Furthermore, this spatial relationship
between the He * ÷ and H* ions is basically similar to the
relationship between the O ÷ and H ÷ ions, even though the
O" ions are flowing almost exclusively tailward at low beta
(not shown) and have generally small velocities as well
(fairly low energies in Figure 7 despite the large ionic massl.
As suggested by the simple exercise in the preceding
section, the varying density gradients may be physically
related to the different gyroradii of different ions. if that is
true, it would seem to require that the gyrocenter motion of
all ions is largely perpendicular to the density gradients, that
is parallel to the boundary between the plasma sheet and the
lobes. That state of motion could be set up in accordance
with Figure 11, for example.
Since the mass-dependent gradients in Figures 5 and 6 are
qualitatively similar to the theoretical result of Kiessling and
Ziegler [1989] for H ÷ and O ÷ ions, whether or not the ion
gyroradii are truly the ordering parameters, it is reasonable
to assume that there may also be some fundamental similar-
ities between actual and modeled particle drifts. It is there-
fore interesting to note that their model, which has only two
spatial coordinates, GSM X and Z, assumes purely one-
dimensional bulk motion along the Y axis, that is along
surfaces of constant magnetic field and constant beta. De-
spite the two-dimensional character of their model, that state
of motion is conceptually similar to having ions convect
according to Figure 11.
The obvious test to make with the existing data is to
examine how the calculated bulk velocities in the GSE Y
direction vary across the tail. A preliminary study along
those lines has been made, using the ion beta as a measure of
latitude, but the results are not yet conclusive. The calcu-
lated Vy values are typically in the range of tens of km s-t,
and are to some extent consistent with Figure 11 (not
shown), but it appears that beta is inadequate as a measure
of location across the shear boundary in the velocity field,
and further study is required. In order to extract true bulk
velocities it is also necessary to consider the effects of a
gradient in the spatial distribution of ion gyrational motion
(due to the density gradients).
Finally, it is natural to view Figures 5 and 6 against the
now well-documented "deficiency" in the magnetospheric
content of He * + ions when compared to the solar wind [e.g.,
Young et al., 1982; Gloeckler and Hamilton, 1987]. The
central plasma sheet was found to have a higher He +'/H *
ratio than the inner magnetosphere by Lennarrsson and
Shelley [1986], reaching average values of about 3% during
quiet conditions, but still lower than the typical solar wind
ratio of about 4% during the same phase of the solar cycle
(rising phase; see for example Feldman et al. [1978]). Ac-
cording to Figures 5 and 6, the He+÷/H ÷ ratio is instead
enhanced over solar wind values in the tall lobes. Does this
mean that solar wind He +÷ ions are partially stripped away
from the accompanying H ÷ ions during entry into the geotail
and subsequently left behind in the lobes? This scenario
cannot be excluded at this point, but if Figure I 1 properly
depicts the plasma convection, then the He ÷ ÷ ions would
eventually rejoin the H + ions when the convection turns into
the central plasma sheet. Another possible explanation for
the reduced He + ÷/H ÷ ratio in the central plasma sheet (and
inner magnetosphere) is of course the admixture of terres-
trial H _ ions. Being that the H* and He ÷ ÷ ions often have
about equal velocity distribution in the tail (Figure 7), this
admixture may start at an early stage of solar plasma entry,
for example in the cusp regions, as perhaps suggested by the
numerical modeling of Delcourt et al. [1989].
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AI. Instrumentation
The ISEE 1 spacecraft (along with the ISEE 2) was
launched on October 22, 1977, into an orbit with apogee at
almost 23R E (geocentric), perigee at about 300 km altitude,
an inclination of 29 ° , and an orbital period of 57 hours. It was
placed in a spinning mode with the axis nearly perpendicular
to the solar ecliptic plane and with a period of approximately
3s.
The Lockheed ion composition experiment on the ISEE 1
is one of a family of instruments using the same type of ion
optics and covering nearly the same range of energies (0
eV/e to about 17 keV/e) which have also been flown on
GEOS 1 and 2, DE 1, and AMPTE/CCE [Shelley et ai.,
1978]. The ISEE 1 instrument consists of two nearly identi-
cal mass spectrometers with the respective fields of view
centered 5° above and 5 ° below the spin plane, that is about
5° above and below the solar ecliptic plane. Data used in this
study are from one of these, the one looking below the spin
plane (seeing ions moving upward). Each field of view is
about 10° wide along the spin plane, and some 10° to 50 ° wide
transverse to this plane, being the widest at the low bnergy
end (due to preacceleration) and gradually decreasing to-
ward 100 with increasing energy. Information on the instan-
taneous pitch angles (at center of field of view) is provided
by the ISEE I flUX gate magnetometer [Russell, 1978].
Each spectrometer consists of an electrostatic analyzer to
select energy per charge, followed by a combined electro-
static and magnetic analyzer to select mass per charge. Both
analyzer sections have particle detectors, so at each energy
setting the experiment provides both the total ion flux and
the partial flux at a selected mass per charge. On ISEE I
each combination of energy and mass is maintained for at
least !/16 s in high telemetry bit rate and 1/4 s in low (normal)
bit rate. Different combinations are stepped through in a
cyclic fashion according to patterns controlled by a random
access memory which is programmable from the ground.
The various ISEE 1 patterns, or "'modes," used inside the
magnetosphere require anywhere from 2 to 20 rain to com-
plete. The mass selections usually include one that blocks all
ions from reaching the second detector, allowing intermit-
tent measurements during each cycle of the noise associated
with penetrating radiation. These measurements are later
used to correct the count rates of mass analyzed ions. The
total count rate in the first detector is not corrected this way,
but this detector is much less susceptible to penetrating
radiation because of its small size (spiraltron).
The maximum energy range of the ISEE I instrument is 0
ewe (or spacecraft potential) to 17.9 keV/e, divided into 32
contiguous channels, although only a subset of these may be
used in a given mode. The lowest channel, from 0 ewe to
about 100 ewe, is normally limited to energies above 10
ewe by a retarding potential analyzer (RPA) in the entrance.
That same RPA is used to provide "cold plasma" data from
0 to 100 ewe (retarding within the lowest channel) during
parts of some scan cycles. Because of measurement uncer-
tainties associated with spacecraft charging and plasma
convection, the lowest-energy channel is treated separately
when calculating velocity moments. Data from the highest-
energy channel (above 16 keV/e) are excluded altogether
here, because of a slight variation over time of the mass
response of the ISEE 1 instrument in that channel. The
numerical procedures used for weighting and summing
counts from the various energy channels are such that the
velocity moments correspond to an energy range of either
100 ewe to 16 keV/e (in all figures) or 10 to 100 eV/e
(discussed separately), the latter assuming no spacecraft
charging.
The data used here have been obtained in several different
energy-mass scan modes, but only in modes spanning at
least the 0.1- to 16-keV/e energy range, whether that range is
covered in a contiguous fashion (normally true) or not (see
below), and only in modes which provide H + data from the
mass analyzer, as opposed to modes which rely on "total
ion" counts for approximate H + measurements. Any sam-
pling that has not been corrected for background noise,
because of gaps in the telemetry, for example, has been
discarded.
A2. Data Format
This study makes use of an archival data set recently
completed for NASA's Explorer Project and placed in the
NSSDC under index number 77-102A-12I. The format of
these data is designed to be a compact representation with
roughly the same time resolution as that provided by the
instrument energy-mass scan cycle. Although these data
include various spectral information, this study is mainly
based on files which contain velocity moments. Only a brief
outline of the format can be provided here; a detailed
explanation (user guide) may be obtained from the NSSDC.
The time coverage of these data spans the so called "prime
period" of ISEE operations, from the time of launch of ISEE
! and 2 through the end of February 1980.
The main type of file used here contains separate velocity
moments for the four principal ion species, H +, He ++,
He*. and O+, or in some cases a subset of these ions,
depending on the instrument operating mode. The moments
have been calculated once each energy-mass scan cycle,
using two different methods to be explained below. In cases
where the energy scans have left some channels unsampled,
sometimes every other channel, an interpolation procedure
has been employed, essentially assuming a linear variation of
the differential flux. Each moment has a statistical uncer-
tainty (standard deviation) assigned to it, calculated with
standard formulas for error propagation [e.g., Bevington,
1969. pp. 56--64] assuming Poisson counting statistics and
including the uncertainty in background subtraction [Len-
nartsson and Sharp, 1982].
A second type of file has velocity moments for "total
ions." based on the total ion count rate in the electrostatic
analyzer and assuming that this rate is due entirely to H +
ions. These moments have been calculated once per energy
scan, providing a time resolution of a couple of minutes or
better, and usually have nearly continuous time coverage.
The reason for using "total" moments here is to help
interpret the mass-resolved moments (see text).
To calculate full three-dimensional velocity moments from
the raw ISEE 1 data, the ion fluxes measured within the
near-ecliptic field of view have been extrapolated to other
angles using either of two sets of approximating assump-
tions:
i. The principal ion flow is parallel to the solar ecliptic
plane and the ion fluxes have rotational symmetry around
the flow vector, regardless of the magnetic field orientation.
The direction of the flow vector within this plane is deter-
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mined by the measured flow within the instrument field of
view. The single angular variable in this case is divided
among twelve 30 ° spin angle bins. roughly approximating the
inherent angular resolution of the ISEE I instrument in
normal low-bit-rate operation.
2. Fluxes are gyrotropic _independent of gyration angle)
over the sampled range of pitch angles, and isotropic outside
of this range, maintaining the values measured at the small-
est and largest pitch angles, respectively. The pitch angles
are divided among nine 20 ° bins. This assumption is only
applied to number densities, mean energies, parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field, and energy densities. It
ignores any net bulk flow perpendicular to the magnetic field.
The moments reported here are those obtained with 1,
except when they refer specifically to components parallel
and perpendicular to the magnetic field, thus necessitating
the use of 2. The two sets of assumptions usually provide
about the same densities and total mean energies, within
statistical uncertainties, but the numbers obtained with 1 are
believed to be at least marginally more accurate in most
cases. Although the drift direction in 1 is determined from
average fluxes in 30 ° wide bins, the weighting involved in the
integrations usually provides an accuracy much better than
30 ° .
The moment data have been supplemented with a third
type of file, containing a form of energy-angle spectra for the
same four ion species (and for O*+ ions). These spectra
consist of spin-averaged count rates in each energy channel
(typically all 32 channels), averaged over a single energy-
mass scan cycle, combined with information about the
maximum count rate at each energy during that cycle. This
information includes the time and spin angle of the maxi-
mum, the maximum rate, and the angular range of counts
greater than I/3 of the maximum rate. These have been used
to verify that the moments still have reasonable values when
count rates are narrowly focused in angle or energy and are
otherwise low, as often happens in the tail lobes [Sharp et
al., 1981].
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Experimental Investigation of Possible Geomagnetic Feedback
From Energetic (0.1 to 16 keV) Terrestrial O ÷ Ions
in the Magnetotail Current Sheet
O. W. LENNARTSSON, D. M. KLUMPAR, E. G. SHELLEY, AND J. M. QUINN
Division of Research and Development, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company. Incorporated, Palo Alto. California
Data from energetic ion mass spectrometers on the ISEE I and AMPTE/CCE spacecraft are
combined with geomagnetic and solar indices to investigate, in a statistical fashion, whether energized
O" ions of terrestrial origin constitute a source of feedback which triggers or amplifies geomagnetic
activity, as has been suggested in the literature, by contributing a destabilizing mass increase in the
magnetotail current sheet. The ISEE I data (0.1-16 keV/e) provide in situ observations of the O ÷
concentration in the central plasma sheet, inside of 23 R E, during the rising and maximum phases of
solar cycle 21, as well as inner magnetosphere data from same period. The CCE data (0.1-17 keV/e),
taken during the subsequent solar minimum, all within 9 RE, provide a reference for IonB-term
variations in the magnetosphere O + content. Statistical correlations between the ion data and the
indices, and between different indices, all point in the same direction: there is probably no feedback
specific to the O _ ions, in spite of the fact that they often contribute most of the ion mass density in
the tail current sheet.
1. [NTRODUCTION
Singly charged oxygen is a variable but usually substantial
component of the magnetospheric plasmas at most energies
[Shelley et al., 1972; Ghielmetti et al., 1978; Balsiger et al.,
1980; Sharp et al., 1981; Lundin et al., 1982; Lennartsson
and Shelley, 1986; M6bius et al., 1987; Gloeckler and
Hamilton, 1987; Chappell et al., 1987]. It is perhaps, besides
H ÷ and He ÷ ÷ ions, the most important ion component from
a scientific point of view, for at least two reasons. One is its
principal source, Earth's atmosphere [Young et al., 1982;
Kremser et al., 1988], which makes it a unique measure of
electrical solar-terrestrial interactions. This is the one aspect
that has received the closest attention in the literature so far.
Another reason, however, is the large mass or mass per
charge of the O ÷ ions compared to that of the H _" ions. A
mere 10% admixture of O ÷ ions in an otherwise pure H"
population will more than double the mass density of the
plasma, even though the number density and charge density
remain almost the same. And a 50-50 mixture ofO ÷ and H"
ions, often reached in the inner magnetosphere [Lennartsson
and Sharp, 1982] and sometimes in the central plasma sheet
as far out as 20 R E [Peterson et al., 1981], will have almost
an order of magnitude greater mass density than the corre-
sponding number of only H + ions. This property of the O ÷
component may have significant consequences for the
plasma dynamics; it certainly has for hydromagnetic wave
propagation [e.g., Singer et al., 1979].
Although the energetic (keV) O ÷ ions observed in the
near-equatorial magnetosphere are commonly perceived to
be a product of geomagnetic storm or substorm activity, a
good case has been made for feedback effects as well [e.g.,
Baker et al., 1982, 1985; Delcourt et al., 1989; Daglis et al.,
1990, 1991 ; Moore and Delcourt, 1992; Swift, 1992]. Baker et
al. [1982] argued that the addition of such O + ions in the tail
current sheet, after the onset of a substorm, will have a
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destabilizing effect on this sheet, especially at -15 RE <
GSM X < - 10 R e, the reason being that the large mass per
charge of the O + ions may cause the sheet ion population to
become increasingly demagnitized and therefore more sus-
ceptible to ion tearing mode instabilities. This course of
reasoning allows for the initial increase in the tail O ÷
population, after a period of geomagnetic quiescence, to be
induced entirely by external forces, but it suggests that the
increased concentration of O + ions will promote consequent
substorm onsets, thereby prolonging and strengthening
many active periods.
One observational fact that may seem to fit with that kind
of scenario is the tendency of very strong substorms, those
with a peak AE index of 1000 nT or greater, to occur in
clusters during extended periods (often a day or longer) of
elevated A E (see, for example, Kamei and Maeda [ 1981 ] and
Baker et al. [1985]). On the other hand, more long-term
records of geomagnetic and solar activity, covering several
years, may not seem to fit the same trend, because the
energetic O ÷ population has been found to vary substan-
tially in density over the course of a solar cycle without
causing a parallel long-term variation of geomagnetic activity
[Young et al., 1982; Yau et al., 1985; Lennartsson, 1989].
None of the long-term studies of O + ions has been specifi-
cally directed towards the feedback aspect, however, so
there is still room for doubt either way.
This study attempts to clarify, to the extent possible with
statistical methods, whether there is a geomagnetic feedback
specific to the O + ions, by comparing extensive sets of
near-equatorial ion composition data with common geomag-
netic and solar activity indices. In order to utilize the
long-term observations now available from similar experi-
ments, data obtained during the rising and maximum phases
of solar cycle 21 by a mass spectrometer on the International
Sun-Earth Explorer (ISEE 1) spacecraft are intercompared
with data obtained near the end of the same cycle, at the
minimum phase, by the same kind of spectrometer on the
Charge Composition Explorer (CCE) spacecraft of the Ac-
pRI_EO4NG P4_,q,E BLANK L_tOT FK.ME_O
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tive Magnetosphere Particle Tracer Explorer IAMPTE) mis-
sion.
The focus of this study is on the consequences, if any, of
increasing the average mass per ion in the central plasma
sheet by adding O _ ions. or replacing H "_ions with O ÷ ions.
It is recognized that the O" ions, along with other ions of
terrestrial origin, energetic or not, must have some role in
magnetosphere dynamics simply by contributing a positive
plasma component but that aspect is more complex and does
not necessarily distinguish the O* as a species. It is the
exceptional capability of the O ÷ to enhance the plasma mass
density that is of principal interest here.
2. INSTRUMENTATION
The ISEE I spacecraft (along with the ISEE 2) was
launched on October 22, 1977, into an orbit with apogee at
almost 23 R E (geocentric), perigee at -300 km altitude, an
inclination of 29*, and an orbital period of 57 hours. It was
placed in a spinning mode with the axis nearly perpendicular
to the solar ecliptic plane and with a period of approximately
3 s. The AMPTE CCE, one in a stack of three separate
spacecraft, was launched on August 16, 1984, and directed
into a very nearly equatorial orbit with apogee at almost 9
R E, perigee at - 1000 km altitude, an inclination of less than
5", and an orbital period of 15.6 hours. The AMPTE CCE is
also in a spinning mode, but its spin axis is parallel to Earth's
equatorial plane, pointing some 10" to 30* from the Sun
direction, and its spin period is 6 s.
The Lockheed ion composition experiments flown on
ISEE ! and AMPTE/CCE are two of a family of instruments
using the same type of ion optics and covering nearly the
same range of energies (0 ewe to -17 keV/e) which have
also been flown on GEOS 1 and 2 and on DE 1 [Shelley et al..
1978, 1985]. The ISEE I instrument consists of two nearly
identical mass spectrometers with the respective fields of
view centered 5* above and 5* below the spin plane, that is
about 5° above and below the solar ecliptic plane. Data used
in this study are from one of these, the one looking below the
spin plane. The CCE instrument has a single mass spectrom-
eter with the field of view centered in the spin plane, wh_h
in that case is roughly perpendicular to the solar eclilmc
plane, oriented somewhat like the GSE Y-Z plane. Each
field of view is -10" wide along the spin plane, and some 10"
to 50° wide transverse to this plane, being the widest at the
low-energy end (due to preacceleration) and gradually de-
creasing toward !0" with increasing energy. Information on
the instantaneous pitch angles (at center of field of view j is
provided by the ISEE 1 fluxgate magnetometer [Russell,
1978] and the AMPTE CCE Magnetic Field Experiment
[Potemra et al., 1985].
Each spectrometer consists of an electrostatic analyzer to
select energy per charge, followed by a combined electro-
static and magnetic analyzer to select mass per charge. Both
analyzer sections have particle detectors, so at each energy
setting the experiments provide both the total ion flux and
the partial flux at a selected mass per charge. On ISEE I
each combination of energy and mass is maintained for at
least 1/16 s in high telemetry bit rate and 1/4 s in low (normal)
bit rate, on CCE the corresponding time is 1/32 s. Different
combinations are stepped through in a cyclic fashion accord-
ing to various patterns controlled by a random access
memory which is programmable from the ground. The ISEE
1 patterns, or "modes," used inside the magnetosphere
usually require from 2 to 17 rain to complete. Most com-
monly used CCE patterns require _2 rain per cycle. The
mass selections include one that blocks all ions from reach-
ing the second detector, allowing intermittent measurements
of the noise associated with penetrating radiation. These
measurements are later used to correct the count rates of
mass analyzed ions.
The maximum energy range is 0 eV/e (or spacecraft
potential) to 17.9 keV/e, divided into 32 contiguous chan-
nels, although only a subset of these may be used in a given
mode (typically only 15 channels on CCE). The lowest
channel, from 0 eV/e to _ 100 eV/e, is normally limited to
energies above 10 eV/e on ISEE 1 and above 30 eV/e on
CCE by an RPA (retarding potential analyzer) in the en-
trance. That same RPA is used to provide "cold plasma"
data from 0 to 100 eV/e (retarding within the lowest channel)
during part of some measurement cycles. Because of mea-
surement uncertainties associated with spacecraft charging
and plasma convection, the lowest energy channel is treated
separately when calculating velocity moments. Data from
this channel are not included in the statistical material here
but are discussed briefly in a separate section. In the case of
ISEE I, data from the highest-energy channel (above 16
keV/e) are also excluded from moment calculations, because
of a slight variation over time of the mass response in that
channel. Whenever the energy scans have left some inter-
mediate energy channels unsampled, an interpolation proce-
dure has been employed, assuming a linear variation of the
differential flux. Given these considerations, and given the
numerical procedures used for weighting and summing
counts from the various energy channels, the velocity mo-
ments displayed in the following figures correspond to an
energy range of -100 eV/e to 16 keV/e for ISEE ! and 100
eV/e to 17 keV/e for AMPTE/CCE.
3. DATA FORMATS
]"his study is the first extensive application of two archival
data sets recently completed for NASA's Explorer Project.
"I'he formats of these data are designed to be a compact
repre_ntation, with roughly the same time resolution as that
l_"ovid_:l by the instrument energy-mass scan cycle. Al-
though these data sets include various spectral information,
onl), the files containing velocity moments have been used
here.
The ISEE 1 data files contain separate velocity moments
for the four principal ion species, H *, He _"+, He +, and O ÷,
calculated once each energy-mass scan cycle, using two
different methods to be explained below. Each moment has
a statistical uncertainty (standard deviation) assigned to it,
calculated with standard formulas for error propagation
assuming Poisson counting statistics and including the un-
certainty in background subtraction. In addition, there are
velocity moments for "total ions," based on the total ion
count rate in the electrostatic analyzer and assuming that
this rate is due entirely to H + ions. These moments are
calculated once per energy scan, providing a time resolution
of a couple of minutes or better, and usually have nearly
continuous time coverage. The reason for including "total"
moments here is to help separate mass-resolved moments
taken in different plasma regimes (see next section).
To calculate full three-dimensional velocity moments from
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Time ranges of available ion composition data in relation to solar activity. Only the solid line (archived)
portion of the ISEE I data is used here (years labeled at beginning).
the raw ISEE I data, the ion fluxes measured within the
near-ecliptic field of view have been extrapolated to other
angles using either of two sets of approximating assump-
tions:
I. The principal ion flow is parallel to the solar ecliptic
plane and the ion fluxes have rotational symmetry around
the flow vector, regardless of the magnetic field orientation.
The direction of the flow vector within this plane is deter-
mined by the measured flow within the instrument field of
view. The single angular variable in this case is divided
among 12 30* spin-angle bins, roughly approximating the
inherent angular resolution of the ISEE I instrument in
normal low-bit-rate operation.
2. Fluxes are gyrotropic (independent of gyration angle)
over the sampled range of pitch angles, and isotropic outside
of this range, maintaining the values measured at the small-
est and largest pitch angles, respectively. The pitch angles
are divided among nine 20* bins. This assumption is only
applied to number densities, mean energies, parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field, and energy densities. It
ignores any net bulk flow perpendicular to the magnetic field.
The two sets of assumptions typically yield about the same
number densities and total energy densities, within statistical
uncertainties, except for cases of substantial ecliptic ion drift
across the magnetic field (substantial when compared to
thermal velocities), when 1 appears to provide more accu-
rate values, especially for number densities. This has been
verified by comparing the ion densities with electron densi-
ties derived from ISEE 1 and 2 wave experiments on several
occasions. Although the drift direction in 1 is determined
from average fluxes in 30 ° wide bins, the weighting involved
in the integrations usually provides an accuracy much better
than 30 °. For simplicity, the ISEE 1 number densities
illustrated here are those derived from 1 when referring to
the magnetotail (plasma sheet) and from 2 when referring to
the inner magnetosphere (for comparison with CCE densi-
ties).
The AMPTE/CCE moment files use a common integration
time of 6.4 minutes for both the mass resolved data and the
total ion data. The CCE velocity moments have all been
calculated according to approximation 2 above, including a
standard deviation for each moment, except that the-counts
were initially separated between the right and left side of the
magnetic field direction, in order to allow a cross-B velocity
to be calculated (along with a parallel velocity). Because of
the attitude and orbit of the spacecraft, the CCE instrument
normally samples fluxes along the magnetic field direction.
In addition to the H +, He ++ , He + , and O* ions these files
also include O _'÷ ions. It is clear from these data that the
O ++ ions, as was assumed during the preparation of the
ISEE ! files, are generally much less abundant than the O-
ions at these energies, typically by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude
(see also Young et al. [1982]). The same appears to hold at
higher energies as well, according to data from the CHEM
experiment on AMPTE/CCE [Kremser et al., 1988].
4. DATA SELECTION
The time coverage of the ISEE 1 and AMPTE/CCE data
sets through solar cycle 21 is illustrated in Figure I, along
with the daily index of 10.7-cm wavelength solar radio flux.
This index is commonly used as a proxy for the solar
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation [Hinteregger, 1981] and
is therefore an indirect measure of the solar radiant effects
on the terrestrial O + source [e.g., Young et al., 1982, and
references therein]. Figure l shows the reason for intercom-
paring the two data sets; the ISEE 1 set was acquired during
strongly varying solar activity, including the peak, the CCE
set during weak and extremely steady solar activity. The
significance of this will be clarified later.
Of all the ISEE l data available, only three subsets have
been used here, one obtained in the central plasma sheet, the
other two in the inner magnetosphere, in the same spatial
region as the CCE data. The spatial distribution of the
plasma sheet samplings is illustrated in Figure 2 in GSM
coordinates, with each point representing one instrument
energy-mass cycle. The samplings are all from geocentric
distances beyond i0 R e and have been further limited to - l0
R e < GSM Y< 10R e andGSMX < -5 R e . The main
reason for choosing this particular region is that the plasma
sheet O* density has been found to have a rather broad
maximum within l0 R e of either side of local midnight
during periods of hourly AE > 200 nT (see Figure 7d of
Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]).
The central plasma sheet has been defined by the following
conditions:
I. The sum of the H +, He ++, He +, and O + densities is
at least 0.1 cm-3.
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samplings from 1985, binned and averaged into 1732 and1728 matrix elements, respectively.
i The two spatial regions thus defined by the CCE data havein turn been used to select two "inner magnetosphere'" sets
i of ISEE 1 data as well (similarly excluding magnetosheathand solar wind). The resulting number of samples in these
ISEE i sets is 581 (corresponding to 1984 CCE set) and 693
0 (1985 CCE set).
C,SM X (R_)
Fig. 2. Spatial extent of selected plasma sheet data set (ISEE 1) in
Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates.
2. The plasma beta value produced by these same ions is
at least 0.1.
3. The multiple densities derived from the total ion count
rates during the course of each energy-mass scan cycle,
assuming only H ÷ ions (see previous section), are all at least
0.05 cm-3.
These conditions differ slightly from those used by Len-
nartsson and Shelley [1986] but lead to essentially the same
selection, given the spatial constraints. The present data set
is further constrained by the requirement that concurrent AE
indices be available, resulting in the exclusion of samplings
from 1977 (see Kamei and Maeda [1981], and subsequent
data books). The resulting number of samples is 4056 (-1000
hours).
For this study the CCE samplings have first been binned
and averaged into a time-space matrix of 1 hour UT by I
hour MLT by one dipole L unit, in order to make the set
more compact. The spatial distribution of the elements
(average coordinates) is illustrated in Figure 3 in SM coor-
dinates (same as GSM, except for a rotation around the Y
axis to make the Z axis equal to the northward dipole axis).
The samplings have been limited to L > 6 in order to ensure
that the ion composition is controlled by the particle sources
rather than by charge exchange decay [Lennartsson and
Sharp, 1982]. In addition, the samplings have been confined
to the inside of the magnetopause, by elimination of data that
might be interpreted as magnetosheath or solar wind (based
in part on total moments). The reason for dividing the data
by year is that AE indices, at this writing, are not available
on magnetic tape for 1985. The set is made up of 7998
individual 6.4-min samplings from 1984, and 8211 such
1984.
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5. STATISTICAL RESULTS
Whether auroral substorms, as defined by enhancements
in the AE index, for instance, are triggered by an increasing
concentration of O + ions in the tail current sheet [e.g..
Baker et al., 1982], or always start independently of the O _,
may seem to be a simple question of timing. The answer is
not readily found by studying individual events, however,
because the O + data from within the plasma sheet are rather
spotty during active periods, due to plasma sheet motion and
thinning, and the substorm activity is often recurring too
rapidly to allow a unique association between enhancements
in the AE and in the O ÷ density. The only firm conclusion
that can be drawn from previous event studies is that there
are numerous cases where the ISEE 1 is in the central
plasma sheet at a substorm expansion onset and does not
observe a large concentration of O + (> 10%) until after onset
(R. D. Sharp, unpublished manuscript, 1982; see also Baker
et al. [1985]). Hence we have had reasons to believe that
substorms can occur before the O + density is enhanced in
the tail, but we still do not know whether they occur more
easily if the O + density is already high, or if they are
stronger in that case.
5. I. Relative Timing
As a first step in addressing this question, the entire set of
ISEE ! plasma sheet data, as defined above (see Figure 2),
was scoured for evidence that the O+/H + density ratio
might sometimes undergo a significant increase shortly be-
fore such an increase takes place in the AE index. Several
different approaches were tried, using different definitions of
"'significant increase" and "shortly before." The result was
essentially negative; there was no clear evidence that any
increment in the AE could be uniquely associated with a
preceding, or even simultaneous, increase in the O*/I-l*
ratio, and this was due in part to the difficulties already
mentioned. One approach, for example, was to use hourly
AE indices and pose the following problem:
Find each sampling with an O +/I-I+ ratio greater than 30%,
which is preceded by at least a 3-hour period of samplings with
O*/H* consistently less than 20%, allowing no more than 60
min for data gaps during that period, and check whether the
concurrent or succeeding hourly AE is greater, by any amount,
than the preceding 3-hour average AE. The result: No case of
a succeeding increase in the hourly AE, but one case of a
concurrent increase. In that one case the l-rain AE indices
were examined next, and the AE proved to increase ahead of
the increase in the O+/H + ratio.
sM x (R,)
Fig. 3. Spatial extent of selected CCE data sets in Solar Mag-
netic (SM) coordinates. These extend in geomagnetic latitude from
- 16"to + 12".Equivalent regions are used for ISEE 1 data as weft
(see text).
5.2. Correlation Between AE and Average Ion Mass
in Plasma Sheet
Figure 4 shows a purely statistical approach, where each
plasma sheet sampling is represented by its linearly averaged
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Fig. 4. Scatterplots of average ion mass in plasma _hee! versus hourly AE (left) and vice versa (right). The top
panels compare AE readings and mass samplings from _tme hour. the lower panels compare AE or mass with mass and
AE from the first (middle) and second (bottom) succeedml hour The regression lines in this and following figures have
a correlation coefficient as indicated by parameter R. The patamet©r N indicates the number of data points in each
panel.
ion mass, weighted by the respective densities of H ".
He +* , He + , and O ÷ ions (thus having a range of 1.0 to I_0
amuH and is associated with hourly AE indices from the
same (top panels) or adjacent hours. Because the He "* ions
are always in minority here (almost always less than 10CZcof
total number density), the average mass is also approxi-
mately the average mass per charge, which may be the
physically more significant quantity (or mass divided by the
square of the charge). This mass, whether associated with
ion or charge, is not expected to be significantly defective by
not including O + ÷ ions (see end of section 3).
In the left panels of Figure 4 the average mass is treated as
a function of the hourly AE index, allowing up to 2 hours
delay from each AE reading to the plasma sheet sampling.
The slanted straight line in each panel is the linear least
squares fit of log (mass) versus log (AE). The reason for
using a linear fit here is that when the AE is binned, rather
than scattered, the logarithm of the average mass in each AE
bin is approximately a linear function of the logarithm of AE
_not shown). The correlation coefficient, denoted by the
letter R. ,s significant in each case, given the large number of
points 14056). The generally greater mass/ion during active
t,mes is due to a combination of increasing O * density and
decreasing H ÷ and He *+ densities [see Lennartsson and
Shelley, 1986]. The He + ions contribute a negligible density
in the central plasma sheet at most times. It can be seen that
the correlation is somewhat better with a 2-hour delay than
with a shorter delay, or no delay. The correlation with a
2-hour delay is in fact at its maximum; it declines again with
longer delays, reaching a value of R = 0.45 with a 5-hour
delay, for instance (not illustrated).
In the fight panels of Figure 4 the AE index is similarly
treated as a function of the average mass, using the same set
of plasma sheet samplings. In this case the correlation
coefficient declines monotonically with increasing delay,
reaching R = 0.45 already with a l-hour delay (and R =
0.31 with a 5-hour delay). Clearly, the AE is less well
correlated with preceding values of the average ion mass
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TABLE I. Autocorrelation of Log (Hourly AE) in 1978--1979
IN = 175201
Lag Time. Correlation
hours Coefficient
I 0.87
2 0.70
3 0.61
4 0.55
5 0.51
6 0.46
than vice versa. Note also that the regression line in the top
right panel is different from the corresponding line in the top
left panel, even though the two correlation coefficients are
the same (by definition).
Figure 4 displays all plasma sheet samplings correspond-
ing to Figure 2, including both dawn and dusk halves. It may
be true that conditions in the dusk half are usually the most
relevant to substorm onset, as argued by Baker et al. [1982],
but these ion composition data show no significant asymme-
try between dusk and dawn and do not justify limiting the
statistical material to the dusk side only. By including the
dawn half it is possible to admit more samplings from early
1978 and early 1980 and thus cover a wider range of solar
surface activity (see Figure 1). This is a desirable objective in
the next section. It may suffice to mention that if the
scatterplots of Figure 4 are limited to the dusk half, where
there are 1366 samplings, the least squares fits are virtually
identical to those in Figure 4, and the correlation coefficients
differ by at most 0.02.
It is quite possible that the nonzero correlation of the AE
with the preceding values of the average ion mass in the right
panels of Figure 4, with l- and 2-hour delays, is purely
accidental, because the AE has a very high degree of
autocorrelation over long periods of time. This is illustrated
by Table l, which lists the correlation coefficients for hourly
AE values taken from one to six hours apart during 1978 and
1979 (17520 hours). As can be seen, the AE at any one time
is still better correlated with the AE from as much as 6 hours
earlier than it is with the average ion mass during the
immediately preceding hour.
5.3. Solar Cycle Effects
Figure 5 relates the average ion mass in the central plasma
sheet to solar surface activity, as measured by the F10 7. as
well as geomagnetic activity. The ion mass samplings in the
left panel are from geomagnetically "quiet" times, defined
by requiring that the hourly AE index be consistently less
than 100 nT over a 3-hour period, where the middle hour
contains the mass sampling. The right panel has samplings
from "disturbed" times, similarly defined by hourly AE
indices being consistently greater than 200 nT over that same
3-hour period. By considering AE indices taken both before
and after the mass sampling it is ensured that no bias is
placed on the causal relationship between the AE and the ion
mass, although the strong autocorrelation of the AE index
makes the precise timing less important (see Table 1). In any
case the average ion mass is found to increase with increas-
ing solar activity, regardless of substorm activity level, and
this is mainly a consequence of an increasing O* density
(see also Young et al. [19821 and Lennartsson [19891). The
regression lines are again based on log (mass), because a
logarithmic y scale and a linear x scale provide a roughly
linear dependence when data points are binned in x and
averaged in y (not shown).
Although the correlation coefficient is only about 0.3 in
both panels of Figure 5, the large number of data points
makes it significant. It can be seen, by using standard
statistical tests [Bevington, 1969, pp. 119-127; Press et al.,
1986, pp. 484--487], that the probability of having no actual
correlation between the ion mass and the solar activity is
negligible (less than 10-*). Essentially, the same statistical
results are reached even if the samplings are limited to the
dusk half of the plasma sheet, thereby reducing the number
of data points as well as the range of Fi0.7. In that case,
N = 339 and R = 0.25 in the left panel (AE < 100 nT) and
N = 348 and R = 0.36 in the right panel (AE > 200 nT),
and the respective regression lines remain identical within
one standard deviation of either the slope or the vertical
location.
By contrast, the substorm activity, as measured by the AE
or Kp indices, does not increase with increasing solar
surface activity during this time period, neither in terms of
frequency of substorm onsets nor in terms of peak am#i-
AE < 100 nr AE > 200 nr
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Fig. 5. Comparison of ion mass in plasma sheet with the Ottawa daily Fi0.7 index (solar radio flux) during
geomagnetically (left) quiet and {right) disturbed conditions (see text for selection ofAE). The ion samplings have been
ordered by Ottawa local time here, rather than by the usual universal time.
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Fig. 6. (Top) Daily (jagged line) and monthly FI0.7 ; (middle) daily and monthly averaged plasma sheet O+/H +
density ratio; (bottom) daily and monthly averaged AE index. The dashed horizontal lines are for visual reference.
tude. This is partly illustrated for the AE index by Figure 6,
which covers two 4-month intervals with similar ISEE 1
samplings of the plasma sheet (as defined in Figure 2), one in
1978, the other in 1979. The daffy solar Fi0.7 (top panel), and
presumably also the concurrent EUV flux, is almost consis-
tently higher in the later interval, resulting in a generally
greater O +/H + density ratio in the central plasma sheet, also
represented by "daffy" numbers here (middle panel), ob-
tained by averaging all available samplings each day. These
trends are still more distinct in terms of monthly averages,
shown here by points centered on each month and connected
by straight lines. However, the AE index (bottom panel) shows
no signs of increasing from 1978 to 1979, neither as a daily nor
as a monthly average (see also Figure 3 in the work by Young
et al. [1982]). As far as the frequency of substorm onsets is
concerned, a visual inspection of l-min AE records (see Kamei
and Maeda [1981] and subsequent data books) reveals no
obvious increase from 1978 to 1979 (not illustrated here).
It may be argued that Figure 6 does show some change
from 1978 to 1979 in the daily averaged AE index, since in
1979, but not in 1978. the AE appears to be modulated at a
rate resembling the solar rotation period, which ranges from
25 to 36 days, depending on latitude and physical feature
[Hansen et al., 1969, and references therein]. This is prob-
ably not caused by a solar-induced periodicity in the O +
density, however, since the Ft0.7 index is much less periodic
in 1979 than in 1978. The fact that the O +/H + ratio in Figure
6 does not show a clear solar rotation modulation, not even
in 1978, can probably be ascribed to the rapidly varying
sampling conditions, including the spacecraft motion along
the orbit (at least 7 R e per day) and the orbital drift relative
to the tail (-12 R E per month at apogee).
Returning to Figure 1, it is clear that the Ft0.7 index
continues to have strong oscillations for the next couple of
years, including those caused by solar rotation, but it does
not begin to change in a more long-term fashion again until
1983, when it starts declining, and it is not until the second
half of 1984 that it reaches a low and steady level, coincident
with the AMPTE/CCE data interval. At this time the Fi07 is
very close to its minimum daffy (65.8 on October 8, 1985) and
monthly values (69.4 in September 1986, which is the canon-
ical end of solar cycle 21). Accordingly, the CCE data set
should have substantially lower O + concentrations than the
ISEE i set, even if the ISEE I set is averaged over most of
the rising phase (to improve statistics). The CCE data
contmn no samplings from the plasma sheet region shown in
Figure 2, but it is known from the ISEE ! data that O* ions
in the inner magnetosphere (R < 10 R e) have virtually the
same response to the FI0.7 index as do the plasma sheet 0 ÷
ions [Lennartsson, 1989]. Hence, if the CCE data do show
much lower O*/H ÷ ratios than do the ISEE I data, given the
same inner magnetosphere sampling region for both sets,
then it is fair to assume that the plasma sheet O +/H + ratios
are also substantially reduced at solar minimum (reversing
the time sequence in Figure 6).
Figure 7 shows one kind of comparison between ISEE !
and CCE data within the bounds of available AE indices. In
this case each ion sampling has been associated with the
average of 6 successive hourly AE indices, the last of which
is concurrent. There is no special reason for choosing a
6-hour period per se, but the statistical correlation is some-
what better when an average of several hourly AE values is
used rather than some single preceding value. Using preced-
ing rather than succeeding AE values here seems intuitively
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Fig. 7. Comparison of O +/H ÷ density ratio in the equatorial magnetosphere (dawn to noon; see left panel of Figure
3) with the preceding 6-hour average AE index during (left) rising-to-maximum and (right) minimum solar activity. The
grand average AE during the two data sampling intervals was (left) 203 -+ 7 nT and (right) 280 ± 5 nT+
fight [cf. Strangeway and Johnson, 1984], regardless of the
role of O + ions in the plasma sheet, and that choice is also
justified by improved correlation.
Figure 7 confirms that the O +/H + ratio has declined quite
substantially in late 1984, near solar minimum, as compared
to typical values during the rising phase of 1978 to early
1980. Even though the two instruments have different pitch
angle coverage in this region of space (sections 2 and 3), the
difference in the O +/H + ratio between the left (ISEE 1) and
right (CCE) panels is quite consistent with a time reversal of
the results obtained between 1978 and 1980 at geosynchro-
nous altitude (L _ 6.6) by the GEOS 2 instrument (measur-
ing nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field). If a median
FI0.7 of 175 is assigned to the ISEE 1 data [Lennartsson,
1989] and an Fi0.7 of 70 to the CCE data (Figure 1), the
logarithmic regression formula in Table 3b of Young et al.
[1982] predicts a reduction in the ratio by a factor of _3.5 in
1984 for geomagnetically quiet conditions. Comparing the
two regression lines in Figure 7 at low AE yields a somewhat
larger reduction by a factor of 4.1, but the difference is
probably within the margins of error, considering that the
ISEE 1 data in Figure 7 span such a wide range ofFi0 7 . In
any case there is a clear downward displacement of the
regression line in 1984, and there is relatively less scatter
about this line, resulting in a higher correlation coefficient.
The improved correlation with the AE index is consistent
with the strongly reduced fluctuations in the daily FI0 7
index (Figure 1), provided the O+/H ÷ ratio, as implied by
Figure 5, depends not only on long-term but also on day-to-
day variations in the solar irradiation.
In spite of this substantial long-term reduction in the
O +/H + ratio, there is no corresponding reduction in sub-
storm activity. Instead, there.is a modest but statistically
significant increase over the same time period, as measured
by for instance daily averages of the AE index (see Kamei
and Maeda [1981], and subsequent data books). This trend is
reflected in Figure 7 by the different grand average AE
values during the two intervals of ion sampling (203 nT in the
ISEE 1 interval, 280 nT in the CCE interval, the two mean
values differing by more than ten times the standard devia-
tion of either mean).
These opposing effects are even more clearly demon-
strated by means of the Kp index, which allows all of the
CCE data to be used (and more than twice as much of the
ISEE ! data; see end of section 4). In Figure 8 each ion
sampling has been associated with the linear average of the
concurrent and the two immediately preceding Kp indices,
assigning the numerical values + I/3 and -1/3 to the gradu-
ating plus and minus symbols on the Kp index. The resulting
9-hour average Kp has been binned, as shown, and the
density ratios have been averaged within each bin. The
grand average Kp during the two sets of ion samplings is
indicated in the respective panel, in conventional notation,
and further described in the caption. When expressed in
decimal numbers, the two mean values differ by 50 times the
standard deviation of either mean.
To place these results in a broader perspective, the hourly
and daily averaged AE for all of 1978 through 1984 have been
plotted versus the daily FI0.7 in Figure 9 (except for 1 day of
missing Fi0.7 index in 1983). Although small in magnitude,
the resulting correlation coefficients are statistically signifi-
cant, considering the large number of points [Bevington,
1969, pp. i19--127; Press et ai., 1986, pp. 484--487]. The fact
that the two regression lines have almost exactly the same
slope (same within two decimal places), even though the two
sets of data points differ in size by a factor of 24, makes it
almost certain that the correlation is real and not merely due
to numerical rounding errors. The negative sign of the
correlation is consistent, in a superficial sense, with the
long-term anticorrelation just found between the O+/H ÷
ratio and the AE (Figure 7) and Kp (Figure 8), since the O ÷
density is positively correlated with the El0.7 (Figure 5; see
also Young et al. [1982] and Lennartsson [1989]). This does
not by itself imply a physical relationship between the AE
and the FI0.7, however, because Figure 9 spans the better
part of a solar cycle, and the important physical parameter
may be solar cycle phase, or simply time. Indeed, if the AE
is sorted by the Fi0.7 on a year-by-year basis, the correlation
does not even show a persistent sign. This is illustrated by
Table 2.
5.4. Effects of Including Lowest Energy Channel
The possible role of ions with energies below 100 eV/e is
primarily an issue with data obtained in situ, that is the ISEE
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1 plasma sheet data (Figure 2). The nominal range of 10-100
eV/e, not including variable RPA settings, has been mea-
sured in -90% of the 4056 plasma sheet samplings, and these
measurements almost always cover all 12 spin angle sectors
at least once.
Count rates in this single energy channel have been
converted to partial ion number densities assuming rota-
tional symmetry of the ion flux around the same flow vector
used for the main velocity moments (assumption 1 in section
3). This average flow vector, one for each ion species, has
been based on count rates in all the other energy channels
(except the highest one) and does not always approximate
the true flow direction of the 10- to 100-¢V/e ions. This can
be a significant problem when the flux of low-energy ions is
strongly focused in spin angle, in which case an error in the
axis of symmetry leads to exaggerated densities.
Adding these partial densities, when measured, to the
main densities has almost no effect on the statistical picture,
however. In most samplings from the central plasma sheet
the O + and He + densities are increased by less than 15%
and the H + and He ++ densities by less than 5%. Table 3
shows the average increases. Part of the reason for these
modest numbers may be that the low-energy cutoff is actu-
ally higher than 10 eV/e in much of the plasma sheet data,
perhaps more typically between 10 and 20 eV/e, because of
positive spacecraft charging associated with photo electron
emission (see Figure 1 of Mozer et ai. [1983]).
When Figures 4 and 5 are reproduced with the lowest-
energy channel included (not shown), the new scatter pat-
terns are virtually identical to the old ones. There is a barely
perceptible flattening of the regression lines, corresponding
quantitatively to a change in the third decimal place of the
respective slopes. This flattening is accompanied by a slight
reduction in the correlation coefficients as well, and this is
again limited to the third decimal place in all cases but the
left panel of Figure 5, where R is reduced to 0.28. Although
very small, the reductions in the slopes and correlation
coefficients of each regression line both indicate disordering.
Hence, as far as the ion composition is concerned, adding
the I0- to 100-eV/¢ partial densities in the central plasma
1978 to 1984
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TABLE 2. Correlation of Log (Hourly AE) With Daily Fi0 :
Year
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Number values 8760 8760 8784 8760 8760 8736 8784
Correlation coefficient 0.002 -0.118 0.041 0.074 0.074 0.026 0.065
sheet makes no significant physical difference, but it appears
to slightly increase the measurement errors, which is the
main reason for keeping the low-energy cutoff at 100 ewe in
this study.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The preceding section makes no mention of the mean
energy of the O * ions, and there is actually no new infor-
mation from this study that warrants a discussion beyond
what was presented by Lennartsson and Shelley [1986] and
Lennartsson [1989]. The only potentially critical issue here is
whether the O + energy in the central plasma sheet decreases
with increasing O + density, so as to offset the expected
increase in the ion inertial effects. It was found previously
that the O + mean energy in the 0.1- to 16-keV range is
indeed slightly anti-correlated with both geomagnetic [Len-
nartsson and Shelley, 1986] and solar activity [Lennartsson,
1989], that is anticorrelated with density, but the effect
appears far too small to be of any significance here. Specif-
ically, the O ÷ mean energy in the central plasma sheet is
typically -4 to 5 keV during low geomagnetic and solar
activity and -3 to 4 keV during moderate to strong activity.
Returning to the far greater variations in the O + density,
and in the O+/H * density ratio, the challenge is now to
interpret their various statistical relations with geomagnetic
and solar activity. If one makes the very reasonable assump-
tion that Figures 7 and 8 show a long-term trend that applies
also to the central plasma sheet, it is clear that the frequency
of occurrence of very large O+/H + ratios in the tail current
sheet can be substantially reduced over time with no hin-
drance to substorms. On the contrary, substorm activity
increases. Is this increased activity actually caused by the
relative decrease in O + content? Considering Figure 5, such
a scenario is consonant with the negative correlation be-
tween the AE and the Fi0.7 in Figure 9. However, Table 2
shows that this negative correlation, when ordered by cal-
endar year, is not an ordinary feature, but is limited to one
(1979) of seven years. This makes it much more likely that
the long-term variation of the AE is controlled by a solar
process which depends on the solar cycle phase but is not
well measured by the FI0.7, nor by the EUV flux.
Figure 10 may provide additional clues. It appears from
Figure 10 that the year 1979 is unique in the sense that the
TABLE 3. ISEE 1 Average Incremental Density From 10- to
100-eV/e Channel in Plasma Sheet
Ion Increment, %
H + 2.8
He + + 1.3
He _ 8.2
O + 7.2
AE activity then approaches its absolute minimum in the 7
years considered, a minimum reached in early 1980. Since
this occurs while the Fi0.7 is approaching its absolute
maximum (Figure 1), it probably accounts for the net nega-
tive correlation in Figure 9 (even without the singular Ft0.7
peak in early November 1979). It certainly accounts for the
long-term increase in the AE and the Kp in Figures 7 and 8.
Whether the early 1980 minimum in the monthly average AE
is entirely due to solar processes, or somehow depends on
solar-induced changes in the magnetosphere particle popu-
lations, it is clearly contrary to having substorm activity
enhanced by increased O ÷ concentration in the tail current
sheet (see also Figure 6).
If there is any significant feedback from the O +, due to its
large ionic mass, it must be negative: The O + either inhibits
the onset of substorms, acts as a damper on substorms in
progress, or helps to release tail stresses at an earlier and
"less harmful" stage. However, Figure 10 appears to ex-
clude that scenario as well, since the monthly average AE
starts increasing again long (2 years) before the solar Fi0.7
enters its declining phase (Figure 1), which is presumably
when the O + concentration declines in the plasma sheet
(Figure 5).
Short-term correlations are less definitive, for reasons that
have been outlined above, but they appear to point in the
same direction. Figure 4 suggests that the O +/H + ratio in the
plasma sheet does depend on the previous history of the AE,
at least over a 2-hour interval (maximum R with two hours
delay), but it gives no hint of a similar dependence of the AE
on the O + concentration, since the correlation in the right
panels declines monotonically with time and is anyway much
weaker than the autocorrelation of the AE (Table 1). Fur-
thermore, the pattern of scattered points in Figure 4 has an
almost triangular shape in the left panels, especially in the
bottom panel, with one corner at small ion mass but large
AE. This shape implies, ideally, that the AE can take on any
large value without O + ions being present, and it can do that
without increasing the O+/H * ratio uniformly throughout
the central plasma sheet, but the O +/H ÷ ratio cannot reach
very large values anywhere unless the AE is already large.
6.1. Possible Role of Very Low Energy Ions
Whether the low-energy cutoff is 10 or 100 ewe, or some
intermediate value imposed by positive spacecraft charging,
does not appear to make much difference in the central
plasma sheet (Table 3), but there may still be a "hidden" ion
population with mean energies of a few eV. or less, associ-
ated with the terrestrial polar wind and consisting mostly of
H + ions [e.g., Chappell et al., 1987]. The question is, how
large is this polar wind population of H + ions compared with
the more energetic H + population measured on the ISEE !
spacecraft? Does it have a significant effect on the average
ion mass? So far there have been no direct measurements of
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ions with only a few eV energy in the plasma sheet, beyond
10 R E, nor have there been any large-scale attempts to infer
"hidden" ions by comparing measured partial ion densities
with total electron densities deduced from wave experi-
ments, but the subject has been addressed indirectJy by
modeling particle trajectories, notably by Delcourt et al.
[1989].
The numerical model of Delcourt et al. takes into account
all presently known sources of terrestrial ion outflows, using
the most recent measurements or estimates of source param-
eters, but it is restricted to radial distances less than 17 R E,
and its plasma sheet does not receive ions whose trajectories
intersect the magnetopause or reach beyond 17 R e downtail.
As emphasized by the authors, the trajectory interrupts,
especially downtail, set artificial and severe limits on the
potential contribution to the plasma sheet density ofH * ions
with initial energies of l0 eV (cusp source) or greater
(auroral zone and polar cap sources) and are the main reason
why the calculated H ÷ density between l0 and 17 R e.
including all energies, is only -0.01 to 0.08 cm-3 (Figure 18
in their paper). However, these limits are less severe for the
polar wind H * ions, which are all assumed to have an initial
energy of only l eV, so this model may provide a probable
upper limit on their specific contribution in Earth's plasma
sheet.
According to Figure 4 in the paper by Delcourt et al..
-43% of the polar wind H* ions remain within the model
boundaries during geomagnetically quiet conditions.
whereas 41% are lost downtail, because of weak equator-
ward convection, and 16% are lost at the magnetopause. The
43% that remain are sufficient to dominate the H ÷ density
earthward of the 17 R E boundary, but the density between
l0 and 17 R e is only about 1/10 of the energetic H ÷ density
measured on the ISEE l (Figure lg in same paper; see also
Lennartsson and Shelley [1986]). Fewer of the polar wind
ions are lost downtail during disturbed conditions (stronger
convection), only -6%, but the ionospheric source is as-
sumed to be weaker then, by a factor of 2/3 (their Table 2),
and a somewhat greater fraction is lost at the magnetopause
(23%), so the model H ÷ density in the plasma sheet is still
smaller, by a factor of 5 to 10, than the energetic H * density
measured on the ISEE I. Hence, even with all of the lost
polar wind H ÷ ions somehow recovered and added to its
plasma sheet, this model seems to imply that the density of
very. low energy H ÷ ions Ifew eV) is smaller than the known
density of energetic H + ions in Earth's plasma sheet.
possibly substantially smaller.
It is worth noting that the polar wind is expected, on
theoretical grounds, to be stronger, by approximately a
factor of 3, at the minimum of the solar cycle than at the
maximum of same [Chappell et al., 1987, and references
therein], which is the opposite of the observed long-term
trend of the O* flux. To the extent that polar wind H ÷ ions
do affect the ion composition in the taft current sheet, they
probably amplify the difference in the O +/H " ratio between
solar maximum and minimum, thereby enhancing the long-
term anticorrelation between average ion mass and geomag-
netic activity implied by Figures 7 and 8 above.
6.2. C,,rollary
Since the energetic O + ions do reach the central plasma
sheet, well beyond 10RE, and do so in sufficient numbers to
have a very significant and strongly variable influence on the
average mass of keV ions (Figures 4 and 5), they must have
significant and variable effects on any tail instability that
depends in a decisive fashion on this mass, including any
_uch instability powerful enough to influence the geomag-
neuc indices. The statistical results of this study suggest
therefore that the average ion mass is an unimportant
parameter in the equations that govern magnetotali stability.
It is clear, at least from the long-term behavior of the AE and
Kp indices (Figures 6, 7, 8, and 10), that a more frequent
occurrence of large average mass/ion, or mass/charge, in the
tail current sheet is not sufficient cause for stronger dissipa-
tion of auroral energy. The statistical data are more compat-
ible with reduced energy dissipation when the ion mass
becomes extremely large near solar maximum. However,
the lack of a consistent correlation over time between solar
and geomagnetic indices seems to rule out all significant
feedback (Table 2 and Figures l and 10). These consider-
ations are nominally based on ion composition data from the
0. l- to 16-keV/e energy range, but probably apply to the bulk
of the plasma sheet ions.
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